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Thank you for the best issue I have ever seen (September 2002). You have captured the heart and spirit and hopes and dreams and historical roots and decades of fruits that characterize Wake Forest College and University.

Having taught archaeology at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, I was offered a position as associate professor of religion at WFC in the summer of 1946, and my years there were delightful. It meant, though, that I would not be moving to Winston-Salem because I was asked to be the professor of archaeology and Ancient Near Eastern Studies in the new seminary before going to Stetson University in Florida, where I retired after 22 years. You have done me a great favor by publishing this issue.

Marc H. Lovelace
Winston-Salem, N.C.

Your September 2002 issue is the best one of all. Why? Because of the article on “Corapeake.” I suppose Brenda Parker Hunt and I are the only two in Wake Forest history whose roots were solidly established in or near that tiny town.

Thanks for calling it a town. During my youth I could stand in our front yard, look north, and, but for a curve in the road and a thicket, the whole town was visible. Sara (’53) and I plan to be on campus for the ’52 law class reunion. We shall thumb a ride to the Hanes Gallery and view Kendall Messick’s photography of my hometown.

Gerald F. White (’49, JD ’52)
Elizabeth City, N.C.

Wake Forest Magazine plans a tribute to retiring Chaplain Ed Christman (’50, JD ’53). If you have a memory or brief anecdote to share, please write to Cherin C. Poovey, P.O. Box 7205, Winston-Salem, N.C., 27109, or e-mail poovey@wfu.edu.
Ettin, Harriger honored

Waddill awards also presented at Convocation.

Professor of English Andrew V. Ettin and Professor of Political Science Katy Harriger were among those honored during the University’s Opening Convocation in October. Genomics pioneer J. Craig Venter, a leader in the race to decode the human genome, was the keynote speaker during the program, which kicked off the School of Medicine’s Centennial Celebration.

Ettin, who joined the faculty in 1977, received the Donald O. Schoonmaker Award for Community Service. He has participated in social and religious activities as a board member of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, as the spiritual leader of Temple Israel in Salisbury, N.C., as the acting rabbi at Temple Emmanuel in Winston-Salem, and as the Jewish chaplain at the Blumenthal Home for the Aged.

Harriger, who joined the faculty in 1985, received the Jon Reinhardt Award for Excellence in Teaching. The former students who nominated Harriger praised her for spending a great deal of time advising and working with students, especially on their writing.

The Marcellus Waddill Excellence in Teaching Awards were also presented. Jackie Rogers (’98), who received the award on the elementary level, is a fifth grade teacher at P.S. 38 in East Harlem, N.Y.

Jonathan Milner (’90), the secondary winner, teaches A.P. politics and European history at the Career Center in Winston-Salem.

Rogers and Milner were chosen from among 59 nominees for the award by a selection committee chaired by Associate Provost Sam Gladding (’67, MAEd ’71). The Waddill Award is presented annually by the Office of Alumni Activities and the education department. Each winner receives a $20,000 cash award, one of the largest monetary prizes of any teacher award program in the country.

Rogers, a native of Maryland, wanted to teach underprivileged children after she graduated from Wake Forest, so she ended up at P.S. 38, which draws most of its students from surrounding housing projects and homeless shelters. The school had been under state review for failing to meet basic standards for 12 years, longer than any other elementary school in the state, but she and other teachers succeeded in raising test scores and getting the state review lifted.

“I try to teach my class the way that I was taught,” she said, “not to dwell on the terrible circumstances surrounding my students’ lives, but to treat them as children who have minds waiting to be filled with exciting information.”

Milner taught at schools in Texas and Virginia before returning to Winston-Salem four years ago. He is the son of two educators—his father, Joe, is chairman of Wake Forest’s education department, and his mother, Lucy, teaches in the education department at Salem College. He and his students started an exchange program several years ago that has brought several students from Bosnia to the Career Center. He has gone from teaching some of the poorest students in Texas to more affluent ones in Winston-Salem, but he said both experiences have taught him the importance of communicating hope for the future to young people. “I’ve also learned that my most successful lessons are student-centered, dominated by student discussion and interaction and questions.”

The Waddill Award was established in 1994 by David Waddill of Rye, N.Y., to honor his father, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics Marcellus Waddill. The deadline for the 2003 awards is Dec. 16. For information, visit www.wfu.edu/alumni/events/waddill.
End of an era
Chaplain Ed Christman will retire in July.

Ed Christman, the University’s spiritual leader for more than three decades, will retire as chaplain next summer. Christman, 72, counseled generations of students, faculty, staff and alumni and became synonymous with University events such as Thursday morning worship in Davis Chapel, the annual Christmas Love Feast in Wait Chapel and the annual pre-school retreat at Camp Hanes.

“Ed Christman is one of the Wake Forest ‘institutions’ whose tenure and influence have made him one of the most visible and beloved figures in our modern history,” said President Thomas K. Hearn Jr. “Whether working with individual students or leading our public liturgical observances, Ed has influenced generations of Wake Foresters.”

Christman (’50, JD ’53) was a talented debater as an undergraduate on the old campus. A “clear call to ministry” during his last months in law school led him to the new Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, which had opened on the old campus in anticipation of the college’s move to Winston-Salem. He also began working part time as director of the Baptist Student Union. After Wake Forest moved to Winston-Salem in 1956, he served as director of the Baptist Student Union under J. Glenn Blackburn and as assistant chaplain under L.H. Hollingsworth. He continued to work with the BSU but also became known for reaching out to students of other faiths. In 1963, he secured office space in the library for part-time chaplains from the Methodist, Presbyterian and Episcopalian churches. He became chaplain in 1969.

The University’s commitment to preparing students who are not only strong intellectually but also spiritually aware is the primary reason he has committed more than five decades of his life to Wake Forest, he said. “It’s been the quality of character and intellect of the students that I have enjoyed the most. That has been God’s grace. It is a divine gift, as is the whole university.”

Christman said he plans to spend the next few months going through his papers and memorabilia and donating some items to the University’s archives. “I assume there is a period of adjustment one goes through in which you have to disengage, but I plan to stay in touch with the friends I have made here,” he said. “I’ll be around.”

Stepping down
Babcock Dean Charles Moyer will return to teaching.

Babcock School Dean R. Charles Moyer will step down next August after five years as dean to return to full-time teaching and writing at the school. Moyer, who is also GMAC Chair in Finance, joined the faculty in 1988 and was named dean in 1997.

Moyer said business schools need to be re-energized with new leadership every five to eight years. “The Babcock School is well positioned for a period of substantial future progress,” he said. “During the next five years, I see our greatest challenge and opportunity being recruiting a cadre of high profile teacher-scholars across all of our disciplines to provide increased national and international visibility and additional research leadership to complement and build upon the considerable talents of our current faculty.”

The Babcock School has been ranked among the top business schools in each of the five major business school rankings—The Wall Street Journal, Forbes, Business Week, The Financial Times and U.S. News and World Report. Most recently, the school was described as a “hidden gem” and ranked 23rd among the world’s top 50 business schools by the Wall Street Journal. The Journal’s survey of corporate recruiters also ranked Babcock’s Career Management Center fifth in the country and sixth in the world. The Angell Center for Entrepreneurship was ranked 22nd by Success magazine.

During Moyer’s tenure, the full-time faculty has grown from 26 to 40 professors. A new 17-month Fast-track Executive MBA program started in 2001, and a new two-year Evening MBA program started in 2001. The school has started three new international study programs and developed partnerships with schools in Vienna, Austria; Moscow, Russia; Lyon, France; and Stuttgart and Koblenz, Germany.

Moyer came to Wake Forest in 1988 after serving on the faculty at Texas Tech University, the University of New Mexico, Lehigh University and the University of Houston. He has co-authored three books and written articles for numerous professional journals. A search committee for a new dean is being chaired by Ken Middaugh, the Babcock School’s associate dean for management education.
ACC Champs!
Field hockey makes history; men's soccer soars

The Wake Forest field hockey team made history on Nov. 10, shutting out Maryland, 4-0, in the finals of the 2002 ACC Championship. With the win over the four-time defending ACC champs, the Deacons (16-2) brought home the first ACC Championship trophy in team history.

Four Demon Deacons were named to the ACC All-Tournament team. All-ACC sophomore Kelly Dostal was named tournament MVP, recording two goals and two assists in the tournament. ACC Player of the Year Kelly Doton also made the squad, along with senior Heather Aughinbaugh (two goals, two assists) and junior goalkeeper Katie Ridd.

Wake Forest Head Coach and ACC Coach of the Year Jennifer Averill was proud of her squad. “We’ve had this mission in the back of our heads for a long time,” she said. “Our motto for the season has been to act like champions whenever we step onto the field, and we definitely did that today.”

The Championship for the Deacons is not only the first in team history, but it also ended Maryland’s streak of four straight ACC Championships. It is also the first time a team other than Maryland or North Carolina has won the championship. The Deacons began play in the 2002 NCAA Division I Championship on Nov. 16.

Women’s soccer

The Wake Forest women’s soccer team had three players honored at the 2002 ACC Women’s Soccer Banquet. A. B. Robbins and Katherine Winstead received second-team All-ACC honors, while Sarah Kozey was named to the All-Freshman squad.

Men’s soccer

In front of a capacity crowd on Senior Night (Nov. 8) at Spry Stadium, seniors Bobby Gehring and Brad McEachern turned in memorable performances as the top-ranked Wake Forest men’s soccer team defeated visiting Georgia Southern, 8-0. The Demon Deacons finished the regular season as the only undefeated squad in the country with a record of 14-0-4.

Gehring, a native of Amsterdam, posted his first Wake Forest hat trick, scoring in the 22nd, 49th and 70th minutes of the game. McEachern, the goalkeeper from Arcadia, Calif., posted the first solo shutout of his career, making four saves and assisting on the team’s final goal of the night.

Wake Forest went undefeated on the regular season and earned the number one seed in the ACC Tournament.
Fond farewell

Hallie Arrington’s life may be changing, but her love for Wake Forest will stay the same.

Among the many devoted progeny of Dear Old Wake Forest, none is a more loving daughter—literally as well as figuratively—than Hallie Arrington (’76, MAEd ’88). The great-great-granddaughter of Wake Forest founder Samuel Wait, she grew up on the Old Campus in Wake Forest, N.C., where her ancestors and family have lived since the institution’s very beginning more than 165 years ago. Then, as a college freshman, she moved to the new campus, where she has remained, except for one brief interruption, for 30 years–25 as a staff member in the registrar’s office. For almost a quarter of a century, no Wake Forest undergraduate has received a diploma without her certification of degree completion.

Now, Arrington is returning to old Wake Forest. She has resigned effective this month, as senior associate registrar and registrar of the divinity school, to get married. Arrington and her new husband, who works in the area, will live with her mother, at least temporarily, in her childhood home. It’s all a somewhat unexpected turn of events that have engendered mixed but mostly joyful feelings. “How can you be at a place you love for so long and not miss it?” she said.

Arrington grew up as the only child of parents who were themselves only children. Her father taught applied math at old Wake Forest, but when the campus relocated to Winston-Salem in 1956, he decided to remain in Wake Forest and went into the contracting business. With roots as deep as Hallie’s, though, there was no question where she would go to college.

After graduation and a brief stint as an apartment-leasing agent in Winston-Salem, Arrington returned in June 1977 to the registrar’s office, where she had worked during registrations as a student assistant in the religion department. She started out evaluating the credits of transfer students, then was put in charge of graduation and degree-requirement certification.

At the time, the registrar’s office had the only administrative computer on campus, including an old card-batch registration system that had been programmed in-house. She attributes that and many other innovations in the office over the years to her longtime boss and mentor, Margaret Perry, who served 50 years in the office, the last 25 as registrar. “Mrs. Perry has a remarkable mind,” Arrington says. “Most of the women of her era were not into technology and change, but she always wanted the latest technological advancements. She was a wonderful role model.”

Arrington’s crunch time each year was the week leading up to Commencement, when she had to certify that each graduating senior had fulfilled his or her degree requirements. The window was small: just a few days between the Tuesday by which professors had to turn in their spring-semester grades and Friday, when the Commencement program went to press. “When I came here, the annual degree audit was done manually,” she points out. “Now it’s all done online, which is a lot faster. We’ve been fortunate in having good support from the faculty as well.

“Our on-line systems have been a benefit in many ways, but I was concerned when they were implemented that it might reduce or eliminate our contact with students,” she adds. “Fortunately, students still come in and ask me questions, which I enjoy because I love the interaction with them.”

Arrington, of course, bleeds black and gold. Her favorite sport is men’s golf.

“I was in college with so many of the Wake Forest greats—Curtis Strange, Jay Haas, Scott Hoch—and I remember some of the younger ones, like Billy Andrade and Len Mattiace, with great fondness,” she says. “Even though I can’t play at all, I enjoy watching them and remembering what fine men they are off the course as well as on.”

That’s the bottom line, in Arrington’s view: the extraneous things at Wake Forest may have changed, but the essentials have remained constant. “There are still good people, the students are still smart, and there’s still no parking,” she says, laughing.
Curious Connections

Scholar Evie Shockley finds that Victorian and African-American literature have a lot in common.

If one were to think of a pair of literary periods with essentially similar themes and styles, the British Victorian and 20th century African-American would not spring instantly to the minds of most readers. One might be even less likely to surmise that the two would comprise the specialty of one scholar.

But in their use of Gothic horror conventions as metaphors for violation, evil and innocence lost, British Victorian and African-American novels have a lot in common. And in Evie Shockley, Wake Forest has a recent faculty addition who draws the connections.

Shockley, in her second year at the University as an assistant professor of English, adores the novels of both traditions. “There are lots of correspondences between Victorian and contemporary African-American literature,” she explains. “Both picked up on the Gothic conventions and imagery that emerged in the late 1700s—ghosts, haunted houses, evil doubles, young virginal heroines victimized by older men who proved to be their fathers, etcetera. Gothic images of horror suggested the writers’ terror over how their identities—their race, class, gender, sexuality and nationality—were formed and reformed from moment to moment in relation to the norms of domestic ideology. Writers from these traditions were haunted by such instability.”

In her dissertation for her doctoral degree at Duke, Shockley analyzed the imagery and corresponding thematic implications of a number of pairs of books by Victorian and modern African-American writers. In “Bleak House” by Charles Dickens and “Paradise” by Toni Morrison, for example, the haunted house is the central metaphor. “In domestic ideology, the home is said to be a safe place,” says Shockley, a native of Nashville who earned bachelor’s and law degrees from Northwestern University and the University of Michigan, respectively, before pursuing her Ph.D. in English. “In these novels, the houses are haunted by dangers that have invaded them. Ideologically speaking, the home is the place that separates ‘us’ from ‘them’; the gothic metaphors register the frightening recognition that this supposedly safe refuge is not impervious.”

The doppelganger, or double, is the overarching image in the highly autobiographical novels “Villette,” by Charlotte Brontë, and “Lucy,” by Jamaica Kincaid. (Kincaid, in fact, uses the same names for the main characters in her book that Brontë used in hers, making “Lucy” a sort of double of “Villette.”) In “The Woman in White” by Victorian novelist Wilkie Collins and the seminal 1950s work “Invisible Man” by African-American writer Ralph Ellison, the ghost is the spectral presence.

Despite being drawn to literature and writing from the time she was very young, Shockley chose to study law after college. “There are certain similarities between the study of law and the study of literature, particularly the importance of defining one’s terms precisely, and the difficulty of doing so given the different ways a phrase can be interpreted,” she says. “To recognize the multiplicity of meanings in a phrase and work with those possibilities on behalf of your client is a large part of the lawyer’s job.”

After clerking with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Shockley went to work for the environmental law department of a large firm in Chicago. “Fairly quickly, I sensed that it was not an area in which I could make my career,” she says. After four years, she quit the firm and followed her heart back to English.

She is a poet as well as scholar. Her chapbook “The Gorgon Goddess” is a compilation of passionate poems about the African-American female experience. “The title imagines African-American women at the intersection of divinity and demonization, and the poems explore various historical factors that have shaped our experience,” she says of her work.

Shockley was one of two young African-American scholars to join the English faculty last year (Michael Hill, who holds a Ph.D. from Harvard, was the other). “I like the fact that it’s a place that supports research without losing its liberal arts focus,” she says of Wake Forest. “And I like the people very much.”
Optimistic conclusions

Economics professor Sylvain Boko sees hope for Africa.

From a distance, Africa looms dark and chaotic, rife with poverty, disease and brutality. It can be easy to despair of a brighter future for the continent. But for one Wake Forest professor and his students who've seen it up close, a different impression emerges. They see a waning of the tribal conflicts and civil wars that have ravaged so many of Africa's countries for so long; a rising trend of political self-determination for communities; an emerging emphasis on education, health and economic development; a base of independent and resourceful citizens with entrepreneurial spirit. They see, in a word, hope.

In his newly published book, "Decentralization and Reform in Africa," Assistant Professor of Economics Sylvain H. Boko looks at trends in four African countries—Benin, Mali, Burkina Faso and Ghana—and comes to some optimistic conclusions. By allowing local communities to elect their own leaders and seek their own funding, he observes, the central governments of those countries are fostering conditions for economic development. The trend, he notes, continues a movement toward democratization in the nations that began in the early 1990s.

Boko sees positive signs in other, more troubled countries as well. In Angola, the death of their leader has encouraged rebels to lay down their arms. In the Congo, four neighboring countries that had been fighting for hegemony have agreed to withdraw their troops.

The status of women—one of Boko's prime concerns—is appallingly low in virtually every country. Despite democratic reforms, Nigeria, the continent's most populous country, remains ravaged by ethnic and tribal conflicts. Zimbabwe continues to spiral downward into poverty and chaos under the brutal regime of Robert Mugabe. But to Boko, these are exceptions rather than the rule. "The conflicts that have afflicted Africa are finally dying out," he says. "There is real hope that a new crop of leaders will arise and resolve to devote the resources available to the continent to education, health and infrastructure."

Boko knows firsthand of what he writes. A native of Benin, he is a specialist in international development and based his book on fieldwork rather than just theory. Each summer for the past five years, he has taken a group of 10 to 12 Wake Forest students to Africa, where they hear from local experts on economic development issues and go on field trips to observe conditions for themselves. The field trips have had a humanitarian outcome as well. "The people of Africa are poor, but they want to share everything they have with visitors," says Boko. "This can be an inspiration to young Americans. Our motto here at Wake Forest is 'Pro Humanitate,' and the field trips have helped our students become conscious of ways they can help." The students who went on last year's trip were so inspired that, when they returned to Wake Forest, they raised more than $5,000 for medicine and bedding for the local hospital in Pobe, Benin, where Boko was born.

Boko, 34, came to the United States to attend Grinnell College in Iowa, and he went on to earn his Ph.D. from Iowa State University. He joined Wake Forest's economics faculty in 1997. He and his wife, Tandeka, who is trained as a physician, have three children.
On the right course

Gordon McCray's career path has brought him back to Wake Forest.

As a teenager in DeLand, Fla., Gordon E. McCray ('85) was a competitive skateboarder. All the hours he spent making constant course corrections on his board prepared him well, it seems, for the many turns his career in business and education would take.

A physics major at Wake Forest, McCray shifted directions in his first job to industrial engineering, then zigzagged to an MBA degree and a doctorate in information systems, before doing a nifty 360 maneuver to a faculty appointment at his alma mater. Now, the BellSouth Mobility Technology Professor of Business at the Calloway School of Business and Accountancy has added a new twist to his routine: an associate deanship at the school.

McCray will focus primarily on corporate relations, curriculum development, degree program oversight and the application of technology at the school. "Gordon's commitment to the Calloway School and its students is extraordinary," said Jack Wilkerson, dean of the Calloway School. "He is an outstanding classroom instructor, a productive scholar and a thoughtful leader."

McCray's first career course correction came with his first job with Brunswick Corp., later called Memtec America. "I was working at the intersection of mechanical and chemical engineering in the design of manufacturing processes that were computer-designed and controlled," he said. "In that sort of position in that kind of environment, it seemed only natural to cross into information systems."

After he finished his MBA at Stetson University in DeLand, he moved into a management position, and then Stetson asked him to teach part-time; he found that he enjoyed teaching, so it was on to Florida State, where he completed a doctoral degree in information systems in 1994.

"The college job market tends to be feast or famine, and unfortunately, that year it was famine," he said. "There were something like 4.3 people chasing each available position." His high standards compounded his job-search challenge. "In terms of size, culture, faculty and student characteristics, and the like, I benchmarked each institution against Wake Forest," McCray continued. "I decided that in a perfect world, I'd be back at Wake."

As good fortune would have it, the Calloway School needed an information systems instructor that year, and it offered a visiting position to McCray. The following year he was offered a tenure-track position. "The stars aligned, is about all I can say," he concluded. "I was very fortunate to land in my ideal environment."

During his first year, McCray proposed a redesign of the school's information systems curriculum. "At that time, information systems in business-school curricula suffered from two maladies," he said. "First, it was often viewed, wrongly, as only partly within the purview of business. There was no real sense of how information systems can be leveraged to pursue business strategy. Second, about the only computer courses business schools were offering were 'tools' courses such as spreadsheets and word processing."

Four years later, McCray and Associate Professor of Accounting Yvonne Hinson developed an information systems degree program. Two degree options are offered: a bachelor of science in information systems, and a five-year course of study that combines the bachelor of science in information systems with a master of science in accountancy. The information systems faculty has grown to three: McCray; Denise McManus, who specializes in telecommunications and networking; and Bruce Lewis, who concentrates on e-commerce and database systems. Twenty-seven students graduated with a bachelor's degree in information systems last spring and another 10 are in the master's program.

"It's a potent combination—rare yet sought-after," McCray said. "[The degree] is still pretty new, but so far companies have responded to it very well."
Athletic center named for Manchester

Wake Forest's athletic center has been named in honor of current parents Douglas and Elizabeth Manchester of La Jolla, Calif., who recently made a $1 million gift to support the capital campaign. The Manchesters are vice chairs of the campaign and members of the Parents' Council. Two of their five children are Wake Forest students: daughter Annie is a senior with a major in communications and a minor in Spanish, and son Douglas is a sophomore leaning toward political science and communications. Doug Manchester is the founder, president and CEO of Manchester Resorts, based in San Diego.

Built in 1977, the athletic center originally contained indoor tennis courts, the Deacon Club offices and the athletic ticket office. After the most recent renovation, in 1995, the building now has offices for most of the Wake Forest coaches as well as a large weight room. The Manchester Athletic Center is "the pulse of the athletic department, where student-athletes meet with coaches and visitors and recruits are first introduced to the athletic programs," said Director of Athletics Ron Wellman.

Orr Professorship established

Friends and associates of Wake Forest Trustee L. Glenn Orr Jr. of Winston-Salem have established a professorship in his name at the Babcock Graduate School of Management. The professor hired to fill the position will lead the Babcock School's efforts within the financial services industry, where 42 percent of the School's recent graduates are employed. The effort to establish the L. Glenn Orr Jr. Professorship of Banking and Financial Services was led by trustees Victor I. Flow Jr. ('52) of Winston-Salem and Ronald E. Deal ('65) of Hickory, N.C.

Wait papers digitized

The Z. Smith Reynolds Library Special Collections and University Archives has used a $23,539 federal library grant to digitize the Samuel and Sarah Wait Collection. The collection includes journals, diaries and letters belonging to Samuel and Sarah Wait, the first baccalaureate speech given at Wake Forest, a daguerreotype of Samuel Wait and many other historical documents relating to the formation of Wake Forest and the Baptist State Convention. The collection can be viewed at http://www.wfu.edu/Library/special/wait/index.html.

Barksdale appointed

David P. Barksdale ('86), a former member of the Wake Forest Alumni Council, has been named director of the College Fund and annual support. He has spent his entire career in banking, most recently as senior vice president and business banking manager of First Citizens Bank in Winston-Salem. Barksdale replaced Paul J. Kennedy III ('82), who is now assistant athletic director for development.

Excellent accounting

For the third time in five years, accounting students in the Calloway School of Business and Accountancy rank first in the nation for their performance on the Certified Public Accountant exam last year. Three Calloway students—Wendel Kralovich, Kirk Sonnefeld and Brian Branson, all 2001 graduates—earned the three highest scores in North Carolina.

Seventy-five percent of the Calloway students taking the exam in 2001, the most recent results available, passed all four parts, more than quadruple the national average of 17.2 percent. Calloway students scored well on all four sections, ranking third in auditing, first in business law, second in financial accounting and reporting, and third in accounting and reporting.

Since the Calloway School began offering a five-year program to earn both a bachelor's and master's degree in accounting in 1997, its students' scores on the CPA exam have ranked first or second in the nation each year. While comparative data for the Class of 2002 won't be released by the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy until next year, Eric Almond ('02) achieved the third highest score in North Carolina.

Law program honored

For the second year in a row, the School of Law's Master of Law (LL.M.) in American Law program is ranked among the top 10 programs in the country, rising from eighth last year to fifth this year. The ranking was based on a survey of law professors conducted by the American Universities Admission Program. In a separate survey, conducted by the University of Texas School of
Law, the law faculty ranked third in the production of books and 11th in the production of both books and articles on a per capita basis.

Research support increases

Outside support for research and related activities at Wake Forest University School of Medicine increased nearly 10 percent to a record $145.6 million in the year ending June 30. Nearly 80 percent of the total came from the federal government—primarily through the National Institutes of Health (NIH)—with the rest coming from industry, foundations and health agencies. The medical school ranked 35th in NIH support last year.

Truman Foundation honors University

Wake Forest was one of only four institutions to be recognized this year by the Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation. The University received the Truman Scholarship Honor Institution Award for “active encouragement of outstanding young people to pursue careers in public service” and “sustained success in helping students win Truman Scholarships.”

Eleven Wake Forest students have been named Truman Scholars since 1977, including senior Lindsay Littlefield. Four alumni who were Truman Scholars—Megan Reif (’96), Lori Fuller (’95), Patrick Auld (’92) and Michael Riley (’81)—attended the award presentation on campus in October.

Established by Congress in 1975, the Truman Foundation provides merit-based scholarships to college juniors who wish to attend graduate school in preparation for careers in public service.

Moving up

Wake Forest advanced one place in this year’s rankings of “America’s Best Colleges,” published annually by U.S. News and World Report. Wake Forest tied for 25th with UCLA and the University of Michigan. The Calloway School of Business and Accountancy also ranked 25th.

Wake Forest was recognized for its small classes, low student/faculty ratio and freshman retention rate. The University also fared well in the alumni giving and financial resources categories. U.S. News also placed Wake Forest 31st on its list of “Great Schools at Great Prices.” The list evaluates which colleges and universities offer the best value based on a formula that relates a school’s academic quality with the net cost of attendance for a student who receives the average level of financial aid.

Chambers family gift promotes entrepreneurship

Described as “Mr. Internet” and recognized the world over as a leader in electronic technology, John Chambers, along with his wife, Elaine, and their family, recently gave Wake Forest $1 million to aid student entrepreneurial endeavors in electronic commerce and the Internet. The Chambers Family Endowment Fund for Entrepreneurship will create a kind of University-wide incubator, offering all students first-hand experience implementing their own technology initiatives.

Chambers is president and CEO of Cisco Systems. He delivered Wake Forest’s Commencement address and received an honorary doctor of laws degree from the university in 2000, the same year his daughter, Lindsay, graduated. “Wake Forest has demonstrated that it is not only important to teach people how to learn but also to expand their ideas and communications through today’s networked world,” he said. “Our goal for this fund is to provide the education, faculty support and encouragement that entrepreneurially-minded students need to put their ideas to work while they are still in school.”

Grants from the fund will be available to students on the Reynolda and Bowman Gray campuses and will be awarded as early as next spring. “This gift is an affirmation of our philosophy of putting technology in the hands of our students, then providing them with the educational underpinning, faculty guidance and other resources needed to act on their own ideas,” said President Thomas K. Hearn Jr. “The energy created in our students by this gift will spill over into our community as we continue to build the information technology and biotechnology sectors of our local economy.”
They were born during Ronald Reagan’s first term as president, as “M*A*S*H” ended its television run and “The Day After” dramatically brought the aftermath of a nuclear attack into our living rooms. Wake Forest was celebrating its Sesquicentennial and welcoming a new president.

Born in 1983 and 1984, the 1,007 freshmen in the Class of 2006, chosen from among 6,437 applicants, began their college journey in late August with high expectations of themselves and the University. They come from 41 states, including large numbers from Florida, Georgia, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Thirty percent are North Carolinians, the most since 1989. A record 14 percent are minorities, and 8 percent are children of alumni. The class is almost evenly divided between male and female.

As their college careers unfold over the next four years, Wake Forest Magazine will follow eight students. Meet them as they begin their journey.
The road that eventually led Andy Lobashevsky to Wake Forest began on top of the Empire State Building when he was 6 years old, just after he and his parents had immigrated to the United States from Moscow, Russia. “I remember looking down at all the people and cars and thinking that America is a really cool place,” he recalls. “It was scary but awesome. I remember thinking that this is where I wanted to be.”

Ten years later, he attended a high school debate tournament at Wake Forest, which eventually led him to apply for admission to the class of 2006, mostly on a whim to see if he could get in, he admits. “I remember seeing the University’s motto, Pro Humanitate, and thinking that that really jives with who I am. I like the fact that it’s not a traditional liberal arts university. It has the diversity and programs of a larger university and is nationally ranked, but it has the focus of a liberal arts school.”

Not only was he accepted, he also received a Reynolds Scholarship, the University’s most prestigious merit award. He knows that this is the place where he wants to be now. When he says that “every day was like being in a movie, with brand-new experiences and a burst of knowledge,” you’re not sure if he’s talking about his first days in America or at Wake Forest, or both. He may be the only freshman who visited his grandparents in Russia last summer and then worked at the quintessential American doughnut store, Krispy Kreme, when he returned home.

Lobashevsky’s parents were both doctors in Moscow, but their life there was still difficult, he says. After immigrating to America, they settled in Memphis, where his father had a job lined up at the University of Tennessee. They soon moved to Birmingham, where his father is a researcher with the University of Alabama transplantation unit and his mother is a researcher in infectious diseases. He wants to follow his parents into medicine, but not into research. “I love working with people. I want to help someone change their life, and what better way can you impact someone’s life than to save their life?”

He has an eclectic array of interests, from playing the piano to martial arts, and he has already discovered outlets for two new interests: He’s helped produce a Wake Forest version of a reality dating show for WAKE TV, and he’s trying for his own show on WAKE Radio. He’s taking a standard freshman course load—biology, math, psychology and a foreign language (Russian, he still speaks some), all divisional requirements—but he’s planning to apply for Open Curriculum, which would give him more freedom to pick his courses. “I’ve heard the stories about ‘Work’ Forest,” he says. “I know that to continue my performance in high school will require a lot more effort here. Time management is going to be important too, because there is so much I want to do.”

College is an opportunity to find out who I really am. I know there are aspects of my personality that I haven’t found yet that will help me grow as a person.
Kelly McManus says she’s looking forward to being more academically challenged than she was in high school. She has already been impressed with the personal attention she’s received in her four classes (her largest class is history with 25 students) and the attitude of her peers. “Here, I’m surrounded by people who are interested in learning and who want to succeed. That environment will challenge me to work harder.”

She expects her biggest challenge to be finding her place and balancing academics and extracurricular activities. In high school, she was active in Student Government and Young Life, but she plans to be more active in college. By the end of September, she had joined College Democrats, WISE (Women’s Initiative for Support and Empowerment) and Amnesty International, which she hopes will provide a platform for the issue she feels most strongly about: opposing the death penalty.

“I’m unbelievably happy to be here and excited about my classes,” she said a week into the start of the fall semester. “There hasn’t been a day when I’ve walked around campus and haven’t stopped and talked to someone I know. I like that environment. I feel like I’m at home.”
With a maturity and confidence belying his age, Reggie Mathis could probably skip college and get right into politics. He’s already been elected governor of N.C. Boys’ State (coincidentally held at Wake Forest), narrowly lost a race for national Boys’ Nation president, and met the President of the United States. But he’s got a lot he’d like to do at Wake Forest first, and he’s trying to be patient with what he foresees will be a time of “hurried expectation” the next four years. His strong faith will ultimately determine what path he takes during college and afterward, he says.

Mathis is one of a record number of minority students—14 percent—in this year’s freshman class. “I’ve met other African-Americans who have gone through Wake Forest, and I thought it would be an issue at first, but I feel blessed that everyone is treated equally,” he said. “I’d like to help change Wake Forest and bring about more multiculturalism, because education also instills learning about different cultures and people. At the same time, I want to support the Christian underpinnings of the University and what it stands for.”

The youngest of four children, Mathis credits God and his parents for his success and drive. His father has worked for a food distributor for 30 years, and his mother works at the county hospital. His sister is in law school at N.C. Central University. One brother is in the Air Force serving in Pakistan, and his other brother recently left the Marines. “I’m rooted in old-school philosophies,” he says. “I was blessed with hard-working parents and raised in the church. They’ve always impressed upon me the value of education. They have taught me to seek wisdom and be around those who are seeking wisdom.”

Mathis played football and basketball in high school, was student body president and was active in numerous clubs, in addition to being a church organist. He plans to be active in campus ministries at Wake Forest and possibly Student Government, but he is proceeding cautiously. “I was worried that I was not going to find my niche here, but God is beginning to reveal it to me,” he said. His niche may not be in an elected student office but in bringing students of all races together to talk about faith and spirituality. “When to do all the things I want to do is going to be difficult. I know I’ll have to learn to say no. At this point, I feel that I need to stress academics first.”

He is expecting that his strong beliefs will likely be challenged during the next four years, but he isn’t worried. “I’m very rooted in my Christian faith; college won’t change that. However, I am open-minded, and when it comes to understanding others’ views and opinions, I am able to learn. I think that is the biggest misconception with my faith. My faith is so strong that learning about others (faiths) doesn’t create insecurity.”
The few minutes Melissa (Missy) Malkush spent talking with Professor of Biology Pete Weigl on her campus visit were enough to convince her that she had found her college home. She wanted to come south for college and had visited several other schools when she and her parents stopped at Wake Forest. She’s wanted to be a doctor since studying colonial medical practices in fourth grade, so she dropped by the biology department to talk with someone about the pre-med curriculum.

“I was looking for a school where I would receive more (personal) attention,” she said. “When we visited here, Dr. Weigl took us into his office and starting drawing diagrams on the board of everything I could take. I felt really cared about. I didn’t have the same reaction at other places. That made up my mind.”

That feeling was reaffirmed her first week of classes when she was studying outside the Benson University Center and her Spanish professor stopped by to chat. “He’s a new professor and he wanted to know how he was doing. He said that if we don’t do well, than he feels responsible,” she said. “I want my teachers to get to know me, not just my work. They may help me learn by putting red marks on my papers and grades on my tests, but they can help me more if they work with me directly.”

Malkush has always been interested in photography and has compiled a portfolio of her work—including photographs from Ground Zero in New York—that was strong enough to land her a Presidential Scholarship, the first awarded in photography. Her father is a media technology teacher and internship coordinator at a high school, and her mother is a music teacher and orchestra leader at a junior high school. She has an older brother who recently transferred from the Merchant Marine Academy to the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

She spent last summer working in a psychology lab at SUNY–Stony Brook, excited to be using some of what she’d learned in her high school biology and chemistry classes. That experience reflected her new outlook on education: that it wasn’t about getting good grades, but about learning. One day, after she’s established her medical practice, she’d like to be able to take a month off every year to travel to South America to provide medical care to people in remote villages.

Wake Forest is smaller than she first thought, but that hasn’t curbed her enthusiasm. She’s already joined Quest, a Christian leadership group, and is volunteering at a local middle school twice a week. She’s looking forward to continuing to develop her skills as a photographer and exploring other media in the art department. And she’s one of the few freshmen in the Harbinger Corps, the student tour guides. “I see the tour groups walking around the Quad, and I want to say ‘come here’ and tell them how great it is here.”

I expect Wake Forest to prepare me for the transition from living with ‘mommy and daddy’ to being on my own. Between last month (August) and when I graduate in four years, a lot will have to happen to make that possible.
There’s no place like home, Tyler Barefoot knows, but there’s also a time to move on, and his time is now. “It’s still weird not being around my parents and brother and grandparents and cousins,” he said shortly after arriving at Wake Forest. “Everyone in the family is still pretty much right there in Dunn. We spend a lot of time together as a family. No matter how long you’re away from home, you still remember the people you left behind. But there are so many things that I want to do, and I know that I can’t do them from the confines of Dunn, North Carolina. I don’t want to limit myself.”

Barefoot, the first in his immediate family to attend a four-year college, almost ended up in a far different environment. Like many of his classmates, he wrote his freshman essay on last fall’s terrorist attacks. But he took his anger a step further and applied to the U.S. Naval Academy. When he wasn’t accepted, he turned his attention back to Wake Forest and several other schools. “I wanted to go to a smaller school and be in classes where the professors know me and care about how I do. I didn’t want to be in a place where I would see people every day and not know who they were.”

Ironically, the fact that his parents were willing to sacrifice financially to send him to Wake Forest almost sent him away. His father owns a television-repair shop and his mother is an insurance and real estate agent. “I didn’t want to put too much of a (financial) burden on them, so I probably would have gone somewhere else if I hadn’t gotten a good amount of financial aid. My parents were so supportive; they said, don’t worry about the money, we’ll find some way to get the money, but as much as they’ve done for me, I thought I needed to rely on myself more. So that made me work harder in high school so I could get financial aid.”

Barefoot spent the last two years at the N.C. School of Science and Mathematics, a public boarding high school for exceptional high school students, an experience that he says challenged him academically for the first time and helped ease the adjustment of living away from home. Outside the classroom, he was an Eagle Scout and a volunteer for church service projects and a member of the golf team. At Wake Forest this semester, he’s tutoring middle-school students through a service-learning requirement in his freshman writing seminar, but he wants to adjust to the academic workload before taking on other activities.

He admits to being a little worried about the workload and being away from home: “How am I going to do? Am I going to make it? I know I need to stop worrying, because that just stresses you out and then you won’t do well. I’m confident I’m going to be all right. I’m planning to give 110 percent.”

To flourish as an individual is as important as my education. Being the smartest man alive would be worthless without a useful purpose. My purpose is to be a good person...someone whom is a pillar of the community, someone whom people respect, and someone whom people can look up to and count on.
The opportunity to be a Demon Deacon—in the classroom and on the golf course—was too good to pass up for Sasha Suzuki. Although she had scholarship offers from several other schools, she jumped at the chance to come to Wake Forest when women’s golf coach Dianne Dailey told her that she would be welcomed on the team as a walk-on.

"Wake presented a good balance of golf and academics," she said. "One of my biggest fears (about college) is that I would get lost in a crowd and only be a number. I know that I can expect a lot of personal attention here."

Suzuki, a first-generation Japanese-American, played volleyball and softball growing up, but she didn’t take up golf until her freshman year in high school. She quickly became good enough to make her high school team—the boys’ team, because her school didn’t have a girls’ team—and won the New Jersey State Prep Girls’ Championship last May.

Her decision to come to Wake Forest was much easier than the one she had made two years ago to transfer from her public high school to a private boarding school. She was an honors student, vice president of her class, active in numerous clubs and a member of the golf and volleyball teams, but decided she needed a change. The move was beneficial, she said, because it taught her that sometimes you have to take risks and embrace new opportunities to learn and grow.

"When I look back at my college days, I know that it will be the experiences, all of the trials and tribulations, that I will remember more than anything written in a textbook, for every obstacle and every challenge I face is the opportunity for me to grow as a person."

Suzuki’s parents—her father is a computer consultant and her mother is a real estate agent—were born in Japan but came to the United States when they were young. She also has a younger sister. Her grandparents still live in Tokyo, and although she used to visit them at least once a year, she hasn’t been back in the last five years. She’s taking an independent study course this semester to hone her Japanese, so she can stay in touch with them.

Between classes, daily golf practice, and a required eight hours of study hall a week, she doesn’t have much free time. Midway through her first semester, she hadn’t qualified to play in any golf tournaments; as a walk-on, she knows the odds, but she’s hoping that she will play eventually.

"Being 600 miles away from home will take some time to get used to," she admits, "but every time I start getting a little worried or nervous, I remember I chose Wake Forest because of how wonderful it is and how much I love it."
The best thing about Wake Forest, Will Brown would probably say, is that it’s on dry land, far from the Atlantic Ocean. Having classmates and professors to interact with is pretty nice, too. After spending much of the last three years living with his parents on a sailboat in the Caribbean and taking correspondence courses to earn his high school diploma, Brown was more than ready to return to a more traditional educational setting.

“Although I loved the experience overall, I didn’t like my coursework,” he admits. “I had to teach myself everything by reading books. I couldn’t ask questions or talk to classmates; all I had was what was in the books. I’m expecting Wake Forest to provide the three-dimensional learning environment that I craved in high school.”

Brown’s parents—his dad was an investment banker, and his mom owned a specialty-food business—sold their home in Radnor, Pa., three years ago and bought a 47-foot sailboat. Since then, they’ve sailed from one port to another in the Caribbean and the West Indies, visiting the Bahamas, the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Trinidad and the Virgin Islands, among other places. At the start of hurricane season each year, they docked their boat and lived for a couple of months in Florida or more recently, at their new house in Albuquerque, where Brown’s older brother attends the University of New Mexico. Brown expects to rejoin his parents on their boat during spring break.

“Sure, I missed out on regular high school stuff, but the overall experience more than made up for it,” he says. “I learned about the weather, astronomy, wildlife, fishing, geography, geology, electronics, mechanics and so many other valuable topics. I got to see so many different places and meet so many people of all different races and cultures. And I learned a lot about myself and the world in general and what’s really important.”

Brown wanted to attend college on the East Coast and, after touring several schools, chose Wake Forest for its size, resources and community atmosphere. Despite being in a regular classroom for the first time in years, Brown says he hasn’t had any problems adjusting, although he worries that his Spanish class may be difficult since he hasn’t had the opportunity to speak or hear Spanish, only read it.

“I’m pretty easygoing and adapt pretty quickly. I guess the biggest adjustment has been the late nights. I’m just not used to having so much to do.”

I know that Wake Forest will give me a chance to get the best education possible, but it is up to me to make sure that I do... and take full advantage of my professors.

I need to ask the questions that are bothering me and start a discussion about the things that interest me.
Wilber’s mother is an insurance agent in Maine, and her father is a mechanical engineer who recently moved to Raleigh. She considered half a dozen other schools before choosing Wake Forest for its “school spirit and academics. I was impressed with the close community and warm atmosphere. And it didn’t seem real competitive. So far it’s living up to my expectations,” she said in late September. “My professors are all really nice and down to earth. A lot of freshmen fear talking to them, but I’ve found them to be easy to talk to and approachable.”

Her interest in service didn’t start with AmeriCorps; in high school she volunteered with Special Olympics, Big Brothers/Big Sisters and a YMCA after-school program. At Wake Forest, she’s already joined CARE (Community Awareness through Response and Education) and Student Union, and is helping lay out news pages for the Old Gold and Black. “Community service was a big part of my life during high school and will definitely be part of my life here,” she said. “Right now, I’m trying to figure out what suits me and find my niche.”

Since she wasn’t in school last year, she knows that she may be a “bit rusty” in the classroom. But she plans to work hard to make the most of her college experience. “I expect to try a wide variety of things, to be active in community service and helping others, to forge strong relationships with peers and professors, and to recognize what my best can be and fulfill that,” she says. “The next four years will determine what kind of person I want to be, which to me is more important than the degree.”
Federal Case

Regulatory czar John Graham ('78) leads the charge in the war against bureaucratic waste and inefficiency.

By Tom Nugent

One afternoon back in late January 2001, a former Wake Forest debating champion named John D. Graham ('78) received a telephone call that would change his life dramatically. As it later turned out, the call would also have a huge impact on the way the U.S. government goes about the business of regulating everything from the air pressure in truck tires to the chemical preservatives contained in a frozen pepperoni pizza.
The phone call was from the budget director for newly inaugurated President George W. Bush, who had settled down in the White House only a few days before. After the two men exchanged pleasantries, Mitch Daniels got down to the task at hand—making the 45-year-old founder and director of the prestigious Harvard University-based Center for Risk Analysis an offer he couldn’t refuse.

“The President wants to nominate you to be the next director of ‘Oh-EYE-rah,’” said the President’s chief budget man, who also ranks as one of Bush’s closest advisers and friends. “You’ll probably come up against some opposition in the Senate during confirmation proceedings, but there’s no doubt you’ll eventually be confirmed. The job is yours, if you want it.”

Listening hard on his end of the line, John Graham felt his pulse kick up a notch. As most “inside-the-beltway” Washingtonians will quickly tell you, running “Oh-EYE-Rah” (also known as the federal Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, or OIRA) is one of the most exciting and creatively challenging jobs in the entire executive branch of government. Under enabling legislation that was first passed during the Jimmy Carter administration, OIRA is charged with reviewing, evaluating—and in some cases rejecting—more than 600 major new regulations each year.

First activated by Ronald Reagan (his critics said he used the office to “quash” federal regulations he didn’t like), OIRA was established to provide the executive branch with an effective method for scientifically and objectively reviewing proposed agency rules and regulations. Although the OIRA director must maintain a low profile in Washington and hardly ever winds up on the “CBS Evening News with Dan Rather,” the job actually carries enormous political clout. That’s because the “regulatory czar” (as the person is informally known on Capitol Hill) has the power to shoot down new agency regulations that can ultimately affect millions of citizens and cost corporations, universities and state and local governments hundreds of millions of dollars.

As one might expect, however, there’s a high price to be paid for this kind of out-sized bureaucratic power in the fiercely competitive political arena that is Washington, D.C. What does history have to teach us about “czars”—and about how they usually end up?

As a book-devouring and endlessly energetic liberal arts undergrad during the late 1970s, Graham learned his Russian history well. But that didn’t stop him from putting his head in the noose on that January day almost two years ago. After 11 years of running one of the country’s most highly regarded high-tech cost-and-benefit analysis think tanks under the auspices of Harvard University (where he also taught in the School of Public Health), Graham understood that fate had tapped him on the shoulder and was summoning him to join the great battle against waste, inefficiency and “fuzzy thinking” in the capital city of the greatest nation on earth.

Within a few days of the White House announcement that Bush would nominate Graham for the post of OIRA director, liberal Democrats and avid environmentalists across the nation were teaming up to decry the nomination as a shameless, pro-business attempt to “gut” federal regulations that protect water and air quality, among other causes held sacred by the anti-corporate types who supported Ralph Nader in 2000.

Responding to criticism from such groups as Nader’s Public Citizen think tank, Graham insisted that OIRA’s role under his leadership would simply be to provide better analysis and assessment of proposed regulations.

Graham said at the height of the debate last summer: “There is no grandiose plot to roll back safeguards. This administration is simply pursuing an agenda of smarter regulation.” Graham also pointed to his 11-year track record at the Center for Risk Analysis, during which he had frequently come out against American corporations with recommendations that would require some American industries (such as coal-fired power plants) to spend a great deal of money protecting the public with expensive pollution-control systems.

Because he had become known as a fierce critic of “bad regulations,” however, Graham was regarded in liberal circles as a reactionary who had committed

“I’m certainly not an enemy of federal regulation.”
the unforgivable sin of charging federal regulators with more than 60,000 "statistical murders"—unnecessary deaths that he attributed to poorly conceived and illogical federal regulations that actually caused more harm than good. According to Graham's hard-nosed and high-tech risk-assessment studies, 2,000 to 4,000 Americans have been killed in automobiles in recent years because they were riding in cars that had been made lighter and more fragile—for no other reason than to meet new federal regulations demanding more fuel-efficient automobiles.

At his confirmation hearings in May of 2001, Graham told a panel of skeptical senators that his Harvard center was careful to avoid pro-business bias and that his analysts and data-crunchers were content to "follow the scientific data and analysis, wherever they lead us." In the end, the Committee voted 9 to 3 in his favor and he was ultimately confirmed—after a two-month halt—by a margin of 61-37.

"I can tell you one thing, for sure: The transition from being in a university setting to Washington is quite substantial," Graham said. "For me, it's been a real adjustment process—but I can't say that I was surprised by the exercise. Still, the good news is that a lot of the people who were criticizing me prior to my confirmation are now finding common areas in which we can work together on constructive solutions. After you live here for a while, you begin to realize that this is how Washington works."

Ask veteran Professor of Communication Allan Louden to explain why his former student was willing to endure the agonies of confirmation as "regulatory czar" (to say nothing of the storm and stress that goes with actually holding down the post), and the longtime director of the debate team will tell you that the new OIRA chief was one of the most driven competitors he ever coached.

"I watched John compete in the National Debate Tournament in Denver, back in March of 1978," said Louden, now in his 26th year of teaching. "He handled himself brilliantly, and even though we lost in the quarterfinals, he maintained his composure and his sense of humor. He was extraordinarily intense, but also very cool.

"To be a good debater, you have to be a fast thinker who can digest immense amounts of information, then sort through it on the spur of the moment to make your point with speed and power," Louden said. "John had a natural gift that allowed him to do those things almost effortlessly. He was also a relentlessly hard worker, often putting in 40 or 50 hours during a week to prepare for an upcoming debate. If you think about it, those are the very qualities that are required for his current job at OIRA, where he has to make quick decisions involving huge sets of data, and often while listening to conflicting opinions from the experts in the federal government. I'm not surprised that he wound up in this kind of job, and I suspect that he's enjoying the challenge fully, in spite of the stress."

As the son of a former president of U.S. Steel (Graham grew up in Pittsburgh and earned a Ph.D. at Carnegie-Mellon University after leaving Wake Forest), he says he long ago became accustomed to having other people accuse him of a pro-business bias. Yet he insists that his real motivation is public service—and that it took shape during his formative years in Winston-Salem, between high-voltage debates over economics, public policy and philosophy.

"I'm certainly not an enemy of federal regulation," he said with a soft chuckle, while relaxing with his sleeves rolled up at his office in the Old Executive Building next to the White House. "All I want is for it to be smarter. And I do believe I learned some things during my years at Harvard that will allow us to bring a new kind of keen, scientific rigor to many public issues, such as energy, transportation, health, manufacturing and so on.

"I'm convinced as never before that good public policy requires much more than good intentions. It requires a solid factual foundation. And what we find here at OMB is that many well-intentioned regulations need to be refined and improved, based upon science and engineering, in order to convert them into constructive public policy. That's what this office is all
about: bringing the analytical perspective into the process of making regulations.”

How does Wake Forest fit into all that?

“Oh, that’s an easy one,” said Graham, the champion debater of 1978. “I think everybody who goes to Wake Forest gets a huge exposure to the ‘public service’ philosophy that the University lives by. And I can tell you that both my wife Susan and I are to this day still advocates of what we call ‘the spirit of Wake Forest.’ In our view, that spirit is built on two basic foundations. One is the value of a liberal arts education, and the other is the value of public service.”

Freelance writer Tom Nugent, the author of “Death At Buffalo Creek” (W.W. Norton), frequently covers stories about the federal government.

In the words of John Graham...

On why George W. Bush tapped him to be the White House’s chief “risk analyst”:

“This administration has plenty of people with political expertise. I was hired to bring a little rigor to the analysis.”

On how 9/11 has affected his new White House job:

“It will come as no surprise to your readers that in the last year or so, we have developed and approved more than 50 new [federal government] regulations that were stimulated directly by the 9/11 terrorist attacks.”

On a recent report showing that Americans spend 1.5 billion more hours complying with federal paperwork than in 1990:

“The American people are wasting more time than ever on needless red tape. We’re committed to eliminating paperwork that burdens and doesn’t benefit the public.”

On the value of a liberal arts education:

“The liberal arts background I earned at Wake Forest was marvelous preparation for this job. I go from environmental matters to civil rights to transportation policy—often on the same day. Learning a little bit about a lot of things is the key to keeping myself on track, and that’s what a liberal arts education is all about!”
The distinguished service of C. Douglas Maynard ('56, M.D. '59) has played a vital role in the University's past and in its future.

Doug Maynard speaks softly but dreams big. And his dreams have played a big role in the history of Wake Forest.

Maynard, for many years head of the Department of Radiology at the School of Medicine, is spearheading efforts to bring thousands of research jobs to Winston-Salem. While the medical school's expanded Piedmont Triad Research Park campus could be an economic catalyst for the entire region, Maynard would just as soon stay unnoticed in his small Meads Hall office and let someone else get the congratulations. "He never wants to focus on his accomplishments," said co-worker Donna Garrison. "He always wants to make sure others get credit."
Chairman of the School of Medicine's Centennial Celebration

A former downtown redevelopment committee.

After nearly a half-century at Wake Forest— as a student ('56, M.D. '59), professor and administrator—C. Douglas Maynard plans to retire from full-time service this month. But he was not exactly winding down during his final few months on the job. Maynard was in the thick of three major Wake Forest projects, including the research park expansion, perhaps the biggest undertaking in the medical school's history.

The Piedmont Triad Research Park now consists of four buildings, 20 tenants and about 600 employees in a five-block area near First and Main streets in downtown Winston-Salem. But supporters envision a park growing to more than 10 times its current size, employing 10,000 highly skilled workers and pumping more than $2.5 billion into the region's economy. The plan, if successful, would transform a part of town mainly occupied by rundown tobacco buildings into a thriving nerve center. School of Medicine officials already have agreed that the school will be the expanded park's anchor tenant. The school will move its research department to the park; the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology and the Physician Assistant Program already are located there.

Park supporters believe the School of Medicine's presence will draw biotechnology companies eager to work with University scientists. If the park expansion goes as planned, those companies will bring thousands of high-paying jobs to Winston-Salem in the next 10 to 15 years. But Maynard said the park's impact would be even greater. It will promote Winston-Salem as a research center, he said, and will create a constant flow of people in the downtown area. Those people, in turn, will buy downtown apartments, eat in downtown restaurants and shop in downtown stores. In fact, plans for the park call for mixed-use buildings, with restaurants, stores and apartments side-by-side with lab buildings.

Maynard said the research park proves that Wake Forest and Winston-Salem can—and should—work together. “People in town really believe,” Maynard said.

Maynard has been involved in the research park project since its beginnings in the early 1990s. The Winston-Salem Chamber of Commerce was looking for a way to revitalize downtown, which had seen several major employers cut jobs or leave town. Chamber officials picked Maynard to chair a downtown redevelopment committee.

“He saw this earlier than anyone else,” said Wake Forest President Thomas K. Hearn Jr. “Doug was the first person to have this vision.”

Even if Maynard were not working on the downtown research park, he'd have plenty to keep him busy. He is co-chairman of the School of Medicine's Centennial Celebration during the 2002-03 academic year. He's also helping develop a biomedical engineering degree program, which will be offered jointly with Virginia Tech University.

Of course, Maynard already has seen plenty of growth at Wake Forest. When he started, the School of Medicine, while respected, was small and mainly regional in scope. Now, the school ranks 39th among the nation's 125 medical schools in both research and primary care, according to U.S. News & World Report. Hearn said the School of Medicine's reputation was built “one department at a time,” adding that Maynard “built an outstandingly good department” in radiology. “We have set our sights higher than anyone expected, but we've fulfilled them,” Maynard said.

When he came as a freshman in 1952, the school still was on the old campus, located east of Raleigh in the town of Wake Forest. Maynard graduated from the School of Medicine in 1959. After three years in the military and one year in private practice in Fayetteville, he returned to the School of Medicine for his radiology residency. He hasn't left since.

He spent 23 years as head of the radiology department before stepping down in 2000. That same year, he served as president of the Radiological Society of North America, a professional organization of more than 30,000 radiologists.

In June 2001, Maynard became interim dean of the School of Medicine for nine months. Last winter, he received the Medallion of Merit, Wake Forest's most prestigious award for distinguished service.

“Everything he does is for the good of the individual as well as the good of the community.”

But Garrison says Maynard's many professional accomplishments don't tell the whole story. His greatest attribute is how he treats other people. “Everything he does is for the good of the individual as well as the good of the community,” Garrison said. “He is the nicest person I know.”

Even though Maynard plans to retire soon, he said he still will be available to help out when needed. That's good news to Dean, who said he plans to take Maynard up on that offer. “If you want something done, getting Doug involved guarantees you the highest likelihood of success.”

Bruce Buchanan ('93) is a writer for the Greensboro (N.C.) News Record.
With more than two dozen contemporary and historical fiction novels to his credit, and more than 3 million copies of his books in print, T. Davis Bunn ('74) is perhaps Wake Forest's most prolific author. A native of Raleigh, N.C., he earned his undergraduate degree in psychology and economics. He planned to attend law school but deferred his enrollment—permanently, as it turned out—to study international finance in London. He later taught at the American College of Switzerland before becoming marketing director for a Swiss company that sold pharmaceuticals and hospital equipment in Africa and the Middle East. From 1979 to 1991, he was managing director of the State of North Carolina's European trade office in Dusseldorf, Germany.


Bunn speaks three languages fluently and has traveled to more than 40 countries in Europe, Africa, Asia and the Middle East conducting research for his books. He has lived in Europe or Africa since 1974. He and his wife, Isabelle, an international business attorney, currently split their time between Oxford, England, where Isabella teaches human rights law, and Florida. He recently visited Wake Forest to conduct research for an as-yet unnamed project.

"Why is it not possible to have a Christian moral included in solid entertainment, and simply marketed as such? ... Too many people in gatekeeping positions within the industry feel 'entertainment' and 'moral' are two mutually exclusive terms. I cannot disagree more.”
DB: The KAs of Wake Forest were the finest group of men I have ever met. And I am absolutely certain that if I were ever to put anything more than that into print, I would be disposed of immediately. So let's move on to some safer topic.

WFM: You attended Wake Forest as preparation for a career in business, not as a writer. But did Wake Forest have any influence on what you are doing today?

DB: As any of my fraternity brothers would tell you, I was far too dense to know where I was headed during my college years. It took three years in Africa to get me pointed in the right direction.

WFM: We've heard that the inspiration for your becoming a novelist came during a harrowing adventure at sea that sounds like a story from one of your novels. Any truth to that?

DB: Unfortunately true. I was surfing in the Basque Country, at a break called Guetharry, on the Atlantic coastline where France meets Spain. This is home to one of the world's largest waves. I had no business being within 50 miles of the place. I got caught inside on a 25-foot set. I still remember the moment vividly. The sun was out, the wind was utterly calm, and I had a four-story wall of water that was about to fall on my head. As another writer once said, it is amazing how terror can focus the mind.

WFM: "Winner Take All" is described as a "crossover" book. Is there some risk in this?

DB: Yes, possibly. But there are other aspects which have to be taken very seriously here. So long as I was published by Christian houses, I was never reviewed. I had 2 million copies of my books sold before my first review ever came out. My books were never placed in the fiction shelves of standard bookstores. They were lumped with everything else marked "inspirational." Why is it not possible to have a Christian moral included in solid entertainment and simply marketed as such? Believe me, you won't want to get me started down that road. So yes, I am working with a New York house, and yes, I am now sold through mainstream channels. Does this mean I am selling out? You decide.

WFM: You have studied world religions extensively, including Islam, Judaism and Buddhism, as well as Christianity. How has this influenced your writing?

DB: Writing, good writing, has to be based upon personal experience. Not knowledge. Experience. Everything I am, everything I've done, goes into this. To say I've studied extensively is perhaps misleading, however. I am not a scholar. My wife is a scholar. I know what one looks like. And I don't fit that title. She's the one with the brains. I'm the one with, well, with the New York publisher. I want to know how people live their connection to the divine and how I can translate this into a story.

WFM: How does one write a good Christian novel that also has appeal to a larger audience without being preachy?

DB: You said it. Please, figure it out and tell me. I need somebody to tell me how. It's a problem I go through in forming every new book. If it actually works, and in this new book, "Winner Take All," I think it does, then it's a miracle. Because I have no idea. I think it's because I was born Baptist. Telling a Baptist to be subtle is like telling a Republican to go hug a tree. No. Maybe I should have been born a New Age Jehovah's Witness. Then I could knock on your door but not have anything to say.

WFM: What are you working on now?

DB: Generally, I have two kinds of stories I work on at this point. There are the easier books, the ones that just spring up and get written. And there are the ones like these with Doubleday that are intended to tax me to the absolute limit.
I love to write. It is my passion and, I feel, my calling. I waited nine long years to get published and another nine years to get reviewed. So if Booklist thinks I’m writing too many books, hey, no problem. I’ll take the only option available. Start another pen name.

WFM: Is there a greater appeal for Christian fiction since 9/11?

DB: Here we go. Those trick questions that threaten to unstop the steam. I can’t tell you about Christian fiction specifically. But fiction with a moral—entertainment that is not violence-driven, or hate-driven, where the evil character is the only character that is well molded—has been seen to increase. How long this will last is anyone’s guess. But it has happened.

All we can say for the moment is that there has been an increase in a trend already in existence. Too many people in gatekeeping positions within the industry feel “entertainment” and “moral” are two mutually exclusive terms. I cannot disagree more. I was in New York City on 9/11. My second crossover, “Drummer,” was released that Thursday. What a day. What a day. Just one of 5 million people in New York who have been branded by that day. It will go into a book. How, I’m not sure. But it will go.

WFM: You’ve delayed your admission to the Wake Forest law school for almost 30 years. Any chance you’ll enroll any time soon?

DB: Too late. My wife has pre-empted that role. And done far more with it than I ever could have, I am happy to say. Maybe you could stop by the admissions office when we’re done and tell them to circular-file my application? I’d appreciate that.

Kerry M. King (’85)
It must have been the spring of 1987, my second year at Wake Forest. I was sitting in Professor Will Sanders’ office listening to the wisdom of time, eyeing the books that stretched across the length of the room and up to the ceiling. It was then—in one of those moments that the Greeks referred to as kairos—that I noticed a curious article about the wise men coming to Bethlehem. The article was written in English, apparently for an international journal, but it referred to something written in German several centuries ago. The author’s name was James C. O’Flaherty, and the subject of the article was a minor work by Johann Georg Hamann. I will never be able to dissociate these names. The one introduced me to the other.

Little did I know at the time that James O’Flaherty was a prominent Hamann scholar, who published the first full translation of one of Hamann’s principal works, “The Socratic Memorabilia.” Little did I know that he single-handedly started the Wake Forest German department years ago. And little did I know that he lived just around the corner on Faculty Drive. He had retired some years ago, I was told, and was now an emeritus professor. But he needed someone to help him put together a bibliography of his personal Hamann library, his Hamanniana, as he happily referred to it; and for some reason, through some obscure providence, I volunteered.

It was a pleasant walk, even if a short one, past the wood behind Luter dorm to Faculty Drive. There was also something of an adventure in it. Not an adventure by today’s standards, perhaps, but still an adventure—something like entering one of C. S. Lewis’ portals. I had to wait a few minutes after ringing the bell, but it made the greeting better. For it’s not every day that one meets a gentleman. And so it was every afternoon that I would go to 2164 Faculty Drive to work—and to visit. Before long, my task was completed. I had indexed the famed collection of Hamanniana, the envy even of European scholars. There were also the occasional thrills of copying letters from Isaiah Berlin, Bertrand Russell, and Werner Heisenberg—people with whom O’Flaherty corresponded. But I scarcely remember that now. What I remember is the man around whom this great world turned.

Perhaps there’s something of fancy in my recollection, and certainly there is admiration. But, after all, it’s not every day that you get to talk to a man of learning who knows the history of ideas and who looks up into the air before he speaks. That was when he theorized, especially about the nature of reason and what he liked to call its “intuitive” and “discursive” modes. In the end, however, it always came back to the subject of unity and language in Hamann, which was the subject of his dissertation at the University of Chicago. By this he meant the unity of subject and object which language at once naturally and miraculously achieves. And so we spoke of abstractions and “mere relations,” of metaphors and “monosyllabic lightning”—a term from Hamann that he often quoted and that signals the wonder of poetic language.

Of course, we didn’t always speak of academic matters. In fact, we more often talked about his theology professors at Chicago and their endless disputations, the rabies theologorum as he liked to call it. Or about his years as a scholar in Heidelberg in the 1930s and academic life in Germany at that time; or about the German scientific community and the extent of its resistance to National Socialism. And yet, it really didn’t matter what we talked about, even if I was always eager to talk about Hamann. The point was to see the man, whom I greatly admired and whom I had grown to love. I was also lucky to have met his wife, Lucy, before she passed away several years ago. I knew that she was an artist from the portraits that hung in the living room, but I had never known the extent of her work.

Then, this past spring during a visit, which would be one of my last, another portal opened, this time onto the porch I had never seen: there, in the afternoon light stood the old Hamanniana, like a monument, surrounded by countless paintings and sketches. The scene now stands sketched in my memory—a metaphor for a man and a world I was privileged to know and will sorely miss. It is an odd thing how entire worlds can pass unnoticed. In the case of this man, however, this man of letters, this passing is especially hard to bear. For anyone who has known James O’Flaherty must know that in July Wake Forest lost one of its greatest scholars and gentlemen—a scholar of the old world, who had a sublime disregard for, almost an innocence of, one could say, academic disputes, and who therefore spoke in the tradition of Longinus, that is, sublimely.

Wake Forest will go on, and Faculty Drive will continue in its shadows. But for me Wake Forest will never be quite the same: there will no longer be an enchanted wood between Luter and the O’Flaherty home; there will no longer be any cherished conversations about Hamann and so much else; and there will be no final word, except to say with Christian hope and expectation—conversatio nostra est in caelo.

By John R. Betz ('91)

John R. Betz ('91) is assistant professor in the Department of Theology at Loyola College in Maryland.
(clockwise from top left) 1. The Deacons huddle up before taking the field en route to their 31-0 rout of North Carolina. 2. The Deacon basks in the sun and success of the Wake Forest football team during the Homecoming game. 3. Students signal one of the four Wake Forest touchdowns. 4. Carol Jeanette Shook ('57), Dee Hughes Leroy ('57), Dr. Caryl Guth ('57, MD '62), and Notie Vay Meadows ('56) mingle at Friday's alumni-faculty reception in Reynolda Hall's Green Room. 5. R. D. Montgomery, a history major from Wilmington, during a break in the action. 6. Daniel Stefany, with parents David and Carol, both Class of 1980, share a
moment with President Hearn at Festival on the Quad.  

(7.) Cheering the Deacons on to victory.  

(8.) Tailgaters catch up with each other prior to the game.  

(9.) Martha Bond Lopez, Nancy Hamilton, Jack Hamilton, Ann Barlow Crawford, Anne Beatty Oakman, and Ann Kitchin Lee, all Class of 1957, reminisce at the alumni-faculty reception.  

(10.) Bluegrass fans enjoy music by Billy Hamilton and the Reynolda Hall Renegades at Festival on the Quad.  

(11.) Cindy and Dean Billy Hamilton serenade alumni and friends at the Festival on the Quad.  

(12.) The Demon Divas at Festival on the Quad.
A Capital Connection

Wake Forest Magazine issued a call for news from alumni in the Washington, DC, area. Here is what we heard from those with a “Capital Connection.” In the March issue, we’ll publish news from alums living in Texas and the Southwest! Send your news to Cherin C. Poovey, Box 7205, Winston-Salem, NC, 27109, or e-mail poovey@wfu.edu, by Jan. 15, 2003.

1956

Jack Crosswell’s novel, “Murder of a Brother,” is in its second edition. He is busy working on another novel, “Murder on the Square.” He has toured seven states autographing books. A former news reporter and U.S. Treasury agent, Crosswell lives with his wife, Daphne, on a farm in Cripple Creek, VA. A son, Dr. James J. Crosswell Jr. (MD ’80), is a graduate of Wake Forest’s Bowman Gray School of Medicine.

1959

Jerry Holleman is vice president for state government affairs for Johnson and Johnson Corporate in New Brunswick, NJ, and serves on the PHARMA Board in Washington, DC. His e-mail is jhollem@corus.jnj.com. He says his support for Wake Forest is unfailing!

1966

Carolyn Powell Kirby grew up in the Maryland suburbs of DC and returned to the area in 1969, when her husband, Michael, went off to Vietnam. She has had several careers since that time, settling in local government 20 years ago. She is the special taxing district coordinator and grants administrator for the Anne Arundel County government in Annapolis. While she enjoys her work, her real love is community theatre. She has been involved behind the scenes for the last 16 years and serves as treasurer of the Annapolis Summer Garden Theatre. The Annapolis Capital newspaper recognized her as the “Volunteer of the Week” this past June.

After graduation Michael R. Kirby tried law school, spent three years as an Army officer (serving in Vietnam) went to work for the federal government, and got a master’s degree in government from George Washington University. He retired from the IRS in November 2000 with a Commissioner’s Award and soon thereafter began work as a special assistant to the chief financial officer of the District of Columbia. Continuing his attachment to small but excellent colleges, he has adopted the Naval Academy as his local favorite. Mike also tends to two house rabbits, loves Annapolis and Pacific Northwest float planes, and suggests that Wake Forest alums in Seattle and Portland, OR, invite him to visit them.

1968

Candith Krueger Pallandre has lived in Washington, DC, for six years. She teaches English as a Foreign Language at Georgetown University.
She loves working with students from all over the world and has traveled to Korea on a one-year assignment to set up a teacher-training program for Georgetown. She enjoys living in the city, walking to work, being involved in community activities, and taking advantage of the many resources that DC has to offer. She would love to get in touch with other alumni.

1971

Tim Arnold lives in Columbia, MD, and is a contract database administrator at the State Department. One of the groups the office supports, Crisis Management System, is preparing for the “apocalypse” and has been doing so for well over a decade. The group directly supports the Secretary of State, and he writes that when Madeleine Albright was Secretary, she wanted a database to track her wardrobe. “We never did actually do that.” In his spare time he rides his bike in the Maryland countryside and keeps up with two Scottish Terriers.

1973

Bruce Cooper has been president of Capitol Metro Financial Services Inc., since 1998. He has three children and two grandchildren and lives in Silver Spring, MD.

1976

Jill Murray and husband, John Fitzgerald, live in the heart of Old Town Alexandria, VA, where she has a home office as the mid-Atlantic sales rep for The Lane Press, a magazine printing company. Her 20-year sales career has been focused on selling printing and related services to magazine publishers. In spite of the exciting developments with Internet communications, she still believes “Ink on paper rules!”

1977

Since graduation Paul Jansen has been employed by Fairfax County Public Schools, the 12th largest public school system in the United States. Twenty-five years ago, he began as an instructional assistant and, after 11 years as a classroom mathematics instructor, he became director of student activities at James W. Robinson Secondary School, the largest public school in the state with over 4,300 students. “I have been very lucky to be able to follow a dream.” He writes, “I honestly believe that next to a parent, a teacher can be the most influential person in a child's life.” Jansen has done projects for the National Federation of State High School Associations (nfhss.org) and the Virginia High School League (vhsl.org), and he has spoken locally and nationally, published articles, coached Little Leagues teams and worked at his church. His biggest accomplishment is still a work in progress: two daughters, Caitlyn (13), and Regan (8).

1979

Richard Lee “Chet” Walker and Lisa Shull Walker (’80) are very excited to be renewing their relationship with Wake Forest on a personal level: their son entered as a freshman in August. They live in Germantown, MD, their home for the past 14 years. Chet opened his own insurance firm—Walker Insurance Services, in April 2000. Lisa volunteers in the high school where their daughter is a sophomore and is president of the PTSA.

1981

Richard Waugh is co-founder of B2EMarkets Inc., a Rockville, MD-based software company that sells Web-based Enterprise software to Global 1000 corporations to streamline the process for acquiring supplies and services. He formed the company in 1999 after a 17-year career with GE. Richard lives in Takoma Park, MD, with his wife, Laura, and daughter, Shelby. He is an adjunct professor with George Washington University's Executive MBA program, where he has lectured on the topic of e-Business.

1983

Lisa Rote Lewis was named Teacher of the Year at Glenelg High School in Glenelg, MD, for the second time in three years. She was also chosen to be the high school’s commencement speaker this past spring. Last year, she was named one of six outstanding educators by the Howard County Chamber of Commerce. Lewis teaches junior and senior English and journalism and is advisor to both the school newspaper and the literary magazine.

1984

Patricia McDermott Miller moved to Washington, DC, in May 2000 following graduation from Yale University Divinity School with a Masters of Divinity. She completed a Clinical Pastoral Education Unit at Saint Elizabeth’s Psychiatric hospital during the summer of 2000. She has worked for a year and a half at N Street Village as the staff volunteer coordinator. N Street Village is an interfaith ministry that offers services designed to meet the immediate and long-term needs of homeless women and low-income families. N Street Village has available summer internships and year-long placements, and she would welcome any Wake Forest students to apply!
1985

Deryl Davis has received the Religion Newswriters Association's 2002 national award for television reporting on religion. Deryl is a correspondent for the PBS program "Religion Ethics NewsWeekly," based in Washington, DC. He double-majored in English and history and has reported on subjects such as the Sept. 11 tragedies, Muslims in America, and debates on cloning and President Bush's faith-based initiative. His outside interests include acting in local productions, free-lance writing and radio reporting (for NPR affiliates in DC), hiking and biking. His wife, Whitney Warren (MAEd '97), teaches English and rhetoric at Banneker Academic High School, an inner-city DC public school for advanced students. Her outside interests include furniture restoration, biking and hiking.

1987

David Blick is a historic preservation specialist for the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD). He works in HUD’s Environmental Office, reviewing projects all across the country. David and his wife, Patricia, live in Annapolis, MD, where they are busy fixing up their 1924 bungalow. Since 1997, David has served under three mayors as chairman of the Annapolis Historic Preservation Commission. He holds a master's degree in public history from the University of South Carolina.

Jenny Kletzin DiBiase and Tad DiBiase happily completed their 11th year of living in Washington, DC. They have two daughters, Joanna (5) and Sophie (2 1/2). Jenny is a stay-at-home mom and a part-time free-lance editor. Tad was recently promoted to chief of the Third District Homicide/Major Crimes Section for the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia. The whole family got together with Rob Duckwall, Kevin Krause, Chris Ingalls and Thomas Hudspeth (all class of 1987) and their families at Smith Mountain Lake, VA, in June.

Tiffany Glass and Jeff Jeter (’81) are the sole W FU-ers at Manugistics, a software company specializing in supply chain management, pricing and revenue optimization, and service parts management solutions. Tiffany participated in several study-abroad programs and went on to two tours as a Peace Corps Volunteer. She served in the Central African Republic from 1989 to 1991 and in the Russian far east from 1994-1996. Today she combines that Peace Corps/public sector experience in small business with a career in the private sector, with a largely global focus.

1988

Scott Rembold has been appointed director of development at the Johns Hopkins University Nitze School of Advanced International Studies. He was director of development for the graduate school of education at George Washington University, from which he earned a master's degree in 2000.

1990

Dave Dresser is a sales manager for Neopost in Washington, DC. He plays in a band with Melanie Privette Caudron (’89) and friends, performing a mix of traditional and modern Irish music and rock ‘n’ roll. Their Web site is www.40Thieves.info. He and his wife, Tracy, had their first baby, Milly Helen, on 4/30/02.

Ray Gurganus is in his fourth year working with Community IT Innovators, a technology consulting company working with social service, advocacy and other non-profit organizations in the DC metro area. He specializes in developing and maintaining Web-based databases to help clients manage their information effectively. Outside of work, he enjoys hiking and walking the DC area, as well as enjoying the nightlife.

1991

Wendy Holmes Nugent and her husband, Jeff, have moved to Charlottesville, VA, after living in Shanghai, China for five years. In China she taught English as a Second Language (ESL) to the children of international business families at Shanghai American School. Jeff taught middle grades science. They loved living in Asia and enjoyed the fabulous travel opportunities to see China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and New Zealand. In Charlottesville, Wendy teaches ESL with the Charlottesville City Schools. Jeff is in the doctoral program in Instructional Technology at UVA. After living in one of the world's largest cities, they are enjoying life among the Shenandoah Mountains. They got the golden retriever they had been dreaming of for five years and are living out in the country.

1993

Amy Lynne King Furches is pursuing her Ph.D. in national security public policy at George Washington University. She was married 8/24/02 to Lee Thornton Furches.

Mark Hilpert works for the U.S. State Department's Counterterrorism Office and is finishing a master's in International Affairs at George Washington University. He will enter the U.S. Navy's Officer Candidate School following graduation in 2003. Long-lost classmates are welcome to send an e-mail to Mark_Hilpert@hotmail.com.
The script begins in small-town North Carolina, where the two characters attend the same junior high and high school. Then, for the next four years, they're also together—yet really apart—at a college called... Wake Forest. "They spend this one summer on opposite coasts, going to these parties and dinners," says Meroney. "She's at plays, and he's on the beach; he's dreaming she's out there, while she believes finding him is impossible. All the while, they're made for each other." There are twists and turns through Manhattan, the Midwest, LA and, of course, Washington. "It's a sweeping tale, and when they finally connect, the music swells and it's magic. They just know," writes Beauchamp.

1995

After graduating with a degree in communications and politics, Tanya Augustson's first job was in Washington, DC, as a designer/editor for a large government contractor. After a few years in the professional world, Tanya decided to return to academia and pursue a master's degree in mass communications. She won a full scholarship from the prestigious Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communications at the University of Georgia. As a graduate student, she served as teaching assistant, anchor, reporter and producer for UGA's live nightly news show. While living in Georgia, she worked as a nightly reporter for WTOC-TV in Savannah. Before moving back to the DC area, Tanya finished her master's and moved to London in 1999. She initially worked on major corporate communications strategies with an innovative UK marketing and communications company called WhatIf!?. Deciding to stay in London for a while, she moved to IXL-London, an international Web communications company. In the fall of 2000, Tanya returned to the DC area and has been glad to call it home ever since. After a year of working at a large Washington PR/public affairs agency, Tanya landed her "dream job" as associate director of public affairs the National Cattlemen's Beef Association.

Karina Kabrún Donnelly lives in Washington, DC, and works as director of program development for the U.S.-Baltic Foundation (USBF), a private foundation which was created in 1990 to support democratic and free-market reforms in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Karina develops professional education and training programs in public administration, independent media and NGO development for the Baltic region. In July, Karina traveled to Riga, Latvia, with five U.S. senators, led by Trent Lott, to participate in the Riga NATO summit, a meeting which focused on the NATO aspirant countries (including the three Baltic states). She traveled to Prague in November to participate in the next Summit, at which the Baltics hoped to be extended an historic invitation to join NATO. During her most recent visit to the Nordic-Baltic region, Karina participated in the Helsinki Women's Business Leaders Summit which was hosted by U.S. Ambassador to Finland Bonnie McElveen-Hunter. The meeting paired more than 50 top American women business leaders with business women from Finland, the Baltics and Russia. Karina is assisting in the preparation of the next portion of this summit which will take place in Washington and will include training at Georgetown University and meetings at the White House and Capitol Hill. While she was a student at Wake Forest, Karina received a Spires of Excellence grant to study the changing educational system in Russia after that country's democratic reforms in 1991. Since graduation from Wake, Karina has earned a master's degree from American University in International Development.
Brian W. Powers (MBA) moved to northern Virginia area three years ago. The small startup communications company he worked for was bought by Verizon Communications. Still with Verizon and now a director of customer operations in the “Telecom Corridor,” Brian oversees the technical support for DSL customers who live in apartments. Brian and his wife, Julie, were expecting their second child in October. Madison (2) was anxiously awaiting a new brother or sister. The Powerses love Virginia and rooting for the Redskins, but they will make permanent plans to stay if DC wins a major league baseball franchise.

1996

Susan Stowers Clark and her husband, Chad, live in Falls Church, VA. She was an occupational therapist with the geriatric population but stopped work while expecting their first child (a boy) in December. Chad works as a financial consultant at Merrill Lynch in DC.

After graduating with a theatre degree, Lauren M. Kirby moved back home to Maryland’s capital city of Annapolis. She spent three years with the Starbucks Coffee Company, and though she sometimes misses her coffee-slinging days, she doesn’t miss making decaf-grande-mocha-frappuccinos at all. She spent a year working as a subscriptions representative at the Kennedy Center in America’s capital city, but she soon realized that she must have been temporarily insane to consider commuting from Annapolis to DC every day. She now works for the Annapolis Symphony Orchestra as its marketing and development manager, the fifth iteration of her job title in two-and-a-half years, but since she keeps getting promoted, it’s OK. She remains involved with theatre as time permits and has taken acting classes at the Shakespeare Theatre and The Studio Theatre in DC. She lives with her boyfriend Kristian and their three cats.

1997

Ryan Clancy received a full-tuition scholarship from the National Health Service Corps to enter the Physician Assistant Program at The George Washington University.

Robert Fatzinger (MAL’S ’99) and Kirsten Patchel Fatzinger (’99) recently moved to the DC area upon completing master’s degrees in May. Robert works in supply chain management for IBM. Kirsten teaches in the Literature & Languages Department at Marymount University and in the Speech Communication Department at Prince George’s Community College.

H. Clare Jenkins graduated with a BA in religion, then attended Boston University, receiving a Masters of Theological Studies in 1999. She continued study at Harvard Divinity School and moved to DC in the fall of 2000. She is a legislative assistant for Rep. Brad Carson from the Second District of Oklahoma, handling defense and national security, health care, trade, labor, veterans, and small business committee issues. She researches all legislation pertaining to these issues, meets with lobbyists and constituents, attends briefings and committee hearings with or for the congressman, responds to constituent mail, and writes speeches. Previously, she was executive assistant to the president at the American Association for Higher Education. She lives in Alexandria, VA.

Cameron Elizabeth Powell has been employed with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in Langley, VA, as an intelligence officer; after the 9/11 terrorists attacks she served on the Task Force. She received a graduate certificate in political psychology from George Washington University and lives in Arlington, VA.

1998

Kelly Evans is working at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, MD, helping to fund grants for research in fields ranging from AIDS to smallpox. She was planning a fall wedding in the DC area.

Zach Everson writes for and administers www.zacheverson.com. The site contains serious and (hopefully) hilarious columns combined with true stories, as well as a workplace dictionary that gives the true meaning behind business-speak. It is updated every weekday. In July he bought a condo five miles outside of DC in Falls Church, VA. The two years prior to that he rented a house in Falls Church with Matt Robida (’97) and Aaron Gibson (’97). The past two springs they co-managed a Little League baseball team.

Carla Gallelli is living in Washington, DC, and working on her MBA at Georgetown University. She will graduate in May 2003.

Kevin Kuntz (MSA ’99) lives in Old Town Alexandria, VA. He recently moved down from Boston with his wife, Norma Kuntz. He left Arthur Andersen in May 2002 after working there for three years and is a senior auditor for Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). He moved to the DC area with hopes of catching more Wake Forest hoops on TV!

1999

Allison Bean lives in Alexandria, VA, and has been in the DC area since 2000. She is a professional staff member for the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, which has oversight management of the federal government. Her legislative concentration focuses on issues affecting civilian personnel and the U.S. Postal Service. The past several months have been dedicated to the debate on person-
nel issues surrounding the creation of a Department of Homeland Security. Now the real fun begins, however, because she got engaged in May!

**Erika Koch** (MA) lives in Westminster, MD, which is about an hour away from DC. She is an assistant professor of psychology at McDaniel College (formerly Western Maryland College), a small liberal arts college.

**Chris Seek** graduated, then found an internship (with the help of the career services office!) with E.J. Krause & Associates. He worked in the Buenos Aires, Sao Paulo and Madrid offices for close to nine months before returning home to the DC area, where he took a job with Momentum Marketing, a promotional marketing firm on Capitol Hill. Last December he decided to strike out on his own to start a business. He packed his bags, bought a Suzuki Sidekick, and drove to Costa Rica. Along the way he made streaming videos for hotels to post on their Web sites or e-mail to potential customers. When he reached Nicaragua he picked up his girlfriend, **Christina Marsigli** ('97), who was finishing up her two-year service in the Peace Corps. They sold the Suzuki and spent the next three months traveling north through Bolivia, Peru and finally Ecuador and the Galapagos. Now they are back in DC, organizing tours to Costa Rica and pitching the Discovery Channel on a travel show which would follow the format of his drive to Costa Rica. Christina works for the National Organization for Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, and Chris is pursuing an MBA at American University.

**2000**

**Amy Ligler Schoenhard** married Paul Schoenhard on 9/10/02 in Potomac, MD. After she graduates from Duke University School of Law in May 2003, Amy and Paul will relocate to Washington, DC, where Amy has accepted a position as an associate with the law firm of Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn, PLLC.

**David Sonntag** and **Ginny Bunch** ('01) didn't know each other until coming together at NPF to connect Americans with their National Parks. David, manager of corporate marketing, works with corporations to support National Parks through marketing efforts and in-kind giving. As marketing associate for the National Parks Pass, Ginny manages the pass program and works closely with Dave on marketing and promotional projects.

**2001**

**Karen Roberts** lives in Alexandria, VA, with three other Wake Forest alums. She works in Washington, DC, as a project assistant for The Children's Partnership, a national children's advocacy organization.

**2002**

**Alicia Lee** lives in Washington, DC. She is the legislative correspondent for Rep. John Culberson (R-TX).
Four years and 110,000 miles later, the Steeles have never looked back. Over interstate highways and off-the-beaten-path byways, they have visited all 48 contiguous states, sampling the continuous variety this vast country has to offer—Amish food in Indiana, blueberry kitches in Iowa, crawfish pie in southwestern Louisiana, and a week of lobsters in Maine; the blaze of fall in the Tennessee Appalachians, a lantern tour of the Mammoth Caves in Kentucky, a fiddlers’ championship in Idaho, and Death Valley Days in the California desert; fields of bluebonnets in the Texas Hill Country, a Habitat for Humanity project in New Mexico, sunrises on Cape Cod, and sunsets on Great Lakes beaches. They've encountered the occasional bump in the road–inadvertently dumping septic-tank waste all over their campground site; impaling the trailer on a gas-pump protection post–but always, they roll merrily along, with no end in sight.

This year they published a book, “Steeles on Wheels: A Year on the Road in an RV,” which chronicles their adventures their first year out and provides tips for would-be vagabonds on topics ranging from getting mail with no permanent address (a service forwards their mail, care of general delivery, to a town they know they’ll be at a week in advance) to accessing e-mail and the Web (they’ll borrow a merchant’s phone jack to dial up their ISP). Copies of the book can be purchased through their Web site at www.steelesonwheels.com.

Their annual itinerary is loosely structured around occasional visits with friends, Mark’s parents in Georgia, and Donia’s two children in the Northeast and trips to about a half-dozen bridge tournaments around the country, where Mark can indulge his passion. “The nice thing about visiting friends—for us and them—is that you bring your own guestroom,” said Donia.

Their 322-square-foot trailer is a paragon of efficiency, with all the comforts of home—ingenious storage spaces, stove, refrigerator, shower, TV and VCR, queen-sized bed, and slide-out sections that provide additional living and sleeping space when parked. “We aren’t tourists—we’re nomads,” Mark pointed out. “We lead normal lives.” Indeed, on certain nights of the week they make sure to park at campgrounds with electricity so they can watch their favorite TV shows along with the rest of us.

They live on Donia’s pension of roughly $3,000 a month, which seems pretty economical, given the cost of fuel and nightly campground fees. “One of the best ways to be free is to learn to live on less,” Mark said. “You’ll be free in so many ways.”

If the Steeles have learned three things about human nature in their travels, they are that people are diverse, they are friendly and helpful, and they worry way too much over imagined calamities. “There are people out there who are way different from us,” they wrote in a follow-up e-mail message. “Only in getting away from our back-home crowd of suburban homeowners with big-city professional jobs did we realize how amazingly varied Americans are. The RVing lifestyle is a great social leveler; every day we live side-by-side with every imaginable type of person, from homeless tent-campers to well-heeled retirees. But social status is irrelevant. What matters is how considerate of fellow campers you are, and how interesting your conversation is.”
Pursuing his passions

Jonathan Kirkendall’s vocations combine compassion for the homeless and a love of art.

Like so many Wake Forest undergraduates, Jonathan Kirkendall ('83) spent a semester at Casa Artom in Venice. Little did he know when departing on that trip that it would yield his life’s two vocations.

Sitting in a train station in Milan late one evening, Kirkendall observed the police evicting everyone who didn’t have a ticket. He soon realized it was their way of expelling the homeless. “That impression stayed with me and grew more vivid as time passed,” he says. “I became more compassionate of the homeless, and more drawn to working with them.”

Then, at Casa Artom, he took an art history course. “I realized then how much I loved art,” says Kirkendall, who was majoring in philosophy. “Two years after graduation, I still felt the pull toward it.”

Today, living in Washington, DC, Kirkendall pursues both of his passions as a professional potter and as director of social services at Miriam’s Kitchen, a not-for-profit facility for the homeless located near the Kennedy Center.

Among the many services Miriam’s Kitchen offers its clients that Kirkendall helped start or develop are daily breakfast, a clothing closet, legal assistance, AA meetings, a mailing address and voice mail system, a medical clinic, outreach programs and transitional housing. It has a lending library and offers after-breakfast visual arts and creative writing programs that allow participants to express their feelings and experiences in positive ways.

A licensed psychotherapist, Kirkendall has more than 10 years of experience counseling homeless people, many of whom are mentally ill. In late May, he coordinated preparations for “One Hundred Bowls of Compassion,” a dinner held at the World Bank to raise money for Miriam’s Kitchen. The event, at which guests bid for handcrafted pottery which friends and contacts of Kirkendall from around the world had donated, netted more than $90,000.

Kirkendall’s compassion, cosmopolitanism and commitment to service seem to come naturally, given his background. The son of Baptist missionaries, he grew up in various countries overseas, including Lebanon, Bangladesh and Iran. At Wake Forest, former Associate Dean Patricia Johansson and Chaplain Ed Christman ('50, JD '53) mentored his incipient call to service.

A couple of years after graduation, Kirkendall seized upon an opportunity to apprentice with a professional potter. “From the moment I first sat down at the wheel,” he says, “I was completely hooked.” He found that he had a talent for pottery and he quickly mastered the craft, developing a style that reflected the art and culture of the countries in which he had lived and studied. But, partly out of realization that a potter needs another income, he enrolled at Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colo.—the nation’s only accredited Buddhist-founded university—and completed a master’s degree in counseling psychology in 1994. Kirkendall, who meditates regularly, values his Naropa training. “You come out knowing your own issues,” he says, “so you don’t project them onto the people you work with.”

Kirkendall moved to New York City, establishing a pottery studio and landing jobs working with clients diagnosed with mental illness, addiction and HIV and with women and children burned out of their homes. But he became frustrated working for publicly funded programs and their restrictive guidelines, so in 1996 he moved to Washington and set up a studio. In March 1997 he joined the staff of Miriam’s Kitchen, first as a part-time social worker and later as a full-time case manager. As one of three professional staff members, Kirkendall helps manage a volunteer base of about 500 and a client load of 150 to 200. Admired widely in the nation’s capital, the organization has received the Washington Post’s award of excellence in non-profit management. Although Kirkendall is fulfilled in his work at Miriam’s Kitchen, he finds that it comes at the expense of his art. To afford more time for pottery, he says he might cut his work with the homeless to part time. But whatever the relative balance is between the two passions, both will always be present in his life.
Hooks receives award

Gene Hooks ('50), Wake Forest’s athletics director from 1964 to 1992, received the 2002 Homer Rice Award from the Division IA Athletic Directors’ Association in September. The award is presented annually to an individual who has had a significant impact on intercollegiate athletics.

After retiring from Wake Forest, Hooks became the first executive director of the association, where he helped develop the CHAMPS program (Challenging Athletes’ Minds for Personal Success) for Division 1A schools nationwide. He retired as the association’s executive director in 1997 and then served as director of the CHAMPS program until 2001. An award named in his honor recognizes the top CHAMPS administrator each year.

After graduating from Wake Forest in 1950, Hooks earned a master’s degree from UNC-Chapel Hill and his doctorate from Vanderbilt. He played professional baseball for several years before returning to Wake Forest as baseball coach in 1956. He received the University’s highest honor, the Medalion of Merit, in 1992 and was named to the Wake Forest Sports Hall of Fame in 1993. Wake Forest’s baseball stadium was named in his honor in 1992.

1940s

Altha Smith Satterwhite ('45) published a collection of poems, “Another Time and Other Poems,” she had written from high school until the present.

1950s

Bill F. Hensley ('50) of Charlotte is chairman of the Atlantic/Caribbean chapter of the Society of American Travel Writers and recently received the Charles Kuralt Award.

Frank B. Holding ('52) and Howard F. Twiggs ('54, JD '57) received the 2002 Distinguished Alumni Awards during President’s Weekend.

William “Bill” B. Greene Jr. ('59) was selected as the 2003 Laureate to the Junior Achievement Business Hall of Fame Laureates.

1960s


James Wesley Lewis ('64) has been appointed to the District of Columbia Public Library Board of Trustees.

Donald Lee Moore ('65) is executive director of Prodigals Community, a substance abuse recovery ministry in Winston-Salem.

John S. Barr ('67) is with McGuireWoods LLP and has been elected to the Virginia State Bar Council to represent the 13th Judicial Circuit of the City of Richmond.

James L. Graham (JD '67) received the award for Outstanding County Attorney for 2001-2002 at the N.C. Association of County Attorneys' conference.

Charlotte Oates Wynn ('67) has taught for 31 years and is certified as an early childhood generalist and a national board certified teacher in Statesboro, GA. She also teaches a course at Georgia Southern University for teachers seeking national board certification.

John B. Bondurant ('69) is city executive with BB&T in Greensboro, NC.

Karl S. Roth (M D '69) is chair of pediatrics at Creighton University School of Medicine in Omaha.

1970s

James E. Spears Jr. (JD '73), of Haynsworth Baldwin Johnson & Greaves LLC in Charlotte, has been named by Business North Carolina to its list of the state’s “Legal Elite” in employment law.

1971

Dianne Ford received a medical/legal information services degree and is the serials and documents librarian at Elon University in Elon, NC.

Laura Thomson Hemphill teaches French in the Winston-Salem/Forsyth County schools and has been selected as the Foreign Language Teacher of the Year by the N.C. Foreign Language Association.

1972

Robert F. Simms is a writer/minister who teaches at North Greenville (SC) College and has recently completed the composition of a concerto for piano and orchestra. He received the Best Supporting Actor Award for his performance in “Witness for the Prosecution” at the Greenville Little Theater.

1973

George R. Murphy (JD) has been appointed to fill an unexpired term on the district court bench in Johnston County, N.C.

Richmond H. “Dick” Page (JD '73) is title underwriting counsel for Consumers Title Co. in Fayetteville, NC.

1975

Misty Talbert Morgan is pastor of Rocky Fork Christian Church in Sanford, N.C., and is working on her master of divinity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary in Charlotte.

Curt Tucker and his wife, Jeri Radich Tucker ('76), recently moved to Ferguson, N.C. Curt retired in 1997 after 20 years in the U.S. Navy and is now vice president of special order sales at Lowe’s Companies Inc.

1976

Andrew G. Ciraco switched to teaching after 23 years in accounting. He is a math and science teacher and baseball coach at Winfield Elementary School in Winfield Park, NJ. He and his wife, Joanne, live in Ewing.

Millie J. Jones (PA '78) is director of the Bureau of Family and Community Health for the Wisconsin Division of Public Health. She and her husband, Robert Wynn, live in Madison.

Steve A. Nida (M A) is professor and department head of psychology at The Citadel in Charleston, SC.

1977

Jeff Carl is vice president and chief marketing officer for the Latin America Group of M Donald’s Corp. in Oak Brook, IL.

J. Stan Carnical is chief District Court judge for N.C. District 16B. He and his wife, Beth, and daughters, Leah and Kathryn, live in Lumberton.

Mary Smith Wolfe (PhD ‘88) is director of the National Toxicology Program, Office of Liaison and Scientific Review, at the National Institutes of Health in Research Triangle Park, N.C.
Class Notes

1978

David K. Boyter is a missionary in Colonia del M ar, Mexico, and can be reached at daboyter@attglobal.net

Terri L. Gardner (JD ’81) is a partner with Poyner & Spruill LLP in Raleigh and was appointed to the N.C. State Bar Board of Legal Specialization.

Lou Tilley is vice president for sports, Comcast Network. He received an Emmy Award for the best sports show in its genre in the Mid-Atlantic Region for “The Lou Tilley Sports Connection” on CN8 SportsNet in Philadelphia. His goal is to expand their operation South so he can once again broadcast the Deacons!

1979

Cameron Kent has published his second novel, “When the Ravens Die.” To request an autographed copy of this suspense novel, e-mail pieravenuebooks@bellsouth.net

1980

Joseph A. Hill Jr. is chief of cardiology at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas.

1981

Michael D. Applegate (PhD ’86) is neurology-certified and a partner practicing in the Asheboro office of the Johnson Neurological Clinic of High Point, N.C.

Alan G. Bourque is a regional tactical officer at the U.S. Military Academy in West Point, N.Y. He can be reached at alan.bourque@usma.army.mil

Susan G. Myers was guest curator for the exhibition, “Companionable Creatures: Animal Imagery in North Carolina Clay,” at the N.C. Pottery Center in Seagrove. The exhibit runs through Jan. 11.

Carnel Pierce is a freelance conference interpreter for European Parliament and European Commission, Brussels, Belgium. She lives in Paris.

1982

Dayne Steven Beam is vice president, financial consultant with Merrill Lynch in Charlotte.

Stephen E. Loftis received his doctor of ministry degree from Baptist Theological Seminary in Richmond, VA, in 2001 and is pastor of Hobbsville Baptist Church in Hobbsville, N.C.

James J. Wheaton is chairman of the Virginia Public School Authority.

1984

Joanne O’Brien Beam is senior managing partner with First Counsel Inc. in Charlotte.

1985

Shahid Iqbal Butt is corporate vice president of new products and channels marketing at Charter Communications Inc. in St. Louis, M.O.

Brotherly love

For Bill Rivell (’77, P ’05), there was never any question about doing the right thing. When the Augusta, GA, physician’s brother, Jim, went into kidney failure, Rivell did not hesitate. He decided to donate a kidney to his brother.

Jim Rivell, who is a physician living in Concord, N.C., began to lose kidney function at the beginning of the year. “Jim had been ill with autoimmune disease for years,” Rivell said. “The disease is similar to lupus. All of us were tested (as potential donors for a transplant), and I was a perfect match, almost as if I were an identical twin.” Of course, the better the match, the higher chance of success. Rivell didn’t hesitate. “To me it would be a shock if someone didn’t do it,” he added. “I take for granted that almost everyone would do something like that.”

On June 20 the two brothers underwent surgery at Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center. Dr. Dean Assimos harvested the good kidney from Bill, making a 16-inch incision and removing a rib in the process. Dr. Robert Stratta transplanted the kidney into Jim. Jim’s kidney function returned to normal levels within a couple of days after the operation.

“It was almost too easy,” said Bill Rivell, who was in the hospital just three days and back at work after two weeks. Both brothers are doing well now.

Originally from New Jersey, Rivell graduated from Wake Forest, beginning a family trend of attending ACC colleges; his seven siblings have attended Virginia, Duke, North Carolina, Maryland and Clemson. The tradition continues into the next generation, as Rivell’s oldest son, Guillermo, is a sophomore at Wake Forest.

Rivell said that while his siblings are spread out geographically, they remain very close, spending Thanksgiving and Christmas together and a week during the summer at the beach.

Rivell said the surgery has brought him even closer to his brother, who is nine years younger. “We’ve been likely to talk because we are both physicians,” he said. “Now we feel more of a need to see each other.”

- Nell Caldwell
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1986
David P. Barksdale was recently named director of the College Fund/Annual Support in the Office of University Advancement at Wake Forest.

1987
Bob Bilbrough was placed on the list of Georgia’s technology industry leaders by The Atlanta Business Chronicle.

1988
Donna Bowman teaches religious studies in the Honors College, University of Central Arkansas, and published her first book, “The Divine Decision: A Process Doctrine of Election” in May. She and her husband, Noel M.urray, and their son, Archer Alexander M.urray (1), live in Conway, AR.

C. Douglas M.ynard Jr. (JD) is on the board of directors of the Litigation Section of the N.C. Bar Association and chair of the Auto Torts Section of the N.C. Academy of Trial Lawyers.

Robert F. M.illkan is senior vice president and director of fixed income portfolio management at BB&T Asset Management Inc. in Raleigh, N.C.

Ronald O. Wastyn is chair and associate professor of communication and head women’s golf coach at St. Ambrose University. He and his wife, Linda Hippler Wastyn (’86), and son, Matthew (6), live in Davenport, IA.

1989
Cynthia Clifford is starting an autism program for children grades 3-5 at Wakefield Elementary School in Raleigh, NC.

Timothy A. Crater is completing his first year as a primary care internist at the Hutchinson Clinic, a multispecialty group in western Kansas.

Mary E. Millikan Jones is vice president at Information Resources. She and her husband, Cliff, live in Holland, PA, with their children: Shelby, Zachary, Sarah, and Weston.

Mark Seddon is a radiation safety officer and chief diagnostic physicist at Florida Hospital in Orlando.

1990
Steve Blankenship is human resources manager with GE Medical Systems in Portland, OR.

Anne Marie Partin Haggard is practicing employment law defense with M.Angus Goudelock & Courie in Charleston, SC.

Andrew P. Lepp was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to evaluate ecotourism developments near Kibale National Park in Uganda, East Africa.

Jonathan O. M.iller received the 2002 Marcellus E. Waddill Excellence in Teaching Award from Wake Forest during Opening Convocation in October.

Sean P. Pflaging is vice president of network services for Paetec Communication. He and his wife, Lea Morgan Pflaging (’91), and their daughter, Mary Beth (5), and son, Clay (3), live in Fairport, NY.

Jackie H. Rogers received the 2002 Marcellus E. Waddill Excellence in Teaching Award from Wake Forest during Opening Convocation in October.

1991
Mark C. Burton (JD/MBA ’95) ran the 2002 Chicago Marathon in 2 hours 58 minutes. He and his wife, Cynthia Whaley Burton, live in Atlanta.

Sarah “Beth” DeBruyne is vice president of business strategy for affiliate sales and marketing at Discovery’s Domestic Networks in Charlotte.

Brooke Fenderson Kingsley completed five years of public relations service with the music department at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond. She and her husband, Stephen, are in Winston-Salem but will relocate with BB&T somewhere in the Southeast.

J. Kevin Risk is in his third year as assistant professor of landscape architecture in the College of Art & Design at Louisiana State University.

Mark E. Upton and G. Matt Guzi (’92) started Hope Community Church in Charlotte.

James C. Woolery is a partner with Cravath Swain & Moore in New York.

Alumni receive awards
Four alumni were honored with University awards during the fall. Businessman Frank B. Holding (’52) and attorney Howard F. Twiggs (’54, JD ’57) received the Distinguished Alumni Awards for 2002. Trustee L. Glenn Orr received the Pro Humanitate Award for his service to the University. And businesswoman-turned-educator Catherine E. (Kitty) Green (’74, MBA ’84) received the Judson D. DeRamus Award for her service to the Babcock Graduate School of Management.

Holding, who lives in Smithfield, N.C., served as executive vice chairman and director of First Citizens Bank and Trust Company, director of First Citizens Bank and Trust Company of South Carolina and director of Southern Bank and Trust Company. In 1988, Holding and his brother, Lewis R. Holding, established a scholarship for students from eastern North Carolina.

Twiggs, an attorney for more than 45 years in Raleigh, N.C., was president of the School of Law Alumni Council and a member of its Board of Visitors. He has held leadership roles in the Wake County Bar Association, the North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers and the American Trial Lawyers Association.

Orr, who has served five terms on the University’s Board of Trustees since 1983, was recognized for his service, particularly his work with the Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center and Reynolds House, Museum of American Art. Orr is a former chairman and CEO of Southern National Corporation who helped lead the merger of Southern National and BB&T in the mid-1990s.

Green had a long and successful business career, which included positions as a marketing representative and systems engineer with IBM, vice president of Inmar Enterprises, president of Carolina Manufacturer’s Service and as a private business consultant and executive leadership trainer, before deciding to become a teacher. She currently teaches seventh-grade math in the Orange County Public Schools in Virginia. She has served on the Reynolds Scholarship Committee and on the Babcock Board of Visitors and Alumni Council, of which her husband, Hobart Jones (’74, MBA ’80), is also an active member.
Suzanne Nifong Dellinger is a research development coordinator at Triad Guaranty Insurance Corporation in Winston-Salem.

Steven W. Fowler is an attorney and member of the S.C. Bar Association.

G. Matt Guzi and Mark E. Upton (’91) started Hope Community Church in Charlotte.

Chen (’02)
Heath (’02)

and son, Alex (2), live in Cary, NC. in New York. He and his wife, Nikki, Hardware Best of Show at the PC Expo all Best of Show and Enterprise and the eServer x440, which won over-Champion Award for his efforts in Corporation and has the xSeries

Alexander Sheffield Crowell

for Cox Radio Y101, an alternative rock station, in Richmond, VA.

Blair Whitely is selling radio advertising for Cox Radio Y101, an alternative rock station, in Richmond, VA.

Arlington, VA.

is merchandising manager in South Carolina.
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James T. Spencer Jr. is an associate on the transaction team of The Riverside Company in their New York office.

1998

Carrie M. Bowden is completing her third year of law school at Washington & Lee University in Virginia, where she is editor-in-chief of the law review. She will then begin a one-year clerkship in Atlanta.

Chantal Marie Chapman graduated from the Southern Methodist University School of Law in May. She is editor-in-chief of the law review. She is pursing a graduate degree in science education (JD ’70). Elizabeth is pursuing a master’s in biology at UNCArolina Chapel Hill School of Medicine in August.

Kyle Brock Clary completed active duty in the U.S. Army and is a logistics/production analyst for Hubner Manufacturing Inc. in Charleston, SC. He continues to serve as a captain in the S.C. Army National Guard.

James C. “Chip” Cox Jr. is a lecturer in business administration at the Bryan School of Business and Economics at UNC-Greensboro, teaching managerial communication, business policy and strategy at both the undergraduate and graduate school levels.

E. Bradley Evans (JD ’02) and Elizabeth Watson Evans (’99) have moved to Greenville, N.C. Brad is with the office of the Hon. Malcolm J. Howard (JD ’70). Elizabeth is pursing a graduate degree in science education at East Carolina University.

Samantha Ligon is teaching seventh-grade American history at the Convent of the Sacred Heart in Greenwich, CT.

Kathryn Haggenor Perkins (JD) is with Pennington & Lott LLP in Columbia, SC.

Travis H. Perry (JD) is a tax attorney concentrating on estates, trusts, gifts and representation before the IRS with Dalby Wendland & Co. PC in Glenwood Springs, CO.

Chad C. Peshak is now in Ithaca, NY, pursuing an MBA with a specialization in human resources at Cornell University.

Scott S. Plumridge is studying general management at the Stanford Graduate School of Business in Stanford, CA.

Tiffany E. Rice is a pediatric intern at LeBonheur Children’s Medical Center and the University of Tennessee Health Science Center.

Patricia Marie Barattini Taylor is an advanced placement government teacher in the Harborfields school district on Long Island, N.Y. She was named a James Madison Fellow by the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation.

Patricia Aria Barattini Taylor is an advanced placement government teacher in the Harborfields school district on Long Island, N.Y. She was named a James Madison Fellow by the James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation.

Ethan C. Lindsay had a fellowship for Chinese language during the summer at the University of Michigan and is in his second year of graduate study at Indiana University.

Maura L. Lahrentz is an avid whitewater kayaker and telemark skier in Vail, CO. She is on a three-month kayaking trip that includes West Virginia, Costa Rica, Peru, Patagonia, Chile and Argentina.

Jennifer L. Nall is in a graduate program at the Tulane University School of Public
Class Notes

Health and Topical Medicine, a joint program with the Peace Corps, in New Orleans, LA.

Kestrin Pantera lived in Taiwan last year and can now speak Chinese. She records as a singer and voiceover artist on children’s CDs, does television commercials, and teaches English to students ages 2 to 50 in Visalia, CA.

Kristen E. Scott (JD) is with Bell Davis & Pitt in Winston-Salem specializing in bankruptcy and commercial law.

“John” Hyoahn Sung (LL.M.) has returned to Korea as in-house counsel with the Kumo Group.

2002

Stella Hong Chen has joined the tax, assurance and consulting practices at Gilliam Coble & Meser LLP in Greensboro, N.C.

C. Gayen Denning is pursuing a master’s in management at the University of Florida.

Maria Isabel Dungas (LL.M.) is an intern with Willkie Farr & Gallagher in Washington in the international trade law area.

Zheng Feng (LL.M.) is an intern in the business advisory services department of the U.S.-China Business Council in Washington, DC.

Richard Robert Heath (JD) is practicing in the areas of labor and employment and litigation with Spilman Thomas & Battle PLLC in Charleston, WV.

James Parker “Tripp” Lumpkin III is with Raymond James Financial Services in Charlotte.

Candice C. Mathis is counselor for Services in Charlotte.

George L. Rork Jr. is in his first semester of graduate work in the sports marketing program at West Virginia University.

William C. Byrd Jr. (’47, MD ’50) and Betty Byrn. 6/5/02 in Fredericksburg, TX.

Dayne Steven Beam (’82) and Joanne Frances O’Brien (’84). 9/14/02 in Charlotte. The wedding party included Lisa O’Brien Wood (’82) and Megan O’Brien Despard (’92).

Stephen E. Loftis (’82) and Lee C. Beasley. 6/1/02 at Hobbsville Baptist Church, where Steve is the pastor. Among those participating in the wedding were Ronald W. Loftis Jr. (’74, M BA ’76).

Rebecca Hughes Peterson (’87) and Lawrence Calvin Straughn. 9/7/02 in Jamestown, N.C.

Steve W. Blankenship (’90) and Heidi M. Cahan. 7/13/02. They live in Portland, OR.

Christopher Terry Lovelace (’90) and Allison Paige Sink. 9/14/02. They live in Winston-Salem. The wedding party included Chris W. Dannahay (’90) and David C. Dresser (’90).

Anne Marie Partin (’90) and Jimmy Haggio. 2/2/02. They live in Charleston, SC.

Laura Joan Blood (’92) and Michael Hill. 8/24/02 in Washington, DC.

Rachel Boring (’92, JD ’96) and Michael Ross M. Arch. 4/20/02 in Columbus, OH. They live in Raleigh.

Christopher Patrick Taylor (’92, M BA ’97) and Karen Wilson M. Auer. 8/10/02 in Winston-Salem.

Amy Lynne King (’93) and Lee Thornton Furches. 8/24/02 in Charlotte. They live in Washington, DC.

Dorian K. Kuponas (’93) and Nataliya Tischchishyna. 8/19/02.

Kimberly Jean Marie Many (’93) and Kevin Jovanovic. 11/4/02 in New York City. They live in Stamford, CT.

Sherri Annette M. Deal (’93, M BA ‘01) and Danny B. Sealey. 9/21/02 in Advance, N.C.

L. Allen Perkins (’93) and Kathryn Raki (’94). 6/30/01 in Winston-Salem. They live in Columbia, SC.

Karen Connell (’94) and Robert Hess. 5/11/02

Monica Andrea Jessup (’94) and Steven Tajeed Vanuwasher. 8/24/02

Brenda Langenbacher (’94) and Douglas Sperry. 5/25/02. They live in St. Louis, MO.

Thomas “Tad” Jackson Rhodes Jr. (’94, JD ’97) and Cindy Lee Reavis. 9/28/02 in Salter Path, N.C. They live in Wilson.

Peggy Kristina Taylor (’94) and Wayne Nelson. 8/24/02. They live in Kennexwick, VA.

Amy Irene Young (’94) and David F. Harwood Jr. 9/29/01 in Westfield, NJ.

Robert Paul Boone III (’95) and Sarah Katherine Smith. 4/6/02 in Durham, N.C. They live in Raleigh.

Gregg M. Fernstrom (’95) and Katherine Bresette (’96). 12/2/01. They live in Hoboken, N.J.

Katherine “Katy” Cruce Gordon (’95) and David Kears M. Aynard. 6/22/02 in Louisville, KY. They live in Charlotte.

Amy Lynne King (’93) and Lee Thornton Furches. 8/24/02 in Charlotte. They live in Washington, DC.

Dorian K. Kuponas (’93) and Nataliya Tischchishyna. 8/19/02.

Kimberly Jean Marie Many (’93) and Kevin Jovanovic. 11/4/02 in New York City. They live in Stamford, CT.

Sherri Annette M. Deal (’93, M BA ‘01) and Danny B. Sealey. 9/21/02 in Advance, N.C.

L. Allen Perkins (’93) and Kathryn Haggerson (’94). 6/30/01 in Winston-Salem. They live in Columbia, SC.

Karen Connell (’94) and Robert Hess. 5/11/02

Monica Andrea Jessup (’94) and Steven Tajeed Vanuwasher. 8/24/02

Brenda Langenbacher (’94) and Douglas Sperry. 5/25/02. They live in St. Louis, MO.

Thomas “Tad” Jackson Rhodes Jr. (’94, JD ’97) and Cindy Lee Reavis. 9/28/02 in Salter Path, N.C. They live in Wilson.

Peggy Kristina Taylor (’94) and Wayne Nelson. 8/24/02. They live in Kennexwick, VA.

Amy Irene Young (’94) and David F. Harwood Jr. 9/29/01 in Westfield, NJ.

Robert Paul Boone III (’95) and Sarah Katherine Smith. 4/6/02 in Durham, N.C. They live in Raleigh.

Gregg M. Fernstrom (’95) and Katherine Bresette (’96). 12/2/01. They live in Hoboken, N.J.

Katherine “Katy” Cruce Gordon (’95) and David Kears M. Aynard. 6/22/02 in Louisville, KY. They live in Charlotte.

Sara Lee Martin (’95) and Upshur T.C. Whittock. 6/22/02 in Washington, D.C. They live in Alexandria, VA.

Tracey Harrington (’95) and Jeffrey David Jones (’96). 6/29/02. They live in Boston, MA.

Tonya Fowler (’96) and Rich Peck. 5/11/02. They live in Croton On Hudson, N.Y.

Edward C. Meitz (’96) and Brande B. White. 4/6/02 in Raleigh.

Richard L. Coleman (’96) was the best man. They live in Charlottesville, VA.

Kristin Tyrrell (’96) and Craig D. Burch. 7/6/02 in Middletown, CT. They live in Alexandria, VA.

Brian C. Berkich (’97) and Amy Barnett (’98). 6/1/02 in Pittsburgh, PA.

Mary Leigh Cherry (’97) and Tony de los Reyes. 12/7/02. They live in Los Angeles. The wedding party included Jessica L. Breen (’96), Jill M. McGeorge Liddell (’97) and Catherine F. Schwarz (’99).

Kenneth C. Herbst (’97) and Caroline M. Cavanagh. 7/6/02 in Waits Chapel. They live in Plymouth Meeting, PA.

Amy Rae Shenasky (’97) and William Brennan Spry (’97). 8/7/02 in Mystic, CT. They live in Chapel Hill, NC.

Andrew Robert Snyder (’97) and Nicole Rene Raineri (’97). 6/30/01. They live in Alameda, CA.

Patricia Marie Barattini (’98) and Gregory W. Taylor Jr. 6/2/01 in New York.

Clyde P. Harris III (’98) and Ashley Ann Vermillion (’99). 12/1/01 in Winter Park, FL. They live in Raleigh.

Kevin J. Kunz (’98, M SA ‘99) and Norma Bessell. 9/14/02 in West

Friends Indeed

Do your memories of Wake Forest include those of lifelong friendships? If you have a special Wake Forest friendship that has lasted through the years, we’d like to share your story. Please write to Cherin C. Poovey, Wake Forest Magazine, P. O. Box 7205, Winston-Salem, NC, 27109, or poovey@wfu.edu.
Class Notes

Stockbridge, M A. The wedding party included Geoffrey Lamont (’00), Scott Lamont (’98), Matthew O'Neil (’98) and Michael Sherk (’98). They live in Alexandria, VA.

Julie Downing Muir (’98, MSA ’99) and Charles “Chad” Robinson Harlan (’98). 5/15/02 in Atlanta. They live in Washington, DC. The wedding party included Jason R. Benton (’98, JD ’01), Gavin M. Bowie (’99), Dylan M. Heck (’98), Sara L. Hicks (’98), Ward K. Horton (’98), Elizabeth A. Kaleida (’98), Scott H. M. Ayne (’98), Catherine W. M. Itchel (’98) and Amy R. Stirling (’98).

Stephen A. Sanders (BA ’98) and Aimee Langston. 6/22/02 in Charlotte. In attendance were Brian Boswell (BA ’98), Chuck Finley (BA ’98), Matt Karcher (BA ’98), Darren Mc AC (BA ’98) and Chris Windsor (JD/BA ’00).

Elizabeth “Betsy” Simmons (’98) and Kyle Sprenger. 8/3/02. They live in Charlotte. The wedding party included Kristin Dougherty (’98), Monica Lehmann-Holtgrewe (’98), Ivy Perdigon (’98) and Christy Warrington (’98).

Andrew “Drew” A. Southern (’98) and Jamie Crozier. 5/11/02. They live in Lincolnton, N.C.

Amy Louise Cahan (’99, MAEd ’01) and Damon B. M. Askley. 6/15/02

Ann C. Cockrell (’99) and Martin S. Harrell (’99). 8/10/02 in Kilmarnock, VA. The wedding party included Christina Carlucci Ashworth (’99).

Jones P. Byrd (’99, JD ’02), Elizabeth Watson Evans (’99, JD ’02). Lisa E. Ewart (’99), Hesta K. Fleming (’99), Sarah E. M ore (’99), Amanda M. Poinsette (’99), P. Jeff Smith (’00) and Jeff J. Trapani (’99). They live in Jacksonville, FL.

Catherine M. Dyksterhouse (’99) and Chris Focha. 7/6/02 in Florence, SC. They live in Alexandria, VA. The wedding party included M eredith J. Borel (’99), Cameron L. Currey (’99), Andrew J. Dyksterhouse (’97), Gary L. Dyksterhouse (’02), Kathryn Sturdivant Dyksterhouse (’02), Kelly La Chapelle Dyksterhouse (’97), Elizabeth M. Miller (’99, MAEd ’01) and Christine M. Snapp (’99).

Elizabeth C. Graff (’99) and Michael T. Luken (’99). 7/6/02 in Massachusetts. They live in Washington, DC.

Scott W. Loyek (’99) and Laura Ann Murray (’99). 8/17/02 in Indianapolis, IN.

Samuel “Sam” Becker Seltzer (’99) and Amine Haron (’99). 6/8/02. They live in Richmond, VA.

Stacey Marie Thatcher (’99) and Nathan John Davenport (’99). 9/28/02 in Richmond, VA. Sedric Jackson (’99) was best man.

Emily P. Bryan (’00) and William C. Aycock. 7/13/02 in Raleigh. They live in Wilson, N.C. The wedding party included Tiska A. Kennedy (’00), Sarah A. Kerr (’00), Brenda M ock Kirkpatrick (’00, MAEd ’01) and Amy M. M urashige (’00).

Matthew Francis (’00) and Nicole Steele (’01). 6/22/02. The wedding party included Jennifer Bays (’01), Amy Byars (’01), Jessica Cook (’01), Leslyn Cooper (’02), Mark Crum (’00), Bentley DeGarmo (’01), Cameron Farmer (’00), Alyssa Gritswo1 (’00), Dan Harris (’00), Jessica M acAllum (’01), Molly M acNaughton (’01), Patrick Patton (’00), David Smith (’00), Drew Sprague (’00), Rahul Thapar (’00) and Elizabeth Woodall (’01).

Stephanie Nicole Fulton (’00) and Robert William Terry. 9/21/02 in Winston-Salem.

Jennifer Leibert (’00) and Craig Zakrzewski (’00). 8/31/02 in Philadelphia, PA.

Amy Elizabeth Ligler (’00) and Paul Schoenhart. 8/10/02 in Potomac, Md. The wedding party included Zach D. Ellis (’00), Ryan J. Michalski (’00, MA ’01), Adrienne W. Stone (’00) and Scott B. Watson (’00).

Valerie Ann Parker (’00) and Brian Timothy Mershak (’01). 6/29/02 in Fort Story, VA. They live in Richmond, VA.

Michael L. Turner (’00) and Kelly Lauren Macker. 8/26/02 in Hawaii. They live in Richmond, VA.

C. Gary Denning (’00) and Bethany Lynn Turner (’02). 7/6/02 in Lexington, KY. They live in Gainesville, GA.

Karen M arie Haymes (’02) and Mark Elliot Harrison. 5/25/02

Anna Kathryn Mackie (PA ’02) and Brad Anthony Calhoun. 10/5/02 in Clemmons, N.C. They live in Winston-Salem.

Jennifer Ellen Terry (JD ’02) and Adam M ark Gottsegen (JD ’02). 10/5/02 in Winston-Salem. They live in Raleigh.

Births

Mary Ellen Frederick Williett (’82, JD ’85) and John Williett, Richmond, VA: a daughter, Claire Peery. 8/20/02

J. Clark Floyd III (’84) and Kim Floyd, Savannah, GA: a son, John Clark IV. 7/13/02

Elizabeth Dunne Richardson (’84) and Craig E. Richardson, M cLean, VA: a son, Connor Evan. 5/16/02. He joins his sister, Kelly (4).

Angie Camp Sell (’85) and Keith Sell, Salisbury, N.C: a son, Daniel Jacob. 5/10/02. He joins his sister, Riley (4).

Katherine Carter Zimmer (’85) and Paul Zimmer, San Diego, CA: a daughter, Katherine Beverley. 7/11/02

James E. Mawds (JD ’86) and Karen Mawds, Atlanta, GA: a son, Matthew Lewis. 7/16/02. He joins his sister, Olivia.

Sharon Parks Peake (’86) and Graham Peake, Purcellville, VA: a son, Benjamin Graham. 8/2/02. He joins his brother, Sam (5), and sister, Georgia (3).

Parker Hale (’87) and Sarah Hale, Richmond, VA: a son, Oliver. 7/28/02

David B. House (’87) and Kandace Houser, Chicago, IL: a son and a daughter, William David and Elizabeth Grace. 9/26/01

John M odin (’87) and Megan Modin, Red Bank, NJ: sons, Patrick John and Justin Wagner. 8/2/01

Pamela Hill Patrick (’88) and Steven D. Patrick, (’88, MB A ’92), Raleigh, N.C: a son, Brian Avery. 10/1/01

Bridget Melor Rainey (’88) and Don Rainey, Great Falls, VA: a daughter, Sloane Elizabeth. 2/3/02. She joins her brother, Ford Walter (2).

Lisa Beatty Walter (’88, MBA ’94) and Derek Walter, Durham, N.C: a son, Ian. 2/14/02. He joins his sister, Grayson (3 1/2).

Timothy A. Crater (’89) and Debby Crater, Hutchinson, KS: a daughter, Isabell Holton. 7/11/02. She joins Reed (6), Zoe (4) and Grace (2).

Susie White Frazier (’89) and John Frazier, Springfield, VA: a daughter, Juliette Grace. 6/28/02

Michele Brown Grush (’89) and Mark D. Grush, Ashevile, N.C: a son, Graham Brown. 8/29/02. He joins his brother, Avery St. Germain (7), and sister, Charlotte (3).

Jennifer C. Clarke H enry (’89) and Sean Hunter Henry (’92), San Jose, CA: a daughter, Leigh H unter. 4/22/02. She joins her sister, Caroline Cate (2).

Eli Powell N iepsky (’89) and M ark N iepsky, Atlanta, GA: a son, Anderson James. 9/25/01

Scott David Schutt (’89) and Nicole Lee Johnston Schutt (’91), Bridgeville, PA: a daughter, Tyler Lee. 9/9/02. She joins her brother, Zachary David (4).

Pamela Dalzell Domitter (’90) and Verner K. Domitter, Cincinnati, OH: a daughter, Charlotte Dorothy. 2/16/02. She joins her sister, Elizabeth (3).

Dave C. Dresser (’90) and Tracy Dresser, Falls Church, VA: a daughter, Molly Helen. 4/30/02

Cathy Warren DuFaut (’90) and David T. DuFaut (’91), Winter Park, N.C: a son, David “Gray”. 12/21/01. He joins his sister, Ashley (7), and brother, Reid (3).

Kevin Cromley Hicks (’90) and Louise Hicks, Wilmington, N.C: a son, Jackson Cromley. 2/9/02

Tamura Williams Jones (’90) and M ark Jones, Atlanta, GA: a daughter, Tyler Caitlin. 4/4/02

Peter H. Jones (’90) and Paula Jones, Northville, MI: a daughter, Ella. 12/9/01. She joins her sisters, Edie (3) and Audrey (4).

Nicole M. Artin (’90) and Regina H. Jones Jr. (’90), Pinehurst, N.C: a daughter, Anna Nicole. 9/5/02

Amy Simmons Lendach (’90) and M ichael A. Lendach (’90), Raleigh, N.C: a son, Joshua “Josh” Alan. 5/29/02

Steve B. Lindsley (’90) and Lorie Lindsley, Lexington, N.C: a son, Connor James. 9/9/02

Hilary Leathers Canipe (’92, M D ’96) and C. Lee Canipe (MEd ’95), Waco, TX: a daughter, H ileen Hartness. 6/9/02

Michelle Bracken Davis (’92) and W. Bradley Davis (’92), Teneriffe, N.C: a daughter, Casey Catherine Leigh Davis. 9/14/02. She joins her brothers, Bradley Austin (7) and Ryan Thomas (3).

Suzanne Nifong Delliger (’92) and Brad Delliger, Winston-Salem: a daughter, Ruby Elizabeth. 6/17/02. She joins her brother, Taylor (5 1/2).
Class Notes

Southwest Alumni!

Are you a graduate living in Texas or the Southwest? The March issue of Wake Forest Magazine will highlight our “Southwest Connection.”

Send news about your professional and personal activities to poovey@wfu.edu by Jan. 15, or write Classnotes/Southwest, P. O. Box 7205, Winston-Salem, NC, 27109.

Andrew "A.J." Lewis ('94, M D '98) and Diane Lewis, Winston-Salem: a son, Zachary Bradford. 6/9/02
Ryan Randall Michel ('94, M AEd '96) and Kathryn Ruth Michel ('95, M A '00), Clemmons, N C: a son, Simon George. 12/24/01
David N. Thompson ('94) and Jennifer Drennan Thompson ('98), Augusta, GA: a daughter, Caroline Grace. 9/21/01
Nicole Wellman Werner ('94) and Steffen Werner, Moscow, ID: a daughter, Zoe Claire. 2/22/02. She joins her sister, Lena (2).
Beth Fisher Estep ('95, M AEd '97) and Scott Estep, Paris, TN: a son, John Thomas. 2/12/02
Ursula Baker Hairston ('95) and Jerry Hairston, Durham, NC: a daughter, Nia Layla Elise. 4/7/02
D. Kenji Kuramoto ('95) and Rachelle Kuramoto ('96, M A '98), Decatur, GA: a son, Samuel "Sam" Kenji. 6/9/02
David R. Stelts Jr. ('95) and Anne Shaffer Stelts ('95, JD '99), Jamestown, N C: a son, Andrew Robert. 4/21/02
Laura Horton Virkler ('95) and Drayton Virkler, Durham, N C: a daughter, Eleanor "Ella" Timms. 8/31/02
Brian C. Brady ('96) and Lisa Brady, M oreboro, N C: a daughter, Shelby Loran. 6/4/02
Tucker D. Grace ('96, M AEd '97) and Catherine Grace, Huntington Village, N Y: a son, Tucker Daniel Jr. 3/4/02
Courtney Pruitt Lomnick ('96) and David Lomnick, Greenville, SC: a son, Henry Charles. 7/9/02
Jenny Howard Terry ('96) and Matthew Terry, Farmington Hills, M I: a son, M ichael Lorin. 4/28/02
Kimberly Lang Wiley ('96) and David Wiley, Laurinburg, N C: a son, Nathan Gregory. 8/21/02
David Lardieri ('97) and Erica Lardieri, Lawenceville, N J: a daughter, J uliet Frances. 3/13/02
Kaci Michele Starbuck ('97) and M . S. M. Saffullah, Cambridge, England: a son, Yusuf Ibn Saffullah. 8/30/02. He joins his brother, Asadullah, and sister, R umaysa.
M urphy C. Yates Jr. ('97) and Amy Counts Yates ('97), Lufkin, TX: a daughter, Taylor Q uaintance. 6/6/02
Andrienne H unt Boyd ('99) and Andrew R. Boyd ('99), Waynesboro, VA: a son, Ryan Scott. 8/22/02
Matthew K. Lung (JD '99) and Sally Lung, Cary, N C: a daughter, Abigail "Abby" Grace. 8/22/02
Gentle Hernandez Arnez ('00) and M arco Arnez, Apex, N C: a daughter, Libertya Valentina. 7/4/02. She joins her brother, N oah.
Louise M. Fiorello Flynn (JD '01) and M ark Flynn, Orchard Park, N Y: twin sons, J aiden Christopher and Ashton Andrew. 8/13/02
Deaths

Euphemia Bryan Platte (33), May 28, 2002. She was the daughter of former Dean D. B. Bryan.
Robert Ramsey Forney (34), Aug. 15, 2002. He served on the Wake Forest Board of Trustees from 1970 to 1978, was a Poteat Scholar committee mem ber and was the retired president and CEO of Belding Lily Company. He lived in Shelby, N C.
Ruth Paschal Lupton ('34), Aug. 10, 2002. She was the daughter of a Wake Forest professor, George Washington Paschal Sr., and is survived by her husband, Emmett Stevenson Lupton Sr. (BS/ M D '36).
Joseph Cullen Hall Sr. ('38, M D '40), June 17, 2002. He was a former member of the Alumni Council.
James G. Lindsey (JD '38), June 9, 2002.
Beamer Henry Barnes (JD '40), Sept. 1, 2002.
Ford Leary Davis Sr. ('40, JD '53), Aug. 18, 2002. He practiced law in Wake County (N C) for nearly 50 years and was active as a “citizen-soldier” and as a civic leader. He was a decorated World War II combat veteran who also served in the Korean War. He rose to the rank of major general and served in the N C. National Guard for 20 years and was adjutant general from 1970 to 1973. He helped found the Zebulon (N C) Chamber of Commerce and was active in Rotary, the American Red Cross and his church, Zebulon Baptist Church. As chairman of the Wake County School system in the late 1960s, he led the desegregation of the local schools. He was preceded in death by his wife, Selma, one of the first women to enter Wake Forest. He is survived by two sons and two daughters.
Claude A. McNiel Jr. ('40, M D '43), Aug. 16, 2002. He worked with three...
Four-star clubs

Four Wake Forest clubs have been especially busy this year and have been named “Four-Star Clubs,” a new designation to recognize outstanding alumni clubs.

The Atlanta club—led by co-presidents Lisa Snodgrass ('95) and Mary Beth Magee ('89) and young alumni president Joe Kaufman ('94)—held numerous athletic and arts events, including trips to see Atlanta Hawks and Atlanta Thrashers games and excursions to the Callanwolde Fine Arts Center, the Baroque Opera at the Center for the Puppetry Arts, and a Twyla Tharp dance production.

The Charlotte club—under the direction of president David Winslow ('94) and young alumni presidents Leah Grace ('00) and Meredith McDonald—raised money for the American Cancer Society at a Relay for Life charity event, held several game-watching parties, and met for a wine tasing event at Reid's Fine Foods.

The Dallas club—led by president Lyn Johnston ('77) and young alumni president Courtenay Strey ('98)—participated in a Habitat for Humanity building project and had numerous game-watching parties, a potluck dinner and a women's tea.

The Winston-Salem club, due to the efforts of president Greg Hunter ('92) and young alumni co-presidents Heather Balfour ('99) and Stephanie Hudson ('00), volunteered at the Ronald McDonald House and at the 2002 Homecoming Festival on the Quad, and met for several mixers and tailgate parties.

For more information on Wake Forest Clubs, contact Mark “Frosty” Aust ('87, MBA '01), director of Wake Forest Clubs, at (336) 758-4278 or by email at austml@wfu.edu, or Allison Hallman ('01), assistant director, at (336) 758-5263 or by email at hallmaa@email.wfu.edu.

Wake Forest presidents—Tribble, Scales and Hearn—during his four terms on the University’s board of trustees, from 1962 to 1983. He was a physician in Elkin, N.C., for more than 40 years and a former president of the medical school's Alumni Association.

James M. Otten Gillespie ('41), May 20, 2002.

Ralph Randolph Hensley Sr. ('41), Aug. 20, 2002.

Everett Cleveland “Cleve” Wilkie Sr. ('41), Sept. 9, 2002.


Charles Gibson Young ('46), April 26, 2002.

George A. Colom ('47), June 8, 2002.


Zachariah Hampton Horrowton Jr. (JD '47), July 31, 2002.

Priscilla Lambeth Keel ('47), July 22, 2002.

Michael A. Nance ('47), July 26, 2002.

Hugh Davidson Randall ('48, M.A.'51), Sept. 8, 2002.

Gilmer Collins Brande ('49), May 29, 2002.

Barham Barham Hartsfield (JD '49), Aug. 4, 2002.


Edmund C. Karpus Sr. ('50), July 16, 2002. He played football at Wake Forest under Peahead Walker.

Giles P. Lewis ('50), Aug. 29, 2002.

Sarah Frye Maitby ('52), Sept. 2, 2002.

Raymond Eugene Owens ('52), Oct. 1, 2002. A longtime member of the College Board of Visitors, he had a distinguished career as a teacher and minister. After earning his divinity degree from Southeastern Seminary and advanced degrees from Union Theological Seminary, he held pastorates and teaching positions in Canada, New York, and North Carolina. He was senior minister at Myers Park Baptist Church in Charlotte, N.C., from 1969 to 1992 and later minister emeritus. He is survived by his wife, Linda, son Ray, and daughter Anna, and four grandchildren.


Jackson Howard Bunn Jr. ('59, JD '63), July 29, 2002.


Robert R. Bray ('60), Sept. 15, 2002.


Robert S. Carlson, the first dean of the Babcock Graduate School of Management, died on Oct. 6 following a traffic accident in Hsin Hua, Thailand. He was 68.

Carlson was on vacation from his position at Asian University of Science and Technology in Chon Buri, Thailand, where he taught courses in business policy and international finance. He was also helping start an MBA program there.

He was dean of the Babcock School from its founding in 1969 until 1971, but he continued to teach there until 1987. Although he served as dean for only two years, he was credited with establishing the school’s atmosphere of free discussion between faculty and students and its emphasis on international study. He organized trips to Europe so students could study international finance firsthand. His love of travel led him to take visiting professorships at universities in Alaska, Hawaii and Thailand, after leaving Wake Forest.

A native of Chicago, Carlson graduated from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and, after a stint in the Navy, earned his MBA and PhD in business finance from Stanford University. Before coming to Wake Forest, he taught at the graduate business schools at Columbia and Harvard and at schools in Turkey and Norway. He wrote numerous articles and cases and a textbook on international finance. He is survived by two children, three grandchildren and two sisters.
Reaching out

Inspired by personal loss, Omari Simmons (’96) gives hope to others.

Omari Simmons (’96) is the kind of man who would be successful in any endeavor. He's a bright, articulate attorney who graduated from Wake Forest magna cum laude in three and a half years. He racked up honors while on scholarship at the University of Pennsylvania Law School, and he recently completed study abroad as a Thouron fellow at the University of Cambridge. But that's only half the story.

Simmons' life is about more than academic and professional success; it is about overcoming loss and living the University's motto, Pro Humanitate.

Tragically, Simmons' mother and brother both died during the fall of 1995, his senior year at Wake Forest. He not only survived the loss by staying focused and graduating with a scholarship to law school, he celebrated the memory of his mother and brother by starting a non-profit foundation to help underprivileged youth gain admission to the nation's top universities.

Simmons' mother, Cynthia, a career elementary science teacher, died in a highway accident. Then, after a failed kidney transplant, his brother Nathaniel graduated from Pennsylvania State University before dying of heart failure that same year. "My mother and brother were ordinary people doing extraordinary things, and their inspiration gives the Simmons Memorial Foundation its grassroots emphasis," says Simmons. His father, a former Naval officer, is a board member and advisor to the foundation.

His idea for the Simmons Memorial Foundation sprang from his Wake Forest experience. As a sophomore, Simmons became involved in Big Brothers/Big Sisters. When his "little brother" took him to his classroom for show and tell, Simmons spoke to the sixth-graders about working hard and taking advantage of opportunities for college. The teacher asked him to come back and speak to more students.

Simmons was surprised by the number of middle school students whose parents had already told them that they could not go to college because there was no money to pay for it. "I roped in my roommate (DeAndre Drummond ’96) and a few other Wake Forest students," Simmons explains, "and we started a mentoring program called Target at Atkins Middle School."

Simmons knew that a similar program encouraging youth toward college would benefit students from his home community where, he points out, "many students from historically disenfranchised groups and vulnerable backgrounds fail to attend college, are grossly underrepresented at top colleges or have limited success rates at four-year institutions."

Today the Simmons Memorial Foundation provides educational support services to vulnerable youth in rural southern Delaware, the area where Simmons and his brother grew up, and where his mother taught. SMF encourages middle and high school students to look beyond their current situation and to develop academic and non-academic skills for life success. It does this by providing scholarship aid, SAT preparation and college consulting by alumni from a wide range of colleges and universities.

"At SMF we recognize that no one person succeeds alone," says Simmons, who is an international trade associate at Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, a Washington, DC, law firm. The foundation’s mentoring program serves 50 to 60 students annually in grades eight through 12. Mentors are young professionals, graduate students and SMF alumni. Wake Forest alumni Irvin DeAndre Drummond (96), Kwasi Asare (99), Telli Meadows (98), and Adrian Bryant (99) are currently serving as mentors.

The program extends beyond high school by continuing to advise students as they navigate college. There are currently 32 students in college who have participated in the SMF mentoring program. Two of these students attend Wake Forest. "At one time we were just trying to get kids to college," Simmons explains. "Now that they are in college, I call or e-mail to see if they need help or advice." Two years ago, SMF’s annual college trip included Wake Forest and other North Carolina schools. In 2001, fourteen SMF seniors garnered 47 acceptances from 32 different colleges and universities and over $750,000 in financial assistance.

SMF helps students attain necessary financial aid and scholarships, and provides scholarship aid to deserving students. The foundation is supported by gifts and grants.

When he's not working, Simmons runs, lifts weights, and tries to take his own advice: look for opportunities and stay motivated. "So many things were given to me freely," he says, "that I just try to give to others."

-- Molly Lineberger (’82)
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**Editor:** Kerry M. King ('85)

**Layout Artist:** Kristine Schier
Wake Forest University extends its gratitude to the individuals, businesses, foundations, churches and other organizations that made gifts to the University during the 2001-2002 fiscal year (July 1, 2001—June 30, 2002).

All donors who made a gift of any amount to Reynolda Campus schools or programs are included in this Honor Roll. The School of Medicine section includes only alumni donors to the medical school; for a complete listing of medical school donors, please see the School of Medicine’s Honor Roll of Donors.

Donors who have made extraordinary commitments during their lifetime or during the last year are listed in the Major Benefactors and Major Donor sections in the front of the Honor Roll.

Individuals who have made planned gift commitments to the University are included in the Legacy Society section. Individuals who have made five-year pledges to one of the University Gift Clubs are listed with the appropriate gift club in the front of the Honor Roll. Gift club members are also listed with their class year or in the Parents, Friends or Faculty/Staff sections if they made a gift during the past year.

Alumni of the College, Graduate School, School of Law and Babcock Graduate School of Management are listed by class year with their appropriate school(s), regardless of the designation of their gift. Other individual donors are listed where appropriate in the Parents, Friends or Faculty/Staff sections.

All donors to the Divinity School are listed in the Divinity School section. Major donors to the Deacon Club also are listed in a separate section; for a complete listing of all Deacon Club donors, please see the Deacon Club Annual Report.

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists. Please report corrections or omissions to the Office of University Advancement, P.O. Box 7227, Winston-Salem, NC 27109-7227, by e-mail to alumni@wfu.edu, or by contacting the appropriate development officer.
### 2001-2002 Charitable Donations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Commitments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>$10,900,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>$22,829,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$35,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$39,507,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$38,591,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$36,419,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$46,938,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$42,860,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$59,591,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$59,414,912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Reynolda Campus
- **Total Commitments**: $34,801,225
- **1990**: $8,790,213 (25%)
- **1995**: $4,726,513 (14%)
- **1996**: $4,717,343 (14%)
- **1997**: $2,451,878 (7%)
- **Parents**: $1,657,963 (5%)
- **Corporate Matching**: $835,197 (2%)
- **Religious Organizations**: $169,006
- **Other Organizations**: $157,866

#### School of Medicine (excluding N.C. Baptist Hospital)
- **Total Commitments**: $24,613,687
- **1990**: $8,328,369 (34%)
- **1995**: $4,034,830 (16%)
- **1996**: $2,627,185 (11%)

---

**“The Campaign for Wake Forest University: Honoring the Promise”**

- **Reynolda Campus**: $233 million
- **School of Medicine**: $166 million
- **Total commitments to date**: $399 million
- **Campaign goal**: $600 million (by June 30, 2006)

---

#### 2001-2002 Charitable Donations by Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alumni</th>
<th>Foundations</th>
<th>Corporations</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Estates</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Corporate Matching</th>
<th>Religious Organizations</th>
<th>Other Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reynolda Campus</td>
<td>$11,295,245 (32%)</td>
<td>$8,790,213 (25%)</td>
<td>$4,726,513 (14%)</td>
<td>$4,717,343 (14%)</td>
<td>$2,451,878 (7%)</td>
<td>$1,657,963 (5%)</td>
<td>$835,197 (2%)</td>
<td>$169,006</td>
<td>$157,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
<td>$9,623,303 (39%)</td>
<td>$8,328,369 (34%)</td>
<td>$4,034,830 (16%)</td>
<td>$2,627,185 (11%)</td>
<td>$24,613,687 (excluding N.C. Baptist Hospital)</td>
<td>$166 million</td>
<td>$835,197 (2%)</td>
<td>$169,006</td>
<td>$157,866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Graphs and Data Visualization**

- Bar charts and pie charts showing contributions by year and source.
- **Graph Title**: 2001-2002 Charitable Donations
- **Subtitle**: “The Campaign for Wake Forest University: Honoring the Promise”
Major Benefactors

Lifetime Giving, $1 million or more

Abbott Laboratories
Anonymous
BB&T Corporation
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation
Baptist State Convention of North Carolina
BellSouth Corporation
Natalie Gray Bernard
Brenner Foundations Inc.
Miriam Brenner and Abe Brenner
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Dr. Jean B. Brooks M D '44
Junius C. Brown '13 and Elizabeth P. Brown
Broyhill Family Foundation Inc.
Burlington Industries Foundation
Thomas J. M. Burnett '45, M D '46 and Iris Willis Burnett '44
Porter B. Byrum JD '42
John and Elaine Chambers Family Charitable Trust
Kenneth M. Chilton
Nancy A. Church
Clariant Corporation
Cobb Foundation
William A. Collins Jr. '61 and Susan Collins
Henry B. Cooper '53 and Virginia M. Cooper
Egbert L. Davis Jr. '33
Thomas H. Davis Sr.
The Duke Endowment
George W. Fisher Jr. '40, M D '43 and Ershil P. Fisher
A. J. Fletcher Foundation
J. Floyd Fletcher '34
Victor I. Flow '52 and Rodgeryn Flow
The Ford Foundation
Anne Cannon Forsyth
Fullerton Foundation
G.E. and G.E. Fund
Glaxo Wellcome Inc.
Bowman Gray Sr.
Bowman Gray Jr. and Elizabeth C. Gray
Gordon Gray Sr.
James Alexander Gray
John Zebulon Green
Caryl J. Guth '57, M D '62 and John Falstad
Hanes Dye and Finishing Company
John Wesley and Anna Hodgin Hanes Foundation
Ralph Philip Hanes and Dewitt Chatham Hanes
R. Philip Hanes Jr. and Charlotte Hanes
The John A. Hartford Foundation
Paula S. Henson
John T. Hicks JD '34 and Laura D. Hicks
Paul L. Horn '45, M D '47
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
IBM Corporation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Joseph W. King
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Kresge Foundation
Petro Kulynych and Roena B. Kulynych
Frank Lacy
The Lilly Endowment

Joseph W. Luter III '61
Thomas J. Lynch
Elton W. Manning '37
Kenneth D. Miller '76
Gloria Abernethy Norwood '49
F. W. Olin Foundation Inc.
PepsiCo Foundation
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust
Nancy Susan Reynolds
William Neal Reynolds
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation
E. Claiborne Robins Jr.
Leroy Robinson '50, JD '51 and Teresa Robinson
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation
Shelton Foundations
Earl F. Slick and Jane Slick
W. Keith Stamey '59
Amos A. Swann
Fred D. Turnage '43, JD '48
Wachovia Corporation
Charlotte C. Weber
J. Andrews White '38, M D '39
Lettie Pate Whitehead Foundation
A. Tab Williams and Elizabeth Y. Williams
W. Fred Williams Sr. '38, JD '40
J. Tylee Wilson
Winston-Salem Foundation
T. Eugene Worrell '40 and Anne Worrell
J. Smith Young '39 and Helen Young

Deceased donors are italicized
Major Benefactors

Lifetime Giving, $500,000 – $999,999

AT&T Foundation
Charles M. Allen Jr. ’39, MA ’41 and Clara D. Allen
Don G. Angell Sr.
Jerry Herbert Baker ’68 and Cassandra Martin Baker ’69
Bank of America Corporation
Belk Foundation
James S. Boshart III ’67
Ann L. Brenner and Herbert Brenner
Robert B. Broughton ’51 and Sumner Broughton
Joseph M. Bryan
Joseph M. Bryan Jr.
The Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Albert C. Butler
Cabletron Systems
Robert Caldwell ’35
Cannon Foundation
Archie Carroll ’32
James T. Cavanaugh III
Charles W. Cheek ’41
Donald and Elizabeth Cooke Foundation
Charles R. Council ’36
Charles A. Dana Foundation
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation
Ronald Edward Deal ’65 and Sandra Butler Deal
Duke Energy Corporation
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
EMC Corporation
First Union Foundation
Stanley Frank and Dorothy Frank

GMAC Insurance Foundation
Katherine P. Graham
Thomas Lea Gwynn ’48, MD ’51 and Bea Gatling Gwynn MD ’60
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
R.P. Holding Foundation
Robert D. Holleman ’34, JD ’36
Hughy W. Hollifield and Wyndolyn R. Hollifield
Gay Niel Hutchens M BA ’88
Robert W. Hutchins ’34
Jefferson-Pilot Corporation
Joseph A. Jones ’61
James William Judson ’80 and Elizabeth Robinson Judson
Jay H. Kegerreis ’70
William R. Kenan Jr. Charitable Trust
Jeffery W. Kentner ’78 and Pamela D. Kentner ’79
W. Duke Kimbrell and Dorothy Rhyne Kimbrell
Bernice Levenson Lerner
Debby R. Linder
Betty Marsh
Chester Martin
James Walter Mason Jr. JD ’38
Malcom P. McLean
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Merck & Company Inc.
North Carolina Lions Foundation
James S. Nowell ’39, MD ’41
Mrs. Harry O. Parker *
Pauline Davis Perry

The Pew Charitable Trusts
Pfizer Inc.
Kermit G. Phillips II and Monica Phillips
V. Watson Pugh and Frances P. Pugh
Minnie Huff Reddish
Smith Richardson Foundation
John Aaron Senter and Vida Lee Senter
Kester A. Sink
Dale F. Sisel and Karen Sisel
The Starr Foundation
Cedric A. Stone
Textron Inc.
Carl Millon Tucker ’68 and Linda Ball Tucker
Glenn M. Tucker
Unifi
US Airways (includes gifts of Piedmont Aviation)
Westwood Squibb
Lonnie B. Williams ’51, JD ’53 and Janice Williams

*Gifts primarily directed to the School of Medicine
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The following donors made gifts totaling $100,000 or more during the last fiscal year. Deceased donors are italicized.

Abbott Laboratories
Allegheny Health Education Research
American Cancer Society
American Heart Association
American Lung Association of North Carolina
American Roentgen Ray Society
Anonymous
BB&T Corporation
Jerry Herbert Baker ‘68 and Cassandra Martin Baker ‘69
George Carlyle Barrett ‘48, M.D. ‘52 and Ruth Storner Barrett
Belk Foundation
Breast Cancer Research Foundation
Budd Seed
Richard P. Budd and Sylvia Sexton Budd
Thomas J.M. Burnett ‘45, M.D. ‘46 and Iris Willis Burnett ‘44
Wade Evans Byrd Sr. JD ‘73
Cannon Foundation
Franco Cappelluti
Randy Scott Casstevens ’87, M.B.A. ‘95 and Deborah Greene Casstevens
Kenneth Melvin Chilton
Cobb Foundation
Estate of Thomas H. Davis
Walter R. Davis
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
Duke Endowment
Elekta Instruments
Roger A. Enrico
Frederick Wesley Eubank II ’86 and Martha McCready Eubank ’86
Victor Ivan Flow Jr. ’52 and Rodgeryn Flow
Brooks Webster Gilmore ’51 and Dawn Leach Gilmore
GlaxoSmithKline Corporation
Estate of Lewis Scott Graham
Gloria Flippin Graham ’57, M.D. ’61 and James H. Graham
Estate of Norman M. Gross
Caryl J. Guth ’57, M.D. ’62
William H. Haggard and Martha Haggard
John Wesley and Anne Hodgin Hanes Foundation
John W. Hanley Sr. and Mary Jane R. Hanley
John A. Hartford Foundation
Scott Mabon Hoch ’78 and Sally Young Hoch
Hughy H. Hollifield and Wyndolyn R. Hollifield
Estate of Edith L. Hood
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Estate of Cordia H. Johnson
John R. Jones III and Rachel Moretz Jones
James William Judson Jr. ’80 and Elizabeth Robinson Judson
Hal Kaplan and Brenda Kaplan
Donald M. Kendall
W. Duke Kimbrell and Dorothy Kimbrell
Petro Kulynych
Randall Delane Ledford ’72 and Wanda Gouge Ledford
Estate of Laurence L. Einbach
Lilly Endowment
Henry Luce Foundation
March of Dimes Birth Defects
McKnight Endowment Fund
Bernard Franklin M. Leod Jr. ’49
Estate of Dalton L. McMichael
Estate of Manson Meads
John Kevin Medica M.B.A. ’83 and Megan Salzman Medica M.A. ’83
John G. Medlin Jr. and Pauline Sims Medlin
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Kenneth David Miller ’76 and Gail Miller
Estate of James Spruill Nowell ’39, M.D. ’41
John A. Parrella and Josephine Parrella
Kermit G. Phillips II
John Edgar Reece II ’81 and Libby Reece
Major Donors

Reynolds North Carolina Scholarship Fund

Lloyd P. "Jock" Tate, president of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation, and his wife Kathryn, with scholarship recipients (front, left to right) Roshan Varghese and Jeremiah Fortune, and (back, left to right) Sarah Cucinella and Hindra Boutrid. Established in 2000 as part of a gift in perpetuity to Wake Forest of 3 percent of the Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation's annual income, for middle-class North Carolina students.

Steven S. Reinemund

Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust

Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

Estate of Claud H. Richards Jr.

Estate of Treva Richardson

Harold O’del Rosser and Rita Elaine Rosser

Charles Glenn Sawyer MD ’44 and Betsy Ivey Sawyer

Mitesh Bharat Shaw ’91

Dale F. Sisel and Karen Sisel

Florence Eleanor Stafford MD ’50

Estate of William K. Stamey ’59

Warren Amerine Stephens M BA ’81 and Harriet Stephens

Charles Woodrow Teague JD ’34 and Julia Brent Teague

Roy Earl Truslow ’42, M D ’45

Carl Millon Tucker III ’68 and Linda Ball Tucker

Lillian Turbiville

Frank Judson Turner ’77

Henry C. Turner, M D, and Jane Turner

United Way of Forsyth County

Estate of Howard C. Vaughan ’31

Wachovia Bank of N.C.

Wachovia Corporation

Westwood Squibb

Winston-Salem Foundation

Wallace Chi-Li Wu, M D, and Mona Wu

Charles Jeffrey Young ’72 and Lynn Dalton Young

Julius Smith Young Jr. ’70, MALS ’95 and Katherine Garrity Young
Major Donors
2001 - 2002

The following donors made gifts totaling $50,000 – $99,999 during the last fiscal year.
Deceased donors are italicized.

ACR Research & Education Foundation
Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research
Alex Lee Inc.
American Society for Dermatologic Studies
Anonymous
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
Atlantic Philanthropies
Charles H. Babcock Jr.
Allen A. Bailey JD ’50 and Evoydeene Bailey
William Prentiss Baker III ’65 and Joan Matthews Baker
Caleb Harley Barnhardt Jr. ’63 and Lorene Poteat Barnhardt
Bayer Corporation
Jean Boatwright
Larry Allen Bowman M BA ’83 and Beth Lutz Bowman
David G. Bradley and Katherine B. Bradley
Jean Bailey Brooks M D ’44
Broyhill Family Foundation

Thomas Ware Bunn ’75 and Gail Weaver Bunn
Charlotte Geyer Foundation
Bryan Cobb ’73 and Renea Cobb
Donald and Elizabeth Cooke Foundation
Fred and Helen Cooper Foundation
Estate of Harriet Valk Cox
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Tony Lee Darnell ’67 and Alice-Marie Pace Darnell
Richard Carlton Day ’56 and Jean Faulkner Day ’58
DePuy
Ronald Edward Deal ’65 and Sandra Butler Deal
Donald Perry Douglass Sr. ’50, M D ’53 and Annie Baxley Douglass
James M. Dunn and Marilyn Dunn
David Wright Dupree M BA ’78 and Marieke Dupree
Mark Edward Ellis ’74, M D ’77 and Lynn Hamilton Ellis ’75
Exxon-Mobil Corporation
A.J. Fletcher Foundation
Food Lion Stores
GMAC Insurance
Murray Crossley Greason Jr. ’59, JD ’62 and Joan Wilder Greason
Thomas Lea Gwynn ’48, M D ’51 and Bee Gatling Gwynn M D ’60

William Carey Hedgpeth Jr. ’65 and Gayle N. Anderson
Leonard G. Herring
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
John J. Hibbits and Virginia L. Hibbits
Harvey R. Holding and Barbara Tribble Holding
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
IL Long Construction Company
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
Constantine Hanna Kutteh II ’73 and Teresa Currin Kutteh ’73, M AEd ’74
Kyle Petty Charity Tour
Seymour Levin and Carol Levin
Heinz W. Little and Debbie P. Little
Douglas F. Manchester and Elizabeth C. Manchester
McCready Modern
Craig H. Metzler PhD ’82
Jane Cannon Duncan Miller and Ernest W. M iller
Charles Mitchell Minges
William Mitchell and Joan Mitchell
Parker Mitchell and Susan Mitchell
Alan Holley Norton ’78 and Lisa Lahey Norton
Novartis US
Orthofix
Paralyzed Veterans of America Spinal Cord Research
Charles David Peebler Jr. and Tonita Worley Peebler
Price Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies
Radiological Society of N A
Estate of Eva D. Reynolds
Paul K. Richter Memorial Fund
Richard B. Roberts and Pamela Roberts
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
D. Edwin Rose
The Honorable Robert V. Royall Jr.
Kimberly Boatwright Shirley ’85 and Augustus Graham Shirley
Tony Jonah Siceloff ’57
Smith & Nephew
Smith Richardson Foundation
James David Smith ’84 and Beverly Smith
Samuel Arthur Sue Jr. ’52, M D ’56 and Cecelia Sue
Synthes USA
Thomas L. Teague and Penny Rebecca Mikell Teague
James Clayton Turner ’55
Unifi
Wallace Research Foundation
John Frederick Ward and Jean Ward
Whitehall Foundation
Arthur Tab Williams Jr. and Linda Williams
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice
Wyeth Laboratories
Kyle Allen Young ’65, M D ’69 and Caroline Spratt Young ’65

Andrea Mitchell Metzler Scholarship Fund for Excellence in Marketing Scholarship recipient Christian Colo (left), with Joan and William Mitchell, parents of Andrea Mitchell Metzler (MBA ’79), in whose memory the scholarship is named. Awarded annually to a first-year student at the Babcock Graduate School of Management who demonstrates outstanding potential in marketing.
Major Donors
2001 – 2002

The following donors made gifts totaling $25,000 – $49,999 during the last fiscal year.
Deceased donors are italicized.

Advanced Technology Labs
Allergan Pharmaceuticals
Amarr Company
American Federation for AIDS Research
American Diabetes Association
American Federation for Aging
Aon Corporation
Autism Research Institute
Aventis Pharmaceuticals
Baker Roofing Company
Baptist State Convention of North Carolina
Richard Allen Beavers ’67 and Sharon Mork Beavers
James Stewart Boshart III ’67 and Barbara Boshart
Morris and Gertrude Brenner Foundation
Abe Brenner and Miriam P. Brenner
M. Van Brenner
Gregory Mark Bridgeford M BA ’82 and Gina Meade Bridgeford
Douglas E. Broadway and Nancy B. Broadway
Barbara Saunders Brown ’53
Budd Group
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
Charles Wall Cheek ’41 and Betty Johnson Cheek
Bailey Owen Cooper ’53 and Barbara Doar Cooper
James H. Corrigan Jr. and Barbara C. Corrigan
John Scott Cramer and Nancy Arnott Cramer
Debbie’s Staffing Services
The Dickson Foundation
Larry David Dodge and Sara Podesta Dodge
Sigsbee Walter Duck ’74 and Cindy Clark Duck
Caroline Royster Ervin ’66 and Charles C. Ervin
Ernest Leroy Evans ’66, JD ’69 and Austine Odom Evans ’68, MA Ed ’69
Estate of Sallie W. Faulk
Bobby Faulkner and Betty Faulkner
James Alan Ferency ’80
Flow Buick-BMW
Donald E. Flow M BA ’83 and Robbin Flow
Stanley Frank and Dorothy Frank
Linda Jean Gamble ’80 and Michael Zisman
Martin Lee Garcia JD ’81 and Kennedy Rendall Garcia
William D. Graham and Emma Brauer Graham ’51
Estate of Locksley S. Hall ’54, MD ’59
Joslin Davis JD ’77 and Fred R. Harwell Jr.
Hauser Rental Service
Winthrop Sargent Headley ’71, MA ’75 and Patty Cashill Headley
Brian Edmond Heelan ’81 and Tina Fulford Heelan ’82
Edward Gray Hill Jr. M D ’80 and Ann Hill
William Hinman ’76, MA ’85, M BA ’87 and Joanne Wood Hinman ’76
Hobby Family Foundation
Henry W. Hopeman and Lynn G. Hopeman
H. William Hull Jr. ’62 and Marilyn Haufler Hull
Hubert Ben Humphrey Jr. ’48 and Jackie Humphrey
Jeanette Wallace Hyde ’58 and Wallace Hyde
Francis M. James III and Adele James
George T. Johnson and Betty Bertant Johnson
James W. Johnston
Marion Lawrence Johnston Jr. JD ’73 and Ann A. Johnston M BA ’81
Davin Edward Juckett ’93 and Rhoda Cobb Juckett ’93
George Adolphus Kahle Jr. ’66 and Sandra Richardson Kahle ’66
Ewing M. Kauffman Foundation
James S. Kemper Foundation
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Susan Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
Krispy Kreme Doughnut Company
Kulynych Family Foundation
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
Alvis Thad Lewallen III and Margaret Lewallen
Long Miller & Associates
Thomas D. Long Sr. ’49, M.D. ’52 and Betty Hubbard Long M.T. ’49
John Boniface Maier II ’84 and Heather Wright Maier ’84
Max Daniel McGinn ’64, J.D. ’67 and Judith McBe MCGinn ’66
G. Allen Mebane and Maryanne Mebane
Medtronic
Merrill Lynch
Ronald J. Midura J.D. ’66 and Jan Phillips Midura
Barbara Babcock Millhouse and Nicholas Millhouse
Ronnie Monroe Mitchell ’75, J.D. ’78 and Cheryl Coble Mitchell
R. Byron Moore ’61 and Judith Cumber Moore
Leslie Morgan Morris Jr. ’67 and Wendy C. Morris
Robert Frank Nanney ’40
James William Newman and Lynne Nesslar Newman
Orthopaedic Research and Education Foundation
Estate of Charles F. Owen ’32, M.D. ’34
Oxalosis Hyperoxaluria Foundation
Leon Fleming Patterson ’62 and Eugenia Woosley Patterson
Martin D. Penry
S. Davis Phillips and Katherine Phillips
Pine Hall Brick Company
Celeste Mason Pittman ’67 and William Bryan Pittman
William M.E. Powers Jr. ’57
Pratt Family Foundation
Richard Scott Proehl ’90 and Kelly Baker Proehl ’90
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Lorraine Bennett Rae ’51
Robert L. Reed and Marie R. Reed
Annemarie S. Reynolds
Clarence L. Rieson and Tina Rierson
Phillip E. Russell and Jeanne Y. Russell
Jerome Schurmeier and Susan Schurmeier
Marion Secrest
Sara Smith Self
Charles Madison Shelton Sr. and Sandra Shelton
Henry Fletcher Sherrill ’43 and Isabel D. Sherrill
David Sloan Jr.
James Brooks Staton III
Michael A. Staton
James Lawrence Swisher ’61, J.D. ’62 and Barbara S. Swisher
T. Wayne Robertson Nascar Fund
Tannenbaum-Sternberger Foundation
John Anderson Taylor and Margaret B. Taylor
G. Kennedy Thompson M.B.A. ’76 and Kathylee Thompson
Porter Bliss Thompson ’62 and Betty Thompson
3M Company
Triad Mack Sales and Service
C. Jeffery Triplett ’73 and Laurie D. Triplett
Fred Douglas Turnage ’43, J.D. ’48 and Elizabeth Wood Turnage
Charles Rex Welton Jr. ’90
Jerry Wayne West ’60 and Ruby Hogue West
Craven Williams ’62
Estate of Elizabeth Williams
J. Tylee Wilson and Patricia Wilson
University Gift Clubs
Society of 1834 and Founders’ Circle

The Society of 1834 recognizes donors who make a minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years.

The Founders’ Circle recognizes donors who make a minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years.

Society of 1834

David Wright Dupree MBA ’78 and Marijke Dupree
Caroline Royster Ervin ’66 and Charles C. Ervin
Frederick Wesley Eubank II ’86 and Martha M. Eubank ’86
Donald E. Flow MBA ’83 and Robbin Flow
David M. alcolm Furr ’80, JD ’82 and Pamela Furr
James William Judson Jr. ’80 and Elizabeth Robinson Judson
Graeme M. Keith Jr. ’78, JD ’81 and India Early Keith ’77
Douglas F. M anchester and Elizabeth C. Manchester
John Kevin Medica M BA ’83 and Megan Salzman Medica M A ’83
James William Newman and Lynne Nessler Newman
Charles David Peebler Jr. and Tonita Worley Peebler
Jackson Thomas Stephens Jr. and Nancy Cotton Stephens
Dale Rush Walker ’65 and Linda Gates Walker

Founders’ Circle

Diana Moon Adams ’78 and Kenneth G. Adams
Elms Leach Allen ’62, M D ’66 and Harriet Calhoun Allen
Jerry Herbert Baker ’68 and Cassandra Martin Baker ’69
William Prentiss Baker III ’65 and Joan M. Matthews Baker
Jimmy Hamilton Barnhill ’62, JD ’65 and Karen Barnhill
Ted M. Beal Sr. and Karen L. Beal Raymond Terry Bennett JD ’70 and Kay Liverman Bennett
Jarrod Scott Benton M BA ’00 and Sarah Jane Benton
Victor Scott Bihl ’78 and Gwen Bihl Sholmer Doyle Blackburn Jr. ’82
James Stewart Boshart III ’67 and Barbara Boshart
Raymond F. Bourne M BA ’97 and Mary Whitehurst Bourne JD/MBA ’97
Clifford Paul Britt ’82, JD/MBA ’86, and Joanna Ritchie Britt
Homer Woodrow Brookshire Jr. ’68 and Jane Taylor Brookshire
Asa Howard Bullard Jr. ’61 and M arta Carlin Bullard ’65
Bobby Roy Burchfield ’76 and Teresa Miller Burchfield
Wade Evans Byrd Sr. JD ’73
Christopher Caffey M BA ’97 and Kathy Caffey
Derek Lee Caldwell ’89
Randy Scott Casstevens ’87, M BA ’95 and Deborah Greene Casstevens
Jerry Wayne Caudle ’64 and Elaine Greb Caudle

Callie Anne Coughlin Clark ’55 and Worley H. Clark
Gray Munroe Cobey M BA ’78 and Rebecca Todd Cobey
Boyd Franklin Collier Sr. ’61 and Sandra Collier
Walter Thompson Comerford Jr. ’72, JD ’74 and Joyce Comeford
J. Donald Cowan Jr. ’65, JD ’68 and Sarah Cowan
Stephen Porter Darnell Sr. ’70, M BA ’74 and Janet Smith Darnell M T ’70
William Keith Davis ’66, JD ’69
William Scott DeLoach ’80 and Dani Blair DeLoach ’79
Richard P. Decker ’68 and Virginia Decker
Graham Williams Denton Jr. ’67 and Anne Denton
Mark Edward Ellis ’74, M D ’77 and Lynn Hamilton Ellis ’75
David Nelson Farr ’77 and Lelia Brown Farr ’77
James Alan Ferency ’80
Thomas Vernon Foster ’73, M BA ’94 and Jennifer Foster
Martin Lee Garcia JD ’81 and Kennedy Rendall Garcia
John Emil Garippa and Linda Foley Garippa
Marvin Dean Gentry ’57 and Caroline Gentry
David Andrew Geraty ’75 and Patricia A. Geraty
M urray C. Greason Jr. ’59, JD ’62 and Joan Wilder Greason
Averill Currie Harkey JD ’79 and Johanna S. Harkey
Henry Averill Harkey JD ’75 and Catherine Ward Harkey
Thomas K. Hearn Jr. and Laura W. Hearn
James Releford Helvey III ’81 and Jane Williamson Helvey
Merlin Alfred Henkel ’77 and Anne Stephan Henkel
Nancy Mckinney Henry ’85 and Patrick C. Henry III
Thomas Blair Hines and Mary Laraine Young Hines
Harvey R. Holding and Barbara Tribble Holding
Lawrence D. Hopkins ’72, M D ’77 and Beth N. Hopkins ’73
George Albro Horton III and Alice Kirby Horton
Kenneth Bartlett Howard JD ’82 and Martha Howard
H. William Hull Jr. ’62 and Marilyn Haufler Hull
Gay Nell Hutchens MBA ’88
Kenneth Stewart Johnson ’68 and Jean Macior Johnson
John R. Jones III and Rachel M. Stewart Jones
Patrick Gregory Jones ’73 and Kimberly Basnett Jones
Davin Edward Juckett ’93 and Rhoda Cobb Juckett ’93
John Drake Karcher ’61 and Lois Lynch Karcher
Constantine H. Kutteh II ’73 and Teresa Currin Kutteh ’73, M AEd ’74
William James Lagos and Ann Davis Lagos
Gary Benjamin Lambert ’77 and Deborah Dixon Lambert ’78
Lula M. Leake
John Richard Lowden ’79, M BA ’82 and Amy Russell-Lowden ’81
John N. MacDonough and Kathleen S. MacDonough
John Boniface Maier II ’84 and Heather Wright Maier ’84
William Louie Marks ’66 and Mary Johnson Marks
Ross William McCanless JD ’82 and Ann McCanless
Ted R. Meredith ’64 and Nancy Hellan Meredith ’66
Ronald J. Midura JD ’66 and Jan Phillips Midura
Joel Byron Miller ’70, M D ’74 and Nancy M. Isenhimer Miller
John Thomas Mills Sr. ’60 and Sandra Gillespie Mills
R. Charles Moyer and Sally L. Moyer
Robert Patrick Mulhearn and Susan Lee Mulhearn
Michael W. Murchy and Sydney W. Murchy
Frank Musolino Sr. and Patricia Musolino
William Fred Owens Jr. ’59 and Joyce Petty Owens
John A. Parrella and Josephine Parrella
John Piazza and Marilyn Piazza
Arnold Edward Pitoniak ’85
Celeste Mason Pittman ’67 and William Bryan Pittman
William M. E. Powers Jr. ’57
Larry E. Price JD ’72 and Lynda Price
David Holland Prothro ’85 and Leslie Carlson Prothro ’85
Bland Bee Pruitt Jr. ’63 and Margaret Beck Pruitt
Harold O’Dell Rosser and Rita Elaine Rosser
Robert Henry Samson and Linda T. Samson
Jack Wade Sarver Jr. ’73 and Deb Sarver
Mitesh Bharat Shah ’91 and Reshma Shah
Stephany Williams Sherman ’76 and Thomas D. Sherman
Adelaide Alexander Sink ’70 and William M. Sink
C. Gilbert Smith ’54 and Frankie Smith
Fred Julius Smith Jr. ’64, JD ’66 and Ginny Smith
Thomas Julius Smith M BA ’79
Bryan Thomas Somerville M BA ’97 and Joan Somerville
Davey Bingham Stallings ’54, M D ’57 and Nancy Carlton Stallings
Andrew John Sterge ’81 and Marylou Sterge
James Thomas Stone ’70 and Caroline Green Stone
James L. Swisher ’61, JD ’62 and Barbara S. Swisher
G. Kennedy Thompson M BA ’76 and Kathrylee Thompson
James Clarence Thompson and Linda Jean Thompson
Porter Bliss Thompson ’62 and Betty Thompson
Carl Millon Tucker III ’68 and Linda Ball Tucker
Howard F. Twiggs ’54, JD ’57 and Betty M. Twiggs
Jerry Lanston Wadkins Jr. ’72
Steve Bryan Waite ’77, M BA ’81 and Elizabeth Edwards Waite ’78
Wilson Dean Waters M BA ’95
Kim Davis Westmoreland M BA ’81 and Dorothy M. Westmoreland ’74, JD ’79
James Thomas Williams Jr. ’62, JD ’66 and Barbara Williams
Jackson Daily Wilson Jr. ’69 and Jane Butler Wilson
William Thomas Wilson III JD ’80 and Patricia S. Wilson
Kyle Allen Young ’65, M D ’69 and Caroline Spratt Young ’65
The Pro Humanitate Society recognizes donors who make a minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years. Half of the commitment must be unrestricted to one of the Annual Funds.

A
Bobbi Acord ‘86, JD ‘89
Joseph Basil Alata III JD/MA ‘96 and Heather Ackerman Alata ‘91
Emmett Carlyle Aldredge Jr. ‘69 and Anna Adams Aldredge
Keith L. Alim MBA ‘78 and Elizabeth Ritchie Alim MBA ‘78
John P. Anderson M.A Ed 2000 and Mary H. Anderson
Jeffrey A. Arditti ’83 and Elizabeth T. Arditti
Bruce McDaniel Babcock
Emmett Carlyle Aldredge Jr. ‘69 and Joseph Basil Alala III JD/MBA ‘96
Bobbi Acord ‘86, JD ‘89
William Alex Brady ‘65, MD ‘70
Wilba J. Parrish Brady ‘67
Donna Ann Boswell ‘72, MA ‘74
Guy M. Blynn
Donna Ann Boswell ‘72, MA ‘74
Wilba J. Parrish Brady ‘67
William Alex Brady ‘65, M D ‘70 and Susan Brady
J. Frank Bragg Jr. ‘61 and Katharine Broach Bragg ‘62
N. Bradford Breuer ‘68, M BA ‘76 and Catherine P. Breuer
Byron M acor Brucer Jr. ‘65 and Rosemary Breuer
Edward Barton Bridges M BA ‘78 and Billie G. Bridges
Bernard Giles Brophy III ‘82
James Eric Brophy ‘97
Christopher Curtis Browder M BA ‘86
Donald Reid Bryan Jr. JD ‘85
Thomas Ware Bunn ‘75 and Gail Weaver Bunn
Elizabeth Bahnson Butler
Ronald H. Butler M BA ‘84
M ichael Lyons Caine M BA ‘77 and Kristen Webster Caine
Janice W. Calloway
Charles Clifford Cameron and Sara Cameron
M abel D. Campbell
M alcolm L. Campbell and M abel D. Campbell
William F. Carl
Dana Alan Carlton and Catherine Chaney Carlton
N elson M onroe Castevettes Jr. JD ‘60
Charles Wall Cheek ‘41 and Betty Johnson Cheek
Robert G. Clark
Clifford Harvey Clarke ‘62 and Naomi Takashiro Clarke
Henry D. Clarke Jr. and Donna Lee Clarke
William Ray Cobb ‘58 and Rhoda Ware Cobb
Charles W. Coker
E. Eugene Cooke and M ary Jane Prillaman Cooke
Mark Prillaman Cooke ‘84 and Jane Cooke
Julius Harshaw Corpening ‘49 and Toni Corpening
Gary E. Cotsley and Cheryl J. Coatsley
Sidney Allen Crawley ‘79, M D ‘83 and Jennifer Holmes Crawley ‘79, M D ‘83
Timothy Joseph Croak ‘76
Patricia Vecello Cunningham ‘81 and Steven H. Cunningham
Peter Daks M BA ‘86 and M arlene Daks
Namon Leo Daugrthy ‘62, JD ‘65 and Helen Daugrthy
Derrick Lee Davis and Anne C. Davis
Eugbert L. Davis Jr. ‘33
Jerome Ray Davis ‘66
John Weborn Davis and Lucy C. Davis
John Wesley Davis III ‘64, M ALS ‘94 and Terrie Allen Davis JD ‘79
Nancy Davis
Thomas H. Davis Sr.
M ichael Anthony DeM ayo ‘87 and Kellie Hill DeM ay ‘88
Russell Weldon DeM ent Jr. ‘62, JD ‘65 and Lynn DeM ent
Robert Henry Demsey ‘59 and Bobbi Demsey
 Evan Hall Dillon ‘79
David Edwin Dixon and Cristi Cannon Dixon
Bonnie Kay Donahue JD ‘79 and Daniel W. Donahue
Wilbur Smith Doyle Sr. ‘48 and Lillie Turner Doyle
Wilton Russell Duke Jr. ‘70, JD ‘74 and Patricia Davis Duke

B
Bruce M. Daniel Babcock and Anne Burroughs Babcock
Margaret G. Bealessy ‘92, M BA ‘96 and Louis Kenneth Bealessy III ‘90
Mark David Beck M BA ‘93 and Sarahlee Beck
Clifton Linwood Benson Jr. ‘64 and Peggy Benson
Joel Anderson Berly III JD ‘81 and Kara Berly
Joe Earl Biesecker JD ‘68 and Gail Woosley Biesecker
George David Bishop M BA ‘81 and Mary Ann Bishop
Winston Louis Bisette Jr. ‘65 and Sara Oliver Bisette
Thomas Rannels Blank ‘74 and Joyce Haschert Blank
Guy M. Blynn
Donna Ann Boswell ‘72, M A ‘74
Wilba J. Parrish Brady ‘67
William Alex Brady ‘65, M D ‘70 and Susan Brady
J. Frank Bragg Jr. ‘61 and Katharine Broach Bragg ‘62
N. Bradford Breuer ‘68, M BA ‘76 and Catherine P. Breuer
Byron M acor Brucer Jr. ‘65 and Rosemary Breuer
Edward Barton Bridges M BA ‘78 and Billie G. Bridges

C
Michael Lyons Caine M BA ‘77 and Kristen Webster Caine
Janice W. Calloway
Charles Clifford Cameron and Sara Cameron
Mabel D. Campbell
Malcolm L. Campbell and Mabel D. Campbell
William F. Carl
Dana Alan Carlton and Catherine Chaney Carlton
Nelson M onroe Castevettes Jr. JD ‘60
Charles Wall Cheek ‘41 and Betty Johnson Cheek
Robert G. Clark
Clifford Harvey Clarke ‘62 and Naomi Takashiro Clarke
Henry D. Clarke Jr. and Donna Lee Clarke
William Ray Cobb ‘58 and Rhoda Ware Cobb
Charles W. Coker
E. Eugene Cooke and Mary Jane Prillaman Cooke
Mark Prillaman Cooke ‘84 and Jane Cooke
Julius Harshaw Corpening ‘49 and Toni Corpening
Gary E. Cotsley and Cheryl J. Coatsley
Sidney Allen Crawley ‘79, M D ‘83 and Jennifer Holmes Crawley ‘79, M D ‘83
Timothy Joseph Croak ‘76
Patricia Vecello Cunningham ‘81 and Steven H. Cunningham

D
Peter Daks M BA ‘86 and Marlene Daks
Namon Leo Daugrthy ‘62, JD ‘65 and Helen Daugrthy
Derrick Lee Davis and Anne C. Davis
Eugbert L. Davis Jr. ‘33
Jerome Ray Davis ‘66
John Weborn Davis and Lucy C. Davis
John Wesley Davis III ‘64, M ALS ‘94 and Terrie Allen Davis JD ‘79
Nancy Davis
Thomas H. Davis Sr.
Michael Anthony DeM ayo ‘87 and Kellie Hill DeM ay ‘88
Russell Weldon DeM ent Jr. ‘62, JD ‘65 and Lynn DeM ent
Robert Henry Demsey ‘59 and Bobbi Demsey
Evon Hall Dillon ‘79
David Edwin Dixon and Cristi Cannon Dixon
Bonnie Kay Donahue JD ‘79 and Daniel W. Donahue
Wilbur Smith Doyle Sr. ‘48 and Lillie Turner Doyle
Wilton Russell Duke Jr. ‘70, JD ‘74 and Patricia Davis Duke

E
Abram Doyle Early Jr. ‘65, JD ‘67 and Betty Eubank Early
Timothy Freeman Edwards MD ‘78 and Susan Harrison Edwards
Susan Gamble Ellis ‘74, M AES ‘75 and William David Ellis ‘69
Raymond Ralph Emerick Jr. ‘71 and Deborah Emerick
Ernest Leroy Evans ‘66, JD ‘69 and Austine odom Evans ‘68, M AES ‘69

F
Francis Marion Fritts Jr. ‘61 and Terry Fendorson
Stanley Trevor Fenger Jr. ‘75 and Pamela Gessler Fenger ‘76
Victor Ivan Flow Jr. ‘52 and Rodgern Flow
John Joseph Fosina ‘81 and Elizabeth Guion Fosina ‘80
Donald N ewell Fritts ‘74 and Glenn Ann Fritts

G
John W. Geissinger ‘81 and Anne Christine Geissinger
James Edwin Griffin Jr. M BA ‘93 and Luanne Griffin
O. Bruce Gupton ‘65 and Jacqueline Gupton
Richard Keith Harman M BA ‘85
Alicia Cooke Hartley ‘88 and William Todd Hartley
Douglas M acdonald Hartman ‘90 and Julie Ann M acdonald Hartman ‘90
Weston Poole Hatfield ‘41 and Lisa Kneuppel Hatfield
H. Clay Hemric Jr. ‘67, JD ‘71 and Nancy Garlick Hemric ‘73, JD ‘83
Lester F. Hill Jr. ‘58 and Bette Tilley Hill
William Jon Hitzhusen and Vicki Hitzhusen
Lawrence Norbert Holden III ‘73 and Carol Baucorn Holden ‘73
Charles M ar H olt ‘83 and Jennifer Seaman Holt ‘84
Robert Lewis Hook Jr. ‘83 and Denise Shearin Hook ‘72
M AE Duckworth Hope
William Amos Hough III ‘69, M D ‘73
Dewey Houston
Charles M alcomb Howell Jr. ‘35, M D ‘35 and Betty Mears Howell
George Lee H undley Jr. ‘72 and Sara Ortiz-Hundley
Kenneth Robert H unt and Joan Avis H unt
Gregory Bowman H unter ‘92, M BA ‘97 and Virginia G. Hunter
Frederick S. Hutchins Jr. JD ‘59 and Barbara Hutchins
George N. Hutton Jr. and Martha Hutton
Janette Wallace Hyde ‘58 and Wallace Hyde

I
J. Berkley Ingram Jr. and Nancy Hersch Ingram
J

John Patrick Jessup MBA ’74 and
Melissa Jessup

George T. Johnson and
Betty Bertant Johnson

G. Hobart Jones Jr. ’74, M BA ’80 and
Catherine E. Green ’74, M BA ’82

Henry H. Jordan II M BA ’74

and Dyeann Bunch Jordan M A ’78

K

George Adolphus Kahle Jr. ’66 and
Sandra Richardson Kahle ’66

Thomas T. Keane M BA ’86 and
Susan Boylan

Norman Bryant Kelum Jr. ’59, JD ’65

and Ruth Taylor Kelum

Bradley David Kendall ’89

Clarence M. Iillard Kirk ’53, JD ’57

and Imogene S. Kirk

John Frederick Krahnert and
Dianne Evelyn Krahnert

L

Richard Anthony Leadem ’86 and
Susan Rheaume Leadem ’86

Thomas Day Lee MBA ’96

and Elisabeth H. Winters

Joseph Williamson Luter III ’61

and Karin Luter

M

James Thayer Martin Jr. ’64, JD ’67

and Sheila Powell Martin

George Baird Mast ’58, JD ’60 and
Gayle F. Mast

John Paul Matson ’70

and Roger William Mayhew ’68

and Susann Pascal Mayhew

Richard Bernard McAdam ’63 and
Frankye King McAdam

John Marshall McAvoy ’82 and
Adriane Z. McAvoy

Robert S. McCoy Jr. and
Sarah McCoy

Albert Donald McCulloch Jr. and
Carolyn Bickford McCulloch

Max Daniel McGinn ’64, JD ’67

and Judith McBea McGinn ’66

John B. McKinnon and
Grace McKinnon

Russell W. Moyer Jr. and
Helen Vaughan Moyer

Deborah Nance Miller ’73 and
Paul F. M Miller

Marcus Cole Miller ’77

John Alex Mincey ’75 and
Ana Sylvia Grullon Mincey

Theodore Michael Molitoris J D ’77

Ernest Linwood Moore ’56

Kenneth Allen M oser ’65, JD ’68

and Mary N. Sweeney M oser ’66

Roy Chandler M use Jr. ’47

F. Bradford M yers Jr. and
Leigh M yers

N

Joseph Lloyd Nault II ’76, JD ’78

and Sharon Brewer Nault

Mark Harvey Nelson M BA ’98 and
Janie Nelson

M ichelle Peters N eville ’83 and
Geoff N eville

Steve H. N ickles and
Kathryn R. N ickles

O

Richard Blount O dom ’59, M D ’63

and Elise O dom

David F. Ogilvy and
Jeanette Ogilvy

James Barry Douglas Palmer and
Susan Elizabeth Davidson

John H olden Parrish ’64 and
Phyllis Parrish

Ralph William Pellecchia ’56 and
Barbara Pisano Pellecchia

Steven Lance Perricone ’91

S. Davis Phillips and
Katherine Phillips

Jackson Lee Pittman ’66, M D ’70 and
Valeta S. Pittman

J. Davis Pollard and Rhonda Pollard

T. Lawrence Pollard JD ’74 and
Brenda Pollard

Q

Michael Glenn Queen ’68 and
Barbara Linkous Queen

R

Adene R ao

Roy Martin Rawls ’58 and
Fumi Kubota Rawls

Charles M urry Reid ’56 and
Nancy Childress Reid

Robert Coleman Rice ’93

John Cleveland Richmond M BA ’82 and
Teri Long Richmond

S

William Lamar Salter ’65 and
Rebecca M cCarley Salter ’65

M argaret Land Sharpe JD ’78

Bert Lee Shore ’37 and
Sue Powell Shore

Robert Luther Shuman ’66, M D ’70 and
Nancy Shuman

Duncan James Sinclair Jr. ’50 and
M arie Blake Sinclair

K. Wayne Smith ’60 and
Audrey K. Smith

James Ross Spencer III M BA ’75 and
Cathy Spencer

Peter M. Stiles ’69 and
Patricia G. Stiles

J. William Straughan Jr. ’64, JD ’72

and Anne S. Straughn

Richard W. Strobel and Nancy Strobel

David Swain and Diane Hill Swain

T

Charles Woodrow Teague JD ’34 and
Julia Brent Teague

Robert Alston Team Jr. ’77 and
Katherine Team

Dennis Clark Tesh ’76, M BA ’84 and
Rebecca Murphy Tesh ’74

C. Jeffery Triplett ’73 and
Laurie D. Triplett

Fred Douglas Turnage ’43, JD ’48

and Elizabeth Wood Turnage

Frank Judson Turner ’77

George C. Turner and Sue M. Turner

Jay Prentiss Turner M BA ’94 and
Tonya Ronea Deem ’93

V

Peter van Doolijeweert ’93 and
Kumi van Doolijeweert

Lydia Hasceke Vaughan M A ’71 and
Keith Watson Vaughan ’72

Robert Stanley Vaughan Sr. ’62 and
Gloria Farris Vaughan

John Henry Vernon III ’64, JD ’67

and Vicki Burton Vernon

W

Donald Homewood Waggoner ’69 and
Karen W. Waggoner

John Westall Wagster ’57 and
Lynda Ward Wagster

Stewart Unger Wallace ’84 and
Gabrielle Wallace

WJ. Wallace

John Frederick Ward and Jean Ward

William Cecil Warden Jr. ’74, JD ’76

and Carol Rhodes Warden

McNeil Watkins ’49, JD ’51 and
Ruth L. Watkins

Robert Franklin Watson ’60 and
Martha Watson

Wilson Cannon Wearn Jr. ’77

William Woodward Webb and
Mary G. Webb

Gregory J. Westling M BA ’87 and
Anne R. Westling

Barbara Dail Whitman ’58 and
Robert Whitman Jr.

Lanny Thomas Wilson JD ’89

and Mary W. Wilson

Edwin Bruce Woodward ’72 and
Harriet M. Woodward

T. Eugene Worrell ’40 and
Anne Worrell

Frank Burkhead Wyatt ’56, JD ’58

and Rebecca Hester Wyatt ’58

Leon Wilson Wynne Jr. ’39 and
Mary F. Wynne
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Willis Crocker Maddrey '60
Antone Pereira M anha Jr. '93, JD '98
William Kenan M araday Jr. '92, JD '97
Aubrey Lamont M artin '80 and
Andra M oore M artin
John Charles M artin '65, JD '67 and
M argaret M artin
S. Kirk M ilter and
Stuart M cLendon M aterne
John M anning M ayy '70, JD '72 and
Penny S. M ay
Warren K. M cDonald JD/M BA '98
George Whitfield M cDowell '73 and
Elizabeth M cM orris M cDowell
Cynthia Griffith M cEnery M A '72
and James J effrey J effery
James Joseph M cNamarajr. and
Angela B. M cNam ara
Russell William M eyer III '85
James Edward M illar Jr. and
Tracy Hitt M illar
Robert Dale M ills '71, M BA '80 and
Cathy Torrence M ills
George E. M innich
Carlton Turner M itchell '43
Ralph Crowder M oore and
Juliet Badger M oore
Stephen Anthony M oore Jr. '64 and
Ann R. M oore

N
Joseph M oore Neal '73 and
L. Kay Fundis Neal
Joseph Frank N ewhall Jr. '51 and
Sue M ayes N ew hall
Jonathan Keith N orman '93 and
Elizabeth Spencer N orman '93

O
Elizabeth Parker O sterkamp '85 and
Oie O sterkamp
Peter H enry O ttmar '70 and
Barbara O ttmar

P
Michael Ian Pappas '80 and
Kathy Pappas
Robert M ontgomery Perry '66 and
Joy R. Perry
Anne Bingham Philpott '69, M A '75 and
Frederick Cabell Philpott '70
Mark Nixon Pookey BA '78, JD '80 and
Deborah L. Best '70, M A '72
Harold Dean Propst '56
Charles Bradley Prothro '80 and
Cheryl Ann N orris Prothro
L. H. Puckett Jr. '71 and
Jane Brand Puckett

R
Robert Lee Reid '78 and
Landrum Bennett Reid
Charles Edwin Reiley '62 and
Lucy Barnes Reiley
John Francis Reilly Jr. '85, M D '90
and Janice Elizabeth Cox Reilly
Jeffrey Doyle Richardson '87 and
Missy Richardson
Thomas Joseph Rider Jr. M BA '01
and Dianne Rider
Frank Joseph Rief III '66 and
M arian White Rief '66
Richard Anthony Riley and
Carolyn Riley
Stephen Robert Brian Rixham '92
and Margaret Campbell Rixham
Gerald Franklin Roach '80, JD '82 and
Stephanie Decker Roach '81
Steven James Robinson '84 and
Elizabeth Sparks Robinson

S
Jason E. Schugel M BA 2001 and
M elissa Brown Schugel M BA '01
Steven M. Scott and
Rebecca Jensen Scott
Sheila Spinohour Shaffer '83 and
Richard M ark Shaffer
Kimberly Boatwright Shirley '85 and
Augustus Graham Shirley
Gary L. Shoesmith and
Julie Shoesmith
John R. Sinden '80, M D '85 and
Susan Grambow Sinden '80, M D '85
James Robert Slate Jr. '90
Fred Julius Smith III '91, M BA '96
Charles Lawson Snipes Jr. '57, JD '60 and
Lu Jones Snipes
Cesar Augusto Solorzano M BA '95
and Ana Solorzano
Teresa M arie Sprain JD '97
Nelson John Squires III '83 and
Janice K. Squires
Donia Whiteley Steele '65 and
M ark M. Steele
Richard Hugh Steele M BA '79 and
Ann M arie W. Steele
Russell Lee Stephenson Jr. '60 and
Susan Yates Stephenson '69
Fred Albion Stone Jr. '66 and
Georgette Stone
Emily Williams Streett '83, JD '87
Robert Warren Sumner '67, JD '70 and
Nancy Sumner

T
Stanley Neal Tennant M D '78 and
Marguerite Crammer Tennant
Richard Allen Todebush '65
Edward Keith Turner and
Dolores Anne M cClung Turner
Michael Edgar Twilley '80 and
Jeanne H ill Twilley

U
John Alan Ueberroth and
Gail Ueberroth
John Jefferson Underwood III '66
and Betsy Holbrook Underwood

V
M arshall E liott Vermillion '69 and
Elizabeth Black Vermillion '74

W
M arshall Whitson Walker Jr. '80 and
Connie M ikkelson Walker
Stephen Allen Walker '75
Bruce Douglas Walley '70, M D '74
and Liz Walley
Robert K. Walsh and Kathleen Walsh
Frank Lee Weaver '64, JD '67 and
Prudence Brott Weaver
R. Michael Wells JD '74 and
Janet Graham Wells
Eric Charles Wiseman '77, M BA '88
and Susan Cooper Wiseman '78

Y
John David Young Jr. '82, JD '90
T HE President’s Club—Wake Forest’s first gift club, formed in 1970—recognizes donors who make a minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years. Half of the commitment must be unrestricted to one of the Annual Funds.
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A

Douglas Breen Abrams ’76, JD ’79 and Margaret Smith Abrams ’76, JD ’80
Marian Ackerman
Richard P. Ackerman and Marian Ackerman
William Raymond Acquavella and Donna Jo Acquavella
John Allan Acton ’67 and Anita M. Donald Acton
John Thomas Adair ’49 and Elaine Adair
Alfred Gray Adams ’68, JD ’73 and Elizabeth Lark Adams
Carol Barrier Adams ’75 and Gregory L. Adams
Sandra Parker Adams ’66, MAEd ’74 and Alfred Gray Adams ’68, JD ’73
Dominick Addario MD ’69 and Carol Ann Adcock
Sean Addario
Jane Addenbrook
Giovanni B. Agnoli and Madalena Bertagni Agnoli
Marjorie Bowman Ahrens ’65
Lewis Daniel Akers Jr. MBA ’86 and Jennifer Stacks Akers ’84, MA ’95
Nancy Lynn Alderman ’72
Joseph Douglas Aldrich ’73 and Susan Dancy Aldrich
Allen Shade Aldridge ’90 and Wilma Gard Aldridge
Charles Jackson Alexander II ’69, JD ’72 and Mary Lynne Alexander
David M. Knittel Alexander Jr. ’64 and Jo Nel Kerley Alexander
Susan Satterfield Alford ’77 and David Stanley Alford
Carol Lumb Allen JD ’80 and B.D. Allen
Richard Wayne Allen and Robin Reeve Allen
Robert M. ore Allen and Jo Lynn Allen
Mark Joseph Allman ’82, JD ’86 and Martha Bleivins Allman ’82, MA ’82
Thomas Robert Alim ’75, MA ’82 and Sharon Booth Alim ’83
Robert Ledford Alpin ’59 and Stephany Painter Alpin ’59
Felicia A. Allmeyer ’77 and Bernard Rosen
Henry Peck Ames III ’76, MA ’82 and Liza Beasley Ames
Joseph Edward Amiot ’74 and Dianne Redmond Amiot
Frank Edward Ancona MA ’97 and Kim Ancona
David J. Anderson and Dawn Anderson
Paul Stewart Anderson ’74 and Lindy Anderson
Robert Eric Anderson Jr. ’77
Runo C. Anderson Jr. ’68 and Alana Rebecca Anderson
Stephen G. Anderson and Cynthia Anderson
William Avery Anderson MA ’95 and Theresa Anderson
Craig John Andren ’87
Don G. Angelil Sr. and Vera C. Angelil
Richard E. Anglin III MBA ’01 and Meredith Russell Anglin
Michael D. Applegate ’81, PhD ’86 and Tamara A. Applegate ’81, MA ’83
Roy Alston Archbell Jr. ’71, JD ’74 and Mary Charlier Archbell
William Courtney Argabrite ’75, JD ’78 and Patricia Hatch Argabrite ’76
Rebecca J. Armentrout ’75, MA ’86
Russell Eugene Armistead Jr. MA ’80 and Susan Caddy Armistead
John M. attthews Arnold ’57 and Martha Dean Arnold
Joseph Lee Arnold ’60 and Deborah Arnold
Robert M. arks Arnold JD ’78 and Sally Cottle Arnold
Catherine Biggs Arrowood ’73, JD ’76 and Joseph Arrowood
Parrish Francis Arturi ’87, MA ’94 and Jean Arturi
Ronald Ray Ashman ’72 and Ann Ashman ’72
Rudolph A. Ashton and Audrae Ashton
Thomas M. ellick Ashton MA ’93 and Kathleen Kenna Ashton
Joseph Ashwal MD ’77 and Karen Franklin Ashwal
Patricia S. Ashworth MAEd ’74 and Stephen Gill Ashworth ’74
Terry G. Athas ’77 and Susan M. ary Aths
Jerry Barden Attkisson ’65 and Sylvia Strickland Attkisson ’67
Mett Bagley Ausley Jr. ’79
Jacob Roderick Austin ’94 and Amber Grant Smith Austin ’92
Dan M. Oriossette Averett ’63 and Jo Watkins Averett
Richard Oldham Avery ’59
Inez Lynton Ayers

B

William William Babcock JD ’86 and Emily Nese Babcock ’81
William Walter Bachovchin ’70, MA ’72 and Jean Holmes Bachovchin ’72
Anne Neal Bailey
Jack Chalmers DaCosta Bailey ’54 and Ann Neal Bailey
Jeffrey S. Ballin ’84
Alfred Lee Baker ’62 and Dorothy Clark Baker
George Edward Baker MBA 2001 and Allison A. Baker
Herbert M. arshall Baker Jr. ’66 and Linda Fulton Baker ’65
Robert T. Baker and Dianne F. Baker
Thomas Yates Baker III ’67 and Gwen Strickland Baker
Max E. Baldwin and Doris Frazier Baldwin
Reuben Lynnwood Baldwin III ’66 and Joyce Brumbaugh Baldwin ’66
Robert M. attthews Baldwin MA ’88 and Lisa Baldwin
B. Ram Balliga and Gayathri Balliga
Edward Albert Balogh Jr. ’88 and Kathryn Seavey Balogh
Mcclia Tinaulio Banfied MA ’01
John M. oseley Banks ’76 and Nanc Taylor
M elanie S. Barbee MA ’87 and Larry Todd Barbee
John Frederick Barden ’70 and Deborah Hodge Barden ’70
Charles Dewey Barham Jr. ’52, JD ’54 and Peggy Barham
David Perry Barksdale ’86 and Jennifer Cullom Barksdale ’88
Anne Elizabeth Barnard ’91 and Donald S. Binstock
Brian David Barnes MA 2000 and Debra Barnes
Timothy Lee Barnes ’73 and Virginia Barnes
Richard Chambers Barnett ’54 and Betty Trible Barnett ’55
William Doak Barnhardt ’80 and Patty Black Barnhardt
Henry Grady Barnhill Jr. JD ’58 and Carolyn Barnhill
Phillip Bine Barnhill ’91 and Joy Suzanne Whimham Barnhill
George Carlyle Barrett ’48, M.D. ’52 and Ruth Storner Barrett
Kate Dunn Barrow ’53 and Harold M. Barrow
Denni Thomason Bartol ’75 and Shawn Kane Bartol ’89
John Stedman Barton Jr. ’74 and Denise Hampton Barton
Susan Harward Barwell ’69 and Richard George Barwell
P.C. Barwick Jr. ’58, JD ’60 and Nancy Coston Barwick
David Thomas Bates ’84 and Diane Bates
Jack M. Bates and Shirley Bates
Lewie Lanham Bates III ’76 and Lynn M. Bates
William Charles Batten ’74 and Susan Thomas Batten ’75
Joan Pierce Battle ’57 and Robert L. Battle
Jefferson Davis Batts ’52, JD ’57 and Barbara Stanley Batts ’57
Lloyd Franklin Baucum ’57, JD ’61 and Joan Morrow Baucum
Ila Evans Baughman ’75, M.D. ’79 and Leonard Andrew Baughman
Robert Dean Bayliss Jr. ’80, M.D. ’84 and Denise Crisp Bayliss
Richard Ewing Bealer Jr. ’84 and Catherine M. Wynne Bealer
Dayne Steven Beam ’82
Olan D. Beam MA ’87 and Terri Cromer Beam MA ’87
John F. Bean ’82 and N. ista Bean
Ralph Earl Beasley Jr. ’73 and Jennie Bason Beasley ’75
Harold Wade Beavers ’77, JD ’81 and Mary Jane Healy Beavers
John Royall Beavers ’44 and Bette Wilson Beavers
President's Club

John M. Montgomery Burd and Patricia Burd
John Robert Berger '70
F. David Burgess '80 and Patricia Connelly Burgess '81
Russell Earle Burgess M.D. '74 and Vickie Fulp Burgess
Michal Deane Burleson '75 and Claudine R. Burleson
Charles E. Burnell Jr.
Thomas J. Burnett '43, M.D. '46 and Linda A. Carlile '83
Joseph Eugene Burns '86 and Thomas J.M. Burnett '45, MD '46
Charles E. Burnell Jr.
Tommie Lee Canipe '55, MD '59 and Robert Roe Campbell Jr. '80 and L. Webb Campbell II '81 and William Milton Camp '81 and Charles Henry Camp JD '82 and Paul Harrell Cale Jr. '70 and Robert Preston Caldwell Jr. '68 and Lawrence McClure Caldwell II '67 and Beverly Cale Caldwell '68 and James Palmer Cain '79, JD '84 and E. Lee Cain '51 and Patricia Jones Cain and Charles Lee Cain '77 and F. David Burgess '80 and John Robert Burger '70 and John Montgomery Burd and Graham Vance Byrum Jr. '75, MD '80 and Mattie B. Byrd '81 and Candace Buss
Bobby Neil Butts '52 and Brownie Elks Butts
Harry Lynell Bynum '76 and Melinda Bynum
Jones Pharr Byrd Sr. '68, JD '71 and Sandra P. Byrd
Mark Jeffrey Byrd '72 and Claudia Holder Byrd '77
James Frederick Byrne '53 and Daphne Martin Byrne '54
Clifford Conwell Byrum Jr. '84, M.B.A. '88 and Sharon M. Aria Landen Byrum and Graham Vance Byrum Jr. '75, M.D. '80 and Elizabeth Russell Byrum

Charles Lee Cain '77 and Ann Archibald Cain
E. Lee Cain '51 and Patricia Jones Cain
James Palmer Cain '79, JD '84 and Helen Reveille Cain '80, M.A.E. '82 and Beverly Cale Caldwell '68 and Lawrence M. Cluer Cadwell II '67 and Lisa Jeffries Caldwell '86 and Alan L. Caldwell
Robert Hood Caldwell '62 and Dale English Caldwell and Robert Preston Caldwell Jr. '66 and Lesa J. Crocker
Paul Harrelle Cale Jr. '70 and Janet Hartzell Cale
Pamela Antionette Cameron M.B.A. '98
Charles Henry Camp JD '82 and M. Ichelle Leibling Camp
William M. Ilton Camp '81 and Wendy Tuttle Campbell
Clifford Frank Campbell '81 and Allyson Potts Campbell
Glenn C. Carsten Campbell '81 and M. Elisa H. Dowling
L. Webb Campbell II '81 and Donna Bandy Campbell
Robert Roe Campbell Jr. '80 and Susan Freibert Campbell '80
Tommie Lee Canipe '55, M.D. '59 and Cindy Canipe
William C. Cannon Jr. '77 and Ann Crossingham Cannon
Joseph DeArmond Cartrell '94 and M. Elisa Thomas Cartrell '94
John Lawton Caps '81
Stephen Allen Caps M.B.A. '88 and John Rowe Caps M.B.A. '79
James Cooper Carlisle M.B.A. '74 and Linda A. Carlile M.B.A. '83
Sam Quinley Carlisle IIJD '74 and Cathy Saunders Carlisle
William M. Itchell Carlisle Jr. '63, M.B.A. '79 and Charlotte Carlisle
Thomas Kern Carril Jr. '59 and Mimi Krider Carlson
Thomas Kern Carlilson III '84, M.D. '89 and Nancy Allen Carlson
Edward Eugene Carlisle M.B.A. '95 and Sharon Carlisle
James Arthur Carolina Jr. '74
Charles Walter Carpenter '59 and M. Ildrid Ridge Carpenter
Coy Cornelius Carpenter Jr. '55
John Joseph Carpenter '80, JD '84 and Mary Elizabeth Jones Jr. '83
Margaret B. Carpenter
Mary Leonel Carpenter M.B.A. '95 and Steven Carpenter
Stephen R. Carpenter '77
Michael Paul Carr JD '69 and Carolyln Johnson Carr
Grover A. Carrington '70, JD '74 and Caroline Henry Carrington
John Michael Carroll '64 and Mary Agnes Carroll
Randolph Wayne Carroll M.B.A. '97 and Janelle Carroll
Joseph T. Carruthers III JD '77 and Catharine Royster Carruthers JD '81
Connie Lynne Carson M.B.A. '96
Karim Armen Carson Jr. '82, JD '85 and Vincent Carson
Guy Hamilton Carswell '58 and Virginia I. Carswell
Bruce Thomas Carter '66
Gregory Jackson Carter '86 and Lisa Kemp Carter '88
Orrin William Clifton '60 and Dorothy Slaughter Clifton
Kathryn Clinkscales '79 and Julie Andrews Ashby Citrin
Matthew D. Clifton '58, M.D. '60 and Martha Ann Cook '61
Robert W. Corbin '49, M.D. '57 and Julius Harshaw Coppening '76, JD '79 and Cynthia Chesnut Coppening '77 and Sebastian Avalos Correa M.B.A. '98 and James H. Corrigan Jr. and Barbara C. Corrigan
Robert Francis Corwin '58 and Sandra Spark Corwin
James Clay Costigan '76 and Ellen Pyor Costigan
Nathan Cole Jr. '47, JD '49 and Eva Williams Cole
John Scott Coleman '82 and Kristin Stitz Coleman
Janet G. Collins
William Francy Collins Jr. '61 and Susan Adams Collins
William Whitten Collins and Kay Marie Collins
Edward M. ichael Coman JD '78 and M. Elisa N. Combs M.B.A. '97 and Steven W. Combes
David M. ichael Combs M.B.A. '78 and Linda M. Combs
Stephen Bundy Cope JD '85 and Caroline Cope
Earle Allen Connolly '48 and Jean Blanton Connolly
Robert Arthur Conner '74 and Alayne Lauber Conner
Wallace Jackson Conner '57 and Carol Wilson
Donald James Connolly and Donna Marie Connolly
M. Iehad Anthony 'Com. '82, M.B.A. '86 and Tara Conrad
Ashby M. orris Cook '71 and M. Mary John Cook
C. Glenn Cook Jr. '77
Robert L. Cook and Sandra M. Cook
Howard D. Cooley and Carol A. Cooley
Andrew Sean Conney M.B.A. '90 and Lee Cooley
Douglas Coons M.B.A. '83 and Lori W. Coons
Frederick L. Cooper III '68, JD '71 and Cathy Telenko Cooper
William Robert Cooper M.D. '62 and Jean Batten Cooper M.ALS '89
Timothy A. Cooper and Kathleen Baldwin Cooper
Robert Harrison Coords '66
Sally Baner Coords '66
Carol Elizabeth Copeland '81, M.D. '85
Gary Benjamin Copeland '56, M.D. '60 and Joanne Bullard Copeland
W. Andrew Copenhaver and Anne Phillips Copenhaver
John Richard Corbett '54, M.D. '57 and Leon H. Corbett Jr. '59, M.D. '61 and Mary Louise Corbett '59
William A. Corey '80, M.B.A. '91 and Constance Wilson Corey
Stanley James Corne JD '50
Julius Harshaw Coppening II '76, JD '79 and Cynthia Chesnut Coppening '77 and Sebastian Avalos Correa M.B.A. '98 and James H. Corrigan Jr. and Barbara C. Corrigan
Robert Francis Corwin '58 and Sandra Spark Corwin
James Clay Costigan '76 and Ellen Pyor Costigan
D

David Duane Daggett JD '85 and Cynthia Daggett
Duane D. Daggett and Ruth M. Daggett
Gregory Amund Dahlen Jr. M.D. '44
Deborah Sturgill Dailey M.B.A '94 and Dan E. Dailey
Frank J. Daily and Kathleen Daily
Suwannee G. Dale Jr. '93 and Andrew M. Dale
Fredrick Payne Dale '43 and Nancy Dale
Robert V. Dale and Linda W. Dale
Edwin Archibald Dalrymple Jr. '72 and Sandra Dalrymple
Louis Broaddus Daniel Jr. '53, M.D. '56 and Eva J. Butler
Elizabeth Jean Daniels '75
Steven Eugene Daniels '77 and Geri Daniels
John Patrick Dannelly '84 and Kristin Robison Dannelly '84
James Lee Darden Jr. '45, M.D. '47 and Lella Darden
Cynthia A. Dannell '79 and Richard Boe
David Clarke Darnell '75 and Kimberly Cowington Dannell
Gerard Hadley Davidson Jr. '65, M.D. '68 and Janet Ward Black Davidson
Robert M. Davidson '76 and Crissy Lynn Earnest Davidson
Benjamin Edward Davis '76
Byron Lee Davis Sr. '40 and Nancy Davis
Debra K. Davis M.B.A '83
Ferd Leary Davis Jr. '64, M.D. '67 and Joy Baker Davis '65
Frederick Michael Davis '71 and Alice Dean Garland
Grady Paul Davis II '63 and Gwendolyn Tolston Davis
James Randol Davis '69 and Diane Burke Davis
Linwood L. Davis and Martha Davis
Robert Lee Davis Sr. '57, M.D. '61 and Lula Pope Davis
Steven Howard Davis '74, M.B.A '80 and Marsha Vogler Davis
Thomas H. Davis Jr. and Elizabeth Davis
William Kearsins Davis JD '66 and M. Yorkie Bilbro Davis
William L. Davis and Jennifer Davis
Howard Garrett Dawkins Jr. '63, M.D. '68 and Annette Williams Dawkins '63
Larrie Wayne Dawkins '68, M.B.A '82 and Kimberly Annette Dawson M.B.A '97
Richard Carlton Day '56 and Jean Faulkner Day '58
Michael Jay Day '69, J.D. '71 and Amy Susan Smith-DeVaney
Brian A. DeWeyer M.B.A '84
Edward Marshall Deal '88 and Jennifer Sundberg Deal '87

Ronald Edward Deal '65 and Sandra Butler Deal
Charlie Robert Dean Jr. M.B.A '94 and Erica Dean
J. Carlton Deaton '74 and Ruth Newton Deaton
Douglas Deems '82
Mark Francis Dehler '76 and Cathy Cox
Richard Lyle Detlfs '72, M.D. '77 and Suzanne Hughes Detlfs
Paul Viitor DiSantis '72 and Vicki Cooke DiSantis
Thomas Dixon Dickens '81 and Kimberly Holleman Dickens
Fanning Hearon Dickson '84 and Pamela Baldeccci Dickson '82
Thomas T. Dierdorff M.B.A '98
James Kevin Dill M.A '81, M.B.A '85 and Wendy Harmon Dill
Lesley-Jane Dixon '86
Joseph Jacob Dobber '70, M.D. '74 and Beverly Vance Vance
Luther Randolph Doffmyer Jr. '35 and Leona Doffmyer
James Bailey Dolan '73 and Cheryl Smith Dolan
Donald Arthur Dondos '69, M.D. '67 and Ned Hoyle Dondos '65
Peter Scott Donaldson M.B.A. '91 and Cynthia A. Donaldson
Shrikumar S. Dongre M.B.A '98 and Manu Dongre
Marietta Perry Shelly Dormire '56 and H. Floyd Dormire
Preston Hackney Dorsett '64, M.S. '67, PH.D. '74 and Karen Conrad Dorsett
Walter E. Dorsett Jr. '69
Vickie Cheek Dorse '75, J.D. '78 and Rufus Thomas Dorsey
Donald Perry Douglass Sr. '56, M.D. '57 and Annie Baxley Douglass
James Hoyt Dozier '44 and Virginia Parker Dozier '43
Julian Carlyle Drake '65
Sudonna Eller Drake
Charles Howard Duckett '54, M.D. '57 and Carolyn Garrison Duckett
Ralph Howard Duckett M.D. '67 and Mary Smith Duckett '81
Duane Thomas Ducklewicwicz M.B.A '88 and Julie Anderson Ducklewicwicz
Charles Ross Dunn Jr. '59, M.D. '63 and Patricia Dempsey Dunn
Thane Edward Duncan '78, PH.D. '83, M.D. '87 and Maria Teresa Brooks
Luther Dierleux Dunn Jr. '51 and Eleanor Kraft Dunn '51
Nancy W. Dunn
Noel Lee Dunn
W.W. Dunn Jr.
Kirsten Lee Dunton JD '00 and John R. Hughes Jr.
Mildred M. Dray '92 and Christian Emerson Dysart

P r e s i d e n t ' s  C l u b
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Jerry L. Eagle JD '65 and Mary Eagle
Sidney Smith Eagles Jr. '61, J.D. '64 and Rachel Phillips Eagles '63
Arthur Edsel Edsall '43
John Thomas Edward '92, J.D/M.B.A. '97, and M. arica
Pennefather Edward J.D/M.B.A. '98
Paul R. Eason '84 and Marge B. Eason
Wendy Clark Evans '74 and William Davenport Evanson.
Ann Thomas Echols M.D. '61
Charles L. Echols
Thomas Arthur Edgerton, M.D. '81 and Cora Lynn K. Edgerton '79, PA '78
John Henry Edmond Jr. '53, M.D. '56 and Olga Kowath Edmonds
Donald Aubson Edmondson '81 and Mary Cuning Edmonson
Donald Elwood Edwards '57 and Nancy Coley Edwards '59
T. Arnold Edwards '68 and Ann Britton Edwards
Robert Josey Egleston '78 and Amy Egleston
Donatt James Eglinton '82 and Patricia Dobkins Eglinton
Robert Ehret and Katherine Ehret
Rodger H. Heidson M.D. '67 and Lynda Hyde Eisdon
Douglas Elam '48 and Nancy Elam
David Miller Eildridge '86 and Connie Gaye Elldridge
Paul Brant Elliot M.B.A. '99 and Doreen D. Elliot
Jack William Elliott '78, J.D. '81 and Mary Jo Cunningham Elliott '80
Dayna Tate Elliott '68 and Richard D. Elliott
Quentin Bradford Ellis '81
Susan Pauline Ellis J.D. '93
M.ark Frederick Ellison '78 and Elizabeth Felts Ellis '79
Robert Emken and Constance Emken
Brenda Farr Engel '75 and Richard F. Engel
Robert Steven Ensor J.D. '85 and Cindy Ensor
Andrew Kenneth Epting Jr. '72 and Theresa Nary Epting '72
Michael Owen Ernst M.B.A. '90 and Linda D. Ernst
Paul D. Escott and M. Grace Metchel
Thomas Carl Elshelman M.D. '67 and Mary R. Elshelman
Joseph Dixon Eskridge Jr. M.B.A. '80 and Sara Ra gland Eskridge PA '93
Kenneth Sawyer Etheridge M.D. '60 and Rebecca Schleisisth Etheridge '58
Walter Hartley Ettenger Jr. M.B.A. '97 and Susan Ettenger
Jonhia Huggins Evans
W. Chester Evans III and Donna Metzger Evans
Clifton White Everett Jr. '65, J.D. '67 and Mary Harris Everett
James M. Gregory Everett '93
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Charles Robert Faig ’81 and
Janet Lynn Bates Faig ’82
Kyla Boone Fain ’79 and Rick Fain
George Freeman Fairbanks Jr. ’58
and Gloria Kurfth Fairbanks
Stephen M. Art Fall M D ’77 and
Anne Flynn
M. Cary Cooper Falls M BA ’91
Li Fang M BA ’89 and
Wei Wang M BA ’89
James Truman Fatzinger M BA ’93
and Cheryl Carolyn Fatzinger M BA ’97
James Clayton Fay ’79 and
Sandra Faw
David Samuel Felman ’79 and
Judy Felman
Sean Emmett Fenndy J D M A ’99 and
Eileen Fenndy
Daniel M. ichard Ferezan ’68 and
Sandra Williamson Ferezan ’68
John Vaughan Ferguson ’75 and
Gayle Gentry Ferguson ’75
Joseph Watson Ferguson ’59 and
M. aryn Johnson Ferguson ’60
Wendy Dawn Ferguson M BA ’92
Lawrence F. Fernandez ’75 and
Adele Fernandez
Robert J. Filipinone and
Catherine Corso Filippone
Eleanor Finch
Francis Beatty Fishburne Jr. ’62
Emile Theodore Fisher ’48
George W. Fisher Jr. ’40, M D ’43
and Ershill Parrish Fisher
Thomas Warne Fitch ’68 and
Jane S. Fitch
Patrick Jacob Fleming ’66 and
Mary Elizabeth Strum Fleming ’66
Gwendolyn Williams Fletcher ’76 and
Gary Yates Fletcher
J. Floyd Fletcher ’34 and Jean Fletcher
Linda Lee Fipps ’66
M. ary Todd Fowlow
William Hough Fowlow Sr. ’41 and
M. ary Todd Fowlow
Herbert M. yatt Floyd M D ’71 and
Julia Kathryn H. Floyd
Joe D. Floyd Sr. J D ’64 and
Bonita Hayes Floyd
John Edward Floyd Jr. ’78
Ann Austin Flyn M T ’64, M BA ’86
Evelyn Patricia Foote ’52
Russell Edmund Ford ’41
Steven Ronald Fore M D ’68 and
M. itzi M. athema Fore
Jessie Irvin Forney
James Summers Forresrer Sr. ’58, M BA ’62
and Mary Frances All Forresrer ’60
Anne Cannon Forsyth ’66
Charles Anthony Forte ’60 and
Barbara Joan Forte
Charles Henry Foster Jr. and
Betty Ferguson Foster
John Thomas Foster ’58 and
Sandra M. arshall Foster
Sara Lee Foster-Crowder ’73
Daniel Watson Fouts J D ’58 and
Ann Fisher Fouts
Dover Reece Fouts J r. ’55 and
Amparo M aria Fouts
William Rodney Fowler ’84
Herbert M iles Foy III and Jane Foy
Edward Thomas Frackiewicz Jr. ’75
and Lisa Karas Frackiewicz
Jerry E. Francis ’71, M BA ’82 and
Dorothy S. Francis ’71, M A Ed ’72
John H. Franklin Jr. ’62 and
Linda Franklin
Thomas Doyal Franklin Jr. ’63,
M S ’67 and Annie Jones Franklin
Adolphus Drewry Frazier Jr. and
Clair Frazier
John Alderman Freeman Jr. ’65, M D ’70
and Barbara Beaikly Freeman
Kathleen Breiford French ’73 and
J.ames H. French
Valerie Ellen French J D ’96
Grady Lawrence Friday J r. ’49, J D ’78
and Betty Lou Collins Friday ’51
Frank David Friedersdorf Jr. ’87
Jerome B. Friedman J D ’98 and
Sandra Katz Friedman
Gregg N. elson Frierson ’84 and
M. argaret Frierson
Jeffry D. Frisby ’77 and Debbie Frisby
Henry Fleming Fuller J r. ’32, M D ’34 and
Dorothy Barnes Fuller
Camille G. Fulps
Samuel Hewitt Fulton III ’74 and
M. artha M. Coy Fulton
Amon L. Ackfunderbrook ’62, M D ’66
and Brenda Rushing Funderbrook ’64
Samuel Patrick Funk ’93 and
Betsy Brakefield Funk ’92
Philip George Furbur and
Judith Yvonne Furbur

James Ronald Gadd ’71 and
Cynthia Pringle Gadd
Charles William Gaddy ’52 and
Lucy Gaddy
Joe Ellis Gadd J r. and
Peggy Word Gaddy
Robert Edwin Gadd J r. ’56 and
M. argaret Boyland Gadd
James Melford Gaither Jr. ’65, J D ’67
and Diane Lawson Gaither
William Hinson Gallagher II ’83
Sandra K. Gallant
John Elliott Galloway ’42 and
Kitty Warren Galloway
John Wilson Gandy M BA ’78 and
Rachel Jackson Gandy
John James Gann Jr. ’82 and
Susan Gannon
George Walter Gardner ’61 and
Carol Smyth Gardner
John Thomas Gardner Jr. ’69 and
Deborah J. Gardner
Kay S. Gardner
Terri Lasley Gardner ’78, J D ’81 and
David Lasley
Glen Earl Garrison ’54, M D ’58 and
M. arya G. Garrison
E. Reed Gaskin ’47 and
Jean Hopson Gaskin
Lewis Reed Gaskin ’76 and
Nancy M iley Gaskin
Ed D. Gaskins
Donna Booth Gau t ’78 and
C. Christopher Gau t
James M. elvin Geiger ’61 and
Jeanne Cross Geiger
Edwin B. Geiser and
Barbara E. Geiser
M. ichael Joseph Geneereux ’88 and
Virginia S yer Geneereux
Dwight L. Gentry J r. ’69 and
Rosalind Duck Gentry ’69
James Theodore Gentry ’83 and
Mary M. oore Gentry ’83
Joel Alexander Gentry Jr. ’84 and
Shireen Hiltzko Gentry ’84
M. aurice Howard Gentry ’55 and
Dorothy Brooks Gentry ’55
Robert Alexander Gentry Jr. ’69 and
Linda Stevens Gentry
John R. Georgius
Scott J. erald Gerding ’79 and
Brenda Gerding
Arthur Henry Getz ’72 and
Elizabeth Getz
James H. Art Getzen ’49, M D ’53 and
Joyce Bailey Getzen
Charles E. Giarratana and
Connie Hipple Giarratana
Ann Selien Gibbs and Tom Gibbs
Robert Joseph Gibson ’53 and
Jane Little Gibson
Donald B. Gilchrist ’76, M BA ’83
James Ray Gilley ’57, M BA ’73 and
Sylvia M. essick Gilley ’57
John Wells Gillon ’76 and
Eanne C lauss Gillon
Donald A. Girard ’77 and Polly Girard
Davidson Howard Givens ’72, M D ’76 and
Lynne M iller Givens
Jack Glibman and Natalie Glibman
John Joseph Glisheen Jr. ’67 and
Jennifer O’ahan Glisheen
Ronald Scott Glass Sr. and
Elizabeth M. Glass
Howard Erwin Glenn J r. ’57 and
Phyllis Nurney Glenn
Stephanie M. orrow Glenn ’77, M D ’81
Howard Glenn Godfrey ’66 and
Carol Ann Godfrey
Clarence Edwin Godwin Jr. ’69 and
M. elanie M. otey Godwin
Philip Pittman Godwin Sr. ’53, J D ’56 t
Philip Pittman Godwin Jr. J r. ’74 and
Nora Bundy Godwin
Todd Andrew Goergen ’94
Douglas Robert Goldstein M BA ’83 and
Elizabeth Geer Goldstein
William Rankin Golay ’82 and
Kelly Golay
Mark Andrew Gomez ’86, J D ’89
William Robert Gooden ’63, M BA ’76
James M. elvin Geiger ’61 and
Mary White Goodson ’80 and
G. Rodney Gooden
James Carlyle Gordon Jr. ’59 and
Abbye Davis Gordon
Lucy Holton Gordon ’68, M A ’70 and
Mark Ptashne
R. H. Eric Goss and M ary Coyne Goss
M argaret Ailies Gothot ’78 and
Brian K. Gothot
Louis N. Goettler M D ’62 and
M. arcia Goettler
Susan W. Gottsagen J D ’82 and
Daniel Gottsagen
Gary Carleton Gough ’68, J D ’74 and
Cathleen Crow Gough
Andrew P. Goulder ’78 and
Charlotte Goulder
M. ichael S. Gow and Rita Lynch Gow
Gloria Filippin Graham ’57, M D ’61
and James H. Graham
Kendra Beards Graham ’85 and
Jack D. Graham
James Franklin Graham Jr. ’61,
M D ’65 and Annette B. Graham
John Walter Graham Jr. ’83 and
Cynthia M. Ginnis Graham
Robert M. aurice Gran J r. ’71, J D ’74
Richard D. Graves and Jane Graves
Robert Allen Graves ’73 and
Katherine Keller Graves ’73
Kevin Greaney and Leona Grealey
Jameson Chapman Green ’99
M arylooper Cooper Green ’74 and
Michael C. Green
A drian Hugh Green ’75 and
B. Susan Hutchins Greene ’74
William Burton Greene Jr. ’59
Elizabeth Grier Greer ’64 and
Stewart Greer
J. Murphy Gregg III M BA ’86 and
Kimberly Williams Gregg
Gail Doyle Gregory ’74
M adeline Cashdollar Gregory ’96 and
Jeffrey Guinn Gregory
H. Wade Gresham Jr. ’64 and
Kay Preslar Gresham
Charles Edward Greasle III M BA 2001
Rex Norman Gribble Jr. ’66 and
Nancy Honeycutt Gribble
Paul Putnam Griffin ’49, M D ’53 and
M argaret Brashwell Griffin
Ted R. sonlin Griffin M BA ’76 and
S. ona Oneto Griffin
Judy H. endrick Grifffiths M BA 2001
and William Kent Griffiths
Robert Dinwiddie Grigg IV ’89 and
Allison Reid Grigg ’89
John Franklin Grimes III ’65 and
Cecilia Budd Grimes ’65
Troy M. Grooms M BA ’02 and
Suzanne M. Grooms
Doris Barr Grove ’58 and
Arthur S. Grove
David H. Grundies ’73 and
Diane L. Schneider ’75
Richard David Guinter ’72 and
Debra Guinter
Dorothy Hayes Gunter ’75, J D ’79
Woodrow W. Gunter II J D ’72 and
Donna Wayne Outen
Cary J. Guth ’57, M D ’62 and
John Falstad
Wiley C. Guthrie ’52
President's Club

Anne Stevens Hu '78 and Joe Hsu
Clinton Gray Hubbard '86
Don L. Hubbard '66 and Gina Hubbard
Ron D. Hubble MB BA '87 and Barbarann Long Hubble MB BA '87
Suellen Anderson Hudson '70 and Harold Hudson
William Rucker Hudson MD '51 and Nancy M Clean Hudson
Ruth Ann Hudspeth MB BA '94 and Glenn Hudspeth
Jan PRESSLEY Huggins '63 and Johndia Huggins
Joseph Kenneth Hughes Jr. '83 and Debi Saunders Hughes
Parker Osborne Hutch '94, MB BA '97 and Anne Breuer Huit '96, MB BA '97
Penelope Humphrey Hubert '83 and David Hlubert
Timothy Olen Hull '81 and M ary kay M Donald
Renee Delack Hulitan MB BA '98 and Johan Hultin
Samuel Draper Hummel and Anne Davis Hummel
Hubert Ben Humpfrey Jr '48 and Jackie Humphrey
Robert Howard Humphries '81, JD '89 and Cynthia Clodfater Humphries '81, JD '89
Albert R. Hunt Jr. '65 and Judy Woodruff
Kenneth R. Hunt Jr. '87, JD/MB A '93, and Karen Hindnaw Hutt '87, MB BA '94
Thomas Holmes Hunit M D '71 and Vicki Powell Hunt
William Jack Hunt '39, M D '41 and Sara Forrest Hunt
James Randal Hunter JD '79 and Deborah Poirteur Hunter MAEd '79
Robert J ehu H unit '76 and Donna Webster Hunter
Daniel Johnson Hurst '63 and Carolyn Key Hurst
Larry Lee Hurst '73 and Nancy Kouhalai Hurst
Hilton Terry Hutchens Sr. JD '77, MB BA '74 and Rosalind Hutchens
Jack Robert Hutcheson Jr. '69 and Charlene Dixon Hutcheson
Theodore M ontague Hutcherson Jr. MB A '93
Cherie C. Hutton MB BA '91 and Ronald Hutton
Warren Ashton Hutton Jr JD '82 and Julie Schweig Hutton MB BA '82
Robert Stephen Hyatt '83 and Paige Tucker Hyatt
Harold Ross Inman '70 and Mollie M alone Inman
Jennifer Reichle Isley '88 and Van Dexter Isley
James Ray Israel MD '63 and Barbara M clain Israel

Suzanne Jowdy Jbour '75, JD '79 and Joe Jbour
Alby E. Jackson '33
Harold Dean Jackson Jr. '64 and Amy Generelly Jackson
James M. Jackson Jr. and Anne Herring Jackson '67
Johnnie M organ Jackson Jr. '67 and Eileen Jane Jackson
M ark Douglas Jackson MB BA '98
Ann Phillips Jacobs '81 and John Jacobs
Cabot Lee Jaffe '83
Timothy Ryan Janke MB BA '89 and Susan S. Janke
Ali Jarrahi and B. Parvin Jarrahi
Michael C. Jasperse MB BA '86
James Powell Jenkins '73 and M arilyn Gravander Jenkins '72
James Wilfred Jenkins Jr. '76 and Pamela Byrum Jenkins
Roger L. Jenkins and Basia Jenkins
M aurice j ennings and Linda Jennings
 Vaughn Edward Jennings Jr. '70, JD '73 and M ary Ellen Nanniy Jennings '72
Robert S. Jespon Jr. and Alice Jespon
Elva Lois Jeos '76
James Jeffrey Jeter '81 and Leslie Barron Jeter '84
Barbara Jo Johnson '73
Charlene Anderson Johnson '82 and Thomas Harris Johnson
Charles Ross Johnson II M D '65 and Kathy Johnson
Charles Weeks Johnson MB BA '82 and Page Johnson
Christopher Hampton Johnson MB BA '01 and M aria Pannazzo
David Wendell Johnson
Don R. Johnson MB BA '83 and M arilyn Johnson
Gregory Charles Johnson '89 and Susan M ary Vozella
James Edwin Johnson Jr. '55, JD '56
James Lester Johnson '52 and Lois Rogers Johnson
Jay Eulan Johnson Jr. '78, MB BA '81 and Nancy M arsh Johnson MB BA '81
Jennie M. Johnson MB BA '83
John Samuel Johnson Jr. '55, JD '57 and Elizabeth K. Johnson
Kevin Lewis Johnson MB BA '01 and Melissa Yvonnie Johnson '99
Nancy Beck Johnson '57
Roy Winslow Johnson MB BA '89 and Patti E. Johnson
Suzanne Kersting Johnson MB BA '82 and Paul L. Johnson
Terry Luther Johnson '60 and Evelyn Perryman Johnson
Todd Clayton Johnson '76, M D '80 and M ary Johnson
Marion Lawrence Johnson Jr. JD '73 and Ann A. Johnson MB BA '81
Alphonso Casey Jones MB BA '96
Christy Respess Jones MB BA '00 and Donald Charles Jones

Frank Edgerton Jones '76
Joseph Alexander Jones '61
Kenneth Wayne Jones '80 and Denise Stanley Jones
M ark Addison Jones '69 and Susan Clark
M ichael Evans Jones '70 and Peggy Budd Jones
M orris Wiley Jones Jr. '70 and Marcela P. Jones
Robert Eldredge Jones III '74
Amy Caroline Young Jordan '93, M D/MB A '98 and George Harrison Jordan '92
Riley M oreo Jordan '47, M D '51 and Lyda Jordan
Rusail Wood Jordan III '63 and Andrea Thomas Jordan '65
Wayne Eugene Jordan '60, JD '63 and John Henry Jordan '61
Wayne joyce and Julia Joyce
George William Joyner Jr. '66
Sue Brewer Joyner
M ax E. Justice JD '70 and Karen Justice

Charlie William Kafer '66, JD '69 and Rebecca M elton Kafer '68
Anthony Forgione Kahn '76 and Cynthia F. Kahn
Ina Blackmore Kamenz '77 and Donald Kamenz
Gordon C. Kammire '79, M D '83 and LEDA Danelle Kammire '82, M D '96
John Sherlock Karel '76 and Dayna Rice Karel
Stephen Paul Karr JD '76 and Pamela R. Karr '74, M AEd '94
Jane Catherine Karwoski '80
John Harbin Keener '73 and Caroline Scott Keener
Reynolds Scott Keith '79, M BA '82 and Nancy Bartley Keith
Theodore Allen Keith M D '67 and M ary Jane Stacey Keith
Charles Nell Kelley '62 and Allene Egan Kelley
John Walter Kelley Sr.
M ary Withers Kelley '62
Laura Holloway Kelley MB A '84 and Steven Craig Kelley '68
John Hall Kelly '74, M D '78 and M artha Lanier Kelly
Lisa Thompson Kelley '80, JD '85 and Peter Joseph Kelley '79
Richard Jeann Kelley '68, M D '77 and Barbara Biesecker Kelley MA '74
Robert Allen Kemner Jr. '68 and Janis D. Kemmerer
Charles R. Kennedy and Kathy Kennedy
James M artin Kennedy '81
Paul Jennings Kennedy III '82 and Michelle A. Kennedy
John Wesley Kennedy '82

M ark Baruch Kent '85 and M artha Hart Kent
Jeffrey William Kentner '78 and Pamela Dobbins Kentner '79
Henry Degrotte Kerfoot Jr. '56 and Angela Kerfoot
John K. Kerr and M arjorie Buckler Kerr
Donald M urrell Kersey Jr. '77, M BA '80 and Rebecca B. Kersey
Gene C. Kester '67 and Jane Kester
Vincent Arthur Kiley '71, M D '75 and M ary Lou Kiley
Roy Donald Kilgore '73 and Leah deC Carter Kilgore '75
Paul Killian '57, M D '61
John Davis Kimberly '86 and Lizbeth Kimberly
Barbara Sudduth Kincaid '78 and John W. Kincaid Jr.
M ary Elizabeth King MB A '90
William Douglas King '61 and Alice Finch King
Michael Richard Kirby '66 and Carolyn Powell Kirby '66
Robert Edward Kirk '77 and Rebecca Lynn Kinkirk
James Franklin Kirkpatrick Jr. '72 and Jane Eber Kirkpatrick
Karen Sandberg Kirwan '83 and Patrick Kirwan
John Summerell Kitchin MB A '69
Nancy Brewer Kitchin
William Walton Kitchin Sr. M B A '36, M D '38
M ichelle L. Kitson MB A '02
Simon Klebanow MB A '74
John Gilbert Kloss MB A '69 and Lois N. Kloss
Robert Douglas Knapp '68
Frank Wilson Knueht IV '88 and Jennifer Knecht
George K. Knox '75 and M ary Knox
Haden Edward Knox JD '63 and Frances Yvonne Knox JD '91
John Daniel Knox III '84 and Eleanor Bailey Knox '84
Donald Wayne Knutson '82 and Donna Knutson
Clarence E. Koster '80
Richard O. Kopf JD '81 and Ingrid Kofl
Horace Robinson Kornegay Jr. '74 and Rhonda Hicks Kornegay
Horace Robinson Kornegay Sr. '47, JD '49 and Annie Ben Kornegay
John Joseph Korzen '81, JD '91 and Catherine Frier Korzen '82
Edward John Koinski M S '73, M D '73 and Deborah M ayer
John Frederick Krahnt Jr. '79, M D '83 and Anne Beard Krahnt '81
Joseph A. Kuhn III '77
Nancy Rich Kuhn '73 and Roy M. Henwood
Angela Kufnyn
J. Ward Kurad MB A '91 and M artha Kurad
William H. Kutter '75, M D '85 and Carol C. Kuchte
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Scott W. Rasmussen M BA '88 and Laura Rasmussen
Jane Elizabeth Rast '93
James Joseph Ratchford III '86 and
Denise Jolliffe Ratchford '86
Gregory E. Ratliffe and Lisa Peeler Ratliffe
Karen Denise Ratts M BA 2001
David Albert Rawley Jr. '60 and
Barbara Jordan
David Albert Rawley II
Joseph Pearson Rawley '60, M BA '75 and
Glenda Rawley
John M Ichal Ray '67 and
Emily Gail Ray
David Brian Rea JD '80 and
Nancy K. Rea
Thomas Alexander Readling '56, MD '60 and
Betty Jo Huskins Reading '56
Richard Armbrust Reavis Jr. '86 and
Nancy M. Reavis
Howard Roger Rege '77 and
M arla Thayer Rege
John Edgar Reeece '81 and
Libby Reece
Dennis R. Reigle and
Patricia Ann Reigle
David Rawen Reilly MBA '01
Jeffrey Scott Schwall '79 and
Lee Bynum Schwall
Duke Tyler Scott M BA '74 and
Jo Ann Scott
Elizabeth Flowers Scott '88 and
Steven S. Scott
James Stanley Scott '84 and
Susan Lingenfelser Scott
Jo Ann Scott
John L. Scott and
M ary Jane Hearn Scott
Richard Leroyscott and
Linda Lucia Scott
Randolph Brian Screen '78 and
Rebecca Sefalhre Screen
David Covington Sears '83 and
Donna Sears
Lester Dupuy Sears '71, M BA '78 and
Jeanne Sears
M ichael Gerard Gertrude Sebesta '86 and
Charlotte Riddle Sebesta '87
Alvin Jackson Secrest III '87, M D '92
Shaw Fu Seen '57 and Lily Loo Seen
M ercer Brannon Sell III '71
H. Dean Sellers and Sara Sellers
Vida Lee Peed Senter
William Jeffress Senter Jr. '75, M BA '78 and
Teresa Jansen Senter
Donald T. Shafer '70, M D '74 and
M artha Pierce Royal
William David Shannon '86 and
Clark L. Scriver '85
Alvin Jackson Secrest III '87, M D '92
Shaw Fu Seen '57 and Lily Loo Seen
M ercer Brannon Sell III '71
H. Dean Sellers and Sara Sellers
Vida Lee Peed Senter
William Jeffress Senter Jr. '75, M BA '78 and
Teresa Jansen Senter
Donald T. Shafer '70, M D '74 and
M artha Pierce Royal
William David Shannon '86 and
Patricia A. Shaw
William W. Shaw M BA '87 and
Shirley Floyd Shaw
Thomas Shearer '72 and
Lucy Lennex Shearer '75
Charles Debra Tolson Shelton Sr. and
Sandra Shelton
Douglas Allen Shelton Jr. M BA '89 and
Karen P. Shelton
R. Edwin Shelton and Dotti Shelton

† Deceased
William Shendow ‘63 and
Katherine Swisher Shendow
Roger Lee Shepard ‘77
Robert Edward Shepherd MD ‘79
and Ann Shepard
Michael Anthony Sherk M BA ‘98
Douglas Wayne Shiflett ‘70, M D ‘74
and Carolyn Fox Shiflett ‘70
Sarah Catherine Shoaf ‘76, PA ‘77
and Alan Griffith M il ler
Ralph Daniel Shore Jr. M BA ‘01 and
Marylin Shore
Sue Powell Shore
David Peter Shouvlin ‘74, JD ‘79
and M argaret H art Shuping
Tony Jonah Scicolof ‘57
Bruce Russell Sidell ‘85 and
Elizabeth Kent Sidell
William Reginald Signor Snr. JD ‘63 and
Evelyn Starnes Signor
Richard Craig Siler ‘73 and
Martha Barden Siler
Joseph Perry Sills Jr. ‘77 and
Molly Lumbril Sills ‘76
Steven David Silverman M D ‘74 and
Valerie R. Silverman
James H. Simkins M BA ‘82 and
Mary Beth M. Simkins M BA ‘82
Gregory Lee Simmons and
Carol Cauley Simmons
J. Dale Simmons ‘54, M D ‘57 and
Lee Hixco Simmons
M athew Stephen Simmons M BA ‘99 and
Karen Anne Oswald Simmons
Gilbert Simontetti III ‘80 and
Alison Rae Simontetti
Claude Ernest Simons Jr. ‘67, JD ‘71 and
Anne M. Simons
Evander Samuel Simpson III and
Debbie Webb Simpson
Thomas Edward Simpson ‘54, M D ‘57 and
M artha Kilby Simpson PA ‘74, M D ‘88
Beverly Stott Sinistm
Duncan James Sinclair Jr. ‘50 and
M arie Blake Sinclair
Anuraga Hari Singhal JD ‘89 and
Lisa Kay Singhal
James D. Sink M D ‘75 and
Linda S. Sink
Kester Andrew Sink
Karen H aynes Sistare ‘81 and
Joseph D. Sistare III
Larry Bruce Sitton ‘61, JD ‘64 and
Carroll R. Sitton
Scott M ichael Skidmore M BA ‘01
John William Slate III ‘69 and
Gail M . Slate
Gregory Marshall Slaton ‘78
Rayborn Duke Slaughter ‘81 and
Jenny Slaughter
June Kazuo Stroh Slowik ‘94 and
Jeb Slowik
Allen Dale Smith Jr. ‘80 and
Lydia Smith
Betty Jane Smith ‘70
Brian Douglas Smith ‘78 and
Caryl Clark Smith ‘78
David Clark Smith Jr. ‘72, JD ‘75 and
Patricia Harris Smith
Edward Thompson Smith Jr. ‘73 and
Janet Johnson Smith ‘74
Gail M ackie Smith M BA ‘89
K elly M onroon Smith ‘86 and
Jeffrey K. Poteat
M athew Bradham Smith ‘91 and
Katherine Pugh Smith ‘93
M ichael Clifton Smith ‘89 and
Mary Dee Andrews Smith ‘93
Robert Kent Smith
Robert Theodore Smith Jr. ‘57 and
M artha Lou Haworth Smith ‘58
Ronald Keith Smith ‘73 and
Gwen Hermes Smith
Roy Jordan Smith ‘53 and
Doris Elizabeth Pearce Smith ‘55
Scott Alan Smith ‘76 and Pat Smith
William C. Smith and W illiow Smith
Zachary T. Smith II
William Samuel Smoak ‘72 and
Mary M artha Smoak
Charles Steven Smoot ‘75 and
Dorothy J. Smoot
Bryan Todd Smoots ‘83, M BA ‘01 and
Katherine Schwoebel Smoak
Norman Bailey Sneed ‘61 and
Susan Hackman Patael
Charles Lawson Snipes ‘82
Harry Dennis Snyder III ‘80, M D ‘84
James Eugene Snyder Jr. ‘67, JD ‘70 and
Sandra Craver Snyder
William Timothy Snyder ‘88 and
Kimberly Thayer Snyder
Marcus Frank Sohrer M BA ‘52 and
Jean Sohrer
Richard Paul Soja ‘86 and Gail Soja
Ignacio Solares M BA ‘82 and
Ja y Yovin Solares
Christopher William Solomon ‘90
David Paul Sousa ‘71 and
Bettie K idley Sousa ‘71
Eugene Sydron Spainhour ‘72 and
Carole Spainhour
Ernest B. Spangler and Jean M. Spangler
David Brent Spear ‘79 and Lisa Spear
James Bernard Spears Jr. ‘70, JD ‘73 and
Emma O ‘neal Spears ‘72
M ichael Sterling Spews ‘78, JD ‘81 and
W endy Spews
James Thomas Spencer Jr. ‘97
James Thomas Spencer Jr. ‘41 and
Frances Wilson Spencer
J erry W. Spence
Wilmot Jefferson Strum Jr. and
Catherine Rogers Sprin es
Lorinda B. Spivey M BA ‘75 and
Robert F. Spivey Jr.
M aurice M oncrief Splicer Jr. ‘64 and
Betty Bowen Splicer
Peter Albert Spung ‘83 and
Lisa Ann Spung
Lucy A. Stedfast Stagg M D ‘68
Paul Lynnwood Stagg M D ‘68
T royl Francis Stallard ‘66 and
Charlotte Davis Stallard
E. Ray Stanford Jr. JD ‘79 and
Cathryn Stanford
Richard Thomas Stange ‘69, JD ‘72 and
Judith Bebeau Stange ‘73
James W. Stanton and Katie Stanton
Richard Lynn Stueber Jr. ‘68, JD ‘70 and
Lucia Lewis Stanton
Luther Donald Starling Jr. JD ‘90
David Lowell Starmer ‘95 and
Janet Houchens Starmer ‘96
James Ernest Stammer Jr. ‘68 and
Linda Taylor Stammer ‘70
M ichael L. Starr M BA ‘78 and
Susen M yrick Starr
James Brooks Statlon III
James H. Steeg M BA ‘75
Amelia Johnson Steele M BA ‘75
John Shelton Steele M BA ‘75
David John Steffy ‘80 and
E. Carol Stanley Steffy ‘80
Vick L. Brooks Stevens ‘78 and
L. V. Stevens
Barbara Stephens
John Alford Stephens ‘46 and
Ava N eel Stephens
Roy Albert Stephens M D ‘59
M. Durwood Stephens and
Vickie F. Stephenson
M ichael John Steveren and
Elizabeth Ann Steveren
John Samuel Stevenson ‘63, M D ‘67 and
Sue Latham Stevensen
Charles Stephen Stewar t III ‘76, M D ‘80 and
Karen Donovan Stewart
William David Steward ‘74 and
Patricia Ann Stewart
Scott Alan Stichter JD ‘87 and
Sarah B. Stichter
John Arthur Stillman ‘76 and
Ginger Haynes Stillman ‘77
Vernon L. E. Stisser Jr. and
Pamela A. Stisser
Loyd Wade Stokes Jr. ‘83 and
Tara Raines Stokes ‘83
Arnold M. Stone JD ‘59 and
Carol A. Stone
John Everett Stone Jr. ‘69 and
Betty H yder Stone ‘70
Janice Kulynych Story ‘75 and
Thomas Edgar Story
Mary Evelyn Stowe ‘61
Gary Hugh Strickland ‘73
Robert L. Strickland and
Elizabeth M. Strickland
Garrett Raymond Stringer ‘97 and
Amy E. Gibbons Stringer ‘98
Richard Joseph Strittmatter ‘85 and
Carol Folkman Strittmatter ‘86
Susan Pauline Strommer M BA ‘99
Stephen Denham Strue ‘66 and
Jane S herrill Stree ‘67
Williamson Beasley Strum ‘61 and
Faye Young Strum ‘62
Thomas N. Stuetzer Jr. ‘68 and
Nancy Bost Stueitz ‘69
Samuel Arthur Sue Jr. ‘52, M D ‘56 and
Cecelia Sue
Robert Vance Suggs ‘59, JD ‘64 and
Gladys Phillips Suggs
John Leo Sullivan III M BA ‘00 and
M elissa Gage Sullivan
Richard H askel Sum erel ‘72 and
Connie Hughes Sumerel
M ichael John Summers ‘87 and
Elizabeth Previtt Summers ‘89
Xiao ping Sun M BA ‘98
Benjamin Conrad Sutton Jr. ‘80, JD ‘83
and Sally H artsfield Sutton
Robert Kenneth Swab Jr. ‘84 and
Edith Lowe Swab ‘84
Joel Craig Swaim ‘70 and
Terry Bryson Swaim
Timothy Lee Swanson ‘89 and
Anne Wallis Swanson
Keith Swenson and Jill Swenson
Norman Virgil Swenson Jr. ‘69 and
Shelley Perry Swenson
Walter Kenneth Swing ‘66 and
Winnie Swing
John Timothy Swyers M BA ‘01
Dorabella Graves Sykes
Paula Elizabeth Sympko M D ‘81
T
John Berry Talbert Jr. M BA ‘73 and
Judy Blackweller Talbert
James M ilton Tart Jr. ‘48 and
Sylvia Rogers Tart
J erry Gordon Tart ‘55, JD ‘57 and
Zilphia Brit Tart
Lawrence Eugene Tarvedast M BA ‘94 and
Jill Tarvedast
Wendell Tascher and Jane Tascher
Gary Bunting Tash JD ‘71 and
Carol M osey Tash
David Carlton Tassell ‘79 and
Kimberly Camp Tassell ‘80
David Harrison Tate ‘55, M D ‘65 and
Phyllis M. Tate
Ephraim M urry Tatter Jr. JD ‘49
Steven Gary Tate ‘76, JD ‘78 and
Constance Baker Tatter ‘76
Ben Sullivan Tatum ‘55 and
Doris Ridgeld Tatum
Susan Elizabeth Lupo ‘75, M D ‘79 and
Andrew Duval Taylor Jr. ‘66
Charles H art Taylor ‘63, JD ‘66 and
Elizabeth Owen Taylor ‘65, M A ‘71
Daniel Russell Taylor Jr. JD ‘76 and
Gwynne Stephens Taylor M A ‘76
M ary Ann Hampton Taylor ‘56, M D ‘60 and
Gerald Thomas Taylor ‘58
Robert Bryan Taylor ‘72 and
Viki Lyn Taylor
Thomas Rogers Taylor II ‘77 and
M artha Kellar Taylor ‘78
Susan Elizabeth Lupo ‘75, M D ‘79 and
Andrew Duval Taylor Jr. ‘66
Charles H art Taylor ‘63, JD ‘66 and
Elizabeth Owen Taylor ‘65, M A ‘71
Daniel Russell Taylor Jr. JD ‘76 and
Gwynne Stephens Taylor M A ‘76
M ary Ann Hampton Taylor ‘56, M D ‘60 and
Gerald Thomas Taylor ‘58
Robert Bryan Taylor ‘72 and
Viki Lyn Taylor
Thomas Rogers Taylor II ‘77 and
M artha Kellar Taylor ‘78
Susan Williams Taylor Jr. ‘34, M D ‘36
Chadwick Terrance Teague M BA ‘01 and
Gina M. CeNeal Teague
William Jesse Teague Sr. J D ‘73 and
Katherine Reese Teague
Bradley Davis Templeton ‘73, M D ‘77 and
Greta Banks Templeton ‘76
Cynthia Evans Tessien ‘82 and
William Thomas Tessien
M ark Dorland Tetsworth ‘81 and
Lauree M cGuire Tetsworth ‘81
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Barbara Whittington Tew '63
John M. Leland Tew Jr. '57, M.D. '61 and Susan Smyth Tew
William B. Thalhimer III and Salie Brush Thalhimer
Danny Thomas '81
Mark Stanton Thomas '75, J.D. '78 and Sarah Zeigler Thomas
Raymond Drake Thomas J.D '64 and Pat Thomas
Wilbur Clyde Thomas '35, M.D. '37 and Barbara Greenlee Thomas
Walter George Thomason '81 and Linda Jenkins Thomason '82
Cynthia Tomlinson Thomson '84 and James E. Thompson
Donald A. Thompson M.B.A '85 and Joan Joyce Thompson
Frances Edwards Thompson
Larry Paul Thompson '57
Randolph Thompson Jr. '65
Robert Dale Thompson '61 and Teresa Columbie Thompson
Leonard M.orris Tilley '56 and Mary Jo Tilley
John Bailey Tittmarsh Jr. M.D. '57 and Jo Ann Tittmarsh
Frank Lesesne Todd Sr. '43, J.D. '48 and Betty Anne Drysdale Todd
Frank Lesesne Todd Jr. '71, J.D. '74 and Judy Todd
Harold Lee Townsend III '73 and Vickie Harden Townsend
James Douglas Townsend '88 and Shannan Spence Townsend '87
Murphy Furman Townsend Jr. '57, M.D. '61 and Camille Townsend
Sherman Lee Townsend '66 and Elaine Townsend
Daniel Webster Trask '74, J.D. '76 and Julia Chambers Trask
Howard P. Treichler and Eileen G. Treichler
Donald William Trexler M.B.A. '95 and Laurie Gutschmidt Trexler M.B.A. '95
James Emery Trible '55 and Byrd Barnette Trible '54
Camden Bruce Trumble '77 and Jane Paula Trumble
John A. Trinder and Priscilla Trinder
Oliver S. Trone III and Kimberly K. Trone
M.ichael Todd Tucker M.B.A '94 and
Donna Lawson Tucker
Edward Anthony Tunip '73
James M. Turk IV M.B.A. '76 and Patricia D. Turk
Jean Calhoun Turlington
Thomas Eli Turlington Sr. and
Jean Calhoun Turlington
Charles Siewers Turner M.D '70 and
Laura D. Turner
F. Benjamin Turner '69
George Todd Turner '95
James Baxter Turner Jr. '42 and
Ann Brower Turner
James Clayton Turner '55
James Thomas Turner '60 and
Patricia Renfrow Turner '62
M. ichael Roe Turner and
Stella Jane Turner
Tisha Sue Turner '94
Kenneth E. Tutterow and
Judy Tutterow
M.ima Tuttle
Reginald Edward Tweedy Jr. '67 and
Patricia Fouster Tweedy '69

Beth Perry Upchurch '43 and
William Upchurch
W. Howard Upchurch Jr. '85, M.B.A '87
Willard Howard Upchurch Sr. '59 and
M. ary R. Upchurch

George T. Valaoras and
Georgia Valaoras
M.ilton Ernest Valentine Jr. '66 and
Karla Hidalgo Valentine
Allen Holstead Van Dyke, Jr. M.D. '71 and
Perry Grimes Van Dyke
Susan Pope VanDeventer '75 and
Peter B. Van Deventer
Gilmer C. Van Poole '49
M.ary Jo Fortrell Vance '60
Harold Wood Vann '79 and
Susan Collins Vann
Robert Lee Vann '42, M.D. '45 and
Patricia Hillie Vann
Javier Vasquez M.B.A. '01 and
Cecilia Vasquez
Charles Glenn Vaughan Jr. '57 and
Janice Witherspoon Vaughan
Thomas Ray Vaughan Jr. '60 and
Janice Grossman Vaughan '60
Roger Lee Vaughan '74 and
Kim B. Vaughn
Stuart F. Vaughn and
Frances M. Condon Vaughn
Curtis Joseph Vaughn J.D. '76 and
M. ary Teague Vaughan
William Guy Via '65 and
Sharon Lynch Via '70
Brian Francis Vick M.B.A. '01 and
Pamela Vick
John Bernard Vick '53, M.D. '57 and
N. omi Vick
John Henry Viehe M.B.A. '92
Samuel James Villegas '74 and
Elizabeth Hاردin Villegas
Robin Kenton Vinson '76, J.D. '79 and
Tracy Blackwell Vinson
Dydra Hines Virgil M.B.A. '84 and
John Virgil
Laura Horton Virkler '95 and
Drayton T. Virkler
Herbert Jacob Vogelsang II M.B.A. '95 and
Sara Bright Vogelsang '86
Ronald Hartman Vogler M.B.A. '80 and
Charlotte M. yrick Vogler M.B.A. '89
Donald M. Ilton VonCannen '67, J.D. '71 and
Carol Shotts VonCannen

Christiane Shiplely Wade '90 and
M. itchel J. Wade
David Ira Wahrhaftig M.B.A. '82 and
Sue Kloap Wahrhaftig
George Lindemann Wainwright Jr. '84 and
Carol M. C. hney Wainwright
Doris Reece Walker
Frank Hicks Walker '43 and
Louise Laffoon Walker
John Samuel Walker '43 and
Cheiko Walker
John Timothy Walker '81 and
Beverly Seymour Walker
Judith Culip Walker J.D. '85
M. ichael Walker and
Bunnie Canup Walker
Ralph Adolphus Walker '58, J.D. '63 and
Charlotte Queeny Walker
Rebecca Moyer Walker '72
Russell Grady Walker J.R. '66, J.D. '69 and
Diane Lane Walker
Carol Charles Wall III '70, J.D. '72 and
Mary Lou Wall
George Hampton Wall '55, M.D. '58 and
Billie Olive Wall '56
Cornelia S. Wall
Gerald Carter Wallace Jr. '47
J. M. Clain Wallace Jr. '85, J.D. '88 and
Marybeth Sutton Wallace '86
M. itchel Warren Wallace '56 and
Cornelia Wallace
Robert Randolph Wallace '76 and
Christina Ann Wallace
Douglas Carlyle Walker '71 and
Judy Berson Walker
Thomas Raymond Walsh '80, M.D. '84 and
Elizabeth Douglass Walsh '80
Lisa Beatty Walker '88, M.B.A. '94 and
Derek Walker
C. James Walton Jr. '51, M.D. '55 and
Jennie Crawford Walton
John William Walton Jr. '48 and
Charlotte Gardner Walton
D.E. Ward Jr. '43, M.D. '45 and
Sara Henry Ward
David Dockery Ward '72, J.D. '75 and
Elizabeth Bynum Ward
John Wesley Ward III M.B.A. '73 and
Betsy Currin Butler Ward M.A.Ed '85
William Stephen Ware and
Pati Hughes Ware
Julia Elizabeth Wareing '00
M. ark Lowe Warren '80 and
Kemper Rein Warren
Harrill Gene Washburn M.S. '54, M.D. '58 and
Billie F. Washburn
Willard Wyan Washburn '34, M.D. '41 and
Emily Davis Washburn
William Arthur Washburn III '88 and
Sondra Stetfurst Washburn
John Steven Waters '77, M.D. 81 and
Nancy M. C. reyes Waters
Glen Lee Watkins M.D. '84 and
Sheila Rachad Watkins
Ruth L. Watkins
William Errett Watkins '21, M.D. '21

John Henry Vernon Watts '70 and
Donna Lucas Watts
Richard Nelson Watts M.B.A. '86 and
Allison Pruitt Watts
Karen Louise Watson '74, M.A.Ed '99 and
William M. Iller Watts Jr. '69
Anthony Barr Way M.B.A. '91 and
Deborah Brown Way
Benjamin A. Weathers '39 and
Betty K. Weathers
Harry Huntington Weathers '49, M.D. '53
Rodriguez Pierre Webb '92 and
Garnett Jones Webb
James Aalden Webster III J.D. '81 and
Mary Ann Parrott Webster '82
Jonathan Daniel Webster M.B.A. '01 and
Sarah Webster
Stonewall Jackson Webster Jr. J.D. '59 and
Shirley Reid Webster
Lee Davis Weddle Sr. '85 and
Bettilouise Schutt Weddle
Joseph Andrew Weeks '95, M.B.A. '01
Sandy Nelson Weeks '66, J.D. '69 and
Barbara Knoop Weeks '69
Alexander Frank Weir Jr. '50, M.D. '53 and
Janet Roberts Weir
Anne Hatfield Weir M.B.A. '76 and
Howard Twaddel Weir
Paul Daniel Weir '82 and
Susanne Sagar Weir
Hazel Gordon Weisner '67 and
Johnny B. Weisner
Larry Felix Weisner '80
William Henry Weldon '76 and
Hillary Jane Weldon
Charles Randall Welfare Jr. '68 and
Terri M. Walfare
Edward Brooks Weller '74 and
Rebecca Barbee Weller
Thomas Daniel Weller '87 and
Margaret Demopoulos Weller '88
James O. Wels Wells Jr. '60, M.D. '63 and
Sybil Beasley Wels Wells '63
William Thomas Wels '74 and
Sara DeRaffel Wels
James G. Weisel and Libby Welsh
James Greer Welsh Jr. ',87, J.D. '97 and
Elizabeth M. Connell Welsh '90
Phillip David Wenzel '84 and
Gloria C. Wenzel
Todd Dale Welter '87 and
Jennifer L. Wenser
Caleb Dwight West III '81
Jerry W. West '60 and Ruby H. West
Forrest Alexander Whaling M.A. '81 and
Cynthia Thomas Whaling '82
Robert P. Whaling Jr. and
Betsy Butler Whaling
John B. Wheitley and Molly Whitaly
William Asbury Whiting M.A. '77 and
Jane Whitaker
Alan Joseph White J.D. '55 and
Helene Buckhantz White
Gerald Franklin White Sr. '49, J.D. '52 and
Sara Holcomb White '53
Julian Andrews White '38, M.D. '39
William Robert Whitehurst '78 and
Jane Leonard Whitehurst '73
M artha Sue Shaw Whitley '87 and Charles Whitley
Nancy O'Neil Whitley M D '57
James H. Whitaker and Jean Whitaker
Gregory Bruce W hittington M BA '95 N. Susan Whittington M BA '84
Donald M ichael Wicker and Cynthia Turnage Wicker
Jeffrey Glenn Wigington J D '92 and Carolyn Wigington
Donald Wilborne J r. M BA '93 and Beth Canipe Wilborne M Ed '88
Staten Langbourn e Wilcox J D '78 and Pamela Wilcox
Jack E. Wilkerson J r. and Sally Wilkerson
Ronald D. Wilkins and T on W ilkins
David Earl Williams '63 and Nancy C. Williams
Duval McC diaman Williams J r. '65, J D '68 and Elizabeth Jackson Williams '65
Edward M. kapease Williams J r. '74 and Beth Williams
Elizabeth Anne Williams
Alice V. Williams '67 and George P. Williams J r.
James Thomas Williams '64, M A '66
Leonidas Polk Williams J r. '54, M D '57
Lonnie B. Williams Sr. '51, J D '53 and Janice Williams
Paul Forrester Williams '51 and Sally Glenn Williams
Reba Moore Williams
S. Clay Williams J r. and Mary Williams
Sylvester E. Williams IV, J D '90, M BA '91
Walter Frederick Williams Sr. '38, J D '40
Walter Frederick Williams J r. '67, J D '69 and Susan M. Williams '67
George Williamson J r. '61 and Carol Wagster Williamson '64
Paul Richard Williamson '78, M D '82 and Jessica Williamson
Robert B. Williamson J r. M BA '83 and Caroline Crook Williamson
John G. Williard and Patricia Williard
John Kenneth Willisford J r. '75, M D '79 and Rebecca Sheridan Willisford '75
John Kenneth Willisford '43, M D '46 and Eileen Doerries Willisford
Robert Earl Willisford '50, J D '52 and Ruth Pierce Willisford
Robert Earl Willisford J r. '51 and Edna Willisford
Anne Hanes Willis
M ade H. Willis
Barbara Smith Wilson '55
Edwin Graves Wilson '43 and Emily Herring Wilson M A '62
Frances Phillips Wilson M BA '99 and Charles Thomas Wilson
Gabriella Eordogh Wilson '66
J. Tyl ee Wilson and Patricia Wilson
Jon M artin Wilson '67 and Sandra Wilson
Kenneth J. Wilson '85 and Donna Kaye Carroll Wilson
Leslie Durand Wilson J r. '57 and Anne Wilson
Linda J ean Wilson '83, J D '86
Margaret S. Wilson
Robert Bruce Wilson '70 and Nancy Scheiner Wilson '72
Samuel Grayson Wilson J D '74 and Penny Wilson
Stephen R. Wilson and Elizabeth Wilson
George Criston Windham '72, J D '76 and Ann King Windham
Paul Lawrence Wingate '65 and Sandra Caudle Wingate
Donald Garrett Winn M BA '99 and K aly Winn
Robert Raymond Winslow III '77
Thomas Lee Withrow M BA '91 and Missy Witherow
Fred Paul Wohlfard M BA '73 and Vivian Wohlfard
John G. Wolfe Jr. '70 and Robert Bryson Wolfe
Bobby Joe Womack and Rober t L. Womack
Ralph Hanes Womble M BA '90 and Anne Womble
Brent Earl Wood '85, J D '89 and Mary K. Wood
Franklin Harris Wood III '83
Judy Powell Wood '77, P A '81
William Alexander Wood J r. '77, M D '81
Leon F. Woodruff J r. M D '72 and Bonnie Coats Woodruff
John C. Woods M BA '87 and Donna Woods
Clyde Archer Wootton III '63, J D '65 and Sandra M erriman Wootton '64
Harriet Farthing Worley '69 and Jerry S. Worley
J. Robert Wren Jr. '69 and Elizabeth G. Wren
J. Hugh Wright and Caroline Atkinson Wright
Kenneth Dale Wright '72 and Andrea Bell Wright
M ariam Overcash Wright M BA '99
Lindsay Clement Yancey Jr. '73 and Debra Harts Yancey '73
Garland W. Yarborough M D '75 and Linda Yarborough
Woody Herman Yates M BA '99 and Stephanie Yates
Robert William Yelton '64, J D '67 and Martha Jo Porter Yelton '74
James Johnson York '77 and Tammy Taylor York '81
Barbara L. Young '84, J D '87 and George William Reid
Charles Jeffrey Young '72 and Lynn Dalton Young

J ulius Smith Young Jr. '70, M ALS '95 and Katherine Garrity Young
H elen Wright Young
M ary Helen Whisnant Young '69 and Stephen K. Young
Philip Bradford Young M BA '95 and Sarah Young
Peter Shuford Yount M D '73 and Avis Yount

D avid Maier Zacks '64, J D '67 and Barbara Zacks
Robert John Zalzneck Sr. and Sara Zalzneck
R. Henry Zanarini '84 and Anne Zanarini
Nick G. Zegrea and Alice Doll Zegrea
Pamela K. Zick M Ed '93 and Kenneth A. Zick
Steven Robert Zielske '85
David Walter Zizik and Karen A. Baker Zizik
Robert William Zweier '81 and Mary Withers Zweier '80
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A
William Ramsay Abernathy M BA ’99
John Leonard Allbrittain M BA ’95 and
Lisa Allbrittain
Mary Sue Reich Alt M BA ’95 and
Charles Andrew Alt
Kevin James Amero ’94
David Williams Ammons ’85 and
Leigh Sharp Ammons
Lucy Shirley Anderson ’94, M BA ’99
Paul Raymond Anderson ’92 and
Elizabeth M Pferson Andresen ’90
William Thomas Atkins ’87
Nancy Kay Leist Atwell ’90 and
Alan George Atwell
Charles Dale Autrey MBA ’01 and
Nancy Kay Leist Atwell ’90 and
William Thomas Atkins ’87

B
Laura B. Bacon ’82 and James A. Bacon
Teofilo S. Baccanong Jr. M BA ’00
Garrett M Cdonald Baker ’96
M egna Bantwal Baliga ’00
Haimanti Banerjee MBA ’99
Meghna Bantwal Baliga ’00
Garrett McDonald Baker ’96
Laura B. Bacon ’82 and James A. Bacon
Charles Dale Autrey MBA ’01 and
Nancy Kay Leist Atwell ’90 and
William Thomas Atkins ’87

C
Dean A. Caldwell M BA ’92 and
Cathy M Over Caldwell
Ruth Turner Camp ’84 and Stephen Camo
Thomas Robert Campbell ’92, J D ’95 and
Tamarra M. Brush-Campbell ’94
William Taylor Campbell III ’00, M SA ’01 and
Suzanne Davis Campbell ’00
M ichael Gearhart Carter ’86 and
Deborah Brown Carter
William W. Carter ’86 and Jill M. Carter
Jennifer Payne Cattano M BA ’90 and
Joseph Cattano
Jeremy Glenn Chapman M ’94 and
Elizabeth Ann Chapman ’92, M A ’94
William Faris Chennutt M BA ’98
Tonya A. Crowe-Chinundt ’88, M D ’92 and
John Saharat Chinundt ’88
Kevin M Mayfield Church ’88
M elissa Trone Clark M BA ’95 and
Kenneth Richard Clark
Patrick Edward Clark ’97 and
Erin M urdock Clark ’96
Suzanne Wood Clark ’93
William Eric Clark M BA ’99 and
Bobbi Lauren Rinhart Clark
Christopher Roberts Clifton JD ’95 and
M ichele Bowden Clifton JD ’95
George William Climer III M BA ’00 and
Barbara Love Climer
Catherine Flynn Coats ’93 and
A llan Christopher Coats
Tamura Dawn Coffey ’90, J D ’93
John Edward Cogan ’93
Bradley Joseph Connor M BA ’00 and
Laura Conner
Edward William Connor M BA ’00
Melissa A. Conway MBA ’01 and
Edward William Connor M BA ’00
Erin M urdock Clark ’96 and
Chlidi Leigh Cooper
Hunter Harrison Brooks ’92 and
Allison Sharp Coats
Alicia Blomberg Copeland ’96, PA ’00 and
Jason Carter Copeland ’96
Shannon Wayne Cosart M BA ’01 and
Jodi M arcussen Coulter ’94 and
Stewart M . Coulter
Karla Ann Cox ’84
Gregory Richardson ’94 and
Kara Jimison Cran’96
Colin Lawrence Creel ’96, M A ’00
A leksandra Alyxen Cross M BA ’99
Audra Douglas Crowder ’95 and
A lisha Crowder
Rebecca Russell Culberson ’90

D
Frank Victor D’Auria M BA ’01 and
Deborah A ’Duria
Kimberly Ann Dallas ’97
Peter Richard Davis M BA ’98 and
Sarah Villani Davis M J D M BA ’00
Peyton Wayne Davis ’94
William M arc Davis ’96, M BA ’01 and
Jane Courtney Biber Davis
Christopher Anthony Dawton ’95 and
Christine N. Dawson
La’Anne Faulkner Day ’87
Brian Hale Defea M BA ’01 and
Jennifer DeFfaa
Donald Joseph Devine ’88 and
Lisa Parr Devine ’90
Joanne Coman Dickerson ’88
Robert William Dickerson JD M BA ’91
Robert Kriss Dinkins ’85
Jeffrey Warren Dobkins M BA ’90 and
Virginia L. Harris-Dobkins ’93, M BA ’90
Craig M ichal Dober M BA ’00
Jeffrey M artin Doherty M BA ’98
James Lyon Dominick M BA ’95 and
Betty Dominiak
M eredith Huffman Donovant M BA , ’93 and
David and Donovant
Robert Terry Drakeford M BA ’88 and
Sandra Wilson Drakeford M BA ’88
Scott K effer DuBois ’89 and
Monica Bohman DuBois
R. Michael Dunne II ’92
Corey Jay Dyer ’92

E
David Wayne Edmiston ’88 and
Heather Harby Edmiston ’92
Albert Charles Edwards M BA ’01 and
Eileen Bowen Edwards
Thomas Wesley Eggleston ’91, M S ’92 and
Kathy Jimison Eggleston ’90
Debra Ann Eiple M BA ’00
Clark K eille Ellis M BA ’98 and Kathy Ellis
Joshua David Ellis ’93 and
A nna Dean Harris Ellis ’97

F
Elizabeth Anne Fain ’98, M SA ’99
Richard Vincent Filiasi ’87 and
Katherine Curry Filiasi
Robert L. Finch ’93 and
Jennifer Early Finch ’94
Donald Drew Fleschut Jr. M BA ’01 and
Kathy Fleschut
Janice Elaine Forbes M BA ’95
Bruce Gurney Ford ’85 and
Laurie Garner Ford ’84
Matthew Worth Fowler M BA ’99 and
Annette L. Fowler
Christopher C. Fox M J D M BA ’93 and
Lynn Hunnings Fox M BA ’92
Scott M ichael Frailey ’94 and
Jennifer Frailey
Owen N. Franklin MBA ’96 and
Pamela M McCarthy
Rosalyn Vanita Fraizer ’93
Larry Bruce French ’86, M BA ’94
Joel M. Funderburk Jr. ’88 and
Mary Piedmont Funderburk

G
Jamie Scott Gage ’87 and
Deborah Black Gage ’88
Henry W. Garbee Jr. ’91 and Sarah Garbee
Richard W. Gardner Jr. ’96 and
Jennifer M C auley Gardner
Carole Tegue Gascoyne ’90 and
David G. Gascoyne
Ann Woodward Gel ’95
Lewis Lyon Gentry ’90 and
Ingrid M aria Kincade Gentry ’89
Paul David Gilbert ’88 and
Elizabeth B. Gilbert
David Lee Glontz and
Edward Glontz
Thomas Edward Glover M BA ’95 and
Liza Glover
Graham Michael Goodrich ’96
Leah Virginia Grace ’00
Bret M artin Graff M BA ’97
Stephanie Clay Graham ’88 and
Sydney Graham
James Allan Grant II ’96
Sharylyn Shabette Grant M BA ’96

H
Hoyt M ilton Hackney III M BA ’98
Robin M arlo Hager M BA ’92
Stuart M M ark Hall ’95
Fridoff Avery Hanson M BA ’95 and
Polly Hanson
Brian Christopher Hartahk ’95 and
Katherine J anet Hartahk ’97
Thomas William Hartahk ’93
James Thomas Hewitt ’89
Danielle Leigh Hicks M BA ’01
Walter Rickert Hinnant ’88, J D ’88 and
Lori Privette Hinnant ’83, J D ’87
Stacy Butler Hinson ’81 and
Bruce E. Hinson Jr.
J. Bradford Hips ’93 and Laura Diane Hips
M arcus Bunting Hoba M BA ’01 and
Jeffrey Kehler Hob ’78
Brian Randall Hochman ’89 and
Jamie Stikeleather Hoehman ’88
David Stewart Hodges ’99 and
Amelia Humeod Hodes ’99
Walter Frederick Hoffman ’85 and
Ann Hoffman
Margaret Susan Hoffman ’95
Mark M ontgomery H ogwood ’90 and
Catherine Hogwood
Edward George Bell Hodelding ’91, J D ’95 and
Lucy Herritt Hodelding J D ’95
William Todd Hollerman J D ’97
Lynwood Breed Hoolis Jr. ’85 and
Dorothy R. Maxwell Holls
Thomas Graham Honaker IV ’97
Todd James Hooper ’90 and
Tara Lou Benton Hoper

U n i v e r s i t y G i f t C l u b s
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Legacy Society and Estate Gifts

The Legacy Society recognizes alumni and friends who have made commitments through a will, charitable remainder trust, charitable gift annuity, life estate arrangement or insurance. For more information, contact Allen H. Patterson Jr. (’72), director of planned giving, (336) 758-5284.
UNIVERSITY GIFT CLUBS

Society of 1834
Minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders’ Circle
Minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
Minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
Minimum commitment of $2,500 per year for five years*

President’s Club
Minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

President’s Associates
Minimum commitment of $500 per year for five years* (For young alumni)

*At least half must be unrestricted to the College Fund or another Annual Fund.

COLLEGE FUND ANNUAL GIVING LEVELS

James W. Denmark Society
$1,000 or more

John Crenshaw Society
$500 - $999

Samuel Wait Society
$250 - $499

Arnie’s Army
$100 - $249

ADDITIONAL GIFTS

Unrestricted gifts to the College Fund of less than $100 and restricted gifts of any amount.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Contact David P. Barksdale (‘86)
Director of Annual Support
(336) 758-5824
E-mail: barksddp@wfu.edu

Half Century Club
Class Participation-47%
Total Gifts-$2.8 million
College Fund Giving-32%

Pro Humanitate Society
Charles Wall Cheek
Julius Harshaw Corpening
Egbert L. Davis Jr.
Wilbur Smith Doyle Sr.
Weston Poole Hattfield
Charles M. Alland Howell Jr.
Fred Douglas Turnage

Silver Society
Emma Brauer Graham
Carlton Turner Mitchell
Joseph Frank Newhall Jr.

President’s Club
John Thomas Adair
George Carlyle Barrett
John Royall Beavers
John Edward Bishop Sr.
Russell Harold Brantley Jr.
Douglas David Brendle
Iris Willis Burnett
Thomas J. M. Burnett
E. Lee Cain
John Wesley Chandler
John M. eritt Cheek Jr.
David M. enzie Clark
Nathan Cole Jr.
Earle Allen Connelly
Frederick Thornes Craven
Donald Perry Douglass Sr.
James Hoyt Dozier
Virginia Parker Dozier
Arthur Edsel Earley
Emile Theodore Fisher
George W. Fisher
John Elliott Galloway
E. Reid Gaskin
James Hart Getzen
Paul Putnam Griffin
Carl Alonzo Hagard Jr.
Ruth Caudill Haggard
Daniel Kirksey Hall
Joseph Cullen Hall Jr.
R. Claxton Hall
James Harris Hampton
David Andrew Harris Jr.
Marry Arden Harris
John Percy Henderson Jr.
W. Ray Henderson Jr.
J. Dewey Hobbs Jr.
G. Eugene Hooks
Jean Knott Hooks
Hubert Ben Humphrey Jr.
William Jack Hunt
Riley M. oore Jordan
Horeace Robinson Kornegay Jr.
Richard Charles Letaw
Giles Pinkney Lewis
Walter Samuel Lockhart Jr.
Thomas Drumwright Long Sr.
Elisha Thomas M. arshburn Jr.
LeRoy Brown M. artin Jr.
Claude A. Mcllivery Jr.†
Nan H. M. eill
Henry Shelton Miller Jr.
Wade H. arold Mitchel
M. Mitchel
Angus Nance†
Robert Frank Nanney
Arnold Daniel Palmer
Clifton Ceno Parker Jr.
Jewell Adams Parker
Robert Clyde Pope
Elias Jesse Prevatt
Eldred E. Prince
Leroy Robinson
Ellsworth Kent Rogers
Amnon Lee Royal
James Thomas Spencer Jr.
John Alford Stephens
James M. Ilton Tart Jr.
Vernon Williams Taylor Jr.
Gilmer C. VanPoole
Robert Lee Vann
Frank Hicks Walker
John Samuel Walker
Walter Frederick Williams
James W. Denmark
C. James Walton Jr.
D.E. Ward Jr.
Benjamin A. Weathers
Alexander Frank Weir Jr.
Gerald Franklin White Sr.
Lonnie B. Williams Sr.
Paul Forrester Williams
Walter Frederick Williams Jr.
John Kenneth Williford
Robert Earl Williford Jr.
Edwin Graves Wilson

Samuel Wait Society
Charles Insley Allen Jr.
Jack Rankin Baldwin Sr.
Paul Barber Blalock Jr.
H. Harry Applewhite Branch
Wesley M. eritt Burns Jr.
Rachel Page Carnes
Gene Porter Cole
James Victor Collins
Roger Hawley Crook
Harry Douglas Daniels
Fred Lerry Davis Sr.†
Adolphus William Dunn Jr.
Luther Lane Enzor
William W. Finlator Sr.
Talmae Dewitt Flack Jr.
Robert Stanley Frazier
Ruth Weathers Grigg
Albert H. arvey Handley Jr.
Ernest Harold Hawn
James Wells Hayes
Philip Henry Highfill Jr.
Durant Cooper Holler Jr.
Nick Louis Hondros
George Lee Hudspeeth
Sarah Jane Leath
Jasper Lee Lewis Sr.
James Raymond M. Daniel Jr.
Harold Lynn M. anus Sr.
James Royster Minton
William Gardner M. ontgomery
Jesse Elbert O. Connell
David Russell Parnell
William Berry Primm
Jane Reavis Purser
Council Costin Registrar
Donald Bynum Thompson
M. anley William Tobey Jr.
William Stuart Watson Jr.
Robert Watson Wilkinson III
C. V. Williams
Elizabeth Gertner Williams

College Alumni

Century Club
Virginia Gilley Hobbs
John Gatling Hofler
W. Ray Henderson Jr.
Mary Arden Harris
David Andrew Harris Jr.
James Harris Hampton
R. Claxton Hall
Joseph Cullen Hall Jr.
Marry Arden Harris
John Percy Henderson Jr.
W. Ray Henderson Jr.
J. Dewey Hobbs Jr.
Virginia Gilley Hobbs
John Galling Hoffer
G. Eugene Hooks
Jean Knott Hooks
Hubert Ben Humphrey Jr.
William Jack Hunt
Riley M. oore Jordan
Horeace Robinson Kornegay Jr.
Richard Charles Letaw
Giles Pinkney Lewis
Walter Samuel Lockhart Jr.
Thomas Drumwright Long Sr.
Elisha Thomas M. arshburn Jr.
LeRoy Brown M. artin Jr.
Claude A. Mcllivery Jr.†
Nan H. M. eill
Henry Shelton Miller Jr.
Wade H. arold Mitchel
M. Mitchel
Angus Nance†
Robert Frank Nanney
Arnold Daniel Palmer
Clifton Ceno Parker Jr.
Jewell Adams Parker
Robert Clyde Pope
Elias Jesse Prevatt
Eldred E. Prince
Leroy Robinson
Ellsworth Kent Rogers
Amnon Lee Royal
James Thomas Spencer Jr.
John Alford Stephens
James M. Ilton Tart Jr.
Vernon Williams Taylor Jr.
Gilmer C. VanPoole
Robert Lee Vann
Frank Hicks Walker
John Samuel Walker
Walter Frederick Williams
James W. Denmark
C. James Walton Jr.
D.E. Ward Jr.
Benjamin A. Weathers
Alexander Frank Weir Jr.
Gerald Franklin White Sr.
Lonnie B. Williams Sr.
Paul Forrester Williams
Walter Frederick Williams Jr.
John Kenneth Williford
Robert Earl Williford Jr.
Edwin Graves Wilson

Society of 1834
Minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders’ Circle
Minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
Minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
Minimum commitment of $2,500 per year for five years*

President’s Club
Minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

President’s Associates
Minimum commitment of $500 per year for five years* (For young alumni)

College Alumni
Half Century Club
Additional Gifts (cont')

David Bennett Hill
Greer Fleetwood Hitt Jr.
Jane Dalziel Hobbs
Edmund Frisell Hoey
Ivan Lacy Holleman Jr.
Virginia Best Hollingsworth
Betty Holliday Holt
H. Herbert Lee Holt
Wayne H. Hunter Honeycutt
Edwin Willys Hoover
Dan Howard Horner
William Guyton Hornsby
Marvin Eber Hudson
Allen Sherill Hudspeth
Marcella Reed Huguley
Marcio Berthier Humber
John Jackson Hunt
William Bryce Hunt Jr.
James T. Huchins Sr.
Robert Penland Hyams
Bryce Baxter Ivey
George Watkins Isaacs
Katherine Burns Isbell
William Patrick Jackson Sr.
Allen Saunders Johnson
Alva Howard Johnson
Charles Thomas Johnson Jr.
Elmer Marcus Johnson
Helen Crutchfield Johnstone
Lucie Jenkins Johnson
Sarah Miles Johnson
Pelham Thomas Jones
Robert Horace Jones Jr.
Fred N. Norris Joyce
Betty Smith Joyce
John Thomas Joyce
Walter Brown Joyner
Lillian Rhyme Kanipe
Bernard Donald Keyser
M. Matthew Ralph Killier
Dorothy Hillburn Knight
Mary Susan Piper Koch
M. Iriam Smith Lamb
William Curtis Lamb
James Edward Landers Jr.
Wiley Leon Lane Jr.
Harold Swain Lanier Jr.
John Thomas Lanier
Roberts Council Lasater
John K. Lewis Jr.
Robert Clayton Lewis
John K. Lewis III
Roberts Council Lasater
John K. Lewis Jr.
Robert Clayton Lewis
Virgin B. Lindsay
Ernest Linwood Long
Clarence Heyward Lovel
Edward Franklin Lovell
Roy L. Lowe
James Alfred M. artin Jr.
James N ello M. artin
Billy last M ason
George Powers M. athews
William Fisher M. ckey
James Andrew M. Cline
Alton Norman M. Cottet
Cicero M. M. Cracken
Edward Partition M. Daniel
William Franklin M. clwain Jr.
Bernard Franklin M. Cloyd Jr.
Robert Lee Mane
Roy Augustus M. ller Jr.
William Joseph M. ller

Clyde Winston M. Mitchell
John David M. oore
Roy Jefferson M. oore Jr.
Doris Rose M. organ
M. Ildred Thomas M. organ
Zebulon Vance M. organ Jr.
Joe Henderson M. orris
Rene Poitrue M. orris
Marjorie B. Mullinix-Johnson
Vernon Martin M. M. usian Jr.
Max Alfred Nance
Joseph Roy Nance Jr.
Francis Lamar Newton
Jackson Kent Outlaw Jr.
Gene William Pambianchi
Wallace Edward Parham
M. arie Smithwick Parker
Alva Edward Parris Sr.
Leona Peterson Parrish
Richard Frederich Paschal Jr.
William Joseph Patton
Latham Conrad Peak
Harvey Raine Pearson Jr.
M. artha Holton Pearson
Elizabeth Pringle Pembie
David Russell Perry Jr.
M. ack Donald Perry Jr.
Thomas Bernard Pething John
Baxter Caron Phillips
George Franklin Phelps Sr.
Lily Moble Phillips
Richard Glenn Phillips
Wanda Bowman Phillips
Edwin Lee Pierce
Hal Watson Pittman
Bennie Edward Pledger
Fredy H. Askal Pos ton Jr.
Calvin Edison Powers
Paddison Wade Preston
Julia Perry Price
William Francis Pritchard
John Robert Pulliam
Henry Talmadge Pulliam
Forrest William Rabenhorst
Philip Page Ragan
Elmer Worth Raper
Pride Graham Ratterree Jr.
Harold Hodge Reddick Sr.
M. attie Greene Reddick
Shirley Parker Reche
Thomas Linney Reche
William Thomas Rice
Rosa Garrison Richardson
Eugene Neece Riddle Jr.
Robert Burchell Roach
Robert Stuart Roberson Sr.
Herman Dennis Roe
Julia Ipock Roe
James Peyton Royal
Reta Rene Rudloff
Lee Hyman Sanders
Altha Smith Satterwhite
John Crawford Saunders Jr.
B. M. arable Patterson Sawyer
J. essie Ray Sawyer
James Norwood Settle
Robert H. illiard Shackelford
Frank Tyack Shafer
C. Edward Sharp
Charlotte Easley Shaw
Jasper Walton Shearin Jr.
William Ryan Shetland
Henry Fletcher Sherill
William Ernest Shields
Annie Toter Shore
Forrest H. Shuford II
Daniel Reid Simpson
Duncan James Sinclair Jr.
Wayne Alonzo Slaton
E. Lamar Sledge
Wendell DuRand Sloan
Albert Heyward Smith Jr.
David Clark Smith Sr.
Warren Woodlief Smith Sr.
William Poole Smith
Milton Preston Snyder
Katherine M. arshanks Sargo
George M. oreland Stamps
Betty Winningham Stanfield
Lue Jackson Starnes
Sherrill Gardner Stevens
Raymond Allen Stone
Eugene Ray Strader
Benjamin Franklin Strickland
Franklin Bennett Strickland
Lois Snyder Strickland
Albert Isaac Stroud
George Graham Suggs Jr.
Edgar H. Swann
Elfreda Kiser Swindler
Joseph Addeson Talley
Thomas Truett Tanner
Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
Robert Alston Team Sr.
Spencer Phillips Thornton Jr.
Wendell Howard Tiller Sr.
John Owen Tilson
Garland Nathaniel Tolbert
Artha Allen Turnage
Francis Carter Tyndall
Hugh Edward Tyner
James Valsame
Helen Braswell Vernon
Henry Vernell Vick
Scott Leroy Walker
Ruth M. asen Wall
James Edward Wallace
Henry Conrad Warlick
Percy Aldin Warren
Emerson Cleveland Watson Jr.
Robert Samuel Weathers Jr.
Cecil Gerald Weaver Sr.
Frank Taylor Webster
Lewis Elbert Wethington
James Elijah Wheless
Thomas O. Wheelless
Otto Klee Thlictington Jr.
M. Ildred Harmon Wiggins
Norman Adrian Wiggins
William Donald Wilfong Jr.
Charles Ellis Williams Jr.
Clarence Eugene Williams
Ernest Harold Williams
Harry Truman Williams
Hugh Otto Williams
John Franklin Wilson
Joseph Paul Wilson
Lula Covington Wilson
Marion Kenneth Wilson
Robert Michael Winnecke
Gale Norwood Winslow
Evelyn Hudson Winton
Joseph Blair Woodward
John E. Wooten Jr.
Carol Willis Wrenn
James T. Wright
Willard Cannon Wright
Irene Austin Wyatt
Paul Bryan Wyche
Jean Walker Yates
John Frank Yeatman Jr.
1952

Class Participation: 43%
Total Gifts: $346,386

College Fund Giving: 31%

Pro Humanitate Society
Victor Ivan Flory Jr.

President's Club
Charles Dewey Barham Jr.
Jeffrey Davis Batts
Evelyn Patricia Foote
Charles William Gaddy
Wiley C. Guthrie
Jose Irvin Haddick
Sara Page Lewis
Herbert Raymond M adry Jr.
John Thomas Ogburn
Samuel Arthur Sue Jr.

James W. Denmark Society
Arch Edgar Lynch Jr.

1953

J. Franklin Crenshaw Society
Henry Worth Boyce Jr.
Jean Murphy Boyce
Marshall M oody M itchell

Samuel W. Smith Society
Margaret Garren Allen
William Newsome Austin
Phyllis Tate Bense
William James Fendall Jr.
James Robert Jackson
James Floyd Kemn
William Joseph Brien
Lloyd Keith Swaringen
Charles Albert Wilkinson

Arnie’s Army
Lloyd M ermon Abney Jr.
William Eugene Amos
Joseph William Beach Jr.
Trent Calvin Bowen
Rudolph Gaddy Boyce
Max Alfred Eller
Geraldine Turner Frank
Charles Albert Glanville
Bernard Allen Harrel
Dan Simmons H aul Jr.
Doris Link Helvey
L. M arcelline Humphries LeGrand
Rachel Smith M illinan
Raymond Eugene Owens
Judith Patton Rhinehart
John Cornelius Riggs
Patrick Henry Sasser Sr.
Hugh Beard Sasser
Roy Edgar Sneli
Richard M ore Warren
Dewey Wallace Wells
Elliott Sylvester White Jr.
M artha Whited Wilson
Shirley Wooton Wooten
Woodrow Wilson Wrenn

Additional Gifts
Julia Higdon Allen
Alton Rudolph Hardison Jr.
Ford Lawrence Harrison
Carl David Hart
Mary Lou Harris Hartley
William Harris Hays
Erma Danner James
Robert Alfred M elvin
Virginia Clayton Nichols
William M oore N icholson Jr.
Earl Ray Parker
William Asa Penny
Lloyd Kneyor Rector
Rudolph Grantly Singleton Jr.
Leonard Collins Small
Leon M. Anderson Smart
Richard Davis Smith
David Carr Stanfield
Billie Shuklen Stanley
Ernest H arrison Stines
Jacqueline Durdon Tobey
Samuel M ason Torrence Jr.
Luther Eugene Walter
Wiley Atterson Warren Jr.
Virginia Smith Williams

1954

Additional Gifts
Jean Poston Abney
William Richard Alheim
Genevieve Privett Batchelor
Nellie Frances Beatty
Nicholas George Belvis
John M artin Bleecker Jr.
Frank M r. Norris Bowers
Mary Jo Nelson Brantley
Jackie Harris Bridges
M r. Carr Brown
David Hugh Carlton
Bailey Owen Cooper
Herbert Bunwell Cooper Jr.
J. Ashley Dickens Jr.
Thomas Rae Donahue Jr.
Garnie E. Eberd Edwards
Coleman Smith Foster
Cynthia L. Collins Furlong
Robert John Gaona
D. Donald Gerdinger
Walter Lee Gibson Sr.
Carolyn Griffin Grigg
Allen Powell Harris
William Joseph Igoe
John Clay James
O. Howald Jones
Lawrence Harding Knott Sr.
Ann Kelly Leake
Lowell D. Dingle Jr.
Eunice Duncan Lienstam
David Patterson M art Jr.
Mary Archer McLaughlin
Chandler Anderson Nelson
Willie Little Thom Nodine
John Alexander Oates Jr.
Joseph Leonard Paulette
Carolyn Winder Phillips
Shetton A. Quinn
Harold Lee Reavis
Andrew Shelton Sealey
Hugh Bell Smith
Mary Finberg Spencer
Lib Allen Stites
William Day Taylor
Carroll Wayland Weatherman
Lynne Baxton Wheeler
Betty M afee Ziedel

John Crenshaw Society
Wiley Francis M itchell Jr.
John Arthur Taylor

Samuel W. Smith Society
Billy Franklin Andrews
Russell L owell Gentry
Edgar Bryant Gillette Jr.
C. Irvin Grigg Sr.
M ar Robert L eonard Lassiter
William Jackson Overman Jr.
John Richard Taylor

Armie’s Army
Mabel Vendrick Baird
John Vernon Blackwell Jr.
Barbara Saunders Brown
William Carey Bunch Jr.
Jerome Rogers Byrd
Imogene Douglas Clegg
Dana Gulley Cunningham
Carolina H. Dandridge
Julie Watson Keeler
Lillian Parrish Maguire
Harold D. M atteus
Richard L eo M organ
Mary l ide M orris
Thomas Robert M illinan Sr.
Norwood Wesley Pope
Edward Thomas Pulliam
Sarah Brooks Snell
Hal M. M an Stewart
Hinton Lee Taylor
John Edgar Teague
Mary Stanland Vail-Lanier
Jones M eredith Wheeler
D. Franklin White Jr.

James W. Denmark Society
Arthur Loften Gilliam Jr.
William Allen White

Samuel W. Smith Society
Hazel Stevenson Branch
Gene M ercer Correll
Genevieve Jardine Kimmick
Daphne F rank Leford
Laurie Wesley Leford
Virginia N ewson O’erman
Joseph Bailey Stokes Jr.
Edward B arham Young

Arnie’s Army
William James Champion Jr.
William Churn
Robby Carson Burton Jr.
Carolyn S mawley Cowan
Alfred Stanley DePorter
Donald M cInley Freeman
Ina Benner Freeman
George William Greene Jr.
Albert Spencer Hale Jr.
George Wilson Hamrick
Agamemnon Constantine Hanzas
Sylvia M ill Hoffenstine
Roy Franklin Kennedy
James Johnston Kircwood
Charles Thomas Lane
Elias M. C. M oore Jr.
Betrice M. G. M cRae
M eraway J. M cBride
Julia M. Mнибуд Yedel
Lowie A mmena Norman Jr.
William M adison Satterwhite Jr.
Francis Bachman Sellers
Kenneth Ray Snyder

Silver Society
Betty Trible Barnett
Tommy Lee Canipe
Coy Cornelius Carpenter Jr.
Dorothy Brooks George
M aurice H. George
Frederick Hovsky Jr.
James Edwin Johnson Jr.
Robert Fletcher M ann
Peter M cN evan Jr.
Charles Douglas M. naynard
Charles Franklin Payne Jr.
James Guy Reville Jr.
Doris Elizabeth Pearce Smith
David Harrison Tates
Ben Turk
James Clayton Turner
George Hampton Wall

John Crenshaw Society
Edwin M ore Driver
Hannah Brown Holfild
M orris Shuford Hollifield

Samuel W. Smith Society
John Irving Brooks Jr.
M artha Burdon Brooks
Mary A nn Dunning
Elmor Gray Davis Jr.
William A dward Dula
Ruby Ellis Elmore
Ann Winson Hoggins
Courtland Hughard
Wayne Ellison Weber

Armie’s Army
Arthur Sheldon Bald
Allen George Birmingham
Barbara Beals Boggs
Joe Oliver Brewer
Anna Brooks Burnam
Gerald Lee Clemens
Barbara Geer Davis
M urry D eehart Jr.
Samuel Carson Flynn Jr.
William Donald Garrison
Edwin Kendall Hall
Rebecca Powers Hines
James Grady Jones
J. L eoff King
John Bradley K inlaw Sr.
Phillip Alexander Livingston
G. Thomas M orris
Thomas Elsworth Morris
Mary Alice Currier Park
William Daniel Poole
C linton Redick
Chesley Wayne Singleton
Gary Elwood Smith
Kenneth A. Smith
Dorothy Ellis Tomlinson
Dolores Carson Tucker
Tye Bright Tucker
Donald Kai Wallace
R. Parker Wilson
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INFORMATION LEVELS

COLLEGE FUND

(336) 758-5824

David P. Barksdale ('86)

Director of Annual Support

gifts of any amount.

than $100 and restricted

the College Fund of less

$250 – $499

$500 – $499

for five years*

Minimum commitment

of $1,000 per year

President’s Club

Minimum commitment

of $2,500 per year

for five years*

Minimum commitment

of $500 per year

for five years*

Additional Gifts

Eleanor Pohleven Adams
Louis Edgar Adams Jr.
Pelleer Hearn Adams
William Parks Brantley
Mação M oore Burden
Pauline Binkley Cheek
Mary Starke Chestnut
Jimmie Ray Cleary
James Jaquelin Crosswell Sr.
Joseph Landis Dupree
Robert Welch Dyer Jr.
Anne Lide Ford
William Vance Frye
Christine Ford Gaines
James Richard Gross
Nan Long Hahn
Howard John Hatcher Jr.
Edward Thomas Hog an
John M C m anus Hough Jr.
Joseph Delano Lang
Alvin Leo Lawson Jr.
John Luther Madison Sr.
William Lynch M arsh
H ubert C. M cC leary
Doris Taylor M cDona ld
Harold Dorrance Jr.
Jacqueline C ol l is M organ
N ash Andrew O dom
H eath Lee Pemberton
Ollin M an ley Powers
Eaton Gravely Reid
Benjamin Conrad Sutton Sr.
Virginia Pearson Tharrington
Kenneth Guy T ombler in
Jack Reed Tone y
Lloyd Thomas Wood Jr.

James W. Denmark Society

Henry Jenkins Stokes

John Crenshaw Society

Bertram Ford Sexton

Samuel Wait Society

Thomas M orris Elmore
Matthew V ito M orola
Donald Ray M onroe
Elizabeth Bridge M ushinski
Robert Everett O verstreet
Jack Williamson Pitts
David Lee Thompson Jr.
James Fred Young

Armie’s Army

Carey Wallace A man Jr.
E. Lee Anglin Jr.
Robert Bodtch Burns
Robert David Caldwell
Buffy L ou Wheelie C oursen
Donald H enry Craver
Virginia M cC lee C ross
Carey j ohnson Hunter
Carlos Dejaire P enaloza
Paul Stafford Kelly
Jasper E. McPherson
Lucius So yce Page Jr.
Fern Tharrington Riggs
Ephraim Posey S tillwell Jr.
M arco Viola
Patricia Neal Whisannt
Charles Rosser Wosnman

James W. Denmark Society

69

Founders’ Circle

M arvin Dean Gentry
William M . E. Powers Jr.

Silver Society

Ronald Conrad Ditthey
Shirley Burrell Ditthey
Charles Lawson S nipes Jr.

Society

M arion L. Clifton T ate
James W. Denmark
William Preston Tucker
Willis Brooks T urington
Walter Averel Ward Jr.

Additional Gifts

Douglas Franklin Adams
Hanah Blackwell A ppel
Ann Penney Bason
George Rodney Beals
M artha C lifford Beals
Graham Brinon Blanton
Judith Rice Broome
Seth Beason Brown
Louis August Burney
Bernard C aesar
N eil C. Anthony Conholes
Jay Ronald Conway
Robert J ohn Cook
William Sidney Coppedge
Kennedy Guice Cox
Ann Barlow Crawford
Patricia Spinhowhir C reeuh
Louis Edwin C rane
E. Jones Durham Jr.
P atricia Pearce Dutton
Charles Dean Edwards
Robert Davies Garren
Albert Oscar Griffin Jr.
Jack Norcross Groce Jr.
M artha Lamb Haire
Richard M artin Henderson
Diane W illiam Hillebrand
Currie Linwood Holt
John Banner Horton
William L. Kelley Jr.
Alexander B arrington Kingman
Joyce Broaddale Kingman
Donald L. Lanning
Dick Redmond La verne
Bob W illiam Lownig
D enise B axter Grimes Lay
John Dixon Lineberger Jr.
M artha Bond L oepe
George M urie M cDaniel Jr.
Jack M c Clrey
Donald Russell M cN air
H arold H ooks M ore
John H eerman M ostinger Sr.
J ack M urdock
D ewey Russell M yrs Jr.
William F ryan Parrish
L arry Allen P earce
Charles Hamilton Richards
Diane Crenshaw Roberts
Forest E., Tally Roberts Jr.
Julia Teachey Sharpe
Patricia M assey Sharpe
Lea Pearce Smith
Joseph Wayne Stacepin Jr.
Royce Klimer Swinson
M. Eugene Thomas
George M arvin Wallace
Billy T atkins W atkins
Thomas Collier Webb
Ernest Ray Wiggins
Mary Smithwick Wiggars
Louise Eatherly Williams
J ohn R eynolds W ime Jr.

H arolyn King Perkins
Raymond R ich Jr.
John Ewing Roberts
Neil H aynes Sharpe
Carol J ennette Shook
Allan Clifton Sneed Jr.
John Charles Stokoe
Barbara Ledbetter Stone
M arion Thomas Thrall, T ate
James Colonel Todd Jr.
William Preston Tucker
Willis Brooks Turington
Walter Averel Ward Jr.

Class Participation–50%

Total Gifts–$2 million

College Fund Giving–50%

1957

Class Participation–50%

Total Gifts–$2 million

College Fund Giving–50%

Class Participation–50%

Total Gifts–$2 million

College Fund Giving–33%

Class Participation–50%

Total Gifts–$2 million

College Fund Giving–33%

President’s Club

John M attthews Arnold
Barbara Stanley Batts
Lloyd Franklin Baucoum
Joseph Thomas C rawley Jr.
John Lee Davis Sr.
Donald Elwood Edwards
Gloria Flippin Graham
Caryl J. Guth
Paul Killian
Charles Emory M cC all
L ee Pridgen Jr.
Tony Jonah Shofft
John M cLellan Tew Jr.
M urphy F urman Townsend Jr.
Leslie Dur antid W ilson Jr.

James W. Denmark Society

M arietta Chamblee White
Frederick Samuel W olf Jr.

J ohn Crenshaw Society

SueAnn Tweed Goodwin
William Franklin Jackson Jr.
Joe Thomas M illaps
William Henry Smith

Samuel Wait Society

Wilbur Bryan Fichter
M argaret Fe nneman Fitch
Anne Beatty O akman
Vivian Butler O verstreet

Armie’s Army

D avid Dobbs Brit t
Billy O debel Brown
Helen Smith Brown
M ary Bridger Clevenger
John Thomas Coates III
Clarence Lee C orbett Jr.
Thomas Jefferson Covington III
J oanne M cD illan Cox
Douglas Bernard Curtis
M ary Katharyn Hale D e n i g
Carroll Owen F erral
Paul Gettys Gillespie
A m ajor H illing
J ames Hamilton Hayes
Clyde Franklin Jones Jr.
Bruce A llen K e tner
Frederick Ray Kinde r
Ann Kitchin Lee
Anne Bynum M arshall
Joe Isaac McC arshall
Arnell H. M cDaniel Jr.
Kenneth G oodh eader Miller
Bobby June M ooneyham

University Gift Clubs

Society of 1834

Minimum commitment

of $25,000 per year

for five years*

Founders’ Circle

Minimum commitment

of $10,000 per year

for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society

Minimum commitment

of $5,000 per year

for five years*

Silver Society

Minimum commitment

of $2,500 per year

for five years*

President’s Club

Minimum commitment

of $1,000 per year

for five years*

President’s Associates

Minimum commitment

of $500 per year

for five years*

(*For young alumni)

*At least half must be unrestricted to the College Fund or another Annual Fund.

College Fund Annual Giving Levels

J ames W. Denmark Society

$1,000 or more

J ohn Crenshaw Society

$500 – $999

Samuel Wait Society

$250 – $499

Armie’s Army

$100 – $249

Additional Gifts

Unrestricted gifts to the College Fund of less than $100 and restricted gifts of any amount.

Additional Information

Contact

David P. Barkdale (‘86)
Director of Annual Support
(336) 758-5824
Email: barksdpp@wfu.edu
1958
Class Participation–45%
Total Gifts–$174,027
College Fund Giving–30%

Pro Humanitate Society
William Ray Cobb
Lester F. Hill Jr.
Jeanette Wallace Heye
George Baird M ast
Barbara Dail Whitman
Rebecca Hester Wyatt

President’s Club
P. C. Barwick Jr.
Robert Francis Corwin
Jean Faulkner Day
Kenneth Sawyer Etheridge
Rebecca Schweistris Etheridge
George Freeman Fairbanks Jr.
James Summers Forrester Sr.
John Thomas Foster
Doris Barr Grove
Edna Freeman Himes
Jefferson Bivins Hems Jr.
W. Herbert Lewis Jr.
Jack Lewis Powell Jr.
Glen Thomas Taylor
Ralph Adolphus Walker

James W. Denmark Society
M arvin Whitaker Thompson

John Crenshaw Society
Linda Willard Cotts

Samuel Wait Society
Ruby Rhyme Alexander
Howell William Branch
Mary Stevenson Brit
William Alfonzo Connelly
Julian Rupert Fishery
William Pett Lee Jr.

Arnie’s Army
William Clifton Allred Jr.
Charles Parks Bentley
Mary Wadell Biggins
Edith Hutchins Burnette
Andrew William Clement Jr.
HeLEN Kafek Cook
Robert Pitt Craft
M. Paul Curry
Lawrence Cleveland Davis Jr.
William Lewis Davis
Cyrus James Faircloth
Elizabeth Prickett Fisher
Hallie Leon Gatlin III
Harriott Jane Lewis Hardin
Edward Valentine Hudson
Bettye Knott Mc Curray
Penelope May M as
Robert Leroy Northcutt
Lenoid Pierson Price
Nancy Webster Schutz
Guy Leonard Scott Jr.
Evin Henderson Sides III
Robert Paul Stanley Sr.
Jimmy Lynn Taylor
Samuel Franklin Vance III
Dorothoea Hughes Viola
Thomas Gilliam Whedbee Jr.
Elaine Davis Wright

1959
Class Participation–48%
Total Gifts–$179,162
College Fund Giving–32%

Founders’ Circle
M urray Crossley Greason Jr.
William Fred Owens Jr.

Pro Humanitate Society
Norman Bryant Kellum Jr.

President’s Club
Robert Ledford Alphin
Stephanie Painter Alphin
Thomas Kern Carlton Jr.
Charles Walter Carpenter
Leon H. Corbett Jr.
M ary Louise Corbett
Charles Ross Duncan Jr.
Nancy Coley Edwards
Joseph Watson Ferguson
James Carlyle Gordon Jr.
Sylvia Lavadia Hackett
Thomas H udson Helms
Jerry Avery Holloman
Guy Richard Ladd
M ary Satterwhite M annay
Thomas Sampson Royster Jr.
James Allen Sanders

John Crenshaw Society
Barbara Cook Cubbage
Ann Griffin Driggs
Sue Wilson Landberg
Jackson Virgil M cCraw
Willis Glenn Rimmer Jr.

Samuel Wait Society
E llen Shearin Bartlett
Bettie M obley Church
Philip Arthur Diehl
Nancy Hughes Rider

Arnie’s Army
Thomas Ray Allen
Anita J arratt Bare
Dorothy Downing Beard
Rozella Jewell Bower
David Nordan Canady
John Robert Celia
John Charles Clark
Angelo Alfred DeSimone
Charles Bennett Deane Jr.
Sarah Rachel Deaton
Elizabeth York Estam
Philip Augustus Griffiths IV
Edwin Ray Groce
Peggy J eks Haiger
Norman Dexter Holder
Benjamin Harrison Lancaster Jr.
Roy Augoust Ledford
Ted Young M anley
Albert Jackson M oton Jr.
Charles Stanley Rooks
Betty B oll Thompson
Paul Franklin Thompson
Virginia Wilcox Whittle
Mary Farris Zinn

Additional Gifts
Donaldorton Almond
John Ellis Bigger
Wiley Furman Bow in
Henry Crawford Bowers III
Nicholas Burton Bragg
Ernest Norman Brinson
Charles Parker Bullard
Robert Harold Clouder
Walter Clark Cornier
William Broughton Corbett
Jerry Walton Creech
Clay C. Daughtridge Jr.
William Cracke Denmark
Delmar Lamar Dowda
John Rochester Earle
Carolyn E. Elder
Jane Linder Falls
James Raymond Floyd
William Franklin Folds
M ary Frances Fulp Franklin
Richard Ellis Frazier
Jack Leonard Gentry Sr.
Donald Columbus Golding
Sue Batts Grafton
Robert Duke Ingalls
William Styron H armis Jr.
Jane Aycock Hedrick
Robert Cecil Hedrick
David H ester
Vollie Woodrow Hicks Jr.
James Lee Hobbs
Ralph AtIon Holl Jr.
Linda Kinlaw Horn
William James Horn
Ralph Emerson James
James Berkley Jean Sr.
Darin Tip Johnson
Luther Charles Johnson
T. Oscar Aldaf Karf III
Paul Jennings Kennedy Jr.
Alvin Paul Kinch Jr.
Rebecca Lampley Leonard
Charles Clinton Leetho
e Caroline R. Lewis Jr.
Randall W. Listerman
Ted Brooks Lockerman
Charles William Macon
James David M athews
Dale Carlyle M essick
John Carl Mick
Henry Delma M organ
Archie Wade M orris Jr.
Gerald W. Medlin
Roy Gary Lopp
Betty Downs Liles
Robert Benjamin Kupiszewski
Betty Brendell Kupiszewski
Carmean Furr Johnson
Deane Hundley III
Roy Linwood Hughes Jr.
Frank George Eckert
Raymond Eugene Ebert Jr.
Jeanette Wallace Heye
Betty Whitaker Frazier
Cornelia Huskins Garbee
Boyce H. Hedges
Janet Crutchfield Hamilton
John Crawford Hamilto
Roy Leonard Holton Jr.
Deane Hendley III
Harold Wayne Idoll
Carmean Furr Johnson
Sara Houser Johnson
Wayne Alden Johnson
Walter Bion Jolly
Betty Brendel Kupiszewski
Robert Benjamin Kupiszewski
Thomas J efferson LeVines
Deanne Downes Liles
Mary Bruce Lilles Jr.
Roy Gary Lopp
Neil David McCurry
Gerald W. Medlin

† Deceased

1960
Class Participation–45%
Total Gifts–$194,351
College Fund Giving–35%

Founders’ Circle
John Thomas Miles Jr.

Pro Humanitate Society
K . Wayne Smith

Silver Society
Willis Crocker M addrey
Russell Lee Stephenson Jr.

President’s Club
Fritts Lewis Bieseker
Robert Neil Chaffin
M ary Ann Jones Ferguson
M ary Frances All Forrester
Charles Anthony Forte
Robert Allen Hewett Sr.
Clark M ason Hoyt
Terry Luther Johnson
Wayne Eugene Johnson
Jean Hobbs Ladd
Timothy See Yi Lam
James Wilson M ackie
Zeno Martin Jr.
C linton Eugene M cElroy
E laine Nance M cElroy
Gerald Edwards Mitchel
Ballard Graham Nordwood
James Thomas Turner
James Ope Wells Jr.
Jerry Wayne West

John Crenshaw Society
John Charles Albaugh
Douglas M. Bailey III
Lionel Francis Branscomb Sr.
James Robert Lee

Samuel Wait Society
John Wesley Ashburn Jr.
Barbara Branson
Linda Ford Farrell
Wayne Carter K montz
Sue M Galloway Sned
Hugh Emmette Wallace

Arnie’s Army
Hubert Wayne Bare
Lois Dempsey Bentley
Daniel Allen Carroll
Joe Dunward Creech
Robert Lee Davis Sr.
Allen Eugene Doyle
Raymond Eugene Ebert Jr.
Frank George Eckert
Betty Whitaker Frazier
Cornelia Huskins Garbee
Boyce H. Hedges
Janet Crutchfield Hamilton
John Crawford Hamilto
Roy Leonard Holton Jr.
Deane Hendley III
Harold Wayne Idoll
Carmean Furr Johnson
Sara Houser Johnson
Wayne Alden Johnson
Walter Bion Jolly
Betty Brendel Kupiszewski
Robert Benjamin Kupiszewski
Thomas Jefferson LeVines
Deanne Downes Liles
Mary Bruce Lilles Jr.
Roy Gary Lopp
Neil David McCurry
Gerald W. Medlin
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College Alumini 1961

Class of 1960

- Armie's Army (con’t)
  - Carolyn Paaschal M Oury
  - Daniel Norman M Oury
  - Thomas Albert Nichols
  - Richard George Rogers
  - William Clayton Jones
  - Jane Thompson Stakup
  - Edith Berry Waddell
  - Eddie Rose Walters
  - Wendell Kay Watkins
  - Edward Tyree Wilson
  - Ray Marshall Woodlief
  - D. Blake Yokley

Additional Gifts

- Ann Julian Abadie
- Helen Richardson Anderson
- Vada Byers Anderson
- Mary Miller Beggerow
- Ronald Wayne Brown
- David L. Budd
- James Harry Bunn III
- T. Eugene Burris
- John Hamilton Cantrell Jr.
- Phyllis Hedrick Cooke
- Charles Leonard Warwick
- Charles Thomas Waldrop
- Jennings Lee Wagoner Jr.
- Fredrick Monroe Tate
- Helen Marie Stinson
- Jean Funderburk Stanfield
- Janet Cashwell Smith
- Gary Noble Simes
- Donald Clendennin Silcox
- Ronald Augustus Peterson
- Martha Lane Kiser Odom
- Robert Franklin Mull
- Carlton Glenn Miller
- Peggy Berrier McCoy
- Patricia Sechrist Lyall
- Denver Hartford Lennon Jr.
- Luther Ellis Ledford Jr.
- Reginald Clifton Koontz
- Frances Joyce Garrou
- Daniel Lewis Kinney
- Dan McNeil Church
- George Williamson Jr.
- Larry Bruce Sitton
- James Christian Pfohl Jr.
- Mary Gail Koontz Nesbit
- William Douglas King
- Joseph Alexander Jones
- Alvin Hunter Hartness
- William George Hartness
- Barrett F. Hartness
- Edward Melroy Anderson III
- James Vogler Jones
- Elaine Towe Holt
- Jack Stanley Kennedy
- James Marion Kinney
- James V. Kilgore
- Joseph Hilliard Hensley
- Elizabeth Nolan Hayes
- Elizabeth Ptacek Dederer
- Jackie Lynn Bryant
- Bobby Joe Burton
- Roger Philip Cooke
- Newland Kay Crocker
- Jesse C. Croom Jr.
- Stephen Franklin Dalton
- Elizabeth Placek Deaderer
- Neil T. Taft
- Suzanne Davis Forsman
- William Guy Foster Jr.
- Kathryn W. Gamma
- Bobby Lee Goforth
- Frederick Thomas Gaskins
- James Preston George
- Barbara Chenenay Gray
- Kelley Edward Griffith Jr.
- Thomas Branne H. Stuart
- John Henry Hemmings
- James Mathew Hendron Jr.
- Donald Lee Honeycutt
- Mary Susan Huffman
- Robert Brame H. Starnes
- James Daniel Johnson
- Susie Othelia Jones
- Valentine D. Joyce
- Joyce Hopkins Joyce
- Maxine A. Mack
- Haydon O. Dell Kepley Jr.
- William Thomas Lamoree
- David Lindsay M. Morth
- John Alton Morris
- James R. Muller
- James Rupert Nance Jr.
- Carole Fuller Nicholson
- Edward Alexander Petras
- Eric Williams Pottman
- Patricia F. Fowles
- Lucile Ellen Pollock
- Judith Barlow Porter
- Brenda Poston-Schaeffer
- George Henry Ragland Jr.
- Fred Howard Rash
- Robert Clay Reed
- Robert L. Richardson Jr.
- William Leslie Ruby
- Myra M.erierce
- Texas Thomas Stalings Jr.
- Michael V.ck Starling
- William Kenneth Taylor
- Jack Griffin Teer
- Darryl Wayne Thompson
- Phyllis Pegg Toney
- Douglass H. Valentine
- James Richard Walker
- Brenda H. Ills Walshaw
- Elizabeth Williams Weber
- Carolyn Lineberger Winder
- Craven Edward Williams
- Lydia Sivphey Williams
- Charles Fredrick Winfield
- Cheung Chong Wung

Class of 1961

- Founders’ Circle
  - Asia Howard Bullard Jr.
  - Boyd Franklin Collier Sr.
  - Dr. John Drake Karcher
  - James Lawrence Swisher

- Silver Society
  - Thomas Reid Blackburn
  - Ashley Lee Hogeoward Jr.

- President's Club
  - Charles Wood Chatham Sr.
  - William Avery Collings Jr.
  - Sidney Smith Egles Jr.
  - James M. Elvin Guider
  - James Franklin Graham Jr.
  - Ally Linwood Hart Jr.
  - Alvin Hunter Hartness
  - Carl White H. Hoffman
  - Joseph Alexander Jones
  - James Hunt Jordan
  - William Douglas King
  - R. Byron Moore
  - Mary Gail Koontz Nisbet
  - James Christian Pfohl Jr.
  - Larry Bruce Sitton
  - Mary Evelyn Stowe
  - William Amos Seaberry
  - George Williamson Jr.

- John Crenshaw Society
  - Dan M. McElch Church
  - Daniel Lewis Kinney

- Samual Wait Society
  - James Edwin Abercrombie Jr.
  - Harold Mack Anders
  - Carolyn Williams Ashburn
  - Joe Bruce Chambers
  - James Calvin Daniel
  - Virginia Lorelle Martin
  - Bruce Adams Nation
  - Rodney Lee Todd
  - JoAnne Bradley Wallace
  - Glenda Hartness Weber
  - Watt Chambers White Jr.
  - Phyllis Johnson Young

Arnie's Army

- Donald Forest Bailey
- Elsie Byrnes Bailey
- Charles Walker Balance
- Dwight Thomas Bridges Jr.
- Nancy Hollingsworth Brown
- Richard Frederick Curlee
- Gladys M. Morgan Denton
- John Wade Edmisten
- James Robert Edwards
- Jay Denny Franklin
- Kenneth Elbert Glover
- Drina Cushman Hedgedon
- James Greer Hill
- Emily Hester James
- Dan Ailas Jones

Sherrill H. King
- Sara Lee Ludum
- Bruce Ashley M. Donnell
- Barbara Murphy Snider
- Lowell M. Kingster
- John Duncan M. edlin Jr.
- David Elliott Olimsted
- Allen Freemon page
- John Wesley Patterson
- James Lee Pearson Jr.
- Gale Morgan Portsfield
- Margaret Wilson Schneider
- Ann Hedgorth Thornton
- Nathan Ian Tilghman
- Robert Eimer Whittle
- Jeanie Whyte Wilson
- Ann M. Matthews Woodlief

Additional Gifts

- Ellis Lewis Ayocod
- A. Napier Baker
- James Edward Baucum
- William Ralph Beatrice Jr.
- Claud Davis Bowen
- James Marion Brookshire
- Eva Smith Burns
- Donna Jones Carter
- Carole Clodfelter Cloninger
- Charles Thomas Colaco
- Robert Albert Conover III
- William Hampton Doding
- John Donald Edwards
- W. Larry Elliott
- Frances Leonard Ellis D.
- Bruce Field
- Jean Gold Fossella
- Gilbert Leroy Frank
- Jerry Franklin Gause
- Frank Cover Glenn Jr.
- Kassiani Papadess Glenn
- Troy M. Scallion Gordon
- Susan Davis Gregg
- Barbara Peele Griffin
- Sarah Lyon Blanton Griffith
- William Gibson Harris Jr.
- Warren Calvin Hartz
- Elizabeth Nolan Hayes
- Joseph Hilliard Hensley
- Elaine Towe Holt
- Sally Bigbee Hulme
- Larry M. ichael Hunt
- James Vogler Jones
- Jack Stanley Kennedy
- Henry Terry Kilgore
- Robert Culliton Lyton
- Collin Moore M. Anovitch
- Robert A. Miller
- Bob J. McCreary
- Joyce May Mc Dill
- Dorotha M. Harwell
- James M. McDonald
- Donald Moore M. McDonald
- James David M. Oden
- Thomas Walter Moore o.ri.
- William Cary Nelson
- John Thomas Norman Jr.
- Louise Littlefield Ogburn
- Douglas Kemper Philips
- Robert James Pfeiffer
- Diane Filianay Sanders
- Robert Culliton Lyton
- Carl Franklin Simmons
- Mary Redwine Simmons
- Mary Ann Liveright Stiles Jr.
- Barbara Brown Smith
- Billy Dale Stancil
- Jerry Eugene Stein
- Joel Ringgold Stellal
- Hazel Howell Taylor Jr.
- Olenon Walter Tinsley
- Dorothy Ann Todd
- William Robert Turner
- Thomas R. Weadock
- Florence Stacy Weaver
- John Leonard Whiteley
- Antone Williams Williams
- Robert T. Williams
- Richard Louis Witcosky
- John Raynor Woodard Jr.

Total Gifts–$232,397

Class Participation–46%
1963

Class Participation-42%  Total Gifts-$139,869  College Fund Giving-30%

Founders’ Circle  Bland Bee Pruitt Jr.
Silver Society  Herman Dexter Kemp Jr.


James W. Denmark Society  Thomasine Herring Hayes


Silver Society  Stephen Anthony M ore o’Ree  Frank Lee Weaver


James W. Denmark Society  James M. Badour Jr.  Rachael M. Ontiger Growrie

John Crenshaw Society  Eleanor Kuhn Burchill  Richard Lewis Carrich  David Prevatt Forsythe


1964

Class Participation-49%  Total Gifts-$201,290  College Fund Giving-33%

Founders’ Circle  Theodore Richard M eredith


1965

Class Participation-52%  Total Gifts-$387,594  College Fund Giving-39%

Society of 1834  Dale Rush Walker

Founders’ Circle  William Prentiss Baker III  M arta Carolin Bullard  J ohn Dow Caron Jr.  Carolinne Sprat Young  Kyle Allen Young


Silver Society  Barbara Snoddy Blackburn  John Charles M. arlier  Richard Allen Todebush


James W. Denmark Society  Gregory Anthony Allusbuski  Robert T. Stephens

Class of 1965 (cont')
Samuel Wait Society
James Richard Clayton
George Robert Fleetwood
Rufus Thomas Getzen
Eileen Ducketts Hess
Robert Jay Lipper
Jane Edmunds Novak
Joan Dubenstein Simpson

Arnie's Army
Anne Baker Adams
MaElin Allen
James David Baird
Nancy Jenkins Billingham
Philip Stephen Billington
Kathryn Clark Blackmon
Bryan Kingsley Blanchard
Denny Lee Boyter
Patricia Landrum Brown
Stephen Wells Burnett
Charles Kirk Clarke
Gilbert Fitzgerald Coan Jr.
Thomas Caldwell Croker
Richard Albert Dietz
John Young Dockery
Ann Kirby Dorsey
Stig Egede-Nielsen
Richard Northrup Fisher
James Pike Fleming
William HARDIN Freeman
Joseph Nathaniel Gann
Pollyelyn Tom Gloss
Edward Whittaker Granniss Jr.
Ross Arnold Griffith
Melodie Lotz Hardham
M elford Elias Holland Jr.
Raymond Retzel Hutchins Jr.
James Douglas Joch
Kerry Michael James
Judith Brown Jeter
Linda M Hoffman Klein
Jmale Burrell Kollar
Carol Lockyer Lee
Charles Floyd Lee Sr.
Bruce Chester Lenz
Julia Tinley Lenz
Richard Deaver Mallory
John Roger M aloney
Thomas Styles M arshall
David Davis M eyer
Florence Wisman M ils
Robert Thomas M obody
Nicholas Allen Page
Lindsay Pagett Pratt Jr.
Lineta Craven Pritchard
Robert Newell Pulliam
Robert Lafayette Queen
James Wall Sapp
J. M ichael Schilder
Cynthia Glaize Scherst
William Kenneth Slate Sr.
Jerry Wayne Snider
Katherine Cain Snider
Josephine Langston Thomas
Sherar Fukim Thompson
Walter Louis Underwood
Ruth Janette Waggoner
Linda Lee Ward
Jack Paul Welch Jr.
Joseph Springs Wright Jr.

Additional Gifts
M aylo u M athis A ldrich
Andrew Harold A usley Sr.
Barbara M e Barbian
M ary M llion M urray Beumer
Leah Ljung Ekdroe
Francis R. Wintrowe Bowen
Tom Russell Bowman
Sharon Speithhausen Bozarth
Stephen John Bozarth Sr.
Ralph David Brandweide
Tom Neal Brawley
Lynda M. Pherson Bronaugh
Rochester Frederick Bronaugh Jr.
Robert Herman Broyles

Thomas M ichael Budd
Peggy Sims Cameron
Richard Frank Cameron
John M arion Carter
Evil Urch Carrapelle
Mary A. S. Lauch
John Douglas Coath Jr.
Edwin Lawrence Combs Jr.
Jane M arie Combs
Betty Beatty Counts
John Nicholas Davis Jr.
Lesley Ellen Davis
Alice Brown Dodds
William M erritt Drummond Jr.
Richard Satter Dunlap
Lois Schultze Ellis
Rebecca Alfred Foust
Thomas Russell Foust
William F. Frank
Bruce K. Garlick
Patnema Sue Geisinger
Bradford Willis Gill
Carole Hendrix Grady
Janette Justice Griffin
William Cook Griffin
Joyce Wisele Gross
Goldie Anglin Hagener
Barbara Lee Brewer Harmonds
Samuel Ford Harahan
Joseph Kern Harrell M Sr.
M ary A Seeber
William Carey Hedgpeth J osn
Pamela Perry Hill
Richard Hilde III S
Herbert Williams House
Charles Ballard Hunt
Ann Sadgett Isae
Carolotta Cooke John
John Thurston Kelly Jr.
M ary Oren King
Frank Gray LaPrade Jr.
Kluenter Wesley Lacy Jr.
Roy Thomas lane
William Warren Leathers III
Suzanne Trevathan Lieske
Lester Robert M cDaniel
Janet Hackett M cGrady
Denis Loder M cKnight
Frank Julian M echart
Carole Saintings M clara
David K eth M iler
Denis Reid M ilne
Cheryl Renfrow Minton
Patrick Henry N eary
Jeanne Brewer Niehuius
Diane Rodekurt Oblyris
M arry Stott Oliver Putnam
Lanny Gray Owens
Larry Lee Owens
Catherine Wood Parker
M ary Kirby Parker
Pamela C ale Parker
Drew Pines
Ariette Lambert Porter
M ary Sue M orice Pruit
Ben G ahton Rapp
Ernest Harold Reynolds Jr.
M argaret Wolff Lemmons Rooks
M ary Lou Roders Royster
William M erriing Shackleford
Jack Bryan Shirnouhr Jr.
James Irvin Spean
Leon Phann Spencer Jr.
Harly Joseph Staggars
Shereece Barker Starling
Phyllis Ellee Steve
Ronald Glenn Taylor
Larry M ichael Thomas
James Leslie Tillidson
Donald Kenneth Tisdale Sr.
Anne Beasley Vipperman
William John Watton
Kenneth W eir
Robert Carley White
Wiley Porter Wynn
Julian Bunn Wray

Arnie's Army
Beverly S. Anderson
Diane M. Dougall Barrett
James Young Blansett Jr.
Gerald Vance Boyles
Frances Bryant Bradburn
Mary Glenn Bradshaw
Henry Allen Brandon Jr.
Lee Edward Bright
Louise Hall Cowan
Carolyn Beach Dauz
Janet Davidson-Hue
Frank M organ Dawkins
Jean Elise Dostal
Robert Alan Dostal
James Clarke Doster
Robert W. Wayland Jr.
Charles Thurman Ellithorpe
Barry William Feathers
Jeanne Blanchard Fites
Ann Lewis Fox
Jack Perry Friedman
James Gwyn Gambill Jr.
Judith Ragan Gonzalez
Betty Turnage Griffith
Caroline Gunter Grogan
M arsha M e Girard
Rachel Floyd Harjes
John Havemark
James Robert Helsabeck
David Stuart Himmelbach
Richard B. Howington
Emmett Steven Hughes Jr.
William Howard J ame
Dorothy Croom J ones
James McDuff J ones Jr.
Barbara Cato Nelsen
Barbara M azze Noseworthy
Philip M. Chad Oakley
Loretta Hurrill Panicone
Joseph Clay Powell
Lawrence Edward Robinson Jr.
David M urry Rushing
Jennine Riddle Sapp
Kathy J ane Shaver
M alcolum Garden Smith
Susan W illey Smith
Julia Brantham Stokes
Eva Janice Summer
Sallie Palt Surface
John Judth Swort Vick
David Conrad Wakefield III
Wade Hampton Weaver
F. Dixon Whitworth Jr.
V alerie N akle Snyder Sr.
Paul David Wills Jr.
Janice Willard Woods

Additional Gifts
Charles Smith Abell
Rebecca M ichael Anderson
Hattie Ward Angel
Edward Cornwell Armstrong
John M. Irish Bannier Jr.
Harry James Baldwin IV
Oscar Charles Blanchard III
Richard Eras Braden
Elizabeth Pirkle Braxton
Robert Julian Braxton
Joyce Emery Brooks
Stephanie Teague Brooks
Peter Bugel
Judith Henson Bunn
Thomas Joseph Byrne Jr.
Susan N. Carter
Phyllis Patricia Clayton
M ary Marshall Rand Culp
Donald Bryan Davis Sr.
Pamela Dustin Davis
Thomas Edward Dougherty Jr.
Paul Roberts Downs
Stephanie Lynn Leverett
M ary Catherine Hales Freeman
Linda Owen Funderburk
Ivey Clinton Gentry Jr.
John David Gilje
Carey Jack Goodman Jr.
Barbara Elizabeth Granade
John William Griggs Jr.
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Silver Society
Samuel Templeman Gladling
Michael Joseph Lewis
Robert Warren Sumner

President's Club
Thomas Yates Baker III
Richard Allen Beavers
Winfield Allen Bolsa
Mary A Burchette Bradsher
Thomas Jordan Burns Jr.
Larry Clarke Crawford
John Joseph Glashen Jr.
Carolyn Shaw Gooden
Daniel Edward Herring Jr.
Johnnie Morgan Jackson Jr.
John Wesley Lambert Jr.
William Henry McElwee III
Leslie Morgan Orr Jr.
William Boyd Owen Jr.
Henry Thomas Parrish
John Michael Parrish
Jared S. Rosier
Charles Hugh Rowland
Linda Harris Sutton
Loray Edwards Thompson
Mary Underwood
Stuart Selden Verch II
James Albert Wall Jr.
Lallon Clift Warf
Margaret Griffin Whisenant
Ludwig Wynter Doost

Additional Gifts
Robin Preisser Ambler
Shirley Diane Amsden
Francis Laramore Ashburn
Sarah Bess Audley
William Henry Beall III
Sarah Kate Beutel
Michele George Boulus
Diana Rozer Brantley
Meredith Lynn Bratther
Jean Amie Caudill
John Henry Buzek
Beverly J. Burroughs
Elizabetta Carter
Patricia Beversh Chastain
Faye Jerman Cooke
Larry Douglas Cooke Sr.
Gerald Eugene Costello
John Suggs Cromlish
Lindia Dunlap Gutting
Daniel Wayne Davies
Harrist Robinson Dobbins
Mary McCollum Drye
George Clovis Duncan Jr.
Robert Virgil Ford Jr.
William Henry Freeman
Douglas Vernon Goliath
Kristen Rosemary Graham
Samantha Graft
Anna Prentice Hamilton
Eugene Weatherford
Sue Eilidio McCrady
Sherrive Etier M Gcgrath
Stephen R. Rotoff
Helen B. Bice Shimp
Jade Norris Williams

Arnies's Army
Glenda Kilby Anderson
Thomas Benjamin Anderson
Phyllis Warrier Armstrong
Mary A Roberson Auldridge
Nancy Bell Bowles
Anne Kennedy Brock
Warner M Iler Burch Jr.
David Stewart Caldwell
Victoria Brown Caldwell
Paul Glenn Canady
John Lam Carrick
Thurman Barrier Clendenin Jr.
John Wayne Cooper
Channing Howard Cox Jr.
Ronald Green Dennis
Karen Dahstrom Darby
Mary A Sampson Douglas
Elizabeth Schulenberg Dugan
Jane Glenn Faircloth
Richard Charles Fairall
Fletcher Smith Flynn II
Harry Wesiger Flynn Jr.
Barbara Ann Goff
Mary Anne Kirkpatrick Graham
Thomas Radford Graham
Vicki Franklin Graham
Jean Manning Groten
Suzanne M Harris
Wade M Hubble
Rory L Cromwell Hedgepath
John M Montgomery Ogewood
David W Srokes
Richard T. Jambach
Stuart H. Unt Jon
Arnold Gray King
Elliot F. Lahey
Flora Hoffman M Ilans
Jeffrey Allan M Iker
Ron Walter Morris
Charles Laughon Myers
H. Dudley Payne Jr.
Sarah J. Jenkins Beale
Rosemary Greenwood Pulliam
Sue Humphrey Quatero
Mary Lark Tilton
Charles Edward Ross
Dennis Ralph Salvador
William Ivan Sharrod
Lovina Harvel Joines Shew
Frederick Richard Steiner
Charlotte Comer Stnicjr.
Linda Harris Sutton
Loray Edwards Thompson
Mary Underwood
Stuart Selden Verch II
James Albert Wall Jr.
Lallon Clift Warf
Margaret Griffin Whisenant
Ludwig Wynter Doost

College Alumni

1967
Class Participation-54%
Total Gifts $368,118
College Fund Giving-45%

Founders' Circle
James Stewart Boshart III
Graham Williams Denton Jr.
Celeste Mason Pittman

Pro Humanitate Society
Harvey Clay Ennico Jr.
Class of 1968

Additional Gifts (cont')

Donald Elliston Carlton
Lynn Casto
Philip Hoyt Chestnut
Eric Steven Clark
John Paul Crinkle
Vicki M organ Curby
Samuel Brandon Crisdale III
Alan Brian Curry
Chester Oscar David
Scott James David
Matthew Alvin Edwards III
Kenneth Robert Ellis
John Patrick Exum
Stephen James Flynn
Jamie Tarpley Fonville Jr.
Sheila Fuller Fox
Jim Ray Funderburk
Clifford Garland Gaddie Jr.
Mark Ellis Galloway
Anne Phillips Gilchrist
Judith Nanney Ginn
Thomas Mos Ginn
David Henry Goering
Rodney Eugene Green
John William Grier
Durante Allen Griffin Jr.
Donald Kenneth Hahn
Steven Lee Hagey
Jon E. Haylett Jr.
Michael Eugene Hammonds
Randy Byron Hartman
Sherrin Trumbull Haskill III
Patricia Reid Head
Buddy O.H. Herring IV
Barry Edward Hickman
Calvin Jackson Holt Jr.
Cecil Ellis Leagans Jr.
Sharon Kennedy Hussey
Calvin Jackson Holt Jr.
Barry Edward Hickman
Cecil Ellis Leagans Jr.
Sharon Kennedy Hussey

Founders' Circle

Cassandra M artin Baker
Jackson Daily Wilson Jr.

Pro Humanitate Society

William David Ellis
William Homewood Wagoner

Silver Society

W. Thorton Debnam Jr.
Michael Donwell Gunter
Kathleen Saunders Lewis
Anne Bingham Philpott
Susan Yates Stephenson
M arshall Elliott Vermillion

President's Club

Charles Jackson Alexander II
Susan Harvey Barwell
J. Rufus Barwell
James Randal Davis
Michael Jay Deane
John Thomas Gardner Jr.
Dwight L. Gentry Jr.
Rosalind Duck Gentry
Robert Alexander George
Larry Nicholas Hambrick
Charles Diederich Hedges
Jerry Ray Henderson
Jack Robert Hutcheson Jr.
M ark Addison Jones
W. J. Laughridge III
Peggy Pennell Lawrence
James N ello M artin Jr.
Thomas Paul Mutton
Raymond Toufek Nasser
Jan Kiger Pantera
Richard Lee Panterra Jr.
Kirk Edgar Patchel
Len Broughton Preslar Jr.
Jimmy Douglass Price
Stanley Gray Rogers III
John William State III
John Everett Stone Jr.
Nancy Bost Stuetzer
William M iller W atts Jr.
Barbara Knopp Weeks
Harriet Farthing Worley
M ary Helen Whisnant Young

James W. Denmark Society

Thomas Alexander Bel Jr.
Wayne Daniel Klohs

John Crenshaw Society

Charles Grayson Covington
Alan Boyd Crusan
Thomas H oman Daily
Franklin Pierce Donaldson Jr.
Nancy Lee Dorman
Wayne Robert tricks
Deborah Sue Simpson
James William Warren

Samuel Wait Society

Jefferson Boone Aikin III
Gregory Stephen Baxter
Deborah Robinson Bean
Vinton Carr Brutton III
Sarah Margaret Davis
Robert N. Dickens
Jan Eakins

James Warren Fredrickson
Robert M orse Hathaway Jr.
Jean Sikes Humphrey
Glen James
Robert Lee Johnson
James W illiam Owen
J errie Snow Parsley
Susan Howard Pearce
Roy James Davis
Elizabeth Smith Randall
Jay Charles Randall
David Anthony Taliferro
M arist Troyer Taliferro
John Frederick W alley
J erry Lee Williams

Arnie's Army

William Otis Ameen Jr.
David Scott Anderson
William H III Andrews
Richard Carroll Beck
Stephen Alexander Blackwood
Ramsay Doyle Breazeale
Elizabeth Beck
Herbert Dixon Crum Jr.
Edward Richard Dimmitte Jr.
Sue Jean Gobbins
Sharny Echols Dowd
Robert Clarke DuVal
Robert John Frederikson IV
E laine Teresa Fuller
Grace Durnall Gamble
John Robert Graham
D aile Dean Glendenning Jr.
M ilton Elliott Gold Jr.
Ferris Lineous Grooms Jr.
Susan Troutman Halm
Annie Wannall Hart
William Harrison Helman
Susan Gifford Hoyt
Carolyn N orbitte Hoyte
Bruce Alan Humphries
Patricia Hunt
Fredrick Gray Johnson
Linda Ellen Jones
M artha Andrus Lamb
Lloyd M axwell Long Jr.
P ercy W illiam Long Jr.
Ronald Buchanan M ondy
K asey M elly organ
Linda Peterson
Brenda Reeler Palmer
Patricia Pinson
G. M ichael Pleasant
W alter Roland Shelton
Ronald Kelly Sizemore
W illiam Andrews Smoots
Douglas Stuart Punger
Douglas Thomas Ramsey
John Howard Reynolds III
Nancy Hylie Sondalov
Louis Alan Sasser
Walter Roland Shelton
K onald Robert Sizemore
James Ivey Smith
Charles Vernon Steiner Jr.
Janet M age Steiner
M arshall Dean Tesnear
Collins Wilson
Craig M arshall Wood
Richard David York
Caroleyn H ahn Young

Additional Gifts

Jean Fogelman Adair-Leland
Thomas Warren Albert Jr.
David Bee Aschraft
Edward Richard Back
James David Bickford Jr.
Susan H rom Bagby
Edwin Graham Beaver
Linda W. Gray Blaney
David Lee Bradshaw III
Linda Carter Brinnon
André Habib Brown
Daniel Saunders Buczk
D. L. Burton

James Warren Ray Case Jr.
James Thomas Clack
Susan Garrard Crouch
David Lee Coleanor
Steven Roger Corns
Donald Lancaster Cred
Patricia R Ampa Damton
Wayne Helmuth David
J erome Ingrams
Susan Beck Deane
Joseph Pierce Edens III
Constance Hoye Enyart
M ary Steele Fox
Lowell Leon Friedlind
Laure a Andrews Fritz
J ulie Davis Griffin
M ichael Bruce Grinn
David Michael Grincoln
Rebecca Ross Haddox
John Ralph Hagaman
John Phillips Harris
Sylvia West Hadd
Davide Cannon Helscher Sr.
James Lowell Hepplefield
Franklin Richard Hoad
James Boyd Hoo Jr.
M ary Stelling Hunter
Sandra Immonen
Joseph Cooper Innman Jr.
David Stone Jackson Jr.
James Robert Jack Jr.
Virginia Ann Jones
J ane Hull Ladd
Rebecca James Lantam Jr.
Julius Hamilton Lambeth Jr.
Michael Fred Lynch
M ichael D arrow M arshall
James Kenneth Peoples Jr.
Nancy Gravley Martin
Harold Carolyne M owell
Philip Alan M cGee
J ames Arthur M iler
Janet Bowker Miller
J esse Lee M illis III
Thomas Peter M ohr
Richard Earl M organ
He nry Ferguson M orris III
J ennifer Bogger M orris
Edward Albert M orrs y Jr.
Roslyn Waring Norton
Sharon Erin V oinner
Paul Nelson Osier
S tuart Curtis Ours
Joseph Edward Parvin
Adele Patricia
Charlton H ynds Pendry
Barbara E. Peterson
James Carlos Pyron III
G arland D uke Porter III
Pamela Turner Roberts
Patricia Wieterich Ross
Donna H urt Scott
Joseph Worrall Seldie
Tolly M artin Shufford Jr.
Christian Nathaniel Sewers
James Hamlett Smalley
Carol Lindner Smith
Cheryl Graves Smothers
John Hubert Spivey
Jeffrey Stanton Taylor
Patricia L. Thomas
Charline Fields Tippett
William Arthur Townsend
David Eugene Tuttle
Linda L. Van Oscht
K elly Randolph Vann
Earl Gray Voss
David Robert Watkins
Charles Ernest Webb
David Edward White
Robert M ichael Williams
Thomas Paul Williams

1969

Class Participation-50%
Total Gifts-$232,756
College Fund Giving-39%

1970

Class Participation-50%
Total Gifts-$273,308
College Fund Giving-37%

Founders' Circle

Stephen Porter Darnell Sr.
Joel Bryant Miller
Adelaide Alexander Sink
James Stone

Pro Humanitate Society

Wilton Russell Duke Jr.

Silver Society

Deborah L. Best
John Manning Mays Jr.
Peter Henry Ottmar
Frederick Cabell Philpott
Bruce Douglas Walley

President's Club

William Walter Bachovchin
Richard Gwynn Brookshire
Grover Anderson Carrington
Barry Edward Hickman
Denson Gray Hauer Jr.
Linda Tlghan Hugdell
Selden Anderson Hudson
Harold Ross Inman
Vaughn Edward Jennings Jr.
M ichael Evans Jones
Richard Gordon Leader
Gloria Howard Martin
Gary Sanford McMan
Robert Carl Oplinger

James W. Denmark Society

Karen Hollliff Groves

John Crenshaw Society

William Donald Brewer Jr.
Luis Bergman Cassidy
Linda Hinson Hallman
James Walter Kyle
Sherwood Lee Love
Sarah Lipford Stone

Samuel Wait Society

Joyce Trigg Blanton
Katherine M argaret Dunlap
Dennis Wayne Evans
Sarajane Oakley Hall
Richard Everett Hardison
Daniel Ralph Hobbs
Shelby Abernathy Jennings
Thomas Parks Jennings
James Max Kettridge
David Kirby M orton
Laura Abernathy Poe
Douglas M cKane Renegar
Charles Crenshaw Sam Jr.
Elene Trula Ingram
Thomas E. Callie Toddlock Jr.
Demmin M orton Ward
James Estes Cross Jr.
John Almy Danforth
Susan H. Davison
Wiley Jacob Dobie
Robert George Dunning
Linda Edith Early
Carol Hester Ewing
Dorus Edgar Fairies
Susan Turner Fisher
Thomas Smith Fleming Jr.
Naoi Thorp Fox
Charles Stephen Gaddy
Gregory Cephus Gaskins
Larry Fricke H ageger
James Douglas Haggart
Allen Willard Hawkins Jr.
Charles H. Hyer Odleierne III
Roger Allen Hull
Nicholas Jannuzzi III
Susan M auger Jackson
Robert Francis Johnson
Thomas Pruitt Jones
Steven Bain Keiger
James M. ial Kelly
Michael Guy Kellogg
Carol Jordan Keeler
George Walter Kester
James Frank Knox Jr.
Robert Downs Konary Jr.
Mary Ann Pregnan Lamb
Eve Nowell Littell
Laurell Hill Link
Doreen Hammer M abe
Jefferey Michael Maltz
David Algee M cAught
Rebekah Sue M cBarnolds
Avery Jowett M cCaffrey
Ann Pool M iler
James Harry N aphas
Judith M. ountain Ours
Charles M windfield Paul
Patricia Isley Pegram
F. Eugene Plott
Scott Eldridge Reed
Thomas Lenwood Rich III
Susan M arion Riggs
Betsey Ann Rutte Rorke
Kathryn Curline Rose
Donald Lynwood Ross
Jim mbel Sarre
Ronald Neal Sensing
John Randolph Searle
Bruce Emanuel Sclare
Elizabeth Gretzke Sides
Cyrus Thompson Sloan III
Lillian True Slovic
Beth Crashack Smith
Roberta Delay Smith
Christine E. Soh
M. aria Sobel Spark
Elmer Rex Spurr
Frank Henry Stelling
Charles Francis Swayley Jr.
John Ellwood Tantum Sr.
James Quentin Tatum Jr.
Wayne Woold Tolbert
John Jay Tripplett Jr.
John Barbara Walker III
Christine Severn Waters
Garland M ornore Waters
Jolynne M cneil Welsh
Carol S. Wolls
Floyd Lee Williams
Roy Wayne Wright
Leon Wilson Wynne Jr.
Robert Lowell Young
Peggy Einstein Yountz
Class of 1972
President’s Club (cont’)

James W. Denmark Society
Sandra J. Cook Gwynn Louise Vincent Vickie M Connolly Zett

John Crenshaw Society
Karen Kegler Helm Thomas Burkart Helm Jane M unro Hogan Ronald Jerry Verner

Samuel Wait Society

Arnie’s Army


Additional Gifts

1973
Class Participation-45%
Total Gifts $342,150
College Fund Giving-35%

Founders’ Circle
Thomas Vernon Foster Beth N. Hopkins Patrick Gregory Jones Constantine M aria Kuttel II T eresa Currin Kuttehe Jack Wade Sarver Jnr.

Pro Humanitate Society
Nancy Garlick Hamricarol Bauckhorc Holden Lawrence Norbert Oolden III Robert Lewis Hook Jnr. Deborah Nancy M iller I r Cerry Tripple

Silver Society
George Whitfield M cDowell Joseph M ore Neale

President’s Club


J ewels W. Denmark Society

John Crenshaw Society
Sherrill Douglas Braswell J r. Arthur Josephus P rellis III

Samuel Wait Society

Arnie’s Army

Additional Gifts
Unrestricted gifts to the College Fund of less than $100 and restricted gifts of any amount.
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Class of 1975 (cont’t)

James W. Denmark Society
Deborah Steiner Cassels M. Francis Bailey Freeman Michael Daniel Haefner Sr. Nancy M. Lessen Haefner Craig Andrew Smith

John Crenshaw Society
Richard Van Wert Adams III Vicki Spalding Debra Crittenber Cantrell John Crawford Cooke Michael James Larson Barry Dean Miller Patricia Robinson R. Jeffrey Svon

Samuel Wait Society

Arnie’s Army

Additional Gifts

Class Participation-41%
Total Gifts-$281,168
College Fund Giving-35%

Founders’ Circle
Bobby Roy Burchfield

Pro Humanitate Society
Timothy Joseph Crook Pamela Gelsor Gerger Joseph Lloyd Nault II

Silver Society
Wesley Floyd Ache

President’s Club

James W. Denmark Society
Gail Beam Sharp kenneth clothscal Sharpe

John Crenshaw Society
Roland Humpreys Bauer Amy McAlpine Bethes Robert Adam Ebener John Philipis Goodman Susan Dunn M. cridee Thomas Neatrourk Grow Michael David umray

Stefanie Lynn Paulos Emily Scott Seawell Brian T. Shont Terrence Andrew Warco

Samuel Wait Society

Arnie’s Army

David James Weaver Carey Kysper Wentworth Lucy Jay Eiseman M. ary Witten Neal Wiseman Robert Byron Womble

Additional Gifts
Samuel Wait Society
William A. Harriss, Batten
Robert Frederick Bethea
Christopher Edward Bickford
Jean Gordon Carter
Michael Louis Carter
Charles David Demars
James E. Dennis
Karen Laverne Ekins
Bruce A. Flem
David Michael Foster
Gerry Tolson Gehl
Neil Wilson Holland Jr.
Charles Evan Jones
James S. Kovarik
M. Arta Elizabeth M. Cawie
Debra Marie Crum
David Lawrence Newton
M. Artin M. Ionee Pannell
William A. Harrison
Bobby Dale Shephard Jr.
Joe Michael Sherrill
Thomas Clifton Smith
Mark Alan Williams

Additional Gifts
M. Erle Bowden Andrews
Bobbie Wrenn Banks
Robert Judge Barrows
James M. aurice Briggs
Simpson O. Brown Jr.
Sarah Ruth Drumm Burtnigg
Diana Rowe Campbell
Deborah Power Carter
Edward J. Cash
Michael C. Zarnicki
Peter Joseph Dansie
Amelia Bambalis Dermatas
Bryan Anthony Douglass
James M. Ichabod Dubinsky
Natalie Keefler English
William H. III Evans
Susan Jordan Fowler
Paul Leslie Garrison Jr.
Terence Ferrar Gibbons
Craig Richard Groves
Annie Connelly Guiley
John H. Haire
Deborah O’Keeffe Hersharger
Steven Burton Hedgeson
Barbara Joyce Howard
M. Lucille Howard
M. Elizabeth Bowen Howell
Paul R. Jackson
Neil John Jennings Jr.
Cynthia Cook Jones
Barbara Sutcliffe Joyce
Charlotta C. Karr
Ann Taylor Kipper
Dianne Whelmer Kindrick
Robert Henry Klatt
M. Ichabod L. LaVallee
Randy Albert Ludtak
Kay Harvey Lee
Charles Arthur Leslie Jr.
John George Littlewood
Paul M. Littlewood
Catharyn Tull Liverman
Joseph Andrew Liverns Jr.
Jean Roberts Love
M. artha Bell Macomber
John Alley McCarty
Edwin Earl M. O’Donnel
Anne Forrest M. O’Kell
James Donald M. O’Leod
Rebecca Beach McElhany
Wayne Eugene McEodley
Virginia Garrison Merritt
George Lemuel Meriwether III
Eldon Arnaud Millard
Douglas Ervin muray
Jean M. o’neal Nazon
Randal B. O’Neal
Jeffery Kenneth Oliniger
Ruth Ware Owens
William Jeffery Owens
Thomas Edward Parker
Anne Bryan Patterson
Richard Harol Reid
M. Elaine S. Ramey
Katherine M. artz Roberts
M. arks Douglas Robinson
David Frank Root
Suzanne Gaskins Rudisill
Herman Ernest Schmid II
Jayne Yovonne Sikes Scholl
Roy Thomas Shelton
Roger Wade Sheppard
Douglas Wilson Shouse
Deborah L. Epperson Sizer
Curtis N. Strange
Robynna W. Barrows
Michael C. Iowen Washington
John Allen Wecker
Katherine M. Eubankthale
Donna Leigh Whisentsen
Arthur Lynwood Wilson III
Warren Jarvis Yeatts
R. Tate Young

1977
Class Participation–45%
Total Gifts–$337,845
College Fund Giving–37%

Society of 1834
India Ely Keith
Founders’ Circle
David Nelson Farr
Lelia Brown Farr
Merrill Arth R. Hankel
Gary Benjamin Lambert
Steve Bryan Wait

Pro Humanitate Society
M. arcus Cole M. Ulster
Robert Ashton Team Jr.
Frank Judson Turner
Wilson Cannon Warn Jr.

Silver Society
Stephen Walter Coates
Eric Charles Wiseman

President’s Club
Susan Satterfield Alford
Terry G. Athas
Harold Wade Beaver
James M. CM Ilian Bowman
Anne Jackson Bardwell
Claudia Holder Bryd
Stephen R. Carpenter
Stephen Wilson Christian
C. Glenn Cook Jr.
Steven Eugene Daniels
Stephanie M. Arowo Glenn
Ella Elizabeth Harris
Hamilton James Jr.
J. Richard Hazlett
Ina Blackmore Kamenz
Robert Edward Kirk
Charles Lamont Lelie.
Little Jr.
David Harold Newman
John Francis Pendergast Jr.
Richard Leonard Pinto
Leroy Garrett Powell
Donald Carpenter Prentiss
Fritz Richter III
M. Ichibell Drew Riverbank
David Allen Rosenblatt
Derwood Hall Risher II
John Joseph Saba Jr.
Joseph Perry Sills Jr.
Thomas Rogers Taylor II
Canden Bruce Trimble
John Steven Waters
Judy Powell Wood

James W. Denmark Society
Ann Elizabeth Hoffman
Robert Alexander W. Latimer Jr.
David Evan Olive
Collin M. Shavel
Susan Dean Tucker
William Christopher Wellborn

John Crenshaw Society
Sanford M. Mitchel Archer
Judith Fritz Arrandale
James Russell Batchelor Jr.
Elaine Smith Cooke
Lynn Slinkard
Prudence Iry Swerlick

1978
Class Participation–41%
Total Gifts–$434,991
College Fund Giving–33%

Society of 1834
Graeme M. Keith Jr.
Founders’ Circle
Diana M. oon Adams
Deborah Dixon Lambert
Elizabeth Edwards Waite

Silver Society
Allen Dale Jenkins
Susan Cooper Wiseman

President’s Club
Gregg M. yon Bergstrom
Nancy Pabst Berlin
Ross Allen Biern
John Layton Bradley Jr.
Madison Earl Bullard Jr.
Elizabeth Loden Christian
Laura Chalupa Cloud
Rux Brothers Garris
Thane Edward Duncan
Robert Josey Eglston
Jack William Elliott
M. ark Frederick Ellison
Terri Lasley Gardner
Donna Booth GOOD
M. arket Alles Gothat
Andrew P. Gould
Candace H. Haigler
Carol N. Harmon
Barbara M. Ioin
Ann Richard Hawnkins III
Annie Stevens Hsu
Jay Eulon Johnson Jr.
Jeffery William Kentner
Barbara Suduth Kirkald
Cecil Louis M. oree Jr.
Susan Roberts W. Mass
Alan Hollton Norton
Susan Creek Reinhart
Randolph Brian Sreen
Gregory M. Marchall Slaton
M. arich Sterling Spegal
M. artha Kellar Taylor
William Robert Whirlip Hurst
Paul Richard Williamson

James W. Denmark Society
Robert Vonaw Breet III
Ernest Charles Dickerson Jr.
Elizabeth Pee Owens
Linda Worthey Sett

John Crenshaw Society
Beverly Christie Dean
Lauren V. Eastburn
Johnny Kyle Foster
Leona Isgett Haddad
Stephen Langford Holcombe
Stephen M. arshall Hux
Brooks William Johnson
M. arch Ann Nowell
Lonnie Boyd Williams Jr.

Samuel Wait Society
Scott William Beck
Cynthy Cloud Bedell
Elizabeth Connelly Burkhed
M. arich Alan Butz
Kensie Livernam Carr
Donald Thomas Cervi
Catherine Joy Clodfelter

David Cornell Cook
John David Graham
Susan Werner Graham
Charles Preston Griffin Jr.
David Lawrence Gunn
Gwen R. F. Holbrook
James John Hicks
Herritt Tade Holland
Robin Lewis Holley
Thomas Alan Kachel
Susan Sarom Kent
David Edward Nash
Kenneth Wayne Patterson
Barbara Hochuli Poe
John Vincent Quinlan
Lynn Garmon Ryan
Thomas Stran Summers III
Peter John Van Dyke
M. argus Z. Knowland
Alana Schmidt Williams

Arnie’s Army
Red Caldwell Adams Jr.
Nancy Gunzenhauser Bakalar
Cathy Reeder Blackburn
Brenda M. organ Briggs
Richard M. oare Butz
James Kenneth Butler III
Jeffrey Stephen Calvert
M. arcy Ange Gilley
Virginia Brown Grimes
James John H. awley Jr.
Nancy Josie Holiday
Peter Innis Kinanis
Paul Elliott Kendig
Nola Red Knodlang
Gwyn Ellen Koko-Smith
Jane Elly Lacy
Sue Ellen Lee
Jeffrey M. Michael Leighton
Erik David Loutenburg
Catherine Batten Lucas
Douglas Clute Lyon
James Albert M. abe Jr.
Harry Gilmore McElroy Jr.
M. arcy L. Mclain
Timothy Louis M. Laughlin
Terry Wyer M. eton
Michael Paul Norcio
Douglas R. Owens
Elizabeth Bethes Patterson
James James Poeck
Catherine Brandt Ralphson
David William Regan
John David Regan
Timothy Craig Roach
M. arget M. Rogers
Ellen Eilie Speight
Lynn C. Stewart-M. ullen
Laura Kathleen Turner
John Wayne Weaver Sr.
James M. ilton Wiles
M. arich Clark Williams
Ann Konhaeus Wilson
Duane Glendening

Additional Gifts
Edward Bennett Afendiks
Suzan Ayers Antin
Laura Jameson Aviation
Napoleon Bonaparte Barefoot Jr.
Frederick Lindsay Berry
Wedigton Powell Blal Jr.
Kenneth Allan Boaz
Lynne Beth Boozer
David Bowman
Julia Hatch Brown
Carolyn Brown Buffington
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Class of 1978

Additional Gifts (cont’d)

Bennett Stancell Bullock
Nancy Hord Bunch
Bradley Gardner Bute
Saralyn Cret Bute
Jane Owens Cage
Carrie V. Carroll
Arley Russell Carter
Frank Cameron Carter
Louis Nathaniel Case II
David Jones Clontz
William Agee Cook III
William Benjamin Cothran III
John Richard Cotrell
David Kemp Cross Sr.
Charles Risdon Darracott III
Terry L. Dehkoop
James Henry Demming Jr.
David Wayne Dixon
Karen Swanson Dixon
John Edward Dowdell
Gary Michael Durbin
Margaret Canfield Elsea
Timothy James Farley
Carole Casper Fiegner
Richard Ward Furay
Lisa Ferguson Gamache
Susanna Knutson Gibbons
Gregory Lee Goodman
Marilyn Brett Gordon
Larry Dean Harmon Jr.
John Beverly Hancock
Garland Stokes Hart
Jerry Allen Hauser
David Vincent Hettiggen
Karen Wilson Hubeberge
Peter Floyd Hubeberge
Robert Frazer Hinman
Scott M. abbon Hoeh
Frances Fowler Johnson
Gary Lynn Johnson
Mark Anthony Johnson
Artha Shore Lanteine
Hillary Gardner Larkin
Mark Wayne Leuchtenberger
Rhonda Whitney Lidstone
Judith Withers M arton
Michael M astonian
George Michael M a Croiss
John Wilson M gue
Debra Kay M idlette
Carol Jean M ore
Mitchell Lee M organ
Ellen Alford Nelson
Ruth M alone N john
Mark Jeffrey P (errno
Sheryl West Partridge
Laura M oreo Patterson
Michelle Stanford Payne
Cecil Dwight Price
Cecil David Rhodes III
Susan Caldwell Roach
Alice Gray Ross
M alynda Jane Ragan Sarbone
Margaret Ellen Shehan
Allen Bruton Shuford
Susan Leigh Sowell
Randi Spiseman
Patricia Jolicoeur Stanley
Vicki L. Brooks Stennis
Cheryl Yocum Suzuki
Mary Beth Touchstone
Robert T ookey Turner II
James Luther Van Dyke
John Hale Vance
Edward Arnold Walker
Charles Joseph Wainberger Jr.
James R. Weinheimer
Michael J ac Whaley
James Walter Whittington Jr.
Robert Barclay Williams
Barbara Weeks W illiord
Joseph Walter Williford
Janet A. Yu-Yahiro

1979

Class Participation-40%
Total Gifts-$17,906
College Fund Giving-32%

Founders’ Circle
Dana Blair DeLoach

Pro Humanitate Society
Jennifer Holmes Crawley
Sidney Allen Crawley
Evan Hall Dillon

Silver Society
Thomas Patrick Gibbons

President’s Club
M eet Bagley Audley Jr.
William M. Blass
Mary Bond Byloe
Carlton Ray Brooks Jr.
Ruby Warren Bullard
James Palmer Cain
Corallyn Killian Edgerton
Elizabeth Falls Ellis
James H. Fournay
David Samuel Felman
Russell Edmond Ford
Scott James Gerdig
Robert N elson Headley Jr.
Jeffrey Robert Herman
James Pierce Hill Jr.
Gordon Charles Karrnena
Reynolds Scott Kettner
Patricia Dobbins Kettner
John Frederick Krahnter Jr.
Debra Bodenheimer M utton
Charles M itchell N eaves Jr.
Robert Hugh Pryor
Mark Braxton Quenon
Virginia Von Lacknum Sabia
Jeffrey Scott Schwall
David Brent Spear
Harold Wood Vann

James W. Denmark Society

Louise Beaver Ripple

John Crenshaw Society
W endy H aggerty Busby
Charles Kelsey Corbridge
Mary Catherine Nance Ellis
Bridge Fatchich Holcombe
Susan Scripisma Parsons
James Thomas Rodyster
Robert Paul Schaudies
Suzanne Furry Schaudies
Donna Ward Toulme
James Fisher White
Jeanne Preston Whiman

Additional Gifts
Leanne Seaver Avery
George Nicholas Bakalis
Debra Spann Batts
Luther Carl Beckerdite III
Laura M. Elliott Behm
Kenneth L. Bendico
Pamela Johnson Bostic
David Tyson Broome
Steven Lee Brown
Jeanne Prim C amin
Paul Christopher Ciesko
Helen Diane Cox Craver
Francis Woodbury Crow
Kathleen Neil Dawson
Donna J. Dehkoop
David H. Doulton
Susan Williams Duralde
Janet G ebbie Edgerton
Allyce Woody Eisler
M ark Douglas Eisler
William Edwin Foster Jr.
Robert Louis Fraysie
Lisa Barlow Gree
Andrew Steven Griffin
Jo Ann Howell Hallmark
Debra L. Hans
M artha M oorrison Hartley
Lori B ello Hefendorf
E llenJanett Hall
Steve Horosko III
Jeffrey Charles H ooland
W. Thomas Hoffm an
Stephen w nel E lse
Kenneth D. Kany
Terri Lee C loose K ing
Dale Joseph Kratz
Kathryn Baker Larsen
Todd M. M cCord
Michael George M cher
Thomas Clyde M ann
Andrew P. M atthias
Richard H arrie M cDonal
M artha S all M cGee
Thomas Davis M ooreo Gw en Jr.
L. Rebecca Johnson M elvin
D ollie M. Moyer
Edward M arcy M oore
Pamela Johnson N oes
C hristopher N ielson
Robert Wayel Pheips
M ax D onald Poor Jr.
James Anthony Powell
Folsom Cleveng Proctor III
David Charles Ray
Scott Anthony Roy
D avid M arkel Salvador
Joseph M attes Santi
S. Jennifer Saut
Karen Darlene Schenk
N oelie Rhoades Scott
Robert Edward Seymour III
Cindy M orel Shepard
Peter Carl Shipman
John Barry Sikes
Sandra Leigh Smith
Tamaara G bre Snodgrass
Jim Stoddard
Kennedy Jean Terzian
Perry Richmond Tharrington III
John M ichael Thomas
William Russell Totsi
Mark Richard Trever
Edwin M ark Ubelbe
Earl R. V anW al
T y Walter Weiss
Gregory Bruce Williams
Kim Peeler Yucha
Class of 1981 (con’t) Additional Gifts

David Embry Abel
Jacqueline Bates Abel
Cynthia Schwaiger Abel
Cynthia Lu Armentrout-Pearce
Jeffrey Arthur Bates
Sarah Leonard Beak
Joy White Bell
Robert Lee Boggs Jr.
Arden James Bradley III
Robert Francis Brasil
Claire Colley Brockman
Regina Lazorik Brown
Stephen Brayne Brown
Sara Jane Busse
Clyde Richard Cash
Robert Edward Clark
Victoria H. III Cooke
Niki White Craig
Mark Elliot Damon
Judith M Iasp Daniels
Jane VanBrug David
Lance Brian David
Richard Brian Dyer
Frances Patterson Ferguson
David Joseph Ferraro
Kay Edmonds Galbraith
Steven Howard Garfinkel
John Howard Gabbie
Gregory G. Gieser
David Jay Goldring
Helen Hatcher Gregor
Jack M and Susan Grifﬁn
Sharon Cumbee Hathaway
Kathleen A. Heaply
Robert M. and Helen Herman
Stephen John Horvath
Jeffrey Neal Isaiah
William Leroy Jeffords Jr.
Gail Schultz Jenkins
Patricia Folk Jett
Leah Blakey Jernicki
Diane Hansen Kinton
Sydney William Kilson
Jennifer Blair Kole
Greg Alan Leflar
William Charles Walkey
Andrew Morris Tucker
Norman Eli Snelgrove
Ronald Richards Rogers
David Todd Rogers
Kim Berry Price
Barney Kent Price
Mary Elizabeth Parks
Dewey Thomas O’Kelley III
James Stephen Nussbaum
Mark James Niefer
Lisa Kline Mowry
Toni Tyree Martin
Gail Shaw Margerum
Dewey Hudson Lewis
Peter James Kruyer
Christopher Robin Kirby
Jane Jeffries Jones
G. Maria Henson
Scott Farlow Heishman
James Hayden Harrell
Paula Floyd Garrett
Janet Dunn Frantz
Mary Welles Lineberger
Christina Frier Koorzen
Marilyn Randall Lineberger
Robert William M o’riss
Kurt Frederick Rosel
Robin H olloway Schuetz
Charles Lawson Shephard
Cynthia Evans Tessier
Mary Ann Parrott Webster
Cynthia Thomas Whaling

James W. Denmark Society

Julie Smith Benz
Paul Erwin Benz
Kelli Deaton Braxton
Jan Simmon Hanby
David Lawrence Klitzmiller
Gail Elizabeth Roberts
Mary C. Tribble

John Crenshaw Society

Joseph Bruce Burley
William Thomas Cobert Jr.
Eric Eugene Daniels
Thomas Steven Elia
Sirus Amanda Bunch Hansen
Steven Elliott Hansen
John Charles Hayes
M diane J. Canon Hersh
Troy Rayne Jackson Jr.
William Davis Lusk Jr.
Arthur Irving Palmer III
Rosina Schafer

Samuel Wait Society

Cynthia Ross Alcorn
Jonathan Andrew Alcorn
Edward Pearson Allen
Clifton Thomas Barnett
Gilbert H azen Becker
David Edward Craig
Michael O’hiropoulos
Andrew James Haan
Brandon Huyes Harrel
Nance Ann Harrell
Patricia Bell Painter
Virginia H asin Pfifer
Francisque G. Quinn
Edwin Lynn Styers
Anthony M ichael Sussman
James Matthew Symonds
John David Vega
Sean M urphy Walton
Carol M oyan Weyman
David Jerome Weymer
James John Whiston
Albert Linwood White IV
Jeannette C adwell Wilhelmi

Arnie’s Army

David Thomas Allen
Laura Bentley Bacon
James Michael Barlow
Martha M urray Ball
Beth Riggs Batchelor
John William Bennett
Robert M C horter Boswell III
Vickie L. Burge
Christine Nichols Carder
Timothy Evans Corden
Marc Louis Cosentino
David Howard Cox
Janet Ulrich Cochran
Jeffrey Edward Cy
Terence Joseph de Lyon
Elyn Sykes Dorcht
Donna Desem Draughon
Kenneth Stewart Draughon
David Burlingame Edwards
Morris M orton Eldridge Jr.
Patricia Anne Engel
Samuel Alfred Floyd
Janet Dunn Frantz
Paula Floyd Garrett
Stephen Gerard Habershon
James Hayden Harrell
Ann Baldwin Harris
Troy Dean Haynes
M ichael Dean Haver
Scott Farlow Heishman
G. M arsh Hixson
Daphne Sned H ocolm
Timothy Lee Jefferies
Jane Jeffries Jones
Elizabeth White Jurian
Landon Stuart King
Christopher Robin Kirby
Peter James Kruyer
Janet Gleason Leidner
Linda Daughtery Leinzeiger
Dewey Hudson Lewis
Susan Copeland M adill
Gall Shaw M argerum
Toni Tyree Martin
John Keith M clesworth
Christopher Bruce M owry
Lisa Aline M owry
Leigh M illikan Nason
John M cFarland
James Stephen Mussbaum
Dewey Thomas O’Kelley III
Mary Elizabeth Parks
Todd David Pascarelli
Barney Kent Price
Kim Berry Price
David Todd Rogers
Robert Charles Rogers
Richard Charles Roux
Norman Eli Snelgrove
John William Spotts
Andrew Morris Tucker
Charles M ayrus Vaughan
William Charles Walkey
Stuart A lexander Walton
Lisa Jeanine Ward
Frank Debraan Whitney
M ary Helen Kenner
William Clark Wilson
Edward Truman Wright III
Kelly Ford Young

Additional Gifts

William Donovan Ard
M ichael Andrew Avram
Edward James Barlow
Carolyn Stum B ailer
Charles Arthur Bolick
Jennifer Jones Bonfait
Darwin Edward Bowman
Donna Candace Brantley
M ichael Allen Branton
Dickson Burton Bridger
Patricia Ann Brink
Karen M uldowney Broujos
Steven James Bunker
John Raymond Burnette
Lucy Luckhardt-Calder
Rebecca Greene Carter
Rodney Craig Carter
Kelly Ann Church
Andrew Harrison Clark
Kenneth M cCluggage Craig Jr.
David Lee Daniels
Franziska Elizabeth Dechur
Steven Edward Dixon
Samuel M ichael Elliott
Elizabeth Rose Fields
Lynne M. Austin Freeman
Theodore Ben Friedman
Glenn Richard Funk
Carol Furman
Sheryl Parnell Garland
Vicki Freedman Goldstein
Terrill Lynn Guettman
M urry rossley Gresham III
Bonny Petreet Green
Elizabeth M. Hamrick
Kelsey Christ Hellans
Darran Keith Hensley
Anne Nancy Higgs
Laurie Spinks H engines
Do M ric H ill
Christie Dorman H oover
Jeffrey Craig Hunter
Teresa Ercoline Jarrell
Holly Pugh Johnson
Jay Paul Johnson
Kurt John Kenkel
M atthew Allen King
Carrie M oрис Mosbunt
Sandra W ard Langley
Scott Thomas M agruder
Gayle M. M eredith
M ary R. M addy
Jane Clarkson M arston
Richard H amcock M ore
M ichael E. M rrios
John Lindsey Nance
M artha Rowden Nance
M ark Harold Nay
Elizabeth Newman
Jonathan Kent N eswame
Nancy Borders Paschali
M ichard Arthur Pantarri
Karen M. Coury Poole
M elisa R hame Regan
James M ichael Rhine
M arjorie M errell Richters
M ark S. Roberts
John Brian Rodgers
William Boyd Rogers Jr.
Charles Hager Rohrer Jr.
David Francis Rowell
Robert John Ryan
David Christopher Scavely
M arian Krondkard Schwartz
Robert Baird Scott
Peterson North
Ted S. Siers Vyvyan
M ichael Stuart Wallace
Stuart Dowd Walters
Carl F. Beal
Karen M alette Wilson
Thornton Gray Yancey
Cynthia M izel Yarberry
Ralph Willis Yarberry Jr.

1983

Class Participation–36%
Total Gifts–$105,342
College Fund Giving–28%

Pro Humanitate Society

Jeffrey A. Arditti
Charles M ark Holt

Silver Society

Jerry Wayne Greene Jr.
jessie i. gonzalez
Shela Spanhour Shaffer
Nelson John Squires II
Emily Williams Street

President’s Club

Sharon Boothe Alm
Carolyn Blue Mikel
John M athew Bond
M ary Elizabeth Jones Cooper
Lisa Brothers Cheek
M ary Dawne Clark
Lisa Smith Cottrill
Scott M ichael Cottrill
William Hinson Gallagher II
Joseph Kenneth Hughes Jr.
Penelope Humphrey Hubert
Robert Stephen H yatt
James Todd Newton
Gary Wayne Phillips
David Nonnemacher
Peter Albert Spung
Loyd Wade Stokes Jr.
Tara Raines Stokes
Linda Davis Storlenga
Franklin Harris Wood III

President’s Associates

Susan Elizabeth Bray
Virginia L. Harris-Dobbins
Lori Privette Hinnant
Walter Rickett Hinnant

James W. Denmark Society

George Ray Adams
Lisa Lea Brueggeman
Gillen M. Brueggeman
David Andrew Cervera
David Anthony Chappell
Lisa M otts Jackson
John Williams Knap Jr.
Edward Reid M atthews
Donald Lee Swing Jr.
Lisa Stephens Sykes
M ark Russell Townsend
Gigi Siers Vuylsteke
M ichael Stuart Wallace
Stuart Dowd Walters
Carl F. Beal
Karen M alette Wilson
Thornton Gray Yancey
Cynthia M izel Yarberry
Ralph Willis Yarberry Jr.

John Crenshaw Society

Stephen John Boyle
M ary Elizabeth Hunt Cardin
Patricia Reed Garret
Lisa M otts Jackson
John Williams Knap Jr.
Edward Reid M atthews
Donald Lee Swing Jr.
Lisa Stephens Sykes
M ark Russell Townsend
Gigi Siers Vuylsteke
M ichael Stuart Wallace
Stuart Dowd Walters
Carl F. Beal
Karen M alette Wilson
Thornton Gray Yancey
Cynthia M izel Yarberry
Ralph Willis Yarberry Jr.

106 Wake Forest Magazine
Samuel Waite Society
Sarah Heuerman Bailey
Susan Swanson Bradlin
Kathryn Boyer Bronson
Thomas R. Gira
Steven Craig Ireland
Kathi M. Elizabeth Laxon
M. Norris Craig Mason
Michael Scott M. Tammany
Ashley E. M. Arthur Rehr
Fred Howard Schofield III
Mickey Lee Smith
Charlene Washburn
Laurie Weinert Wheaton

Arnie’s Army
Katherine Smith Addelmann
Richard H. Terry Arnold
Judd Allen Austin Jr.
William David Block
Lynn E. Booth-Ferry
Carol Copeland Bost
Rodney Trent Bowen
Gregory Scott Bowman
John Burroughs Bradshaw
Scott Emerson Bradshaw
Renee Duvall Bramlett
Sarah P. Dancer
Jeffrey Allen Cleveland
Jeffrey Lloyd Crook
M. Riam Hughes de Lacy
William Kent Dickinson
Jacqueline Dinan
Christopher Albert Dromerick
Donald Claes Ehlers Jr.
Stephen Kenneth Ennis
William Norbert Evans
Robert Fazia
Bernard Frances Figlock
Paul Townsend Flint
Caryn Lynn Flum
Genevieve Exum Francis
Paul Townsend Flint
Joseph M. George
Richard Eugene Fuller
Helen Hough Feinberg
William David Downs
James Reeves Davis
Courtney A. Blair
William McNair Massey
Louise Wood Flanagan
Margaret Louise Caldwell-Gill
Virginia Woltz Beutner
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College Alumni

1984

Class Participation–33%
Total Gifts $193,606
College Fund Giving–26%

Founders’ Circle
Heather Wright Maior
John Boniface M. Ali

Pro Humanitate Society
Jennifer Seaman Holt
Stewart Unger Wallace

Silver Society
Curtis Chanman Farmer
Leslie M. Cutchon Greene
Timothy Smith Jones
Steven James Robinson

President’s Club
Thomas David Bates
Clifford Conwell Byrum Jr.
Tom canyon Carlson
Fanning Heardon Dickson
Paul Richard Eason
Gregory Scott Roane
Joel Alexander Gentry
Shireen Hertzko Gentry
John Andrew Harrison
Eleanor Bailey Knox
John Daniel Knox III
David Glenn Magee
Peter Kenneth Mott
John William Ormand III
Roddy Negler Player
David Johnson Ramsaur
Amy Beck Reynolds
Cynthia Watson Rank
Ellen Schacht Reich
Scott Warner Reid
Barbara Edwards Ruark
David M. artin Ruble
LeeAnn Robertson Samuels
Jennifer Oli Schars
Alice V. Sheridan
Kay Deh aven Smith
Harriet Wendt Stockton
Kimberly Ruth Waller
Brenna Wahlen Demetre
Rosemarie Sharbaugh Devadas
Elizabeth Dunne Richardson

Additional Gifts
P. Collins Barwick III
Warren Walter Bates
Guy M. Beavers III
Katherine Stealey Bouda
Daniel M. arcus Boyd IV
Amy Rodriguez Bragunier
Glen G. Bridge
Diana Doster Brock
Richard John Brock
Carol L. Brown
E. Louise Huntley Brown
Deborah Elie Burgess
Bryan Allen Carter
James M. alcolm Clarke Jr.
David Scott Cobb
Mary Michael Dalton
Christopher Richard Dederer
Jean Marie Degnan
Philip Alan Dendler
Gregory Alan Eller
Karen Hinshaw Everhart
Isabel Fernandez Ferrall
Kenneth Robert Francis
Ellen Lethcoe Frost
Sunita Wilkerson Gaines
Carol Frederic Gentry
Charles Alden Goodie
Anita Izzzi Grayson
David Lynn Gullion
Mark Crobie Hamblin
Douglas Glen Hartama
Teresa Reeder Harvey
Laura Lu Hedrick
Melissa Virginia Hellland
Teresa Gayle Henley
Todd Leroy Heman
Linda Christine Wagner Hes
Kathryn Patricia Higgins
Karen Jane Hills
Bradford Forrester Hodd
Donna Tansill Kowacic
Llew Ann M. urry King
Mark Charles King
Mark Otto Klaw
Edward Owen Kiminer III
Mark Steven LaFave
Theodore Peterson Lauer
Leo George Letter III
Amy Leonard
Lora Rite Lewis
Randall David Martin
Pamela Aldridge Mazingo
Nathan O’Berry M Cliewiee Jr.
Kathryn M. MC an M. CAR
Andrew James Megas
Billie David Merfield
Roger Gary McDonald
Kathryn Amatula Moots
William Phillip Nichols
Leslie Martin Noble
Amy Crews Oyen
Julie Ann Ontko Parker
Walter Curtis Pearcy
Janet Elizabeth Prider
William M. lan M. Prichard
Thomas Radulovic
Charles Donald Reeves
William Edward Reynolds
John Cabel Richardson
Phyllis M. Richardson
Robert Travis Rogerson
Harrison Rogers Rutter
Caryn Lynn Scarvey
Gary Broderick Schofield
Charles Dale Slate
Allison T. Smith
Mary Scott Campbell Soo
Richard Craig Stabler
Tracy R. Stephenson
Catherine Guerrieri Stoba
Charles Carter Via
Lynn Lancaster Waggoner
Richard Charles Warshay III
Elizabeth Waite-Kucera
Geoffrey Hans Wall
Peggy Darlington Weller
Claire D’Escley Willmore
Thomas Daniel Wombles
John Howard Wood
Jane Bess Wooten

1985

Class Participation–31%
Total Gifts–$180,195
College Fund Giving–25%

Founders’ Circle
David Holland Prothro
Leslie Carson Prothro

Silver Society
Katherine Bourne Borton
Todd Kennewick Borton
Carolyn Colles Garber
Larry L. Garber
Russell William Meyer III
Elizabeth Parker Osterkamp
Kimberly Boatwright Shirley

President’s Club
Carrie Connell Bullcock
James Rowland Bullcock
Lisa A. Bullcock
Benjamin Souther Citrin
David M. Ochardson
Jesse Alonzo Copeland
Thomas Jefferson Covington IV
Angela Lynn DeMent
Class of 1985
President's Club (cont')
Kendra Bead Graham
James Winsmore Harper Jr.
Mark Baruch Kent
Elizabeth Moss Graw
Laura Swisher Nye
Michael Jerome Prapatap
Byron Lee Saintong
Jim Umberto Salerno
Bruce Russell Sidel
W. Howard Upchurch Jr.
J. M. Clain Wallace Jr.
Kenneth J. Wilson
Steven Robert Zdieske

President's Associates
David Williams Ammons
Robert M. Michael Brown
Douglas Guy Browning
Bruce Gurney Ford
Walter Frederick Hoffman
Kerry M. King
Catherine Brake Lee
Thomas Wyatt Townes
Stephen Thomas Walker

J. W. Denmark Society
Dianne M. aybery M. Crutty
James M. Wood

John Crenshaw Society
Mack Nathaniel Barnes III
Linda Boone Bartlett
Tama Hendley Caldaubagh
G. Andrew Gill
Marilyn Sue Cayes
Peter Francis Leblanc
Jack Walden Owen II
Melynda Dowd Wilcox

Samuel Wait Society
Barry Lane Barber
Susan Earwood CaCeres
Philip Schad Durand
Laurie Howell Gira
Ann Shirley Hagen
Eric Christian Hagen Sr.
Gary George Hennig
John William M. Kenzie
Meredith Birgitte Eckhart
Robert Lee M. otor Jr.
John Francis Reilly Jr.
Frederick Thomas Smith
George Michael Spencer
John Haddon Stephenson
Patricia Diane Swart
Katherine Carter Zimmer

Arnie's Army
Richard Brian Attig
Susan Williams Broder
Charles M. ede Brewer Jr.
Claire M. uzyski Bryson
John Byron Cavanaugh
Stephen Robert Clark
Jennifer Webster Cleveland
Robert Dorsey Davis III
Clifford Saxby Earle
Vada Lou Earle
Deborah Kaye M. oorris Edmunds
Arnold Bradley Fug
Paul Lindsay Fields Jr.
Michael M. Connell Flannery
Michael Christopher Gehart
Alexander Bruce Gourley
Mary Carolyn Grose
Leigh Stipp Grownow
Albert Henry Hamill
Kenneth Reed Haywood
Karen Koonce Huribert
Karen Sorenson Micoski

John C. Kalarivinos Jr.
Tiffany L. Kitchan
Paul Inman Kreider
Patrick Doyle Lowder
Valerie Cole Lowder
Jennifer Sue Lowden
Jerry M. Redfield
Patrick M. oonelli
John W. M. Mori
Mary Elizabeth Hannah Munday
John Landon Reid
Jennifer V. Roberts
Lori Baxter Schiefer
Gary Lee Schmidt
Mark Alan Simms
Robert Lawrence Smith Jr.
Deborah Shore Stewart
Kurt Robert Stockstill
Jennifer Thomas Jr.
Jeffrey Richard Walek
David Turner Wiley

College Alumni
Director of Annual Support
(336) 758-5824
E-mail: barkeddp@wfu.edu

College Fund Giving–29%
Total Gifts–$189,585

For young alumni
At least half must be unrestricted to the College Fund or another Annual Fund.

College Fund Giving–29%
Total Gifts–$189,585

University Gift Clubs
Society of 1834
M minimum of $2,500 per year for five years*

Founders' Circle
M minimum of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
M minimum of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
M minimum of $2,500 per year for five years*

President's Club
M minimum of $1,000 per year for five years*

President's Associates
M minimum of $500 per year for five years*

Society of 1834
Frederick Westley Eubank II
Mantha McCrory Eubank

Pro Humanitate Society
Bobbi Acord
Richard Anthony Leaden
Susan Reneaux Leaden

Silver Society
Bridget Wyne Chisholm

President's Club
David Perry Barksdale
Kevin Edward Beeson
Jennifer Gibson Black
Anne Reichert Bromstead
Joseph Eugene Burns
Gregory Jackson Carter
Jennifer Cordell Hanlon
Mark Taylor Hooton
Clintom Gray Hubbard
John Davis Kimberly
Richard Thomas Lombard Jr.
Richard Gibbs M. C. Grimes
William Kuhn M. Grive
Michael William Hargis
Susan Hill Garner
Paul Robert Morgan
Scott Worthington Mottison III
Thomas G. Nardell
Arthur Wooten Orr
Denise Joliffe Ratchford
James Joseph Ratchford III
Richard Armbust Reavis Jr.
Sherry Lee Roberts
Talmage Gregory Rogers III
Paul Walter Schacht
Michael Gerard Sebasta
Kelli M. mrose Smith
Richard Paul Soja
Marybeth Sutton Wallace

Presidents' Associates
Michael Gearheart Carter
John Frederick Harris
William Douglas King Jr.
Ralph M. atts Snow III
Judith Newman Spritzky
Lisa Ormond Taylor
Cynthia R. uiler Townes
David Sam Wegerke

J. W. Denmark Society
Jennifer Rinheit M. anns
Robert Joseph Rege

John Crenshaw Eiband
Gloria Riedecker
Joseph John Mullaney
Julie M. lora Pragel
M. rion Carlton Shields

Samuel Wait Society
Brent William Ambrose
Elizabeth C. ught Kallay
Elizabeth Conrad Becot
Joseph Thomas Block
Virginia Jones Charet
Anna Dragan Chester
Edward John Zaranek
Cynthia Lorna Gilbert
Robert Nicholas Giraldi Jr.
James Franklyn Hahn III
Chad Ashley Holder
Alison Dubbs Levinson
Mark David Lins
Paige Higgins Patterson
Allison Currin Stokes
M. riam Annette Dvorak Wyeth
M.ichael Brian Wyeth

Arnie's Army
M. ar-in Christy Allen
George Herbert Armstrong
Carolyn Cooper Atkinson
Todd David Auch
Emory Bass
M. yra Howard Bowan
Molly M. oorris Bowman-Farow
Rose Hill Brown
M. olli moricl bucher
Laurie Burch
Cynthia Campbell
Larry Van-Thomas Crisco
Allan D.ett Deck
Kris St. idie
Rob McN. yer Dupont
M. ark Alan Earnest
Douglas C. Mcll Ellis
Raymond Benjamin Farlow III
Jennifer A. Betts Fisher
Laura Southall Gill
Katherine M. arie Greenleese
D. aniel Ivan Hunt
Deborah Lentz Emanuel
Thomas K. Carl koppen
Penny Lynn Lampros
James Ford Lang
D. avid Carl Lowe
D. Beth Langley
John M. bsch Lapinsk
Ane C. ewell Leegott
Dana Baker M.-Ctry III
M. ark Emerson Miller
Paul Alan More
Lisa Adams M. on
Daniel Vincent M urphy
Stacey Oakhill M. urphy
Brian Richard Peterson
Kristin Eldridge Plyer
Ronald Jeffery Rick
Wayne Allen Ritchie
Barbara Weger Roach
Dale Arthur Roach Jr.
Mark Windeter Robison
M. urid B. C. lean Roberson
Ellie C. arke Ross
George J. uckey
Edwin Theatre Runberger Jr.
Katie M. Peters Sawyer
Steven Fielden Smith
Gerald M. denza So
Eric David Stiff
W. Tony Stoller
M. ary Carolyn Hall Titus
J. Russ Van Buren
Susan Schoenholz
William M. aron Waliem Jr.
Carol Theresa Wilkes
David G. erwood
Walter Thomas Wood Jr.
Jane Elizabeth Yancey-Wrona
John M. uil Ziegler Jr.
Susan Hand Ziemann
Additional Gifts
Deborah Yvonne Martin Adams
Sally M. maoy Adams
V. Helen Rob Bailey
Gary Thomas Badger
Dawson Booe Bartholomew
M. Alexander Bartholomew
Alice Anne Balsinger
Pete Hudson Bazemore Jr.
Timothy John Bennett
Trevor Bailey Blake
Reginald Brent Bliaulock
Carl Andrews Boggs III
John Whitlow Boswall
Paul Bruce Burroughs
Richard Collins Butz
James Bryan Cash
Charles Hamilton Cate Jr.
Toby Ceci Cole Jr.
Susan Jackson Cooke
Pamela Jill Cox
Fred Todd Davis
Janet Fontana Davis
M. Mary Margaret Davis
Luanne M. edlin Deal
M. Dwayne Dodson
Michael Andrew Dowell
Mark Allen Durham
Louis Joseph Fisher
Amsy Bledsoe Flynn
Jennifer Baucum Flynn
Susan C. Rogers Glennenden
Christopher Edward Hendricks
Susan Hayes Dore Greenlees
John Hardy Hai Jr.
Christopher E. block Jr.
Ellis Baynes Hunter
Bernard Philip Hvоздovic Jr.
Julie Capatti Himal
Duncan M. achell Johnson
Cecil Barclay Jones
Kimberly Wright Jones
Rogan Thomas Ke"in
Ellise Haynes Hunt
Loraine Marie Piccolo Bruno
Elizabeth Johanon Brown
Danny Calvin Brown
Thomas Scott Browder
Jeffrey Covington Brooks
Elizabeth Outland Branner
Bennett Gibson Boggs
Jane Schatz Bodnar
Kenneth Woltz Badgett
Mark Lee Aust
Andrew Yoshiyuki Ashikari
Khalique S. Zahir
Marjorie Buff Wentz
John Christopher Waters
Kathryn Howard Taylor
Cherry Davis Stribling Jr.
Rachelle Miller Spell
Keith William Snyder
Robert Blake Shillinger Jr.
Nelle Moseley Schantz
Kenneth Edward Ross
Mitchell Wade Perry
Suzanne Williams M. morrah
Susan H. Arrington Neidik
Michael W. Wad Perry
Susan Erickson Powell
Manie Ann Raynor
Deborah Lynn Reichle
Kathryn H. arrick Ritcher
Kenneth Edward Ross
Nelle M. oseley Schantz
Robert Blake Shillinger Jr.
Tad Harris Simmons
Stephanie Rader Sipe
Kathwell Snyder
Rhianelle Miller SPELL
Cheryl Denton Brubaker
Kathryn N. oward Taylor
Catherine Redman Thomas
Anne Cauley
John Christopher Waters
M. arjorie Buff Wertz
Stephen H. Busch windell
Thomas W. Wirth
Susan Lavender Wood
Khaliqur S. Zahid
Patricia M. renner Ziegler
Amy Snead Zimmermann

Arnie's Army
Kirstin Deaton Adams
David Gregory Blick
William Beals Boggs
Celeste Anne Bona
Henry Wray Brawley
M. arlie Bridges
James Edward Bridges
Alex Mcmurry
Susan Cook Cacciavita
Patricia Anne Breed Caldwell
Brian Wolfschmidt
Rebecca Johnson Chase
Sheila Ree Cotten
Lynsey Geier D' Cruz
Sarah White Dalrymple
Michael Sherwood Davis
Jenny Kleitz DiBlasio
Thomas A. DiBlasio
Allison Philip Dillon
Mary M. artha Dean Eliis
Alycia Wood Ferguson
Deborah Keyes Ferrell
Peyton Hatcher M. art
Jerald Craig Hawn
M. ira Denise Henry
Patrick Lynn Hofer
John W. Holt
David Bruce Houser
Charles H. Crews Hull Jr.
Daphne Rose Humphrey
Edward H. Kiivitt III
Treasure Tunag Lane
Michael B. Langford
Holly Thompson Lariscy
William Elderskin Lengfell Jr.
Scala Carpenter Liner
K. Elizabeth L. hilltoseeke
John Jackson M. CGIurt Jr.
Sherry Stevens M. allly
Alice M. are keth M. oore
Suzanne Williams M. morrah
Susan H. Arrington Neidik
Michael W. Wad Perry
Susan Erickson Powell
Manie Ann Raynor
Deborah Lynn Reichle
Kathryn H. arrick Ritcher
Kenneth Edward Ross
Nelle M. oseley Schantz
Robert Blake Shillinger Jr.
Tad Harris Simmons
Stephanie Rader Sipe
Kathwell Snyder
Rhianelle Miller SPELL
Cheryl Denton Brubaker
Kathryn N. oward Taylor
Catherine Redman Thomas
Anne Cauley
John Christopher Waters
M. arjorie Buff Wertz
Stephen H. Busch windell
Thomas W. Wirth
Susan Lavender Wood
Khaliqur S. Zahid
Patricia M. renner Ziegler
Amy Snead Zimmermann

Army's Army
Craig John Andre
Parriith Francis Arturri
Scott Thomas Bray
Bradford Conrad Bromstead
M. olly Jones Bums
Robert L lanthecoe Jr.
Jennifer Surgeon Deal
Susan Schappert Harper
Michael Anthony Harrington
George M. itchell Harris III
Terryll Johnson Harris
Karen N. hawth Han
Kenneth Robert Hunt Jr.
lauren M. ofer lange
Stephen Allen M. oyo
Arsha Reavis M. Greveye
Susanna Laneagy M. adow
Bowen Brooks M. olly
John Robinson M. iller IV
Caroline M. uray
Ernest A. day
Charles H. dowsen Sr.
Kenneth J. Schoenhagen Jr.
Charlotte Riddle Sebesta
M. arlie John Summers
Shannen Spence Townsend
Thomas Daniel Welliver
James Grier Welcher Jr.
Todd Dale Westerl

President's Associates
Katie Burley Browning
Leila V. Long M. oday
Jamie Scott Gage
Stephan M. athle M. asta
Robert Austin M. auck Jr.
M. arld Oldham
James Guy Revelle III

J. W. Denmark Society
John Augustus Hutchins III

J. C. hawks Society
Jeffrey Alan Campagna
Susan Skull Grine
Robert Kevin Hinkle
Jacqueline M. arie Hedder M. ims
Robb John Parlinati

Samuel Wait Society
Edward Bradford Bennett
Page Cone Kaywan
Brian Scott cope
Laura L. Evens
Frank Neal Johnson
Wendy Warren Loeher
Amy Priesty Perko
Windbrook Westbrook Sherrill
Jennifer Piaacsce Tolley
M. arl Walsh Valarosa
Seth David watson

Craig Norman Current
Clare Flanagan Cusato
J. Harold Davies
Jeffrey Theodore Davis
Mahlon A. Dickens
Robert M. Donald
Susan E. Forbes Donahue
M. elinda M. cottontowne
David Charles Fagan
John M. ichael Flyin
M. ona Lisa Hillbawi Flynn
Erica Anne Queen Friel
Robin Roy Ganzent
Grance Louise Geyer-Smith
Robert Douglas Guilding
Sharon Stanzielo Grace
Douglas Kim Graham
Alexander Parker Hale
Elizabeth Anne Hall
Amy Gary Hallisy
James Lewis Harris Jr.
Lana Jolley Hendek
Robert Corby Hovis
Michael Patricks Iarocci
Kristina M. Adjens Johnson
Denise Benfield Kirkland
Michael M. Ihleche Ward Kuhn
Robert Earl Kunts Jr.
Karen Sally Liddy
Gerry Linney Penley M. artin
Sylvia Benjeen assaro
Bradford Lawrence M. cmea
Lisa Belcher Middleton
Deborah Gerash Sitchum
John M. aruits M. odin
David Stephens M.orris
David Waterfall M. owski
Lisa Jones Parrish
Pamela H. llacti
Christa Beth Pearl
Kris Alan Persinger
David Todd Pouvey
Duvan Hannah Powell Jr.
Joe Wayne Pryor II
Erik Emerson Roberts
Samuel Scott Roberts
Bettina Schwank Roberts
James Robert Rose Jr.
David Anthony Sattal
Richard Washington Sawyer III
Jennifer Johnsrude Sattler
Anne Pope Shanks
Lori Anne Shappee
Lynn Goodman Shopp
Chrissy Lynn Kookulis Smith
John M. arlford Smith Jr.
Robert Wallace M. artin
Karen Seale Sper
Evan L. Stalker
Heather Woods Stakes
Jennifer Ruff Tamburu
Denise Theresa Tracey
Michael Joseph Valcar
Tammie Frazier Vannoy
Cristine M. ari Varhol
Kimmerly Crammer Volingler
Cecil Paul J. Wilson
William G. w. harrin
Matt diBall
Steve K. ogal
John M. athwell Smith
Pamela M. uller Swartzburg

Samuel Wait Society
Latricia Harkins Besler
Edward M. chorter Butler
Claudia M. estrepeto Gartner
Charles H. mento Hines
Sonja Polc Holdor
Laura Jean Ince
Jeanette L. lee Johnson
Gregory Paul King
Elizabeth Veatch M. alak
Kristie O. Neil Postero
Quinn Patterson Postero
Scott Paul Rembold
John Poteat Riggan
Louis Stewart Ruvane
Thomas George Valarosa
Fred R. Wunderlich

Mauricio A. Agudelo
Deborah Ashton Armstead
Lisa Ann Debrine Baker
Heidi J. Kugl Bass
M. arl Lee Bass
John Charles Blakeman
Leslie Susan Tate Ballew
William Ciura Baloa
Patrick L. Brown
Robert Alan Cape
Joseph Lee Carter III
Kendrick D. Cordall
Scott George Crowder

1987
Class Participation–34%
Total $25,031
College Fund Giving–27%

1988
Class Participation–25%
Total $56,636
College Fund Giving–19%

Pro Humanitate Society
Kodie Hill Do amo

President's Club
Edward Albert Balogh Jr.
Jennifer Cullom Barksdale
Bonnjie Jean Berlin
John Frank Bragg III
Ellen Elizabeth Brown
Lisa Karalee Carter
Edward M. Marshall Deal
Michael Joseph Generoux
Deborah S. M.ayer Harrington
Alyce Ellington Hill
Douglas Eric Hill
Jennifer Reiche Isley
Brian Robert Joffrin
George Isaac Rose Jr.
Kathryn Gettie Ross
Elizabeth Flowers Smith
William Timothy Snyder
James Douglas Townsend
Margaret Demopolous Welliver

President's Associates
David Wayne Edminson
Deborah Black Gage
Thomas Fletcher Jackson
Caroline Day Plummer

J. W. Denmark Society
David Gerard DeCredico
Kristin Helga Lewis

J. C. hawks Society
Kathlyn M. ally Justus
Amy Cartner M. asey
Elizabeth Connor Seely
John M. athwell Smith
Pamela M. uller Swartzburg

Latricia Harkins Besler
Edward M. chorter Butler
Claudia M. estrepeto Gartner
Charles H. mento Hines
Sonja Polc Holdor
Laura Jean Ince
Jeanette L. lee Johnson
Gregory Paul King
Elizabeth Veatch M. alak
Kristie O. Neil Postero
Quinn Patterson Postero
Scott Paul Rembold
John Poteat Riggan
Louis Stewart Ruvane
Thomas George Valarosa
Fred R. Wunderlich

Mauricio A. Agudelo
Deborah Ashton Armstead
Lisa Ann Debrine Baker
Heidi J. Kugl Bass
M. arl Lee Bass
John Charles Blakeman
Leslie Susan Tate Ballew
William Ciura Baloa
Patrick L. Brown
Robert Alan Cape
Joseph Lee Carter III
Kendrick D. Cordall
Scott George Crowder
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Class of 1988
Arnie’s Army (cont)

Jana Harrell Daley
Donald Perry Douglass Jr.
Joan Dryden
Erik Paul Geier
Sinclair Shadbourn Griffin
Gareth Edward Griffith
Kenneth M. Iacchialy
Lori Wimpee Kramer
M. Elissa Shepherd Lackey
R. Wade Liner
Charles Richard M addux Jr.
David M. O’Malley massey
Susan Harris Mosca
Edward Brockenbrough M. O’Nally Jr.
Robert F. M. Ulikan
Wendy Leigh Morgan
Randy Ellis Norris
Errol Stuart Passantino
Wade M. A. N. Price
Nicholas Emil Petrarca Jr.
Thomas William Reilly
John H. Rogers Jr.
jerald Alan Sainsbury
Kenji Seto
Helen Caroline Clark Smith
M. Artha Abney Sowers
M. Artín Wayne Thorne
Channer Edward Tripplet
Jeffrey Sontag Tuttle
Carol Jones Van Buren
Christopher Theodore Wentz
Andrea Clare Weydert
Jacqueline Williamson Wilson
Scott Fitzgerald Wyatt

Additional Gifts
Welborn Excell Alexander
Vincent Charles Andracchio II
Jody Reddy Andrade
April Renee Bolivar
Stephen Robert C. Alm Alan Beckett
Brian Christopher Bishop
Michael Craig Boardman
Susan Harvey Combs
David Whittaker Craig
Christopher M. Cae Crouch
Kenneth M. Iacchialy
Charles Reed Dorsey
M. Elissa Shepherd Lackey
David M. O’Malley massey
Susan Harris Mosca
Edward Brockenbrough M. O’Nally Jr.
Robert F. M. Ulikan
Wendy Leigh Morgan
Randy Ellis Norris
Errol Stuart Passantino
Wade M. A. N. Price
Nicholas Emil Petrarca Jr.
Thomas William Reilly
John H. Rogers Jr.
jerald Alan Sainsbury
Kenji Seto
Helen Caroline Clark Smith
M. Artha Abney Sowers
M. Artín Wayne Thorne
Channer Edward Tripplet
Jeffrey Sontag Tuttle
Carol Jones Van Buren
Christopher Theodore Wentz
Andrea Clare Weydert
Jacqueline Williamson Wilson
Scott Fitzgerald Wyatt

1989

Class Participation-25%
Total Gifts-$111,626
College Fund Giving-19%

Pro Humanitate Society
Bradley David Kendall

Silver Society
David DeBarnnen Clarke
Michael David Lamphier

President’s Club
M. Margaret Elizabeth Holt Bunn
William H. merritt Bunn IV
Allison Red Grigg
Robert D. Waddell Grigg IV
H. Michael Lemeseer
Kathy A. Dair Poteet
Michael Clifton Smith
Elizabeth Prewitt Summers
Timothy Lee Swanson

President’s Associates
James Thomas Hewitt
Robert Stanley Perry
Colleen Kountz Pruyan
Jeffrey Grossman Vaughan

James W. Denmark Society
Todd M. Orrison Brooks

John Crenshaw Society
Kenneth Donald D’Antuono
M. O. ira Elizabeth Davis
Carol Eggleston Funderburke
Perrin George M. arch
Kathryn Stathem Rusher

Samuel Wait Society
Robert Leslie Blewins III
Jack Leonard Gentry Jr.
Susan Catherine Garvin
David Robert Haney
David Parker Howard
Thomas Edward Lade
Beth Shannon M. Haney
Sarah Cave Osanger
Frank Edward Reddy Jr.
Crystal Leonard Seiders

Arnie’s Army
Yolanda Faye Brawley
Richard Craven Carter III
Amy Elizabeth Catlett
Todd Hamilton Chasse
M. Margaret A. Clayton
Catherine Atkinson Dyer
Alice Richmond Ebel
Kyle Thomas Evans
Tracy Buran Evans
Barry James Fabian
Patricia M. Giurlin Faircloth
William Scott Faircloth
M. Margaret A. Faircloth
S. Shondra Helman Had
Steven Dennis Had
Catherine Johnson Had
John Arthur Hagan
Katherine Beal Haines
Kristina Hagg Hill
John William Himes Jr.
Stephen M. ichael Hodiuk Jr.
Krista Holley Holman
Laura Bonnet Taylor
Angela Summers Jackson
Richard Lee Johnson
Christoper Allen kuntz
M. arc Robert Lacroix
Dorothy C. Sutton Larmore
Samuel Raymond Lax Jr.
Beth Richmond M. C. Kinzie
Sarah Katherine M. Moore
Ava Marie Mclsaugton
Elizabeth Ann White Packman
Jeffrey Scott Ready
Harriet M. auk Regen
Sandra Lee Redmond
M. ary Leslie Sadler
Steven Paul Sass
Scott David Schutt
Jennifer Willis Schott
M. Margaret A. Boyd Shell
Stephen Dean Sheets
Charles Keith Stamey
Lillan Brooke Stokes
M. ichael Anthony Taylor
Kari Patrick Twedt
M. artha Henseler Vahanian
David Truman Ward
C. Andrew Wattleworth
Victoria Winn Shelton Windell
Douglas W. Wsource
Jonathan Woodward Yarbrough

Additional Gifts
Julie E. Carlisle Albrecht
Laurel Amanda Anderson
Roger Anderson
Wendy Elizabeth Bedenko
Renee Antonia Berry
Sue Renee Blaggett
Brenda Spencer Boggs
Christopher M. ark Brannock
M. Margaret Louise Brown
Peter Robert Brown
Stephen Blair Bynum
Richard Leigh Butt Jr.
Amy Trottier Buttiglieri
Jennifer Taylor Carter
Lea Vanda Kelly Chiang
David M. ichael Clark
Bryan M. arshall Combs
Julieann Seasons Connor
Carol Dare Conrad
Page L. Griffith
Eugene B. Graver
Peyton Todd DeWese
Robert Augustus Desiletts Jr.
Charles Francis Deviney III
Sharon Diane Everhart
M. ichael Brandon Dew
Thomas Stephen Dillay
Alan Scott Diland
Elizabeth Edmonds Eberhart
Ronald Steve Fleming
John David Fugete
Bartlett Yancey Ganzert
Lisa Anne Knott Garfinkle
Joseph Dean Graham
David Ray Green
Julie Lynn Groves
Frederick William Hanson
Susan Brooker Hannon
John Harold Helmers Jr.
Howard James Herndrr
Jennifer Clarke Hildreth
John Chadley Holland
Laura Ann Papadop Hopkms
Wilson Smith Hoyle III
Robert W. Hoyaasgaard Jr.
Lisa A. Chaffer Jordan
Marc David Dreyer
John Richard Ehrlich
John Beth Jorgensen Jordan
James Neil Jacobson
Brian Le Roy Johnson
Eugenia Meimaridis Maish
John Arthur Hagan
Katherine Beal Haines
Kristina Hagg Hill
John William Himes Jr.
Stephen M. ichael Hodiuk Jr.
Krista Holley Holman
Laura Bonnet Taylor
Angela Summers Jackson
Richard Lee Johnson
Christoper Allen kuntz
M. arc Robert Lacroix
Dorothy C. Sutton Larmore
Samuel Raymond Lax Jr.
Beth Richmond M. C. Kinzie
Sarah Katherine M. Moore
Ava Marie Mclsaugton
Elizabeth Ann White Packman
Jeffrey Scott Ready
Harriet M. auk Regen
Sandra Lee Redmond
M. ary Leslie Sadler
Steven Paul Sass
Scott David Schutt
Jennifer Willis Schott
M. Margaret A. Boyd Shell
Stephen Dean Sheets
Charles Keith Stamey
Lillan Brooke Stokes
M. ichael Anthony Taylor
Kari Patrick Twedt
M. artha Henseler Vahanian
David Truman Ward
C. Andrew Wattleworth
Victoria Winn Shelton Windell
Douglas W. Wsource
Jonathan Woodward Yarbrough

Waverly M. C hilder Hender son
Elizabeth M. Connolly Walsh

President’s Associates
Elizabeth M. Pherson Andreasen
Nancy Kay Leist Atwell
Carol Teague Gacouyine
Todd Hoyle III
Jeffrey William Vandiver
Noelle E. M. organ Vandiver

John Crenshaw Society
Stephen Bryan Durham
Robert Davidson Hall III
Christine Riddle Montgomery
John Fletcher Wilson

Samuel Wait Society
Jon Piglenton Davis
Robyn Giles Elliott
John Richard Griffiths
Richard Russell Isaks
Laura Huidak M. C. Erina
Kim Kid M. Claii
Stefanie Lara Tate

Arnie’s Army
Jonathan William Albright Emily Mcclarsky Blinvs
Robert Hauri Boyle Jr.
Richard Franklin Brooks
Rushani Sie Brooks
Lauren White Butchett
Thomas Edward Buchheit
Daniel Sanford Bullard
Wade M. A. N. Price
Diana Susan Bullard
Dona Simone Chamberlain
Edward Lewis Clayton III
David Christian Dreese
Grant David Duffield
Susan Louise Edison
Sianoa Frantz
John Alderman Freeman III
DeDe Harvey Gerhart
Richard Anthony Gothic
William Brett Godwin
Julie Beth Griffin
M. Margaret A. Karlstin Grinspire
Jeffrey Raymond Haden
William Russell Harp
Kevin Crotley Hicks
Susan Garder Stott
Timothy David Howard
Stephen William Hudzik Jr.
Ellen Petrie Wilson
Cynthia Ellen Jones
Theodore Lincoln Kachir
Karen D. Owen Wilms
Sheila M. ahony Lambret
Patrick M. ichael Lemons
M. ark Alan M. Collam
Emily Ann Nance
Donald Alwin N. Isbitt Jr.
Andrew Joseph Novak
Carrie Rigelman Rankin
Dana Conner Richardson
Christine Pallace Schiltz
Noel Blane Shepheard
Carol Emilee Shimako
James M. Cali Smith
Eric Robert Stroesser
Max M. Howell Stalins
M. arc Henry Tabish
Edward Lawrence Timanus
E. Lawson Anderson Travels
Allison Grant Tusa
Randy Kuzma Tusa
David Singleton
Dorothry Bryan Wattsworth
Charles Rex Welton Jr.
Jon Michael Whitam
Felix Jung Hong Wong

Additional Gifts
Bruce L. LaGarde Allen
June Reeves Allen
James Doyle Batten Jr.
Class of 1992
Additional Gifts (cont')
M. athew Todd Brawner
Sydney Nightingale Broadus
Edward Bernard Brown
Lucy Powell Brown
Amy Wyn Burton
Hilary Leathers Canipe
Emily Franklin Carter
Elizabeth Ann Heflin Cauvel
Jill Kristin Center
Kara Suzanne Choate
Brandon Daniel Conkle
Anne Lynn Corbett
Lori Ann Cunningham
Donald Bryan Davis Jr.
Patrick Thomas Day
Margaret Lyle Yel Dechamps
Vicki Graham D’Lillo
Elizabeth Chauvin Duperier
Wendy Newman Faulkner
Corey Raitone Fultz
Corey Gallus
Lois M. Craken Gardner
Patricia Williams Goodwood
Jennifer L. Gramer
Kelli Ann Griggs Griffin
John Christopher Hackworth
Thomas Roby Hale
Amy Camille Harris
Jonathan H. Hartness
Sean Hunter Henry
Gerald Lee Hinson-Hastie
Christina L. Hummel
Craig Charles Johnson
Stefanie Rodwell Jones
Christopher Charles King
Terrence Howard Kugh
Catherine M. Kaye Knowles
Dianne M. Kiehle Kueck
Sandra M. Donald Lavay
Julia M. agnus Ledyon
Shelley Hale Lee
James Andrew Loggett
Kimberly Anne Lennox
John Gregory L evitsky
College Pierce Lopina
Kristine Ricchivone Lowe
Kelli M. Cliseksoy M arkind
William Bowen M arshall
Dawn Lzoano M artin
Margaret Robinson M artin
Anna Claire E. Montgomery
Mary Anne Naue
Patsy Jane M ennuti
Shannon L. Rozolian M alko
Amy Elizabeth M orrards
Donald Lucas M. orrin Jr.
James Howard M. oxon III
Jane Balbier M. ood
Joan Henn Orell
Sarah Wetzlar Perkins
Jennifer Jones Phillips
Steven Proulx
John Kenneth Redding
Karen Annette Reid
Jennifer Kurmann Reno
Robin Barreau Richardson
Stephanie M. ooreiggins
Frank William Rinaldi
T. Scott Robertson III
Timothy William Roe
M. athew Scarrat
Katherine M atteon Schuler
Karen Scharit Searor
Richard K. scackleford
Eric David Shaw
Kristen Angel Shaw
Jennifer H. Ardtrix Shuping
Donald M. athew Smith
Heather Goldsmith
Scott Randall Smith
Jennifer League Sobon
Andrew Butler Soukup
Eric I. an Surface
Scott Byron Swanson
Catherine Wisner Taylor
Lyndell Lamont Thompson
Richard Wallace Townsend

Bobby Thomas Tyner II
Jennifer Sue Vaughan
James Arlyn West
Kathryn Elizabeth West
Laurel Emily Williams
Cory Francesca Willingham
M. margaret M rison Wirtz
Erin Lathrop Wotley
Peter Allen Woodrow
John Charles Wyckoff Jr.

Army’s Navy
N icole M. cintyre Apple
Elizabeth Waldrich Baillie
Mary Ann Beall Williams
Carl Wesley Bissett
Laura Waldron Bridger
Richard Craven Brooker
Bruce Robert Buchanan
Blake Adam Buckingham
William Wesley Burns IV
David Scott Banhe
William Kevin Conley
M. ark Howell Coote
Jennifer Waller Dowd
Eric Douglas Ervin
Kristen T. Fetz
Kelt Eric Gibbings
Jill Sanders Headley
Amelia Diane Hunter
Jillie Gilles Kelly
Charles Robert Knoll Jr.
Timothy M. e Bun Lam
James Francis M. aor Jr.
Denise Chenmarky Noble
Scott M. athew Noble
Charles Frederik Odom Jr.
Sandra Griffin Oljarcic
Billie Jo Thomas Reed
Shelia Gunnels Richardson
Cory Brent Schneider
Charles Curtis Shiiffett
Kenneth Percy Spudin Jr.
Jorganna M. throwe
Christopher Von Harn
Charlene L. Warren-Davis
Pamela Weatherford Zamora

Louis Joseph Landreneau Jr.
Joyce Girt Lewis
Shawn Richard Lindsay
Elizabeth Anne Livingston
Christopher Vernon Lucy
Jeanne Collette McEwen
Timothy Scott Lynde
Kath Richard M. arkind
R. David Marnion Jr.
Christopher G. M. Donald
John Revd M. oquig
Kevin James M. Ober
William Scott M. itchell
Thomas Lloyd Mordica
Katie N. Alman
Donald Charles O’Shea
Mary-Catherine O’Nell
M. ary sobon
M. athew David Olin
William Edward Painter Jr.
Ellen Fogle Parker
James M. Milton Parker Jr.
Joseph Robert Petrilli Jr.
Holly Caw Powell
Christopher Daniel Priddy
Russell M. artin Ray
Robert Arnold Reeg
Matthew E. Ray Riiggs
Gregory Roger Runinski
Kathleen Johnson Seif
John Charles Sence
Scott F. galleries
Calvin Earl Slade
Kathleen Kirby Smith
Jennifer Hadcock Smith
Tina M. cile M. urton Seigle
Paul Taylor Swain III
Eugene Derek Taylor
Jennifer Dowley Taylor
Curtis M. ichael Thomasco
Tom Price Thompson III
Charles Brooke Walker
Kimberly D. Pearson Walsh
Sarah Kristian West
Elizabeth M. adley White
Harry Ramsey White III
Blair Lynne Whitley
Edward Matthew Young
Emily Koghe Zaki

1993
Class Participation-24%
Total Gifts-$116,912
College Fund Giving-18%

Founders’ Circle
Davin Edward Juckett
Rhoda Cobb Juckett

Pro Humanitate Society
Tonya Ronea Deem
Peter van Dooljeeboot

Silver Society
Amy Lynne King
Elizabeth Sponcler Norman
Jonathan Keith Norman

President’s Club
Laura Kenny Bland
Phillips M. Cleet Bowen
Jonna Garbee Brumby
James M. Gregor Everett
Samuel Patrick Funk
Amy Caroline Young Jordan
Jane Elizabeth Rast
Katherine Pugh Smith
M. ary Dee Andrews Smith

President’s Associates
Debra M. argaret Beavers
Steven William Brackmier
M. erse uie Wohlstein
Judson David Else
Sarah Frushour Richter
Jennifer Lewis Schiavone
M. ary Allisenbrigman Sheehan
M. athew Wood Smith
Edwin M. arin Speas III
Polly Godfrey Speas
Jennifer M ore Stauffer
Tracy Laine Thomas
Joseph Wade Tollison Jr.

James W. Denmark Society
M. ichael Louis Gross
M. ary Denton Lundford
William Zabel Lundford
Carrie Leigh Dunedin Walls
George Samuel Walls III

John Crenshaw Society
Allen William Hock
Katherine Fowler Vest

Samuel Wait Society
John Francis Curtis
Cherie ees h. ierston
M. ark Chandler M. cinn
Lee M. ichael Norrot
James E. ichael Patrick
Jennifer Souza Shiimer
Chandlly Challa Smith
Van Christopher Steele
Illyama Lilar Wilkerson

1994
Class Participation-20%
Total Gifts-$121,000
College Fund Giving-15%

President’s Club
Joseph DeAmond Cantrell
M. elissa Thomas Cantrell
Parker Osborne Huit
Elizabeth Tanner M. athews
John Raleigh Richardson
Kelli Reed Rush
June Kazuo Stroh Slowik
Tidha Sue Turner

President's Associates
Kevin James Amerio
Lucy Shirley Anderson
James Alex Beurlin
Tamarra M. Brush-Campbell
Jodi M. arcussen Couter
Scott M. ichael Frailey
M. ichael Ahsdon Hudson
Derek Browning Rogers
Darron Michael Thompson
Christopher Farrell Wilson

Samuel Wait Society
Walter Clay Busker
Elizabeth Hamilton
M. ark Thomas Ciampa
William Todd Stillerman
Laura Joyce Zeder
Arnie’s Army

Peter M Cray Candler Jr.
Catherine Coleman Clarke
Anne Elizabeth Wells Cook
Stephen Clark Detor
Kristin Fink Dorsett
Hugh Neiber IV
Elizabeth Wilkens Flynn
Nicole Jeaninne Friel
Robert Holmes Gayle
Brian Robinson Green
M. . .
Shannon Lewis Harsh
Shannon hustonerson Hines
Elizabeth Harvis Inabinet
Lawrence Davis Jackson
Emreliith Lee Jones
Kenneth Edward Kunke
Jason Lucas LeVauser
Vicky Tsetsaras Leonard
James Wayne Loving Jr.
M. .ichelle Parks Maj
Elizabeth Jean Rogers
William Benjamin Rowe
Scott Morgan Shaw
Kelly NeJibbit Shifflet
Shannon Truitt Sullatt Watters
Adan Whitlon Weinberg
Nicole Wellman Werner
David Worth Window

Additional Gifts
Rajee Rameeh Abin
Lori Arthur Aveni
Meredith Hart Barnett
Johnathan John Beck Jr.
Andrea Leigh Bennett-Cain
Thomas Anderson Bissette
Daniele Marie Blood
Benjamin Lewis Bradley III
Leland Wayne Brantley Jr.
John David Burger
Eric Duvall Burrell
Suzanne Marie Burton
Howard Lyman Caudell
Jaime Vacca Chambliss
Jacqueline Lark Coley
Julia Catherine Coley
Patrick M. Icholl Connolly
Kevin Carter Cook
M. .ichael M. Iilligan Cook
William Christopher Copeland
Lauren E. Bach Crowell
Sandra Kay Danitschek
N. I. Genie Daniels Daveport
James Benjamin Davis
Karl Eaton Davis
Tyler Jonathan Durham
Matthew Roy Dymmel
Lisa Elaine Hedden Edler
Robert Scott Edler
M. .ark Edwin Edwards
Emily Lynn Fitzgerald
William Maggie Flippyn Jr.
Stephanie Tate Day Folstad
Katherine Axford Ford
Trina Lynette Gabriel
Casey Daryl Gardner
Robert Paul Goding
Christina Crack-Wilson
M. ichael Byron Graham
Kathlenn Dowd
Kelly Deem Gray
Allison Wharey Gray
Jason Geoffrey Grimes
Joseph John Grimspel III
Shelley Hasse1 Hadden
Suzanne Vane Harris
Terri Frisby Haynes
Natalie Harvey H. efer
Brant James Hendri
Tammi Jelovitch Helling
Jon Patrick Hirsch
William Ernest Hobbs
Heather Job Delch
Benjamin Franklin Holland Ill
Kristen Ellen Hoin
Terry Lee Horning
Kathlyn Pyle Baldwin Hoyde
Christopher John Hudson
Ashley Prince Jackson
Traci Hartman Jacobs
Robert M. V.
Gary M chael Knight
Joseph M. Matthew Koflaman
Brenda Diane Kramar
Jeremy Taylor Kuhn
Rachel Elizabeth Kuhn
Marjorie Clinton Kyle
M. elisa Dawn Lawrence
Hollis Singleton M. Arek
Tracy Hogan M. Coldwell
M. ichael Gary M. konian
Lauren Bianchi M. etz
M. aria Ramsey M. ichel
Jennifer Wantland M. oore
Daddy M. Unn
Victor Paul Paucke
Mary Lynn Pickell
Brett M chael Queen
John Eric Quigley
Kathy Leticia Rabalais
Thomas Jackson Rhode Jr.
Margery Underberg Rosenbaum
Sage Ryan Hamilton Rountree
Scott Ernest Smith
M. ichael Lenox Sullivan
Jan Stewart Swanton
Thomas Maxen Tarver
William Lewis Thomas
Katherine Wendy Ventura
Nicole Taylor Wagner
Thomas M.ichael Weber
Nicole Dottie Weller
Christi M. ichelle Thomas West
N. O. N. ll Howell Wilson

1995

Class Participation–22%
Total Gifts–$43,885
College Fund Giving–15%

Silver Society
Dorman Bryan Gregory

President’s Club
Michael Larry Briggs
Donna Kay High
Steven Daniel Dew
John Clayton M. ichael DeW
John Nathan Peeler
M. ichael Weston Rush
David Lott Smearner
George Todd Turner
Joseph Andrew Weeks

President’s Associates
Carol Owens Brown
Adam Bills Dolder
Brian Christopher Harail
Christian Dunkelbaum Halsee
M. argaret Susan H. ommer
John Walter Kelley Jr.
Kathleen Alana Kelly
LaShonda Lawrence Kennedy
Leanne M. ichael Link
David M. ichael M. Connell II
Peter Winston Richter
Shannon Royal Shipp

James W. Denmark Society
M. ichael Gantt Stanard

John Crenshaw Society
Paul M. anuel Navaaro

Samuel Wailt Society
Aileen Hurlay Clandma
Amy Elizabeth Ragan
Lisa Ann Sodogard
Seabrook Blackwood Wingate

Arnie’s Army
Jennifer M. Irie Amatino
Sanford Walter Bailey Jr.
Charles Stanley Bannum II
Jennifer Brezaee-Leong
Jocelyn Gilmore Brummet
Victoria Sophia Burnett
Jeanne Louise Certo
M. . . Emily Cummins
Matthew Daniel Dyer
Eugenia Weier Fisher
Tracy Patterson Jones
Aaron A. M. arlow-Rogers
Heidi Cruz M. arlow-Rogers
Ryan Ives M. Collam
Paul Eugene M. ontz Jr.
Christopher T. M. ichel
Joseph Craig Pomykszak
Katherine Salishudson Pretzer
David Harding Priest
Jennifer Lynn Fields Reaves
Jennifer Owen Sessions
Cynthia J. eterson
David Arthur Vailiere
John Lommet Watters III
Alan Frank Zocollo Jr.

Additional Gifts
David H. urtington Adams Jr.
Jennifer Sandersn Alcock
Brant Hamilton Aꦩtroot
Ashley Christine Armstrong
Christi Budfield Arndt
Breit Joseph Barody
Mary M. is Blake
Michael Bocchiocci
Robert Matthew Ellabby III
Anna Laura Caldwell
Karoline Doussell Carlson
David Scott Chapman
Camille Lorraine Corio
Brian James Connolly
Katherine Vickers Cornell
Nathalie Jeanne Dalton Coyle
Sandra Cherie Crane-Gonzalez
Elizabeth Kate Crawford
Christian David Daniels
Amy Bernes Davis
Chadwick Derrick Davis
Karen M. cindra Dorothy Sh="="ea
Shana Leigh Eagle
Beth Fisher Estop
Robert Sander Schi
Kerry Elizabeth Feldman
Jennifer Ann Feore
Whitney Suzanne Fishburn
Brian Douglas Flagger
Carol Sanchina Floyd
Douglas Robert Fordham
Marguerite Tuttle Frampton
Eric Gerber
R. obert M. Gilmartin Jr.
Andrew James Golin
Richard Conley Goodpasture
M. elisa Berry Gratas
Lindsay Carter Gray
John Christopher Greenawalt
Jeffrey Galen Hall
Mary Shannon Whitten Eallow II
Allan Michael Hanco
Andrew Richard Hano
Ekra Kuttero Hano
Sharon Eial Daven
Adrienne Vige Hill
Christopher Paul Hill
Kennington John Hinton
Kathryn Anne Hines
Jennifer Lynn Hinson
Kathy Jezierowski Hodges
Helin Lineberry House
Nell Randall Hudson
Quentin Bara Hawk

1996

Class Participation–23%
Total Gifts–$36,265
College Fund Giving–16%

President’s Club
Mary Elizabeth Strum Fleming
Patrick Jacob Fleming
M. adelene Cashollan Gregory
Anne Breuer Huit
Christopher John Leonard
Christopher William Solomon
Janet Hochousn Stermer

President’s Associates
Ann M. anee Longshore Berlee
Erin M. urdock
Charlotte Hall
William Harvey Cooper III
JASON Carter Copland
C. alin Lawson
Mary W. aren Davis
Richard Wayne Gardner Jr.
Kathy L. eeman
Laura Lubin Rossi
Robert Anderson Rossii
Christopher Brian Savinsky
Jennifer Todd Serry
Jamie E. Kuderman Ship
John Wesley Ward IV
Norbet Woodruff Weldon
Jason David Zaks

John Crenshaw Society
Douglasses Jenks Bolt
Katharine Woodson Roay Bolt
M. Beth Fowler Fowler
Jeffrey M. ichael Scola

Samuel Wait Society
Thomas M. Colmerer
Rebecca Lynne Duncan
C. leg Bartholom Black
Susan A. Crawford Pilon
Deborah Robison Stillerman

Arnie’s Army
Alan Randall Anderson
Allison Rose Joseph
Josephine Davidson Baker
Jennifer Ross Fels
Warren Holland Goodrich
John Miller Green
Kathreyn Lichten
William Paul Griggs Jr.
Jonathan William Hansn
Kimberly Turner Hams
M. ichael Harold Kaufman
Shawn Patrick Randall
Robert C. Khan
James Thomas Stone Jr.
Andrew Peter VanDerveer
Steven Christian Vanoy
Caroline Colli Wall
Patricia Fehl Zocollo

Additional Gifts
Chad M. ichael Achilles
Brian Keith Adams
Dale Francis Anderson
Robert Charles Ander
Kath Frederick Atkinson
Rebecca Sloan Hamrick Boone
Crystal Dawn Bowe
Jonathan Wesley Boyler
Victoria Lynne Boyson
Brian Christian Brady
Daniel Lee Brown
Jenny Hobbs Bumgarner
Evelyn Nadie Butline
Dennis Jason Carell Jr.
William John Cathcart Jr.
Emily Jones Chalik
William Davis Clark
S. Christopher Collier
Scott Palmer Comments
Geoffrey Stephen Connor
Tammy Kubisznon Connor
Alacia Blomberg Copland
Leon Henry Corbett III
Tasha Davis Cox
Mary Elizabeth Hibbits Currie
R. gordon Curry III
Tracey Hillegass Daley
M. ichael Dean DiFrank
Jessica Peterson Dempsey
Edward M. icholas B. Diger
Oinya Walsh Donnelly
Jeffrey Joseph Drees
Mariah Ray Durrnan
Carlos Joa Fackmann
Eliza Ann Fettweis
Jill Lane Vail
Patricia Reid Gibb
Kristen Teresa Gill-Harston
Rebecca Timothy Ginn
Thomas Adam Ginn
Adam Todd Goodman
Bernice Abigail Grant
Addtional Gifts
Gregory Claude Allen
John Russell Allen
Michael Ray Baird
Annie Salisbury Biggers
Susan Elizabeth Bowman
Laurie Long Briggs
Kesha Arrowood Burdick
Carolane Stanley Burges
Earle Frederick Burgess III
William Joseph Burns Jr.
Allison Shone Caruthers
Holly Litten Clark
Lori Shores Cogdill
Amanda Jane Collier
Drew Henderson Davis
Noelle Jana Davis
Laura Diaz
Teresa Rose Dingboom
Karim M. Arie Dzidzik
Mark David Duncan
Shayla Jacobs
Colleen Elizabeth Fahey
Rebecca Joy Fiby
Elizabeth Dowsey Fitzhugh
Robert Warne Fitch
Mark Stephen Francis
William Goodyear Freyling
Kristen M. Ichelle Gadd
Kristin Caroline Garvin
Carla Cash Garland
Amy Christine Glotzbach
Jean Ann Grant
Victoria Jemmy Gregg
Holly Duvall Hallman
James Brian Hamby
Elizabeth Ann Haskell
Paula Rodney Hayes
Kathleen Mary Hilliard
Jennifer Brady Braden Hobbs
Michele Thomas Holmes
Andrew Ray Holtgrieve
Beverly Carol Huffstetler
Amy L. Kirtley
Halley Clave Kehoe
William Jossah Kellett
Jameke Edward Kelley III
Elizabeth Elaine Khadot
Ross J. Jakob Kuhner
Healy Lynn Laye
Jennifer E. Lee Mian
Kelly Ann Mason
Christopher Michael Maltiga
Charne Duncan M. Concho
M. Artrey Stephen M. Compensation
Katharine Ellen M. Okene
Emily Langford Meyers M. unnn
M. Erdeth Lee Neely
Hollingsworth Scott Nogas III
Aaron M. Ichael Oakley
Charlotte Anne Opal
Jeffrey James Owen
Matthew Duncan O'connors
Lindsay Seawright Peral
Ricardo A. Peral
Anna Ditto Petherick
Justin John Petherick
Russell Craig Pierce
Donald Richard Pochcock
Christy Chapel Pugh
James Bwetre Rorrer Jr.
Kerry Louise Rotondi
Gregory Dale Rush
Chase M. Artin Scott
Amy Rae Shenasky
Jill Kristin Skowronek
Todd Andrew Sninski
Kate Elizabeth Temoney
Elizabeth Katharine Thomas
Jessica Elizabeth Thompson
Michele Lynn Tilley
Anthony Beau Waddell
Matthew Wether Wakefield
Chad Irvine Ward
Laura Ann Ward
Laura Roger Wagem
Karen Hillenbrand Wellington
Morgan Higgins Williams
Erinn Elizabeth Will
Jennifer Fownes Wining
Benjamin Lockwood Worley

Greatful Gifts
Christopher Robert Hein
Monica Lehmann Hiltgrieve
Farrar Mcfaddin
Erin M. McFarland
Jenick
David Wesley Joiner
Anne Blake Jackson
William Ross Kelstrom
Jennifer Laudadio
Samantha M. Arie Ligon
Todd Joseph Liu
Andrew Olmott M. athens
Lisa Suzanne Mawell
Angelina M. Elizbeth
Elisa Catherine M. Izikos
Jennifer Lynn Neeb
Johnson Scott N. Ne
Brian Daniel Oszasiewski
Elizabeth Lynn Parker
Meredith Sloan Parks
Shawn Thomas Pearce
Brian Anthony Pianca
Daniel Robert Pickett
Charles Garrison Putman
William L. Rikard III
Megan Klintfelter Racock
Faye LaWanna Ann Rodman
Jennifer Kristen Salyer
Marin Kathleen Shaugnessy
Emily Parish Smith
Amy Rowe Stirling
Craig Allan Taylor
Meredith Elizabeth Townsend
Matthew Baird Tremend
Jill Christine Van Pett
Wendy Nichole Wake
Kristin N. Cole Warren
Dennis Wayne Wesley Jr.
Jackson Hill Williams
Valerie Williamson
Cory M. Ichael Winid
William Henry Zufall III

Class Participation-16%
College Fund Giving-13%
Class Participation-14%
Total Gifts-$16,381
College Fund Giving-10%
President's Club
Shannon Lee Bothwell
Amy E. Gribbins Stringer
President's Associates
Elizabeth Anne Fain
Agnes Harvey Hoppe
Ward Kirby Hoppe
William R. Pekowitz Jr.
John Crenshaw Society
Thomas Walter Korana
Samuel Wait Society
Robert M. Oore Holcomb
Arnie's Army
Susanna Camp Adams
Lule AYdin
Allison Segal Braun
Eric Andrew Braun
Kelly Laine Compton
Morgan Peter Constant
Alexander Nicolas Curtis
David E. Gartetn-Ross
William E. Harrington IT
Brent Russell Hickman
John David Houtcut
Elizabeth Lake Lovett
John Watkins Lovett
Byron Lee M. Liller
Christian Auburn M. Oree
Gregory Omar Omtland
Kenneth Andrew Rufo
Ross M. Artin Sanchak
M. Rey Windom
Tilghman II
Elizabeth Joy Vermilion
Erin M. Ichelle Wuller
Denise Gamble Wyatt

Additional Gifts
Edward Albert Arditi Jr.
Jeffrey Thomas Bankowitz
Amanda Chaos Barker-Williams
Jason Robert Benton
Rebecca Robbins Benton
Judith Brooke Bober
e
John Wesley Brooke
Christina Getman Burns
Scott Theodore Cislo
Jason M. Ichael Cogdill
Charles Talmadge Cole III
Ellen Stanley Cross
Stephen Charles Curren
Andrew Edward Darby
David Jonathan D'arby
Richard M. Artvis Davis Jr.
Kristin Adele Doughtery
Jessica R. Dane Drebask
Kathryn Tomkins Edgcombe
Amy Pyles Edwards
Ernest Bradley Evans
Kenneth James Feeley
Monica L. Aline Fernand
Leonie M. Asters Fieldman
Christopher A. Adam Frankland
Lance Thomas French
Carla Nathalie Galleli
Shannon Hope Gardner
Christopher Lewis Gerding
Jennifer Greer Gilley
Matthew James Gilley
Leide Cole Gregery
Joy Pollard Halese
Thomas Allen Halsey
Heathy Gayle Harris

Class Participation-16%
Total Gifts-$16,960
College Fund Giving-13%
President's Club
Jameon Chapin Green
M. Elissa Yvonne Johnson
President's Associates
Amelia H. Hummel Hodges
David Stewart Hudie
Andrea Lynn M. Alik
Ellin N. Nicole Wermuth
Samuel Wait Society
M. Artin A. Marshall Baker
Richard Brookshire M. Aman
Arnie's Army
Elizabeth M. Gill Bruce
Henry Burgess Bramblet
Michael A. James Curtllaff
Kevin Russell Carter
Kathleen Fitzgerald Clarke
Francesca Donlan
Kristen Patchel Fatzinger
Erica Lyn Frontiero
Thomas William Guilford
Christina Thomas Harris
Thomas Harold Hawk I
Eric Joseph Hewitt
Joel William Hinburn Jr.
Marcus Roosevelt Ingram
Joseph Craig Inman
Carolyn Scott King
Margaux Lucas
Megan Helen M. Iler
William M. Armin M. Aver
2002

Class Participation – 9%
Total Gifts – $6,141
College Fund Giving – 7%

President's Associates
Matthew Edward Barber

John Crenshaw Society
Kelly Elizabeth Sancilio

Samuel Wait Society
Brooks Waldner Flynn
Rob William Holiland
Ashley Walker Horton

Arnie's Army
Jeffrey Scott Burket
Norman Yates Chambles III
Charles Hutchins Compton
Katherine Shore Duke
Justin Nicholas Joy
Cammerman Smith Moller
M argaret M anning M orison
John Thomas Pinkard Jr.
Amy Elizabeth Powell
Brian Taylor Sunner
Henry Cooper Westendorp
Alexandra Rontrree Williams

Additional Gifts
Scott M. Dowell Adams
John William Andrews IV
Andrea Nicole Arco
Vanessa Christina Bain
Quinn David Baker
M addie E laine Bayard
Barry Colin Edwards
Stephanie Anne Hudson
Kristen Elizabeth Hancock
Jennifer McCarthy Kindy
Il Joo Kim
Brandie Bingham Kellett
Brett Daniel Kanady
Suzanne Garro Tobin
Katherine Annette Thalhimer
Laura Jeanne Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
E leven Rachel Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
"Quinn David Baker"
John Crenshaw Society
John Paul Dombalis
Jonah Schoolford
Barry Colin Edwards
Stephanie Anne Hudson
Kristen Elizabeth Hancock
Jennifer McCarthy Kindy
Il Joo Kim
Brandie Bingham Kellett
Brett Daniel Kanady
Suzanne Garro Tobin
Katherine Annette Thalhimer
Laura Jeanne Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
E leven Rachel Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
"Quinn David Baker"

2001

Class Participation – 9%
Total Gifts – $6,141
College Fund Giving – 7%

President's Associates
Matthew Edward Barber

John Crenshaw Society
Kelly Elizabeth Sancilio

Samuel Wait Society
Brooks Waldner Flynn
Rob William Holiland
Ashley Walker Horton

Arnie's Army
Jeffrey Scott Burket
Norman Yates Chambles III
Charles Hutchins Compton
Katherine Shore Duke
Justin Nicholas Joy
Cammerman Smith Moller
M argaret M anning M orison
John Thomas Pinkard Jr.
Amy Elizabeth Powell
Brian Taylor Sunner
Henry Cooper Westendorp
Alexandra Rontrree Williams

Additional Gifts
Scott M. Dowell Adams
John William Andrews IV
Andrea Nicole Arco
Vanessa Christina Bain
Quinn David Baker
M addie E laine Bayard
Barry Colin Edwards
Stephanie Anne Hudson
Kristen Elizabeth Hancock
Jennifer McCarthy Kindy
Il Joo Kim
Brandie Bingham Kellett
Brett Daniel Kanady
Suzanne Garro Tobin
Katherine Annette Thalhimer
Laura Jeanne Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
E leven Rachel Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
"Quinn David Baker"
John Crenshaw Society
John Paul Dombalis
Jonah Schoolford
Barry Colin Edwards
Stephanie Anne Hudson
Kristen Elizabeth Hancock
Jennifer McCarthy Kindy
Il Joo Kim
Brandie Bingham Kellett
Brett Daniel Kanady
Suzanne Garro Tobin
Katherine Annette Thalhimer
Laura Jeanne Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
E leven Rachel Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
"Quinn David Baker"

Total Gifts – $11,885

Monica Bates Wolverton
David Bennett Williams
Michael Dale Warren
Robyn Mayhew Wallace
Joseph Michael Volpe
Sarah Tyson Van Auken
Shannon Theresa Trant
Karen Lea Wallace
James Brendan Varner
Joseph Michael Voipe
Robyn Mathew Wallace
Michael Dale Warren
David Bennett Williams
Monica Bates Wolverton

Additional Gifts
Leigh Ann Abernathy
Elizabeth Ann Ammons
Colleen Mary Bailey
Heather Lynn Balfiff
Danon Janal Banks
Bryan Allcott Beach
Susan M. Boling-Honeycutt
Bryan Allcott Beach
Heather Lynn Bailiff
Colleen Mary Bailey
Robert John Yurkutat
Robert John Yurkutat
Robert Taylor Stanfield
Barbara Mathes Yurukat
Robert John Yurkutat
Joseph John Zelenka

Additional Gifts
Leigh Ann Abernathy
Elizabeth Ann Ammons
Colleen Mary Bailey
Heather Lynn Balfiff
Danon Janal Banks
Bryan Allcott Beach
Susan M. Boling-Honeycutt
Bryan Allcott Beach
Heather Lynn Bailiff
Colleen Mary Bailey
Robert John Yurkutat
Robert John Yurkutat
Robert Taylor Stanfield
Barbara Mathes Yurukat
Robert John Yurkutat
Joseph John Zelenka

Total Gifts – $6,141

2000

Class Participation – 15%
Total Gifts – $11,885
College Fund Giving – 12%

President's Club
Julia Elizabeth Warnang

President's Associates
M egghna Bantwal Balliga
Suzanne Davis Campbell
William Taylor Campbell III

John Crenshaw Society
Leah Virginia Grace

Samuel Wait Society
Elizabeth Wix Woodruff

Arnie's Army
Sarah E. Austrin-Willis
Robert Brian Baker
Keira Brooke Bard
Keith Clayborn Bricklemyer
Rufus Byron Brown IV
Stephan Burton Darnell Jr.
Lindsey Lee Davis
Katherine Jennifer Horne
Emily Hudson
Shannon Lally
Timothy Robert M achaidh
Erin L. Lindsell
Heather L. Holmes Phillips
Matthew Troy Phillips
Erin Beth Richard
Ellen Rebecca Scarff
Stefanie M eae Spurlin
Emily Anne Stooot
Scott Bernard Watson

Additional Gifts
Robert Christian Abernathy
Arianna Graziano A. Adesogbon
Emily Rachel applebaum
Dede Erin Banks
George William Borg
Brian David Branson
Sara Elizabeth Greensfelder
Nicole Steele Francis
Nicolas Bohdan Feren
Tisha M onie Kouflage
Walker Chad Hembree
Elizabeth Beeching Hoyal
Douglas Raymond Hunt
Michael Joseph Johnson
Katherine Amari Jones
Jeremy Daryl Kindy
Anna Binfold Lake
Tracey Jane Lewis
Kesha Shavon M artin
Susan Clay M artin
Margaret M oore
William Anthony Paull M adison
Laddie Ann Peacock
Elizabeth Sally Petteval
Bradford Thomas Perrin
Susan Carly Perrin
Kelly Marie Jones
Gregory James Lisson
Stephanie Anne Hudson
Kristen Elizabeth Hancock
Jennifer McCarthy Kindy
Il Joo Kim
Brandie Bingham Kellett
Brett Daniel Kanady
Suzanne Garro Tobin
Katherine Annette Thalhimer
Laura Jeanne Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
E leven Rachel Teeter
Katherine Barov Sullivan
"Quinn David Baker"
University Gift Clubs

Society of 1834
Minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders' Circle
Minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
Minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
Minimum commitment of $2,500 per year for five years*

President's Club
Minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

President's Associates
Minimum commitment of $500 per year for five years*
(For young alumni)
*At least half must be unrestricted to the Law Fund or another Annual Fund.

Law Fund Annual Giving Levels

Dean's Associates
$1,000 or more

Senior Partners
$750 - $999

Managing Partners
$500 - $749

Partners
$250 - $499

Additional Gifts
Unrestricted gifts to the Law Fund of less than $249 and restricted gifts of any amount.

Additional Information
Please contact Bryan Link
Director of Law Development and Alumni Relations
(336) 758-5537 or 1-800-752-8568
E-mail: linkcb@wfu.edu

Half Century Club

Pro Humanitate Club
Gerald Franklin White Sr.

Partners
James Edward Sizemore

Additional Gifts
Samuel Emerson Britt
James Foster Bullock
Lacy Stewart Hair
Robert Horace Jones Sr.
James Edward Landers Jr.
E. Lamar Sledge
Addie Clyde Tomblin
Norman Adrian Wiggins
John Frank Yeatts Jr.

1952

President's Club
Gerald Franklin White Sr.

Partners
James Edward Sizemore

Additional Gifts
Samuel Emerson Britt
James Foster Bullock
Lacy Stewart Hair
Robert Horace Jones Sr.
James Edward Landers Jr.
E. Lamar Sledge
Addie Clyde Tomblin
Norman Adrian Wiggins
John Frank Yeatts Jr.

1953

President's Club
Lonnie B. Williams Sr.

Partners
Lloyd Kenyon Rector

Additional Gifts
Edgar Douglas Christman
Fred Leary Davis Sr.
Spencer Bryon Ennis
Bert McGee Fort Jr.
William M oore N icholson Jr.
Elmer Worth Raper
Robert Samuel Weathers Jr.

1954

President's Club
Charles Dewey Barham Jr.

Partners
Leslie Ephriam A rledge

Additional Gifts
Bernard Allen Harrell
Wiley Francis M itchell Jr.
Dewey Wallace Wells
Charles Ellis Williams Jr.

1955

President's Club
Joseph William M auer

Partners
Charles Linville Roach
Alan Joseph White

Additional Gifts
John Vernon Blackwell Jr.
Kenneth Knox Bridges
John Henry Roots
David Patterson M ast Jr.
Perry N. Walker
Carroll Wayland Weathers Jr.

1956

Silver Society
Richard Felton Gordon Sr.

 Presidents' Club
G. Eugene Boyce
James Edwin Johnson Jr.
Frank Pleasants M adows Jr.

Managing Partners
William Blakeley Mills

Partners
Benjamin H. Cooke
John C.W. Gardner Sr.
Charles Thomas Lane
Georgia Arlone McNemar
John Cornelius Riggs
Philip Tracy Wall
Hugh M. Wilson

1957

Founders' Circle
Howard Fabing Twiggs

President's Club
Jefferson Davis Batts

Partners
Bill Ray Craig

Additional Gifts
Abner Alexander
Fred Guthrie Crumpler Jr.
Arch Edgar Lynch Jr.
Lee F. Stackhouse
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1958

**Pro Humanitate Society**
- Frank Burleigh Wyatt

**President's Club**
- Lloyd Franklin Baucoum
- Leon H. Corbett Jr.
- Harry Allen M.itchell Jr.
- Thomas Sampson Royder Jr.

**Managing Partners**
- Robert Cecil Hedrick
- Robert Blum Rascoe

**Silver Society**
- William E. Byrnr
- Wilbert M.ills Faircloth
- Robert Battle Hockett
- Robert Blum Rascoe
- Robert A. Smiley

Waiter L. Travis Jr.

1961

**Pro Humanitate Society**
- Frederick Strickland Hutchins Jr.

**President's Club**
- M arion W. Benfield Jr.

**Managing Partners**
- Bruce B. Briggs

**Silver Society**
- Ashley Lee Hogwood Jr.

1964

**President's Club**
- Sidney Smith Eagles Jr.
- Larry Bruce Sittin
- Raymond Drake Thomas

**Managing Partners**
- John M. Miller

**Silver Society**
- James R. Sugg

1966

**Founders' Circle**
- Ronald J. M. idura
- James Thomas Williams Jr.

**President's Club**
- William Kenneth Davis

**Dean's Associates**
- Rhoda Bryan Billings
- M arrin K. Key Blount Jr.

**Managing Partners**
- Joseph William M oss

1968

**Founders' Circle**
- J. Donald Cowan Jr.

**President's Club**
- Joe Earl Bieseker
- Kenneth Allen M ose

**Silver Society**
- Napoleon Bonaparte Barefoot
- George Wilson H amrick
- Leslie Bruce M cDaniel
- Walter L. Travis Jr.

† Deceased

1959

**Pro Humanitate Society**
- Stonewall Jackson Webster Jr.

**Managing Partners**
- M arion W. Benfield Jr.

**Silver Society**
- F. Wallace B. Evans

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1960

**Pro Humanitate Society**
- D. Blake Yokley

**President's Club**
- W. Earl Britt

**Managing Partners**
- Thomas L. B. eehery
- Daniel Watson Fouts

**Silver Society**
- George Wilson H amrick

1961

**Pro Humanitate Society**
- George Coan Mountcastle

**President's Club**
- W. Earl Britt

**Managing Partners**
- Philip Arthur Diehl
- Lloyd Keith Swarringer

**Silver Society**
- C. F. S. H. junior

1962

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- George Henry Ragland Jr.

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- Robert W. Smith

1965

**Founders' Circle**
- Everette Ceburn Sherrill

**President's Club**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1966

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- Charles W.になれ

**Silver Society**
- John B.언

1967

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1968

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1969

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1970

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1971

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg

1972

**Founders' Circle**
- W. Warren Sparrow

**President's Club**
- Jack Powell Gulley

**Managing Partners**
- W. Earl Britt

**Silver Society**
- James W. Sugg
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Charles D. Barham Jr.

Scholarship

Charles (’52, JD ’54) and Peggy Barham with scholarship recipient Amy L. Dewitt, a third-year law student. Established in 2000 to provide scholarship support for students attending the School of Law.

1970

Silver Society
Michael Joseph Lewis
Robert Warren Sumner

President’s Club
Robert Alexander Hannah
Max E. Justice
John Morris Rich
Richard Lynn Stanley
John G. Wolfe III

Managing Partners
Ronald Gene Braswell
John Halsted Loughridge Jr.

Partners
Russell A. Eliason

Additional Gifts
Carl Edward Bell Sr.
John Elam Carricker
Mark Ellis Galloway
Howard V. Hudston Jr.
William L. Meck II
Howard V. Hudson Jr.
Mark Ellis Galloway
John Elam Carriker
Carl Edward Bell Sr.

1971

Additional Gifts
Russell A. Eliason

1972

Silver Society
Ronald Wilburn Black
W. Thurston Debnam Jr.
John M. Mannering May

1973

Founders’ Circle
Larry E. Price

Silver Society
Ronald Wilburn Black
W. Thurston Debnam Jr.
John M. Mannering May

1974

Silver Society
R. Michael Wells

Presidents’ Club
Roy Alston Archbell Jr.
Richard Vernon Bennett
Roger Kent Brown
Glover Anderson Carrington
James Lowell Cole
Gary Carlton Gough
David Huff Mander
Carl Franklin Parrish
Samuel James Villegas
Samuel Grayson Wilson

Charles Everett Thompson II

Partners
James Smith Warren
Laura Antoinette Kratt
William Halsey Freeman

Managing Partners
William Halsey Freeman
Laura Antoinette Kratt
James Smith Warren

Partners
Beverly Tate Beal
Paul Emerson Pinson

Additional Gifts
Paul Emerson Pinson
Beverly Tate Beal

1975

Founders’ Circle
Wade Evans Byrd Sr.

Silver Society
Charles D. Barham Jr.

Scholarship
Charles (’52, JD ’54) and Peggy Barham with scholarship recipient Amy L. Dewitt, a third-year law student. Established in 2000 to provide scholarship support for students attending the School of Law.

1976

Silver Society
Wilton Russell Duke Jr.
T. Lawrence Pollard

Founders’ Circle
Pro Humanitate Society
Wilton Russell Duke Jr.
T. Lawrence Pollard

1977

Silver Society
R. Michael Wells
1975

Founders’ Circle
- Henry Averill Harkey
- Dorothy M. Westmoreland

President's Club
- Albert Robert Bell Jr.
- Richard M. errit Lewis
- Paul Edward Martin
- D. Samuel Nell
- William Douglas Parsons
- John Bernard Biggs
- David Clark Smith Jr.
- David Dockery Ward

Dean’s Associates
- Geoffrey Lowell Chase
- Anita Jo Kinlaw Troxler

Managing Partners
- Francis Xavier Coman
- Anne Billings Lupton
- Michael Gregory Walsh

Partners
- John Hukse Anderson II
- Robert N. Nelson Richardson

Additional Gifts
- Richard Paxton Badham Jr.
- E. Lawson Brown Jr.
- Dennis Gordon Bengtson
- Richard Badham Jr.

1976

Founders’ Circle
- Stanley Winborne West
- Richard Dewitte Sparkman
- Paul Allen Sinal
- Robert Frederick Siler
- Otto Borden Shreaves Jr.
- Bruce Winder Radford
- John Andrew Porter
- Phyllis Sturdivant Penry
- Mary Murrill Oakes
- Joyce Riddle Neely
- Nancy Sellars Mundorf
- William Everette Martin
- Craig A. Kawamoto
- Michael Francis Joseph
- Daniel Smith Johnson
- Gregory Lewis Hinshaw

President’s Club
- John Charles Wessell III
- Andrew A. Vance Jr.
- Robert Ransom Tait
- Eugene Gray Smith III
- Paul Cooper Shepard
- William Edward Wessell III

Silver Society
- Jackson Walter Henson
- Richard Wayne Alexander
- Elva Lois Jess
- Thomas Lauck-Sage
- Daniel Russell Taylor Jr.

Pro Humanitate Society
- William Cecil Warden Jr.
- John Paul Lewis Jr.
- Theodore M. ichael M ollitoris

Partners
- William Joseph Boney Jr.
- John Walter Clark
- Charles Collins
- James M. edwards
- Linda Ekstrom Stanley

Additional Gifts
- John M. edward Day
- Edward M. Johnson
- Russell Fulton Ferree
- Ann Scott Fulton
- Christopher Gordon Furlong
- Gregory Lewis Hinshaw
- Claude Byron Holden
- Daniel Smith Johnson
- Michael Francis Joseph
- Craig A. Kawamoto
- John M. edward Day
- Nancy Sillars M. undorf
- James Wiley Naron
- Joy Riddle Nelly
- Mary M. urril Oakes
- James Wilson Page
- Phyllis Sturdivant Penry
- John Andrew Porter
- Bruce Winder Radford
- Woodrow Wilson Seymour Jr.
- Otto Borden Shreaves Jr.
- Robert Frederick Silver
- Paul Allen Sinal
- Richard Dewitte Sparkman
- M. arier Slate Tuttle Jr.
- Stanley Winborne West
- William Edwin Wheeler

1977

Founders’ Circle
- Averill Currie Harkey
- Terrie Allen Davis
- Bonnie Kay Donahue

President's Club
- Wesley Floyd Agee

Silver Society
- Dorian Hayes Gunter
- Richard Douglas Laws
- Stuart Craig M. armk
- Itchell Sutton M. lean
- James R. Reed
- David Shouli
- Robin Kenton Vinson

Pro Humanitate Society
- Joseph Hal Klinlaw Jr.

Partners
- Michael Corbett Stovall Jr.
- Karl Summey Sawyer Jr.
- Richard Alan Bussey
- Sandy Greene Patterson

Additional Gifts
- Thomas Lauck Sager
- Richard Wayne Beyer
- William Cecil Warden Jr.
- John Paul Lewis Jr.
- Dorothy M. Westmoreland

1978

Founders’ Circle
- Henry Averill Harkey
- Dorothy M. Westmoreland
- Pro Humanitate Society
- Terrie Allen Davis
- Pro Humanitate Society
- Wesley Floyd Agee

Silver Society
- D. Samuel Neill
- Paul Edward Marth
- Richard Merritt Lewis
- Albert Robert Bell Jr.

Partners
- Michael Corbett Stovall Jr.
- Karl Summey Sawyer Jr.
- Richard Alan Bussey
- Sandy Greene Patterson

Additional Gifts
- B. Jeffrey Wood
- Kay Ruthven Hagan
- David Ralph Godfrey

1979

Founders’ Circle
- Averill Currie Harkey
- Dorothy M. Westmoreland

Silver Society
- Terrie Allen Davis
- Pro Humanitate Society
- Wesley Floyd Agee

Partners
- William Steward Graham
- Jerry Arnold Jolly
- John Bruce Ross Jr.
- John Bundy Yorke

Additional Gifts
- Carl Edwin Allman III
- Reginald Stewart Barrill
- Russell Ray Boulding
- Lawrence Talton Dark III
- George Thomas Davis Jr.
- William Albert Eagles
- Thomas Watson Ferrell Jr.
- Elaine Jessye Guth
- Stephen Paul Hoastead
- Franklin Shuford Hancock
- Thomas Neil Hannah
- Patricia M. Inman
- Patricia Lee Holland
- Lillian Burrow Jordan
- David Wall M. ico
- Howard William Paschal Jr.
- Douglas Alan Scott
- Richard Adams Singer
- David William Smith III
- John Ward Smith
- Thomas Paty Stamps
- Ned Allen Stiles
- Ralph Frederick Teledha
- James Flynn Walker
- M. ary E. Ward
- A. Grant Whitney Jr.
- Edward Vaughan Zotian

† Deceased
W. Shearon Harris Memorial Scholarship Fund
Law school students
Quentin B. Huff and
Natalia Smith with
Jeannie Harris will allocate.
Established in 1988 for
North Carolina residents.
Silver Society
Larry Lee Garber Jr.
John David Young Jr.

President’s Club
Luther Donald Stanley Jr.

Dean’s Associates
John Paul Kapp

Partners
Mark Christopher Filburn
Amy Beth Jackson Spiller

Additional Gifts
George Bryan Adams III
Philip S. Andrews
Michael Andrew Avram
Jonathan Walter Biggs
Robert Charles Broderick Jr.
Forrest Wilson Campbell Jr.
Robert Charles Broderick Jr.

1990
Lawn School
124 W ake Forest Magazine
Carolyn Elizabeth Wilson
Robert Gordon Spaugh
Carolyn Elizabeth Wilson

1991
Presidents’ Club
Jean Calhoun Brooks
Grady Leander Crosby
John Joseph Korzen

Dean’s Associates
John Robert Bennett III

Partners
John H. Harris Bain
Russell Wallace Chapman Jr.
William Mark Conner
Georgina Marie Gillick
Ann Preutt West

Additional Gifts
Kathleen Anderson Barnett
Michael Allen Beagle
Joseph Luther Bell Jr.
Laura Byrd Byrd
Michael Lothar Burt
Amy Kathleen Cooney Cowan
Brian Forrest Davis
John Thaddeus Dorsey
Victor Ira Estes Felsenburg
Brian K. Flatley
Daniel John Fritz
Paula Darrell Gustis
Loi J. Hamilton-Dewitt
Douglas William Hanna
Beth Brown Harshman
Jeffrey Ian Hrdlicka
Caroline M. Hayes Kelly
Neil David Kosti
Katherine Thompson Lange
Karen Kemerait Prather
M. Allan Puskarich
Sara Beth Fulford Rhodes
Russell M. Arable Robinson III
Eric Allen Rogers
Jean Smith Rogers
M. I.achal J. Russo
Barbara Allen Samples
Carol Jones Van Buren
Timothy Propus Veith
Scott Fitzgerald Wyatt

1992
Presidents’ Club
Jeffrey Glenn Wigington

Dean’s Associates
Frank Grey LaPrade III
Elizabeth Ann McMorow

Managing Partners
William Franklin Johnson Jr.
Ralph Wade Lemon Jr.

Partners
Walker Lee Allen III
Ursula Hennninger
William Dale Talbert

Additional Gifts
Farhad Aghadami
James Kevin Antinone
James Douglas Armstrong
Stephanie Juanita Brown
Ronald Odell Cardwell
John Joseph Daniel Jr.
Andrew Gregg Dinkmich
Larry Ragan Dudley
Erika Beth Copen Ellingsen
Glen Kirkland Hardymon
Howard Brent Helms
Linda Lovely Helms
Laura Boyce Isley
Mimi M. Ichelle Jones
Kathryn Noah Keonce
Joshua M. Mark Krasner
D. Beth Langley
Jeffrey Scott Lissos
Jennifer Ingram Mitchell
Alice M. Marie Keith M. Moore
Diana Renee Palecek
David Scott Pendola
Glenda M. Echelle Wheeler
Kimberly Ann Whittle

1993
Presidents’ Club
Susan Pauline Ellis
Kenneth Robert Hunt Jr.

Dean’s Associates
Ann M. Addox Utterback

Managing Partners
Caryn M. Arie Chittenden

Partners
Keth David Burns
James Gregory Hatcher
Stephen E. Klee
Mary Elizabeth Sharb

Additional Gifts
Richard Lee Anderson
Jay Michael Ashendorf
Richard Cornell Avery
Floyd Douglas Banks
Paula Jordan Banks
Eric M. Braun
Daniel Sanford Bullard
William Edward Burton III
Ronda Casson Cottenoe
Jill Stricklin Cox
Jonathan Edgar Hall
Sally G. Helweg
Andrew Marshall Jackson
Mary Beth Jorgensen Jackson
Edward Charles Kenyon
Tina Ann Krasner
Christopher Decker Lane
John M. Apee Little
Dawn Hickey Morgan
Amy Johanna Shapiro Ochi
D. Marshall Pausch
Walter Arnold Reynolds IV
Martha Lasister Sewell
Mary L. Sheard
Cathie Dawn Lambe Weber
Michael Grant Young

Partners
Ralph Wade Lemon Jr.
William Franklin Johnson Jr.
Ralph Wade Lemon Jr.

Managing Partners
Caryn M. Arie Chittenden

Partners
Keth David Burns
James Gregory Hatcher
Stephen E. Klee
Mary Elizabeth Sharb

Additional Gifts
Richard Lee Anderson
Jay Michael Ashendorf
Richard Cornell Avery
Floyd Douglas Banks
Paula Jordan Banks
Eric M. Braun
Daniel Sanford Bullard
William Edward Burton III
Ronda Casson Cottenoe
Jill Stricklin Cox
Jonathan Edgar Hall
Sally G. Helweg
Andrew Marshall Jackson
Mary Beth Jorgensen Jackson
Edward Charles Kenyon
Tina Ann Krasner
Christopher Decker Lane
John M. Apee Little
Dawn Hickey Morgan
Amy Johanna Shapiro Ochi
D. Marshall Pausch
Walter Arnold Reynolds IV
Martha Lasister Sewell
Mary L. Sheard
Cathie Dawn Lambe Weber
Michael Grant Young

Additional Gifts
Mary Elizabeth Sharb

1994
Presidents’ Club
Sally G. Helweg

Partners
Ralph Wade Lemon Jr.
William Franklin Johnson Jr.

Managing Partners
Caryn M. Arie Chittenden

Partners
Keth David Burns
James Gregory Hatcher
Stephen E. Klee
Mary Elizabeth Sharb

Additional Gifts
Farhad Aghadami
James Kevin Antinone
James Douglas Armstrong
Stephanie Juanita Brown
Ronald Odell Cardwell
John Joseph Daniel Jr.
Andrew Gregg Dinkmich
Larry Ragan Dudley
Erika Beth Copen Ellingsen
Glen Kirkland Hardymon
Howard Brent Helms
Linda Lovely Helms
Laura Boyce Isley
Mimi M. Ichelle Jones
Kathryn Noah Keonce
Joshua M. Mark Krasner
D. Beth Langley
Jeffrey Scott Lissos
Jennifer Ingram Mitchell
Alice M. Marie Keith M. Moore
Diana Renee Palecek
David Scott Pendola
Glenda M. Echelle Wheeler
Kimberly Ann Whittle

John Thomas Byrum Scholarship
Porter Byrum (JD’42) and Grace Thomas with scholarship recipients (front, left to right) Laura C. Miller and Emily C. Heins, and (back, left to right) Jon R. Jordan, Leigh Coughenour, Brian R. Chavhill, Christopher J. Meeister Jr. and Jessica L. Bell. Established in 1993 by Porter Byrum in memory of his father (JD’08) for North Carolina residents.
1995

President's Club
Robert James Ramseur Jr.

President's Associates
Jenna Fruechtenicht Butler
Thomas Robert Campbell

Managing Partners
Eugene Ford Rash

Partners
Carolee Reece Albright
Robert Stuart Albright
Stanford Davis Baird
Heidi C. Bloom
Curtis C. Brewer IV
William Clarence Brewer III
Coleman McDonald Cowan
Tamara Fikkema deWald
Scott Dennis Dickinson
Julia Kate Harris Hatcher
John Covington Overfield

Additional Gifts
Deanna Lynn Davis Anderson
Stephen Joseph Bollin
Manning Austin Connors III
Thomas Hugh Dobbs
Marc Hunter Easley
Sonya M ustafa Ferris
Susan Campbell Gentry
Jonathan Evans Jones
J. LaRoss Ketter
Jeffrey Allen Kramer
Winston Pendergrass Lloyd
Barbara Sherman Meeks

1996

Pro Humanitate Society
Joseph Basil Alala III

President's Associates
George Edward Bell Holding

Managing Partners
Christina Eva Lang

Partners
Karen Yetka Knutson
John Franklin Morrow Jr.

Additional Gifts
John Barnwell Anderson
Kathleen Breen Batchelor
Stacy Seawright Dobbs
Patricia Williams Goodson
Scott Bartley Goodson
Samuel Gordon Hill
David Elliott Inabinett
Henry Little Kitchin Jr.
Rachel Boring March
Ann Brittain McClellan
Eric Anthony Richardson
Michael Leo Schenk
Sharon Smith Seward
Richard Keith Shackleford
Justin Gregory Smith
Charlotte Leigh Tart
Stephanie Lynn Tietje
David Walker Upchurch
Robert Arnold Wells
Danielle Thompson Williams
Kevin J. Williams

1997

Founders' Circle
Mary Whitehurst Bourne

Silver Society
Theresa Marie Sprain

President's Club
Allison Palmer Raney Bost
Alice Carlton Bragg
William Rockefeller Hannon
James Greer Welsh Jr.

President's Associates
Jeffrey Michael Harvey
Lucy Herrriott Holding
William Todd Hollemann
Michael Ashton Hudson

Dean's Associates
Leah Ann Durner

Partners
Brandon Kermit Lewisohn
James Robert Michael Martin
Frank Edwin Silber

Additional Gifts
Thomas Anderson Bissette
Charles P. Crosby Jr.
Mark Kevin duBose
Mark Edwin Edwards
Sarah Evans Eiler
Joseph Alexander Fernandez
Eliott Alexander Fusz
Susan Jean Glampfortone
Brant James Hellwig
Stephen Vincent Higdon
Heather Diane Hoch
David Darren Howard
Susan Serad Jackson
Merill Glenn Jones
Norman Frank Klick Jr.
James Andrew Lemons
Jennifer Wayland M oore
Robert Shely Null
John Weldon O'Tuell III
Kimberly Lee Osborne
Thomas Jackson Rhode Jr.
Cythnia Louise King Sturges
Douglas Ross Vreeland
Virginia Dockery Webb
Steven Blair Wilson
Russell Flint Crump
Emily Williams Eiselle
Paul Adams Fanning
Lisa Anne Knott Garfinkle
Jason Lee Jelinek
Christian Chad Warpula
Karen M arston Wilson
John Scott Young

1999

President's Club
William Brumsey IV
Sean Emmett Fennelly
M arjorie Benbow Henry
Christopher John Leonard

President's Associates
Daniel John Hoppe Jr.
Andrew Hastings Veach

Managing Partners
Dixie Thomas Wells

Partners
James Bell Black IV
Troy Douglas Cahill
Jonathan Wade Dion
Shana Leigh Eagle
Sara Kay Engelbrecht
Amy Marie Craig Henson
Tyler Lee Hensol
Joshua Raymond Holland
James Russell Martin
Cynthia B. Rothschild

Additional Gifts
Jessica Peterson Dempsey
Joseph Finarelli
Denise M arie Gold
Michael Harold Kauffman
Jeffrey David Kinsinger

Edward Palmer Lord
Traci Danielle M cClanahan
Andrew W. McCaskill
Andrew M artin
Kevin M errill
Burns M arielle
Sarah Elizabeth Wetmore
Harry Ramsey White III

2000

President's Club
Kirsten Lee Dunton

President's Associates
Mark Spence Hartman

Managing Partners
Krista J ones McAninley

Partners
Jessica Irene Benjamin
Christopher N elson Challis
Brian Francis Corbett
Drew Henderson Davis
William Woodhouse Davis
Catherine Alexander Diffley
Daniel Francis Diffley
Melinda L. Greene
Elizabeth Fisher Kinsinger
Anne M arston Lynch
Steven Clay McRae

Additional Gifts
Cynthia B. Rothschild
James Russell Martin

Tyler Lee Hensol
Sara Kay Engelbrecht
Harry Ramsey White III

2001

President's Associates
Charles M onroe Sprinkle III

Partners
Rebecca Cameron Blount
Eric Andrew Braun
Amara Jordan Diaz
Susan Pyle Dixon
Stephen Daniel Eldridge
Todd Werner Galinski
Heather Marie Gorman
Joseph Robert M arek
Joshua M anuel Pitcock
Jason Kenneth Pursell
Andrew Puckett Rollins

Additional Gifts
Crystal Dawn Bowie
Virginia Ann Canipe
Ernest Bradley Evans
Arron A. M arlowe Rogers
Andrea Bailey Ricks
Thomas Duke Ricks

2002

Partners
Caroline J. Stalker

Additional Gifts
Lucy Herriott Holding
Jeffrey David Kinsinger
1973

President's Club
Paul Frederick Brandt Jr.
James Earle Martin
William Connelly Park Jr.
John Berry Talbert Jr.
Fred Paul Wohlford

Babcock Associates
Audree Fair Long

1974

Founders' Circle
Stephen Porter Darnell Sr.

Pro Humanitate Society
John Patrick Jessup
Henry Harrison Jordan II

President's Club
Hilton Terry Hutchins Sr.

Babcock Associates
Frederick Keene Gilliam Jr.

1975

President's Club
Steven Minor Parker
Eugene Connelly Pridgen
Lorinda B. Spivey
James H. Steeg
John Shelton Steele

Babcock Fund
George Foust Bason Jr.
Carl B. Bumgarner
Howell Mason Epperly
William Blair Gwyne Jr.
Charles Joseph Hamlin
Jay Wensel Hobson
Richard K. M'Cadin
Michael Collins Miller
David Leslie Wolf

1976

Founders' Circle
G. Kennedy Thompson

Pro Humanitate Society
N. Bradford Breuer

President's Club
William Asbury Whitaker

Babcock Associates
Paul Franklin Knouse Jr.

1977

Pro Humanitate Society
Michael Lyons Caine

Silver Society
Dennis A. Hurley

Founders' Circle
William Asbury Whitaker

Babcock Fund
Ervin Lanston Allen Jr.
Thomas Howard Claud
Robert Brown Crossland III
Charles F. Dambach
Wade Thomas Fox Jr.
W. Emmett Gist Jr.
Herald Warren Goff Jr.
Carolyn Miller Herbert
Anthony Keith Jackson
Philip Davis Kelley
John Philip Levicki
Richard D. Libbom
Cornelia Whiting Lowery
Graham Clark M. Crossney Jr.
James Randolph Myers
John Raymond Puckett
Roy Kelley Sinclair
Robert Andrew Toth

1978

Society of 1834
David Wright Dupree

Founders' Circle
Gray Minor Cobey

Pro Humanitate Society
Elizabeth Ritchie Alm
Keith L. Alm
Edward Barton Bridges
Anne Turpin Cody

Silver Society
Richard Vaughn Hayes

President's Club
Daniel John Brilli
David M. Michael Combs
Lisbeth Clark Evans
John Wilson Gandy
Samuel Laing Hinson III
William Jeffress Senter Jr.
Michael L. Starr

Babcock Associates
Paul Franklin Knouse Jr.
Additional Gifts
Fred A. Barringer Jr.
Simpson O. Brown Jr.
Theodore Peterson Lauer
Leo George Lehigh III
Marcus C. Setz

1987
Pro Humanitate Society
Gregory J. Wesling

President's Club
Mellanie S. Barbée
Olan B. Beam
Terri Comer Bean
William Hinnman
BarbaraAnn Long Hubble
Ron D. Hubble
Sanderson E. O’Connell
William W. Shaw
W. Howard Upchurch Jr.

Babcock Fund
Joanne Atwell-Smith
Christopher B. Barker
Michael Ray Beck
Hazel Bodnar Berger
Jason P. Blain
Mary Katherine Arzonic Blain
James J. Booker Jr.
Clay D. Burns
W. Lee Carter III
Pamela Davis Clark
Tracy L. Carter Francis
Anne B. Givens
Jeffrey C. Guernier
George L. Lovett III
John Thomas M. McFarlane
H. Craig May III
Thomas Lee M. Cloy
William L. Orr
Julian A. Rand III
Stephen J. Rogers
Susan Lynn Spargo
John Gordon Turpin
Jannen Preston Whitman
Reuben L. Wilbur
Catherine Ann Youngman

Additional Gifts
John Sanders Dallas III
Randal T.F. Inman
William Craig Jackson
Gerald M. Malmo III
James W. Pickett
Michael Gerard Reed
Judi Lawson Wallace

1988
Founders’ Circle
Gay Nell Hutchens

Silver Society
Eric Charles Wiseman

President’s Club
James M. Michael Bowden
Clifford Conwell Byrum Jr.
Stephen Allen Capps

Babcock Fund
James Robert Austin III
Robert Henry Bowden III
Kevin Edward Brinks
Michael A. Brune
George Irving Dodson
Robert Thomas Dooley III
John Herbert Griffith
Victoria V. Guthrie
William A. M. McDonough
David Allen Roach
Brant Rittenhouse Shavely III
James Alan Starbeck
Scott William Studier

Additional Gifts
Gregory M. Daguault Davis
Christopher Richard Dederer
Ayes Bishop Flynn
Howard Gray Jr.
Philip Hewitt Koch
James M. oore Schenck

1989
President’s Club
Li Fang
Charles Kutz Polk
John Charles Rives Sr.
Charlotte M. Yrick Vogler
Wei Wang

Babcock Fund
Hugh Bethune Abrams
Charles Frederick Castner
Thomas Ray Cloninger
Peter Smith Dittr
C. Wayne Dodson
Fletcher Jordan Earle
Michael Joseph Elstehawny
John Francis Frazer
Darrel Wayne Gray
Christopher Todd Klee
Edgar Herbert Lawton III
C. Mickey LoPlano
Robert Earl Lee
Sherman Wayne Poe
John Thomas Briden
Douglas Charles Ross
Cecil A. Runyan
Patricia Vest Sawyer
Jennifer Boone Schmitt
Philipp R. Sevin
Gregory A. Shepler
John Reid Swearingen
William Walter Tooie
Anthony John Ventura
Smith Wilson Weibro Jr.

Additional Gifts
Nedham James Boddie II
Adelene Bridge Gram
Judith Beecher Halverson
Douglas G. Lyndon
Mark Withers Redmon
Paul Edwin Williamson

1990
Silver Society
Larry Lee Garber Jr.

President’s Club
Andrew Sean Conoy
William Guy Lucas
Kerry Alan Rice
Robert Lester Schecter
Ralph Hanes Womble

President’s Associates
Jeffrey Warren Dobbins
Virginia L. Harris-Dobbins

Babcock Fund
Clay Daniel Brewer
Katelyn S. Burchette
Peter Jefferson Burnett
Frederick Clarence Butler III
Andrew Holbrook Clifford
Barry M. Gill Clough
John Russell Curtis Jr.
Thomas James Elkins
Robin Elizabeth Fastenau
Sheila Guerrero Giesler
Dennis James Hagan
John Seymour Hidelllew
Carole Hicks Hildbran
Lisa Jenkins Hodge
Allison Varon Hubbel
Karen F. Hucherson
Andrew James Hutchinson
Duncan M. Ackwell Johnson
Terrence Scott Katon
Edgar O. Kenin III
Gregory J. Klein
David E. Nelson
Richard Corbin Pierson
Jan Douglas Sheddard
Adria Hoy Todd
Kimberly Ruth Waller

Additional Gifts
Dennis Edward Boyce
John Handy Hall Jr.
Larry R. Henson
Lucy Walton M. coney
Tonya Reavis Young

1991
Silver Society
Curtis Chatman Farmer

President’s Club
Kevin Edward Beason
William Alexander Corey
Peter Scott Donaldson
Ge Fei Li
Bruce Hoffier M. lam

President’s Associates
Kenneth Scott M. elou

Babcock Fund
Jeffrey Dale Anderson
Thomas Edward Bel
Wendy Johnson Bilas
Ralph Hartman Bowden Jr.
Samuel Telfair Bratton
Kevin W. Worth Cliborne
William Wark Conger
Claire M. arie Danielsen
Jed Lewis Dubber
Raymond Douglas Dyer III
M. iranda Stanfield Ewoldt
Thomas Woodward Ferrell
Ronald James Gburg
Timothy Vincent Gereina
Donald Paul Gunther Jr.
Timothy Albert Hewett
H. Watson Jordan II
Sharon D. Joyner-Payne
Timothy P. McCarthy
Thomas E. Parker
Carrie Shawn Pellet
Cynthia Clifford Quinlan
Ralph Glenn Robinson
John Edward Sarcone
William Henry Silva
Mickey Lee Smith
Elizabeth Hall Sparks
Robert John Ster

Additional Gifts
Matthew Earl Beagle
Robin Roy Ganzert
David M. artin Grogan
William Nathan Mhicell
Robertson LaFarr M. oore
John Jackson Sutton III
Daniel Barrett Wharton Jr.
Scott Frederic Wieman
Robert Hugh Wilson

1992
Founders’ Circle
Wendy Dawn Ferguson

Silver Society
David DeBrunner Clarke
Jerry Wayne Greene Jr.

President’s Club
Martha Blewins Allman
Anthony D. Luce
M. Michael Wayne Phelps

President’s Associates
Dean A. Caldwell

Babcock Associates
M. arjorie Frances Dwane

Babcock Fund
Kevin Richard Adams
Jeffrey Lynn Allen
John W. Brown Jr.
George Blake Cabot
Sarah Kathryn Capell-Peascoe
M. oine M. Chaffee Cooper
M. Michael Patrick. Curtis
James Wade Davis
Eleanor Reeder Foltz
Joseph Todd Gardner
Mark Anthony Hodge
Allen M. Daniel Johnston
James Alexander Kipple
Dan Carl Langford
Sharon Brown M. ack
Darren Keith Manes
James Timothy M. Eddowen
C. Clark Nicholsen
Dean Graham Norman
M. aribeth Snyder Peters
Elizabeth Alexander Schuler
M. chelle Linder Simpson
M. ilton C. Taylor
Kevin Scott Tresdell
Robert Benjamin Valksky
Katherine Stern Weaver
Ernest M. neman Whitehurst
Peter T. Wilson III
M. ark T. Wisniewski

Additional Gifts
Mary Brady Burwell
James W. Callaway Jr.
Timothy Austin Jackson
M. ilton W. King Jr.
Ralph Bryan M. ore III
Robert M. ilton M. orrell Jr.
Steven Dewitt Patrick
Robert Emerson Pike
Samuel Lee Thomasen
Rachel Dugger Wiggins
Babcock School

1993

Pro Humanitate Society
Mark David Beck
James Edwin Griffin Jr.

Silver Society
Christopher T. Edwards

President's Club
Thomas Mckee Ashton
Bradford Conrad Bromstead
James Truman Fatzinger
Stephen Clark Yamin
Christina Cox Hanger
Kenneth Robert Hunt Jr.
Theodore M ontague Hutcheson Jr.

President's Associates
Murray Wilson Jones
James Rodney Rick

Babcock Associates
Caryn M arie Chittenden
Jeffrey Kevin Smith

Babcock Fund
Anita Waters Bain
Todd Alan Bergstrom
David Ford Bowers
Richard Samuel Burgess
Michael Patrick Carey
Brandon Scott Carrey
Michael Carroll Cate
Curtis Houser Plyler
Kathleen Ann Nealen
Marcia H. McCall
Jeffrey Glenwood Mann
Blake Alan Ligham
Jeremy Birdwood Mcnabb
Laurence Eugene Trusted
Michael Todd Tucker

President's Associates
Darrell C. Heinrich

Babcock Associates
Xiaopin Wang

Babcock Fund
Beth Anne Sittel A geew
Mary Bethie Holcomb Alten
Gregory M. Boulton
James Andrew Carros
Christopher John Gunzenhauser
Edward Henry Kievet III
Jeffrey A. Knight
Virginia Williams Little
Norman L. C., Mckay
Julie Jones Stewart
Mary Ray Williams

Additional Gifts
Emmett Carlyle Aldredge III
Haywood Allen Barnes
William Scott Faircloth
Donny Carr Lambeth
John Francis Muler

1994

Pro Humanitate Society
Thomas Vernon Foster

Silver Society
Jay Prentiss Turner

President's Club
Parrish Francis Arturi
Marybeth Torbet Cornwell
Robert Lee Cornwell
Ruth Ann Hudspeth
Karen Hinde Hunt
Christopher M. McClanahan
Larry Steven Paul
Sophie Anne Pawlak
Talgame Gregory Rogers III
Laurence Eugene Trusted
Michael Todd Tucker

President's Associates
M ary Sue Reisch Alt
M elissa Trone Clark
James Lyon Dominick
Anne Cyne Rogers

Babcock Fund
Frank M arshall Brown L.
Robert Clark
Roxanne Brandon Coffey
Michael Anthony Crespi
Elizabeth Ann Goldberg
Justin Grant Lambeth
Blake Alan Ligham
Jeremy Birdwood Mcnabb
M arcia H. M cCai
Kathleen Ann Nealen
Curtis Houser Picularly
J. Scott Savidge
Raymond Kevin Smith
Michael F. Stiles
Michael Frederick Tuitt
Thomas Ashley Watts IV

Additional Gifts
Bettie Lou Eschenbach
M ark Dennis Escher
Cynthia Anne Wiebe Herry
Scott Thomas Walton

1995

Pro Humanitate Society
Randi Scott Castevens

Silver Society
Sandra Combs Boyette

President's Club
J ane Rowland Bullock
M aurice Leslie Carpentier
J annete Needham M cnell
Joey Lee M cnell
Anthony M ichael Orsini
Gregory Bruce Whittington
Philip Bradford Young

President's Associates
M ary Sue Reisch Alt
M elisa Trone Clark
James Lyon Dominick
Anne Cyne Rogers

Babcock Fund
Frank M arshall Brown L.
Robert Clark
Roxanne Brandon Coffey
Michael Anthony Crespi
Elizabeth Ann Goldberg
Justin Grant Lambeth
Blake Alan Ligham
Jeremy Birdwood Mcnabb
M arcia H. M cCai
Kathleen Ann Nealen
Curtis Houser Picularly
J. Scott Savidge
Raymond Kevin Smith
Michael F. Stiles
Michael Frederick Tuitt
Thomas Ashley Watts IV

Additional Gifts
Bettie Lou Eschenbach
M ark Dennis Escher
Cynthia Anne Wiebe Herry
Scott Thomas Walton

1996

Pro Humanitate Society
Joseph Basil Alalu III
Margaret G. Beasley

Silver Society
Danielle Pertud Lambiher

President's Club
Connie Lynne Carson
Timothy Christopher M ages

President's Associates
Julius Edmond Bancet IV
Suzanne Ross Street Banzet

Babcock Associates
Steven Harrison Scruggs

Babcock Fund
Nathaniel Paxton Bothwell
Rima Chakraborti
Jonathan David Coleman
Nancy Short Ferguson
Steven Frank Getry
John Hunter Graham
James Francis Hayes
Lionel Giles Hurtle
Lisa Bluttus Kelly
Jannie Amerson Labriere
Michael William Lebo
Lela D. Lynch-Williams
Andrew David M ehan
Truxton Bancroft Pratt
Philip Edmund Robchewski
Kristin Peek Thomas
Jolanda Wittenboogaard
Daniel Harrison White

Additional Gifts
Ellen Bowler Cox
David A. Dillon
Birt Glenwood Dorman
Danielle Thompson Williams

1997

Pro Humanitate Society
Mary Whitehurst Bourne
Raymond Fairbanks Bourne
Bryan Thomas Somerville

Silver Society
Gregory Bowman Hunter

President's Club
Robert Vincent Boylan
Benton Sellers Bragg
M elisa N. Combs
Walter Hartley Ettinger Jr.
Cheryl Caroline Fatzinger
Donald David Haver
Parker Osborne Huit
Margaret Mary Norris
Vicki M. Phelps-Chancellor

President's Associates
Jeffery M ichael Harvey

Babcock Fund
Anne Lewis Bishop
Aimee Beth Blanchard
Ted Allen Boyer
Margaret Catherine Brown
Michael R. Carlet
Michael vonSchlaegel Conger
Frank M onroe Davis
Ronald William M cawan Dooley
Mark Kevin duBose
William David Dunham
Krista Erin Fielman
Maggie Lisa Frady-Davis
John Clifford Fryer III
Peter Alan Goldman
David Busch Holliday
Donald Eldredge Jackson IV
Brian L. Jennings
Robert Edwards Leek Jr.
Lesley Vauclain Lloyd
Michael A. Lo Presti
Stanley Francis M ach
Stefan M. Parhofer
Douglas Kerr Radi
Daniel Alexander Sparrow Jr.
Stephanie C. Taylor
James John Werner

Additional Gifts
Diane Salmie Behar
Howard Garrett Dawkins III
Stephen Thomas Dilday
Christopher Todd Dunbar
Daniel Joseph Herko
Christopher Joseph Josi
Christopher C. Pote
Theodore Lamar Robinson III
Fulton Alexander Smith
Frank M ornson Sutton Jr.

Founders' Circle
Joseph Basil Alalu III
Margaret G. Beasley

Silver Society
Danielle Pertud Lambiher

1993

Pro Humanitate Society
Mark David Beck
James Edwin Griffin Jr.

Silver Society
Christopher T. Edwards

President's Club
Thomas Mckee Ashton
Bradford Conrad Bromstead
James Truman Fatzinger
Stephen Clark Yamin
Christina Cox Hanger
Kenneth Robert Hunt Jr.
Theodore M ontague Hutcheson Jr.

President's Associates
Murray Wilson Jones
James Rodney Rick

Babcock Associates
Caryn M arie Chittenden
Jeffrey Kevin Smith

Babcock Fund
Anita Waters Bain
Todd Alan Bergstrom
David Ford Bowers
Richard Samuel Burgess
Michael Patrick Carey
Brandon Scott Carrey
Michael Carroll Cate
Curtis Houser Plyler
Kathleen Ann Nealen
Marcia H. McCall
Jeffrey Glenwood Mann
Blake Alan Ligham
Jeremy Birdwood Mcnabb
M arcia H. M cCai
Kathleen Ann Nealen
Curtis Houser Picularly
J. Scott Savidge
Raymond Kevin Smith
Michael F. Stiles
Michael Frederick Tuitt
Thomas Ashley Watts IV

Additional Gifts
Bettie Lou Eschenbach
M ark Dennis Escher
Cynthia Anne Wiebe Herry
Scott Thomas Walton

Judson Davie DeRamus Scholarship
Sally and Dave DeRamus with scholarship recipients Rachel Agronsky and Regina Phipps. Established in 1988 in memory of Judson D. DeRamus for Babcock students planning to enter public service.
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1998

Pro Humanitate Society
Mark Harvey Nelson

Silver Society
Warren K. M. Donald

President’s Club
Kevin Campbell Bender
Timothy Boyle
Phillip M. ason Bray
Anne Rechert Bremstad
Thomas D. Fagerfi
Shikuram S. Dongre
John Sydney Henderson Jr.
Renee Delack Huffin
Amy Caroline Young Jordan
John Douglas Lamkin
David M. Erritt Lance
Kimberly Horton Pston
Xiaoping Sun

President’s Associates
Paul William Barnes Jr.
William Paris Chenault
Jeffrey Matthew Doherty
Clark Kille Ellis
Patricia Victoria Lee

Baack Fund
John M. Iles Abernethy III
Matthew Joseph Aloi
Samantha Lima-Camps Bergin
Thomas Michael Boals
David L. Bushland
M. R. Dickey
James Joyner Edmundson Jr.
Garrett Weiss Eri
James Joseph Fagan
Angela Sigmon Fox
Seth Alan Haney
Christina Dale Johnson
Matthew Daniel Karcher
Ron Joseph Levin
Darren M. at.
Joan Keyes M. ller
John Guarld Scott Jr.
Craig A. Spinala
Matthew Todd Stith
William E. Thomas II
Anne Louise Winkelmann

Additional Gifts
Kevin Carter Cook
Amy Miller Denny
William Alexander M. Itchell III

1999

President’s Club
Larry Aaron Bowman
Giles Franklin Crowell
Sean Emmett Fennelly
Benjamin Guarro
Marjorie Benbow Henry
Charles H. Horton Jr.
Stephen Edward Stroh
Gary Clayton Schawke
Matthew Stephen Simmons
Woodo Herman Rollins

President’s Associates
Lucy Shirley Anderson
Haimanti Banerjee
William Eric Clark
Alexandra Layne Cox
Matthew Worth Fowler
Kevin Robert M. arkland
Hal Judd Rollins III
Karen Gansman Rollins

Babcock Associates
Stephen K. Poiston

Babcock Fund
Stephen Edward Anderson
Lewis Richard Beatty
Roger M. alcolm Briggs
Laura Hunter Bravins
Barry Alan Bruno
Michael Scott Danner
Melissa J. Exton-1Smith
Michael Todd Edwards
Samuel M. ark Gillette
John Vincent Gray
Katherine F. Hamilton
Janette Kamps Hensy
Lori Stovers Jessy
Robert Karl Krouning
Szymon Laczy
Evin Einstein Lederman
David Patrick Lynch
Douglas Rankin M. Gownen
Cynthia Jane M. ore
Zhong Teng

Additional Gifts
Julie Ellen Constantine
John William Grant Jr.
Xiaoqiong Li
M. ar M. arkanda
Lisa M. Odonal
Samuel Edward M. oak
Bonnie Lynn Peterson
M. ar Walsh Valoraas
David Kirkland White

Founders’ Circle
Jarrod Scott Benton
Charles Geoffrey Hoists

President’s Club
Brian David Barnes
David M. ark Braxon
Joseph Dixon Eskridge Jr.

President’s Associates
Teolfio S. Basconian Jr.
George William Cline III
Bradley Joseph Conner
Edward William Connor
Craig M. ielc Dober
Debra Ann Eible
Lea M. iel Iausee
Jeffrey Carl Hawk
Craig Steven Meier
Hinton Laleigh Taylor
Jason David Zak
Peng Zhang

Babcock Fund
Leon Pierre Augustine
Noel Van Baber
M. Ian H. len Beckman
Michael West Brennan II
Robert Long Carter
Jonathan Jay Centurion
Arnaldo M. Garcia
Richard Thurston Holderness Jr.
Michael Ralph King
David Michael Leary
Ivan M. ac
Thomas M. archando
Jason Napolano
Charles Cornett Smith
Richard M. atherman
Stephanie Leigh Sparkman
Wen Tan
Zhaoziu Tong
Brandon Taylor Walters
Carla Celeste Whitchcot

Additional Gifts
Hugh Gregory Bray
Edward Lewis’ Clayton III
William Woodhouse Davis
M. ark Edwin Good
Andrew Blair Griffin
Deanne M. aritn Randolph
Elizabeth Fritz Sherertz
Theresa Hall Watkins
Hubert David Womack

2000

Pro Humanitate Society
Ralph Daniel Shore Jr.

Silver Society
Thomas Joseph Rider Jr.

President’s Club
Richard Edward Anglin
George Edward Hiker
M. arklc Tinaulina Banbel
Laura Kennedy Blaisdell
Charles Joseph Green III
Judy Hendrick Griffiths
William Rockefeller Hanson
Mary Louise Heitmann
Robert John Heitmann
Kevin Lewis Johnson
Pamela J. P. M.
Timothy Robert Lietz
Antoinette Jurney M. itchel
Karen Denise Ratts
Stephen Dennis Roy
Christopher Paul Sandberg
Vincent Brian Sandy
M. ielc William Shaw
Chadwick Terrance Teague
Jonathan Daniel Webster
Joseph Andrew Weeks

President’s Associates
Shannon Wayne Cosart
William M. arc Davis
M. erwin Huffman Donovant
Albert Charles Edwards
Donald Drew Fleschut Jr.
Daniel Mark Figy
M. ielc Lee Udiderst
Deborah M. G. Hune Hunter
Charles Donald Jackson
Thomas Fletcher Jackson
Wendi Jean Jackson
Stacy Bunch Lewis
M. ielc Joseph M. artel Jr.
Anne Elizabeth M. llor
Thomas L. eel Nelson
Kevin Christopher O’Keefe
John M. eril Phlipps
Peter Winston Richter
Ryan Kali Rosa
Jackie Lynn Sauls-Sigafoos
Christopher Brian Savinsky
Barbara Elizabeth Wolfe

Babcock Fund
Sarika Garwal
Salvatore Thomas Anzalone
Kenneth D. Arney
M. ark Lee Aust
Kristina Lynn Caradoni
Patricia Ann Caudle
Richard Charles Cimino
Deborah Lois Cox
Janet Lee Dees
M. ar Preston Gilbert
Pamela Ann Gray
Shaoqin Lee
Pamela Jessup M. aron
Mary Jane M. uney
James Patrick M. cintyre
James Eric M. Ileer
Jeffrey Scott Rebe
George William Rhyme
M. ielc John Riek
M. ark Daniel Roberson
Kevin Ryan Slobetz
William Richards Vouri Jr.
Anna Christine Yates
James Allen Zahn

2001

Pro Humanitate Society
David Don Berry
Robert Keller Leonard Jr.
Lisa Renee Mohrke
Brent Michael Powers
Leonard Andrew Waldron
Jacqueline Williamson Wilson

Silver Society
Dorman Bryan Gregory

President’s Club
Hardt Wheeler Bing
Michele Renee Horton
Michele Lea Kinton
Thomas Duncan Leahy
Margaret Stevens Price
Karolina Yvette Yarrington

President’s Associates
Lea Pierce Riddle

Baack Fund
Aditya Varshn Agarwal
Jane Catherine Banks
Keith Howard Bottoms
Bedford Williams Boyce
Boris Clark Bunick
Lan Deason Cook
M. ielc Paul Darden
James Blaine Dykes
Kevin Andrew Ege
Patrick Talman Fitzgerald
M. ielc Charles Felcher, Jr.
Tonya Cherie Frye
Andrian Satriabagia Gandha
Buckley Lansdowne Gardner
Kimberly Carlan Gillis
Bradley Warner Griffin
William Russell Griffin
Jonathan Alan Hayward
Andrew Lee Hinkle
Stephen Francis Hudson
Francis M. arhall James IV
Zhaoziu (Thomas) Jing
Ravi Kalkunte
Robert Ward Keller
Katharina Anna Konowskai
Stephen John Labarge
Daniel Carl Lange
Adrian Spencer Littlejohn
William Alan Long
M. ielc Wayne M. son
David Alan M. eier
Lisa Ann M. esel
Gregory Antonio M. rris
Kevin M. ielc M. urphy
David Arthur Rhee
Darby M. uer O’Connor
Jay Thomas Orendorff
Elizabeth Anne Pothe
Robert Racz
Rebecca Genee Rauch
Danny Rodriguez
Dirk Schmidt
Owen Alexander Smith
Shigeyski Takenaka
Todd Alien Taylor
Tadashi Uwai
Wolfgang Hans Wondra
Jon Nicholas Wood

Additional Gifts
Gilbert Joseph Camacho
Robert Charles Jennings
Franklin Morris Kriegman
Patricia Frances M. ad
Dorothy Elizabeth Perry
Christopher Allen Van Dyke

2002

Silver Society
Dorman Bryan Gregory

President’s Club
Hardt Wheeler Bing
Michele Renee Horton
Michele Lea Kinton
Thomas Duncan Leahy
Margaret Stevens Price
Karolina Yvette Yarrington

President’s Associates
Lea Pierce Riddle

Baack Fund
Aditya Varshn Agarwal
Jane Catherine Banks
Keith Howard Bottoms
Bedford Williams Boyce
Boris Clark Bunick
Lan Deason Cook
M. ielc Paul Darden
James Blaine Dykes
Kevin Andrew Ege
Patrick Talman Fitzgerald
M. ielc Charles Felcher, Jr.
Tonya Cherie Frye
Andrian Satriabagia Gandha
Buckley Lansdowne Gardner
Kimberly Carlan Gillis
Bradley Warner Griffin
William Russell Griffin
Jonathan Alan Hayward
Andrew Lee Hinkle
Stephen Francis Hudson
Francis M. arhall James IV
Zhaoziu (Thomas) Jing
Ravi Kalkunte
Robert Ward Keller
Katharina Anna Konowskai
Stephen John Labarge
Daniel Carl Lange
Adrian Spencer Littlejohn
William Alan Long
M. ielc Wayne M. son
David Alan M. eier
Lisa Ann M. esel
Gregory Antonio M. rris
Kevin M. ielc M. urphy
David Arthur Rhee
Darby M. uer O’Connor
Jay Thomas Orendorff
Elizabeth Anne Pothe
Robert Racz
Rebecca Genee Rauch
Danny Rodriguez
Dirk Schmidt
Owen Alexander Smith
Shigeyski Takenaka
Todd Alien Taylor
Tadashi Uwai
Wolfgang Hans Wondra
Jon Nicholas Wood

Additional Gifts
Gilbert Joseph Camacho
Robert Charles Jennings
Franklin Morris Kriegman
Patricia Frances M. ad
Dorothy Elizabeth Perry
Christopher Allen Van Dyke
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The following list recognizes M.D. alumni by class who contributed to the School of Medicine during the 2001-2002 fiscal year. This list includes both gifts to the Medical Alumni Association Annual Fund and any unrestricted or restricted gifts to the School of Medicine. A complete listing of Medical School donors by class and giving club levels is in the School of Medicine’s Honor Roll of Donors.

1940
- Dr. J. Cullen Hall

1941
- Dr. Claude Henry Byerly
- Dr. Clifford Convell Byrum Sr.
- Dr. Guerant H. Ferguson Jr.
- Dr. W. Jack Hunt
- Dr. George P. Matthews
- Dr. James Spruill Nowell Jr.
- Dr. Robert B. Roach
- Dr. Jerman W. Rose
- Dr. James T. Wright

1943
- Dr. Paul M. Abernethy
- Dr. John R. Ausband
- Dr. John B. Reinhardt
- Dr. David C. Smith
- Dr. Thomas O. Wheeler

1944
- Dr. Jerman W. Rose
- Dr. James Spruill Nowell

1945
- Dr. James A. Yocum
- Dr. Woodrow Batten
- Dr. James B. Brooks
- Dr. Stewart W. Gibbs

1946
- Dr. Robert L. Earls
- Dr. Calvin Patterson
- Dr. W. J. Peet
- Dr. Alva E. Parris Jr.
- Dr. Kelvin Kable
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1947
- Dr. George A. Anderson
- Dr. Joseph R. Blackshear
- Dr. Clifford G. Gaddy

1948
- Dr. Dennis Walter Biggs Jr.
- Dr. W. A. Participants
- Dr. W. W. Cahn
- Dr. James T. Spencer Jr.
- Dr. Wendell H. Tiller

1949
- Dr. James A. Yocum
- Dr. Woodrow Batten
- Dr. James B. Brooks

1950
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth
- Dr. W. A. Participants
- Dr. Leonard A. Wright
- Dr. John A. Oates Jr.

1951
- Dr. James A. Yocum
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth
- Dr. W. A. Participants

1952
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1953
- Dr. Robert L. Earls
- Dr. Calvin Patterson
- Dr. W. J. Peet
- Dr. Alva E. Parris Jr.
- Dr. Kelvin Kable
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1954
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1955
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1956
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth

1957
- Dr. Edward Warren Taylor Jr.
- Dr. Homer George Sutton
- Dr. William B. Herrin
- Dr. Ivan L. Holleman Jr.
- Dr. Allen Sherrill Hudspeth
**Divinity School**

This section includes all donors to the Divinity School. Donors who are in a University Gift Club are listed with the appropriate club. All others are listed under the appropriate gift amount.

**University Gift Clubs**

**Society of 1834**

$25,000 per year for five years*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James M. Titchell Jr.</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Beth Wall</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Founders’ Circle**

$10,000 per year for five years*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miles Robert Cooper MD ’62 and Jean Batten Cooper MALS ’89</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa Howard Bullard Jr.</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cook</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Dancy Aldrich</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pro Humanitate Society**

$5,000 - $9,999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William N. Hartsell and Cathy Hartsell</td>
<td>$9,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Alice Christian</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James M. Titchell Jr.</td>
<td>$7,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Silver Society**

$2,500 per year for five years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee Tate</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William N. Hartsell</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Alice Christian</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**President’s Club**

$1,000 per year for five years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee Tate</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William N. Hartsell</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Alice Christian</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**President’s Associates**

$500 per year for five years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee Tate</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William N. Hartsell</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Alice Christian</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At least half must be unrestricted to the Divinity School Fund or another Annual Fund.

**Dedication**

$10,000 +

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John F. Baugh</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional Gifts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Name</th>
<th>Gift Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tim Fee</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Fee</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Fee</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact**

David H. Moore, Director of Development
(336) 758-4837 or 1-800-758-8568
E-mail: devdeptl@wfu.edu
Dean's Associates ($250 - $499)
Kelly L. Belcher and Philip Belcher
Garrett Frank Harnett '64 and Jean Harnett
Michael David Hazen M.A. ’71 and
Penelope A. Smallwood Hazaen M.A.Ed. ’78
Davis L. Holloway
Frank Neal Johnson ’73
Calvin Stinson Knight ’45 and
Mary Eva Flake Knight
Jewell B. Lee
J. Milton Martin Jr. and Kathryn S. Martin
George Clifton Pennell ’79 and
Sarah Rowley Pennell
Jesse David Wilson and Sarah Ann Wilson

Divinity Friends
(Gifts up to $249)
Robert N ewell Albro ’58 and
Eleanor Joyce Albro
Jean Poston Abernathy ’53
Anne Sutherland Adkins
Michael Lee Allee ‘71 and
Catherine Howard Allee
William Albert Alexander ’51 and
Frances Pollard Alexander
Ray William Benfield ’59 and
James Edward Baucom ’61 and
Horace Obed Barefoot Sr. ’55 and
Margaret Wacaster Baldree ’47 and
A. Napier Baker ’61 and
Donald Dorton Almond ’58 and
William Albert Alexander ’51 and
Robert Newell Abarno ’68 and
(E Gifts up to $249)
Divinity Friends
J. Milton Martin Jr. and Kathryn S. Martin
Jewell B. Lee
Calvin Stinson Knight ’45 and
Frank Neal Johnson ’87
Michael David Hazen MA ’71 and
Garret Frank Harnett ’64 and Jean Harnett
($250 - $499)
Dean’s Associates
† Deceased
Robert O. Byrd and Joyce M. Byrd
Jack Warren Byrd ’49 and
Charles Parker Bullard ’58 and
Grace Underwood Bullard
Jack Warren Byrd ’49 and
Juanita Haady Byrd
Robert O. Byrd and Joyce M. Byrd

C
John Robley Campbell M BA. ’73
Grover Cleveland Carico III ’75 and
Janice Carico
Kennie L. Vineyard Carr ’78 and
James E. Carr
Clyde Richard Cash ’81, JD ’84 and
Ann Roddick Cash
Pauline Binkley Cheek ’56 and
Edwin Rives Cheek
Edgar Douglas Christianson ’50, JD ’53 and
Jean Sholar Christianson ’51
Francis L. Church and
Bettie M obley Church ’59
Ray Browning Cole ’50
Peggy S. Conrad and Hillis W. Conrad
D. Hoke Connor Jr.
Roger Hawley Crook ’42 and
Mary Ruth Crook
Jessie Croom ’62 and
Mary Ann Croom

D
William Lloyd Davenport ’55
Daryl Andrew Davis ’85 and
Whitney Warren Davis M.A.Ed. ’97
John Dixon Davis II ’47 and
Brenda Crouch Davis ’47
Robert R. Davis and Sylvia B Davis
Scott William Davis ’84
John Tanner Dean ’55
John Henry Deans ’48 and
Frankie Dean
Richard S. Eskew and Jane L. Eskew
William Norbert Evans ’83 and
Eileen Evans

E
Edwin Lee Farrar ’75 and Donna Farrar
Elbert Felton and Rebecca H. Felton
Alycia Wood Ferguson ’87 and
Richard Patrick Ferguson
Edgar Ervin Finlar Jr. ’52 and
Betty Styles Finlar
William W. Finlar Sr. ’34 and
Mary Purvis Finlar
Rufus Milton Fisher ’49 and
Dixie Hawkins Fisher
John Stephen Fisher ’51
Paul Townsend Flick ’83, JD ’86 and
Lauren Ann Rockwell Flick
Don Flowers ’80 and Anita Flowers
Carilyn M. Millhorm Flicker ’83, MS ’85 and
Rick Flicker
James Peter Flynn Jr. ’93 and
Stephanie Ellen Seltz Flynn
Charles Homer Flynnt Jr. ’85
and Ann Gromada Flynnt Jr.
William Edwin Foster Jr. ’79 and
Elizabeth Jordon Foster ’76
J. Wade Fowler ’54 and Hazel P. Fowler
William Sullivan Fulton ’76 and
Melissa Tanner Fulton

F
Christopher Reginald Gambill ’80 and
Joy Marion Gambill
Eura Duval Gaskins Jr. ’63 and
Ann Beal Gaskins
Jack Leonard Gentry Sr. ’58, MA ’86 and
Ruby Hickman Gentry Jr.
James Michael Gibson ’58 and
Martha Jane Gibson
Paul Gettys Gillespie ’57
Kenneth Elbert Glover ’61 and
Lucinda Howell Glover ’64
Vivian Kerbaugh Greene ’48 and
Kenneth David Greene
Katherine Marie Greenelee ’86
James Thomas Greenwell ’83 and
Donna Kimberly Greenwell
John Shepherd Greenwood ’86
Max Newton Greer Jr. ’73 and
Carol Smith Greer ’73
Thomas Lloyd Griffis M.A. ’86 and
Susan G. Griffis
Paul Hudson Gulley ’74, MD ’78 and
Anne Connelly Gulley ’77

H
Beverley Ann Hall ’93
Kathryn Hocutt Harrick ’68 and
Walter Harrison and Idelisse Harrall
Richard Garland Harris ’67 and
Anne Cheves Harris ’67
Judith Haughee-Bartlett ’76, MA ’79 and
John W. Bartlett
Lee Franklin Hawkins ’44
Ernest Harold Haun ’49
Ivan Newton Herman ’99 and
Susan Hord Herman
Michael Dennis Herman and
Betsy N ewton Herman
Howard Harris Jr. Hickman ’59 and
M arie Hickman
Robert Lansing Hicks ’42 and
Helen M uiullican Hicks
James Lee Hobbs ’58 and M ary Hobbs
Benjamin Kel Thode ’81 and
Kate Winstead Thode
Ronald Hoffman
John M ontgomery Hogwood ’67 and
Connie Hogwood
Laura Ann Pappacich Hopkins ’89 and
William Edward Hopkins
M aria Fran Hughes M cIntyre ’68 and
William M cIntyre
Charles Ballard Hunt ’65 and
Florence Fury Hunt
Patricia Hunter ’69
Robert E. Hunter and Sarah O.J. Hunter
Lane Christian Hurley ’72 and
Pamela Hurley

J
Jeffrey Neal Isaac ’81
M ichael J. Jamison and Elizabeth C. Jamison
William Thomas Jeffries ’67, JD ’73 and
Terri Jeffries
Gail Schutz Jenkins ’81 and Tom Jenkins
William Michael Jermain III ’85
Helen Crutchfield Johnson ’42
W.W. Johnson
Brantley Tilman Jolly Jr. MD ’87 and
Carolyn Jolly
Ellen Duchesne Jones ’84 and Kyle Jones
James Grady Jones ’55, MD ’59 and
M ichelle F. Jones

K
Walter Douglas Kearney ’74 and
Elizabeth Kuhn Kearney ’74
Linda Marie Kelly ’69 and
John R. Kelly ’73
James Floyd Kemp ’52 and
Greg Keeslar ’83 and Beth Keeliean
George Kloster
Lawrence Harding Knott Sr. ’53 and
Mary Knott
Gary Lee Koontz ’63 and
Virginia Bolen Koontz
Judith D. Kuhn
David Gordon Kunzman ’76 and
Jean Denning Kunzman ’76

L
William Curtis Lamb ’49 and
M iriam Smith Lamb ’48
Julius Hamilton Lambeth ’69 and
Marlene Wilson
Jill Gary Lawler ’64 and John E. Lawlor
Thomas Jefferson LéVînes ’60 and
Shirley M. Heflin LeVînes
William Warren Lefers III ’65 and
Crystal Hartness Lawyers
Lowell Dallas Lee ’53 and
Virginia H. Harris Lee
Harold Richard Letton Jr. ’71 and
Nancy C. Letton
George Carl Lewis ’62 and
Peggy Kinlaw Lewis
Newman M axwell Lewis ’54, MD ’57
William L. McEwen Jr. ’68 and
Laurel Hill Link ’70
Elizabeth Anne Livingstone ’93
Lloyd Maxwell Long Jr. ’69 and
Virginia Owens Long
Edward Franklin Lovell ’50

M
James Kenneth Martin ’69 and
Nancy Gravely Martin ’69
Richard W. M cEwen and Wendell M. McBride
Paul L. McEwen M.A. ’73
William H. McElveen M.A. ’71 and
Carol Sloan M. Ed ’79
Donald Russell M cNair ’57 and
Joyce M ilner M cNair
Larry L. McCracken Jr. ’51, M.D. ’74 and
Lynn Taylor McCracken
Bradford Lawrence M cCracken ’87 and
Sarah Guthrie McCracken
M elissa M. Cleo M ilerillette ’77 and
Kenneth Gorman M ilerillette
Grover Ray Mims III M.D. ’66 and
Peggy Troup Mims M Ed ’94
Robert Eugene Moneyan ’76 and
Sydor M. Moneyan
M ithodis Morgan M organ ’49
Pat M organ and Molly M organ
James Irving M urphy ’62 and
Neil M skgus Murphy
Douglas Ervin Murray ’77 and
Candace Lane Murray
Dewey Russell M yers Jr. ’57 and
Nancy Powell M yers
James H. M yers M.D. ’67 and
Kathy A. M yers
Daniel Stephen M yntt ’84 and
M ary M cNutt

N
M ichael Paul Nicoleti ’78 and
Catherine L. Thompson
Charles King Norville ’48 and
M ary Ann Fravel Norville

P
Wallace Edward Parham ’44 and
Doris N eley Parham
Robert W. Patterson and
Nancy H. Patterson
Terry Evette Peete ’73 and
Sandra Cox Peete
Brian Richard Perkinsion ’86 and
Cathy Perkinsion
Matthew Troy Phillips ’00 and
Heather Holley Phillips ’00
Bennie Edward Pledger ’49 and
Willie Eakes Pledger
M ariathia Elizabeth Pote ’75
John Andrew Porter ’69,JD ’75 and
Mary Lynn Porter
Bobby Gene Pratte ’54 and Janet H. Pratt
Julie M oore Pratt ’86 and David Pratt
Archibald Cingoven Pratte ’42 and
Helen Campbell Pratte
Bruce R. Proser and Gal Proser
Rowland Shaw Pruette ’43 and
M ary Price Pruette
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Helen Lee Turner ’72 and Claude N. Stulting
Manley William Tobey Jr. ’43
Lydell Lamont Thompson ’92
Helen Cornelia Summerlin ’80
Raymond Allen Stone ’50 and
James William Stines ’54 and
Sherrill Gardner Stevens ’50 and
Dallas Thurston Stallings Jr. ’62 and
Leroy Culver Spinks ’63 and
James Edmund Spence III ’59 and
Paul Robert Snell ’66 and Jean Snell
Truman Sedrick Smith ’51 and
Gwen P. Smith
Paul Robert Snel ’66 and Jean Snel
James Edmund Spence III ’59 and
Becky Spence
Leon Pharr Spencer Sr. ’27 and
Jane Brooks Spencer
Leroy Culver Spinks ’63 and
Annette Scoggins Spinks
Dallas Thurston Stallings Jr. ’62 and
Donna Raper Stallings
David Carr Stanley ’52 and
Sherrill Gardner Stevens ’50 and
Margaret Godwin Stevens
James William Stines ’54 and
Joyce Peterson Stines
Raymond Allen Stone ’50 and
Rachel Hall Stone
Helen Cornelia Summerlin ’80

Tim Valentine
Charles Carter Via ’83 and Amy Sargent Via

V
Luther Eugene Walter ’52 and
Joyce Sherrill Walter
Doris Lavonne Walters M. A. ’82
Lois Colledge Ward M. A. ’92 and
Robert C. Ward
Mary Alice Warren
Emerson Cleveland Watson Jr. ’44 and
Mary Anne Oden Watson
John Lonnet Watters III ’95 and
Shannon Adele Taague Watters ’94
Cecil Gerald Weaver Sr. ’50 and
Lilian Smith Weaver
James Arly West ’92 and
Christy M. Michelle Thomas West ’94
Louis Elbert Wethington ’44 and
L�� Ruppenthal Wethington
Bruce Gary Ezell Whitaker ’44 and
Esther Adams Whitaker
Dorothy Raiford Whitehead ’54
Linda Sutherland Whitmire ’64 and
William M. Whitmire
Ralph Raper Wiler Jr. ’64 and
Florence May Wiler ’63
Gregory Bruce Williams ’79 and
Brenda Elliot Williams
James Glenn Williams ’88 and
Martha Lynn Todd Williams ’88
Larry Corills Williams ’58 and
Zelda Green Williams
Patrick Todd Williams ’87 and
Kristin Williams
Samuel Ked Williams ’62 and
Billie M. Illips Williams ’61
Charles Francis Wilson ’62 and
Anne G. Wilson
Karen M. alatte Wilson ’62, J.D. ’85
Robert J. Wilson II ’90 and
Dianne Biondi Wilson ’91
John N. evin Wimer Jr. ’57 and
Elly Kate Wimer
Lisa Lynne Wiston M A. ’83
Anne R. Wright
Julia Summerlin Wright ’81 and
Jerry T. Wright
Ray Byron Wyche ’50 and
Maeba Pate Wyche ’49

Y
Jeane Walker Yates ’48

 Churches

$10,000 +
Appalachian M inistries Educational
Resource Center
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
First Baptist Church, Winston-Salem
Knollwood Baptist Church, Winston-Salem

$5,000 - $9,999
M yer’s Park Baptist Church, Charlotte
Winston-Salem Jewish Community Council

$1,000 - $4,999
Baptist State Convention of N orth Carolina
Berea Baptist Church, Mooresville
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of
North Carolina
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of
South Carolina
Centenary United Methodist Church, Winston-Salem
First Baptist Church, Asheville
First Baptist Church, Greensboro
First Baptist Church, Orangeburg
First Baptist Church, Stateville
First Baptist Church, Wilmington
Hayes Barton Baptist Church, Raleigh
Lakeview Baptist Church, Rocky Mount
Louisburg Baptist Church, Louisburg
Northminster Baptist Church, Jackson, Miss.
Provident Baptist Church, Charlotte
Watts Street Baptist Church, Durham

$500 - $999
Armorel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem
Binkley M emorial Baptist Church, Chapel Hill
College Park Baptist Church, Winston-Salem
Emerald Baptist Church, High Point
First Baptist Church, Gastonia
First Baptist Church, Laurinburg
First Baptist Church, Spruce Pine
New Hope United Methodist Church, Winston-Salem
Rosemary Baptist Church, Roanoke Rapids
Samrock Drive Baptist Church, Charlotte
St. John’s Baptist Church, Charlotte
University Baptist Church, Chapel Hill
Zebulon Baptist Church, Zebulon

$250 - $499
Auburn First Baptist Church, Auburn, Ala.
First Baptist Church, West Jefferson
Jersey Baptist Church, Linwood
Warrenton Baptist Church, Warrenton

Gifts up to $249
Calvary Baptist Church, Marion
Crescent Hill Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky.
Evergreen Baptist Church, Rose Hill
First Baptist Church, Sylva
First Baptist Church, Rural Hall
First Baptist Church, Wilson
Parkton Baptist Church, Parkton
Pulmonary M emorial Baptist Church, Raleigh
Second Baptist Church, Greenville, Ky.
Starling Avenue Baptist Church, Martinsville, Va.
Trinity Baptist Church, Benson
This section includes all churches and other religious organizations that made gifts in 2001 – 2002 to all areas of the University. All churches are in North Carolina unless otherwise noted. Churches that made donations to just the Divinity School are listed in the previous section.

| A | Appalachian Ministries Educational Resource Center |
| B | Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, Cary |
| C | Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of North Carolina |
| D | Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of South Carolina |
| E | Calvary Baptist Church, Redsville |
| F | Calvary Baptist Church, Marion |
| G | Centenary United Methodist Church, Winston-Salem |
| H | Christ Church Episcopal Women, Greenville, S.C. |
| I | Christ Presbyterian Church, Tallahassee, Fla. |
| J | Clarkes Rangers United Methodist Church, Harmony |
| K | College Park Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| L | Collinsville Pentecostal Holiness Church |
| M | Cooperative Baptist Fellowship |
| N | Crescent Hill Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky. |
| O | East Baptist Church, Gastrovia |
| P | Emerywood Baptist Church, High Point |
| Q | Evergreen Baptist Church, Rose Hill |
| R | First Baptist Church, Asheville |
| S | First Baptist Church, Sylva |
| T | First Baptist Church, Franklin |
| U | First Baptist Church, Gastrovia |
| V | First Baptist Church, Laurinburg |
| W | First Baptist Church, Lincolnton |
| X | First Baptist Church, G rangeburg |
| Y | First Baptist Church, Rural Hill |
| Z | First Baptist Church, Smithfield |

**Churches**

| A | Appalachian Ministries Educational Resource Center |
| B | Ardmore Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| C | Auburn First Baptist Church, Auburn, Ala. |
| D | Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, Cary |
| E | Berea Baptist Church, Mooresville |
| F | Binkley Memorial Baptist, Chapel Hill |
| G | Blackstone Baptist Church, Chapel Hill |
| H | Bermuda Baptist Church, Bermuda |
| I | Bethel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| J | Bethesda Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| K | Bethel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| L | Baptist Missionary Baptist, Winston-Salem |
| M | Blackshear Baptist Church, Blackshear |
| N | Branchway Baptist Church, Branchway |
| O | Broadway Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| P | Bridgeport Baptist Church, Bridgeport |
| Q | Broadview Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| R | Bunker Hill Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| S | Buckhorn Baptist Church, Buckhorn |
| T | Beulah Baptist Church, Beulah |
| U | Bethel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| V | Bryan Park Baptist Church, Greensboro |
| W | Buncombe Baptist Church, Asheville |
| X | Byrd Park Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| Y | Bethel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
| Z | Bethel Baptist Church, Winston-Salem |
Deacon Club
Major Donors

Hunter Moricle Society
(Full scholarship costs)
Bob J. McCreary ’61

Black and Gold Society
($10,000 - $14,999 annually)
Caleb H. Bargharta Jr. ’63
Richard A. Beavers ’67 family
Norman Bennett and Rexine Bennett
Jeffrey Bodenhorst
James Stewart Brown Jr. ’67
Brenner Foundation
Douglas Broadway and Nancy Broadway
Carlton R. Brooks Jr. ’79 and M artin D. Penny ’67
Royall R. Brown Jr.
Budd Group
Budd Seed
Wade E. Byrd JD ’73
Porte B. Byrum JD ’42
Bryan Cobb ’73
William Ray Cobb ’58
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Ashby Cook ’71 and M arry Cook
Bailey O. Cooper ’53
Richard Day ’56 family
Siggbee Duck ’74 and Cindy Duck
M ark Ellis ’74, M D ’77 and Lynn Ellis ’75
Caroline R. Ervin ’66 and Charles Ervin
Richard Graves and Jane Graves
Keith Hall and Peggy Hall
Carey Hedgpeth ’65 and Gayle Anderson
James R. Hefley III ’81
J effrey R. Herman ’77
I.L. Long Construction Company
Ann Phillips Jacobs ’81
John R. Jones III
K & W Cafeteria Inc.
Ted Kelly and Clifton Elijah Pitts Jr. *
Petru Kuelnych Foundation I & II Inc.
Cost Kuhut ’73 and Teresa C. Kuhut ’73,
M AE ’74
M r. and M rs. Arnold N. Layke
James R. Lambert ’74, M D ’78
M ichael J. Lewis ’67, JD ’70, John H.
Buzek ’67 and David D. Daggett JD ’85 *
Anthony D. Luce ’92
John B. M c Aller II ’84
John M ach and Eloise M asche
Ron J. M idura ’66
Kenneth D. Miller ’76
Ronnie M. Mitchell ’75, JD ’78
National Textiles
Sonny Patterson ’62 and J eaniet Patterson
Andrew H. Ralston Sr.
Robert and Iliasa Reed and Robert and
M arie Reed *
Jerry D. Rowland
Salem Computer Group
M itch Shah ’91
Fred Smith Company
James B. Staton family
Thomas L. Teague
Carl M. Tucker III
Fred O. Turnage ’42, JD ’48
Frank J. Turner ’78 family
J erry W. West ’60

Gold Club
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
A
A Cleaner World
Arbarneth and Abernathy
Greg A lliustski ’85
David W. Ammons
J. Bryan Andrews and Stephanie Andrews
Don G. Angell
Richard Avery and Anna A legan

B
Branch Banking & Trust
BB&T Business Banking
John J. Badou J r. ’64
Clarence Baity, L evy Goodrich and
Venita Blackwelder *
Jerry H. Baker ’68 and
Cassandra M. Baker ’69
Melanie S. Barbee ’87 and Todd Barbee
Batten and Company
William C. Batten ’74 and
Susan T. Batten ’75
Harold W. Beavers ’77, JD ’81 and
J ohn W. Lambert ’67 *
Beers Construction Company
Gregg M. Bergstrom ’78
Richard W. Bayer ’74, JD ’76
Fritts L. Biesecker ’60
Joe Biesecker JD ’68 and Gail Biesecker
Arthur F. Bingham ’77
M r.s. W.L. Bingham
W. Louis Bissette Jr. ’65
Sheimer D. Blackburn Jr.
Steve Bowden ’72 and
Caryn J. Bowden, M BA ’76
William A. Brady ’65, M D ’70 and
Susan Brady
Branch Banking & Trust Company
Charles L. Branch Jr.
J ohn N. Bray ’64
Dewey H. Bridger Jr. ’52
James M. Brookshire
Carson A. Brown
William Brown and Jayne Brown
Broyhill Family Foundation
Howard Buellard family
Patrick Burney and Charlotte Burney
M r. and M rs. H ugh Butler
Harry L. Bynum and M elinda Bynum

C
C & H Insulation Services Inc
Kurt L. Carlson ’74
D. Hugh Carlton
Sterling E. Carter and J ody Puckett ’70
Stewart C. Carter MD ’78
David Casells ’73
Randy Castsestens ’87, M BA ’95
Catering By Ellyn
Charles W. Cheek ’41
Robert F. Christian Jr. and Dallas B. Blackley
David M. Clark
Robert G. Clark
Coca Cola Bottling Company Consolidated
Steve W. Colles ’77, JD ’80 family
W .A. Collins Jr. ’63
Connelly Athletic Scholarship
J amie B. Coulter
Donald R. Cox ’36 family
Scott Creamer

Ron Crowder ’72 and Sharon Crowder
Barbara L. Curry JD ’90 and
M ichael K. Curry

D
DAR/RAN Furniture Industries
Daniels Woodcarving Company
Jackie Dakken ’74 and H azel Weisner ’67 *
Tony Danne1
Wayne Daugh bridge
Derrick L. Davis
Ronald E. Deal ’65 family
Richard P. Decker ’68
Graham W. Denton Jr. ’67
William R. Doss
Donald P. Douglas ’50, M D ’53, Thomas R.
Walsh ’80 and Elizabeth D.
Walsh ’80 *
The Dowd Foundation
Corey J ay Dyer ’92

E
William Elmore ’55 and Jackie Elmore
Robert A. Emken and Constance C. Emken
Evans Engineering Inc.

F
Bobby Faulkner family
Clyde W. Fitzgerald Jr.
M ichael J. Foley
Hayes Foster and Susan Foster
Stanley Frank family

G
GTY Corporation
Joe E. Gaddy Jr.
Gallins Vending Company Inc.
K athryn W. Garner ’62
John B. Garrett Jr.
M arvin Gentry ’57 and Caroline Gentry
D avid A. Geraty ’75
M ichael Glover
Ismael R. Goco and Lori Goco Kellam *
M ilt Gold ’69 and Jennifer Gold
Scott Graham
Michael D. Gunter ’69 family

H
Joseph C. Hall Jr. ’72 and Pam R. Hall ’72
C axton Hall ’50, Hall, Hall & Kiger Inc.
John W. Harman
John C. Hamrick ’63, M D ’67
Bobby Harold and Sylvia Harold
Richard Herrill and Betty Herrill
Richard G. Harvey ’68
Hauser Rental Service Inc.
James A. Haynes Jr. ’71
Winthrop Sargent H eadley ’71, M A ’75
J ohn P. Heafner ’90 and
Tina L. Heafner ’91, M AEd ’99
Bob Henning, John N. Davis III,
Haywood Ray and Roscoe Wall I II *
M erlin A. Henkel ’77
Thomas B. Hines and Larry Hines
Scott M. Hock Jr. ’78
Edmund F. Hovey ’49
Stephen L. Holcombe ’78
C. Linwood Holt ’57
Mark Holt ’83 and Jennifer S. Holt ’84
Lawrence D. Hopkins ’72, M D ’77 and
Beth N. Hopkins ’73

I
William A. Hough III ’69, M D ’73
Hubbard Realty, M r. and M rs. Brant
Godfrey and H & V Construction
H. W. Hul Jr. ’62

J
ImageWorks Display and Marketing Group

K
John M. Kane
Kaplan Companies Inc.
E rick Kaplan M emorial Scholarship
Graeme M. Keith Jr. ’78, JD ’81
E nnie E. Keith ’77
Brad D. Kendall ’89 and David Kendall
Mark B. Kent ’85
J effrey N. Kentner ’78 and Pamela D. Kentner ’79
Mit K rn and Debby Kern
W. Douglas King ’61
Neil D. Kon
John W. Koons III ’89, Benjamin Holder
and Lea Holder and Gary Williard ’70,
JD ’73 *
H. Robinson Kornegay Jr. ’74
K rispy Kreme Doughnut Corporation

L
Clarence L. Lamb Sr.
Gary B. Lambert ’77 and
Debbie D. Lambert ’78
Timothy A. Lambeth ’64
M ichael Lebo M BA ’96 and Ellen Lebo
W. Robert Lee and Colleen A. Lee
Leonard Aluminum
Donald D. Leonard ’65 and Bill Cobb
and Bobbi Cobb *
Levis Design Group
Donald E. Linder M D ’74
Albert L link family
Heinz Little and Debbie Little
John R. Lowden ’79, M BA ’82 and
Amy Russell-Lowden ’81
Joseph W. Luter III ’61

M
Machine and Welding Supply Company
M aince Properties
J o Anna Marion and Anne Small *
M orris M arley and Beverly M arley
Edith M arshall and E L Loum B *
John M . Mathews family
John S. M cComb ’80
S. M. Daniel M cClynn ’64, JD ’67
Fred M .G ritt M D ’68 and
M r. and M rs. Henry Bookie *
Gary S. M cMillan ’70 and W. Paul Powell Jr. *
M ichael N. M cC es ’79
Kenneth R. M cC el

* Indicates more than one member in membership
Theodore R. Meredith '64
Joel B. Miller '70, M.D. '74 and
Nancy M. Miller
R. David Miller
R. Byron Moore '61, Judith M. Moore, Mathew Riggs '93 and
Stephanie M. Riggs '92
Leslie M. Morris Jr. '67
R. Charles Moyor
Robert P. Mulhearn and Susan L. Mulhearn
M. Ulgen, Long, Haymes & Carr
Robert A. Mullinax '77

N
Navigant International
Jack L. Neal Jr. '64
John A. Nenno '78, Steve W. Jones and
T. Lawson Newton
Tommy Norman and Patty Norman
J. L. Northington '43 family, Philip M.
Golden '72, Julianne L. Golden, Edward
Zotian J.D. '79 and Julia M. Zotian
Alan H. Norton '78 and Lisa L. Norton
Deborah F. Novak
Marina H. Nowell '43

O
David B. Olin family

P
Larry V. Park and Robin S. Park
Charles B. Parker '65 and Dee F. Parker
Carl F. Parrish, Ronald W. Brown and
Billy Satterfield
R. Fred Paschal Jr. '39
Elia H. Pegram Jr.
Pepsi Customer Service Center
Steven Lance Perricone '91
James C. Pfohl Jr. '61 and
Neil B. Shepherd '90
Richard J. Phelps
Wesley Fletcher Phillips M.D. '62
Ted Philpott '70 and
Anne B. Philip '69, M.A. '75
Ogdin M. Phillips and Andrea B. Phipps
Piedmont Ear, Nose & Throat Association
Poindexter Pest Control
Pollock Family Group
Donald H. Poplin
Richard S. Proehl '90 and
W. Prentiss Baker '65

R
Robert L. Rascoe family
Harold Reavis family
Clarence Rierson
Deborah C. Riggs '79 and Dean Riggs
Roberts Enterprises
Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Robins Jr.
Sammy P. Rothrock '67 and
Penny S. Rothrock

S
Salem Electric Company
William L. Salter '65 and
Rebecca M. Salter
Robert H. Sasser '80, J.D. '83 family
Linda W. Sef '78
David Shaw and Jo Ann Shaw
Shehco Inc.
Shipley Inc.
Larry B. Sitton '61, J.D. '64
Bobby Slate
J. David Smith and Beverly Smith
Simples Motors
Hugh Steele '79 and Marie Steele
Curts N. Strange '77
Hugh Strickland Inc.
L.W. Stringer and Jane Stringer
Albert L. Stroud '40
Samuel A. Sue Jr. '52, M.D. '56
Thomas L. Swatzel Jr. '58

T
C. Mac Thacker and Gail Thacker
Darrell Thompson '62 and Jane Thompson
Marvin Thompson '58, M.D. '62 and
Maurice Thompson
Porter B. Thompson '62
Mark J. Todd '76
Triad Mack Sales & Service Inc.
C. Jeffery Triplette '73
James C. Turner '55 family
Howard F. Twigg '54, J.D. '57
Michael E. Twilley '80

V
Vulcan Materials Company

W
Betty Wade
Lanny Wadkins '72
Anthony H. Watts
S.J. Webster Jr. J.D. '59
Joseph C. Weinberger '78, J.D. '82
C. Rex Wetton Jr. '90
The Weston family
Will Jones and Associates Inc.
Kent N. Willard
James T. Williams '62, J.D. '66
Williams, Roberts, Young Inc.
Made H. Willis Jr., Rob Willis, M. Ildefred
Wills Peden and Elizabeth Willis Crockett
L. D. Wilson Jr. family
Robert H. Wilson '67, M.B.A. '91 and
Richard A. Reavis Jr. '86
Betty C. Wilson, Mark E. Bennett, Warren
Mooser, William F. Mooser '64, J.D. '67
Jimmy Witherspoon J.D. '83, Robert Mooser
and Carolyn Mooser
James L. Wilson
Mark L. Wilson '84 and
Patricia V. Wilson '84

Y
Robert W. Yelton '64, J.D. '67 and
Martha P. Yelton '74
Julius Smith Young '39 family
Kyle A. Young '65, M.D. '69 family

Z
Robert J. Zalzneck
Current Parents
This section includes parents of all current students (and those who graduated in May 2002). Past parents are in the next section.

University Gift Clubs

Society of 1834
Minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders’ Circle
Minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
Minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
Minimum commitment of $2,500 per year for five years*

President’s Club
Minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

* At least half must be unrestricted to the College Fund or another Annual Fund.

Additional In Formatio
Please contact David McConnell (95) Assistant Director of the College Fund (336) 758-5954 E-mail: mcconnmd@wfuf.edu

Society of 1834
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas F. Ahmster
Mr. and Mrs. James William Newman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles David Peetle Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Stephens Jr.

Founders’ Circle
Mr. Wade Evans Byrd Sr.
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Edward Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. John Emil Garippa
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Arrivell Harkey
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Colburn
Mr. and Mrs. John N. McDonald
Dr. and Mrs. R.L. Charles Over
Mr. and Mrs. Harold O’Dell Rosser
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Henty Samson
Mr. and Mrs. James Clarence Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Milton Tucker III
Mr. and Mrs. Kim Davis Westmoreland

Pro Humanitate Society
Mr. and Mrs. Keith L. Alm
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Daniel Babcock
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kennells Blank
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lyons Caine
Dr. and Mrs. Diana Alan Carlton
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney Allen Cawley
Mr. and Mrs. David Edwin Dixon
Hon. and Mrs. Wilton Russell Duke Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Trevor Dunbar
Mr. and Mrs. William Jon Hitzhusen
Mr. and Mrs. John Patrick Jessup
Mr. and Mrs. George Alphonse Kahle Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger William M. Myawhe
Dr. and Mrs. James Barry Douglas Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. H. Davis Savage
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Watson Vaughn
Mr. and Mrs. William Cecil Warden Jr.

Silver Society
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Raymond Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Joseph Champlin
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Davis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Geldermann
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Franklin Harris
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Hrill Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Dale Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carl Kovarik Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Link
Mr. and Mrs. S. Kirk Matene
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Michael C. Amara Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Milla Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dale Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crowder More
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ian Pappas
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Anthony Riley
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Albion Stone Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Neal Tennant
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Douglas Walley

President’s Club
Mr. and Mrs. William Courtenay Argabrite
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arrowood
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Lee Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Batten
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Andrew Baughman
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wade Beavers
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Charles Beyer III
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wayne Beyer
Dr. and Mrs. J. Thomas Bowman
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Allen Bowman
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Ray Boyette
Mr. and Mrs. John Layton Bradley Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee Briggs
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Buchanan Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. J. Paul Bullock Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. John Montgomery Burd
Mr. and Mrs. M. Chad Paul Carlin
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Yates Chambliss III
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Clew Clear
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Alexander Cloud
Mr. and Mrs. William Whitten Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Donald James Connolly
Mr. and Mrs. W.W. Andrew Copenhaver
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hult Countner
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Craig
Dr. and Mrs. James Mitchell Currier Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Julian Carlyle Drake
Dr. and Mrs. Thane Edwin Duncan
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Frederick Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Engel
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Hartley Ettinger Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Yates Fletcher
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eugene Francis
Mr. and Mrs. Philip George Furber
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson Gandy
Mr. and Mrs. C. Christopher Gault
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight L. Gentry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Henry Getz
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Scott Glass Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Pittman Godwin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robert Gooden
Mr. and Mrs. M. Chad S. Gow
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Hugh Greene
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cullen Hall Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nicholas Hambrick
Dr. and Mrs. Alvin Hunter Harites
Mr. and Mrs. William Duncan Hawkins III
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hargoodt
Mr. and Mrs. Richard George Henning
Mr. and Mrs. William Hinman
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. Hinnon III
Mr. and Mrs. William Randolph Hoft Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Robert Hutcheson Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ross Inman
Mr. and Mrs. Ali Jarrah
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilfred Jenkins Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Edward Jennings Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles R. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Laughridge III
Dr. and Mrs. Randall Delane Ledford
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edward Lee Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. A. Foster Mckissick III
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Humphrey M.C. Ally
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hoffer Milam
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Miller
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Paul Mutton
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Davis Myers
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Parrott II
Dr. and Mrs. Robert D. Rushing
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood B. Patterson
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Halford Patterson
Mr. and Mrs. John Francis Pendarvis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Eleyhu Pepinsky Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Almont Pierce
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis R. Riegle
Mr. and Mrs. David Arthur Reynolds
Mr. and Mrs. John Morris Rich
Mr. and Mrs. William Watkins Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. William Brooks Riddick
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Franklin Roy Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Alvin Rosenblatt
Mr. and Mrs. John Carey Ross
Dr. and Mrs. John Douglas Royall
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dean Runstad
Dr. and Mrs. John Edwin Scarff Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Schauffele III
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Leroy Scott
Mr. and Mrs. William Jeffress Senter Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Lee Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn Duke Slaughter
Dr. and Mrs. Michael John Stephens
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Stephen Stewart III
Dr. and Mrs. William David Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Swener
Mr. and Mrs. William Jesse Teague Sr.
Dr. and Mrs. Bradley Davis Templeton
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Talmier III
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Roe Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Peter B. Van Deventer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Carlyle Waller
Mr. and Mrs. David Dockery Ward
Mr. and Mrs. William Stephen Ware
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Whittaker
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Kappake Williams Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bruce Wilson
Hon. and Mrs. Samuel Grayson Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Archer Wootton III
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jeffrey Young
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Smith Young Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Hill Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Zick
Mr. and Mrs. David Walter Zlizk

$100,000 +
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Jones III

$25,000 - $49,999
Dr. and Mrs. Larry David Dodge
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Monroe Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Rieson

$20,000 - $24,999
Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Rein

$10,000 - $19,999
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Benno Bodenhorst
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chappell
Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Doug
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert King Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Stuart M O'hautp
Mr. and Mrs. William Alan Vogel
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll M. Cloy Williamson

$5,000 - $9,999
Mr. and Mrs. William Bryan Adams III
Mr. and Mrs. Richard John Ahearn
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Gentner Baker
Ms. Patricia Gay Beckett
Mr. and Mrs. Simon C. Chu
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. M. ark Fulton M ller
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M orse
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Alexander Spanos
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Tatton Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Jeffrey Todd

$1,000 - $4,999
Mr. and Mrs. Caroline Frank Alimando
Dr. and Mrs. Charles David Biggins
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rogers Ammons
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Griffey Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Thompson Aycock Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Anthony Barbolla
Mr. and Mrs. David Franklin Barton
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Michael Basile
Mr. and Mrs. Clement M unroe Best Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbondio Gagliardi
Ms. Deborah Scott Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher L. Gamble
Mr. Lyne S. Gamble
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lee Gammmard
Dr. Alexander Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gordon Garratt
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Garvin
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Short Gately
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Blair George
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Gerry
Mr. Norman W. Getz
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Locke Gibbon
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Gill
Mr. and Mrs. George Bruce Gillie
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Taylor Ginnman
Ms. Joan Frances Ginnotti
Dr. Vincent Giordano
Mr. and Mrs. Charles William Giraud III
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence B. Givner
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Stuart Glaser
Dr. and Mrs. Rolando F. Go
Dr. Ugo Gozzi
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Anthony Golden
Ms. Leslie Cheryl Gomez
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Vance Goodman
Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Goodman
Dr. and Mrs. Richard F. Gorman Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gormley
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Knowles Gottfried
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Whitaker Grannis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gray Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Stens常用
Dr. and Mrs. Edward R. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Allen D. Haight
Dr. and Mrs. Mark O. Hamilton
Mr. Joseph Grevious
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Newton Greer Jr.
Mr. Joseph Grevious
Mr. and Mrs. Durante Avan Griffin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John David Griffin
Mr. and Mrs. Loreen Allen Gross
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert G. Grosewener
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Minter Groves III
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Richard Grube
Ms. Maureen Grueb
Dr. Guy Guarino
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Richard Gursky
Dr. Agnes Jane Walters Gustell

Dr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Hadley Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen D. Haight
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Hales
Judge and Mrs. Roger Thomas Haley
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Charles Hall
Mr. and Mrs. William Austin Hall
Dr. and Mrs. James Walker Hamblin
Mr. Richard C. Handford Jr.
Mr. Hugh Kristian Hanson
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Hartung
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Lee Hardee
Ms. Carol Harrell
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Mack Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Dahn Harris
Mr. and Mrs. T. Richard Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Haefer
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy R. Haszard
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Hauff
Mr. and Mrs. David O. Mason Hawkins
Dr. Richard Hayes
Mr. Larry Doran Hazen
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Healy
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Sanders Fowler HAene
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jesse Heaton
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Paul Hebel
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Hecker
Mr. and Mrs. Ingram Purefoy Hedgprth Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne A. Hellbusch
Mr. and Mrs. David Cannon Helfsch Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lloyd Hemby
Mr. James P. Hendrix Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hepple
Col. Mark P. Hettling
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Andrew Rank Hibbert
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. D. Wayne Hill
Dr. and Mrs. William Ray Hillton
Mr. and Mrs. Virginia Hill
Mr. and Mrs. James Allen Hinson
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Hockey
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph CkEver Hoddison
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hofnering
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Holtz
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Joseph Holden III
Dr. and Mrs. Richard M. Holt
Mr. and Mrs. George Homsi
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hondoos
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Hord Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Meteoro Hornuckle
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Paul Houle
Dr. Donald D. Howe
Mr. William P. Hudson Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Hunt
Dr. Danny Edward Huntley
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Martin Hupp
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Joseph Hurley
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Arnet Husted Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Craig Hyman
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hynez Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tillman Ighert
Ms. Maureen L. Irvin
Mr. and Mrs. Keith James Irvine
Mr. and Mrs. Harlem Russell Ives
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Richard Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. William Craig Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Allen Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gregor Jamieson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Janczak
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jen
Mr. and Mrs. John Jensen
Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Joel
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick Gray Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Charles Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boice Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. David Lynn Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Charles Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Charles Jonas
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Johnstone
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Jolly
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Boic...
Parents

December 2002

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lee Pollock
Mr. and Mrs. Joy D. Poole
Dr. and Mrs. William M. Hinson Porterfield
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard J. Poss
Ms. Ann Hall Poppalos
R. T. Rev. and Mrs. Frank N. off Powell
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey M. Imlach Power
Mrs. Joanne Price
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Price, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Prillaman
Mr. and Mrs. William Alton Prince
Mr. and Mrs. M. Lester Pule Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Armand Herve Query Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Vincent Quintain
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Joseph Quinn

Mr. and Mrs. Todd Michael Raba
Mr. and Mrs. Anis Racy
Mr. and Mrs. Philip George Rafton
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Benjamin Rainwater Jr.
Mr. Charles F. Rama
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil David Rhodes III
M. S. M. Ellenie Holland Rice
Dr. Kenneth John Rich
Dr. and Mrs. Robert P. Rieker Sr.
Dr. and Mrs. John William Ringwood
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Carroll Ritchie
Dr. and Mrs. William Andrew Rivell
Mr. and Mrs. Deewy S. Robbins
Mr. and Mrs. David Glen Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Roberts
Ms. Barbara Parker Robertson
Mr. Stephen Lynn Robertson
Ms. M. Emily R. Roopke-McKean
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leeland Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Warrick Rose
Ms. M. Margaret Barnett Rose
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Henry Rosen
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rosenbaum
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rotter
Mr. and Mrs. David Girard Rotthoff
Dr. and Mrs. William Douglas Routh
Mr. Billy J. Rozelle
Mr. and Mrs. Donald George Rubright
Dr. and Mrs. Cecil Rupard
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard Bryant Rushing
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Russell
Mr. George Miller Ruth
Dr. Guy L. Rutledge III
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Elery Rutledge

Mr. and Mrs. John Sabourin Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. ies Sade
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Safer
Mr. and Mrs. John Sailer Jr.
Mr. William Salisbury
Mr. and Mrs. M. Leah Sarangi
Dr. and Mrs. Robert David Sarbone
Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes Satterfield
Dr. and Mrs. Rodney Wells Savage
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Joseph Sac
Mr. and Mrs. Mark M. Pears Schabacker
Mr. Robert L. Scharff
Mr. and Mrs. Joris De Scheppe
Mr. and Mrs. David Eugene Scherb
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Schier
Ms. Janet N. Schilling
Mr. and Mrs. John Joseph Schimpf
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Gerrit Schipper
Mr. and Mrs. Michael James Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Schmidt

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Charles Schmitz
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Leon Schrader
Dr. and Mrs. Gregory Robert Schreier
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Schulte Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Janice Schulte
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence A. Schuster
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Stays Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Charles Seitz
Mr. and Mrs. Philippe R. Sevin
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harold Sewell
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Norman Shyer
Mr. and Mrs. Martin R. Sheldon
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Shilton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gary Shenk
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Thomas Sheridan
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Allan Sherman
Dr. and Mrs. Philip A. Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Christopher Seibert
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Whittener Sigmund
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Simpson
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Peter Sindall Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Ichaad Stoneker
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Paul Smith
Judge and Mrs. J. D. Smith
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Kent Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Smith
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Lowell Smith
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Solka
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd J. Solis Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael N. Soucy
Dr. and Mrs. Jimmy Mittelhichk Spirks
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Ichaad Spencer
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bert Spice
Mr. and Mrs. John Stallings
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen D. Stallings
Steph Durwood Stallings III
Dr. and Mrs. David Aaron Staneik
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ray Stagald
Ms. Susan Trube Steeley
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Steigl Stelling
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stern
Ms. Leslie Sue Sternburg
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Bennett Stilmar Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Storer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Christian J. Strock Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. David Ichaad Strickland
Ms. Gail Claire Strong
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stubinsky
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Tracy Sugg
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Suill Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Paul G. Sutel
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Swift
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Skofford
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Stoener

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dean Taggart
Mr. and Mrs. David William Talabay
Dr. and Mrs. Birendra N. Thand Tandan
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Donald Tealdi
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Allen Teigan
Mr. and Mrs. David Alan Thomas
Dr. H. C. Thomason Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blakey Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. William Louis Torkelson
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy D. Tisch
Mr. and Mrs. John Laurenis Tison
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Tobaben
Dr. and Mrs. Lucas Van Trond
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eugene Trapnell
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Tramond Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jay Trippett Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Craig Truem
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Holt Truitt II
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Edwin Tucker
Dr. and Mrs. Murry Wells Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Timothy Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gerard Tymann

Mr. and Mrs. Parks Cornelius Underlund Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Underhill

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Bergon Van Zandt
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mfon Ernest Vanatta
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Steven Vargovich
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey William Vecere

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Clark Wade III
Dr. and Mrs. Burke Wade
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lee Walker
Dr. and Mrs. James Gilbert Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. M. Ark S. Wallace
Mrs. Susan Rich Walley
Mr. and Mrs. James William Walsh
Mr. and Mrs. M. Iglau Dianie Walsh
Mr. and Mrs. James Frederick Walters Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas H. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Warfield
Mr. and Mrs. John Rodney Washam
Mr. and Mrs. Don Lemon Waters
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence X. Webb
Mr. Jerome B. Weber
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Charles Webster
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Francis Weiner
Dr. and Mrs. David Frank Weir
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Rodney Wellens
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Wales
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick M. Ichaad West
Dr. and Mrs. John Frederick Whalley
Mr. Benjamin F. Wheeler
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Alcocke White
Ms. Patricia L. White
Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Alcocke White
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. White
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred W. White
Mr. and Mrs. William F. White
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Whitehead
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Thomas Whittles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Edward Wieneke
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Lee Wilde
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Warren Wiley
Dr. and Mrs. Harry E. Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs. Laurens Carlington Willard
Mr. and Mrs. Fielding Lewis Wilkins
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dean Williams
Dr. and Mrs. David A. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey E. Wilson Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. James Kenneth Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Wilson III
Mr. and Mrs. William Terrell Wingfield Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Winkler
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dean Winston
Dr. and Mrs. Myron H. Winter
Mr. and Mrs. Alan C. Wirsal
Hon. Robert K. Woltz
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bowen Woods
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lane Woodsmall
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown Word
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joseph Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Fitzgerald Wright

Mr. and Mrs. William Edward Yakaitis
Mr. and Mrs. Sang H. Yang
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mark Yarman
Mr. and Mrs. M. Arion Justice Young Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Ichad Carl Young
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Yurkutat

Mr. and Mrs. Eduard Zepa
Mr. and Mrs. Richard James Zigrosi
Mr. and Mrs. M. Ichad R. Zile
Mr. and Mrs. John Vincent Zimmer
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn E. Zumbehl
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Zupplelo
Past Parents

This section includes parents of former students. Past parents who are also alumni are listed with their appropriate class year rather than in this section.

University Gift Clubs

Society of 1834
M minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders’ Circle
M minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
M minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
M minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

President’s Club
M minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

*At least half must be unrestricted to the College Fund or another Annual Fund.

Additional Information

Please contact David McConnell ('95)
Assistant Director of the College Fund
(336) 758-5954
E-mail: mcconndm@wfu.edu
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry W. Greene Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Greer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Allen Herbst
Mrs. Alice Williams Homan
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Hodkinson
Mr. and Mrs. E. Roger Howard Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry A. Jenkin
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kemp
Mr. and Mrs. T. Brent Kirby
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Koennecke
Dr. and Mrs. R. Scott Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Homer L. Masom
Dr. and Mrs. John S. McClelland
Mr. and Mrs. R. William McDonnell
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Gowan
Mr. and Mrs. John H.arris M.orrison Jr.
Dr. Donald A. Nisbet
Mr. James Orlowsky
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Plumridge
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Sundberg
Mr. and Mrs. William Stillerman
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer T. Smith
Mrs. Patricia Rovere
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burgess Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Burkholler
Mr. William C. Butler
Mr. and Mrs. Peter G. Bylsma
Mr. and Mrs. Colvin Campbell
Mr. Lynn K. Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor Campbell Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher R. Canipe
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bedford Carraway
Dr. and Mrs. Philip C. Caplan
Dr. and Mrs. Paul V. Caporossi
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce D. Carney
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Carpenter
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Carr
Ms. Carolyn A. Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Patrick Casey
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson D. Castellano
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart G. Cawood
Mr. James Chang
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Chaplin
Mr. and Mrs. Atwell Brent Childers
Dr. and Mrs. James Wesley Childs Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Nickolas P. Chilivis
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Ciricu
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jay Clark
Dr. and Mrs. Charles R. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Clopin
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Cieniems
Mrs. Margaret S. Cochrane
Ms. Pamela F. Coker
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Compton
Rev. and Mrs. James C. Cooke Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Corio
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cotton
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Curtis Counts
Ms. Margaret S. Leslie Couesart
Mrs. and Mrs. William J. Covington Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Howard Cox
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Crane
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Crel Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin H. Cronlund Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Halberto G. Cruz
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie J. Cruz
Dr. and Mrs. John V. Cuff
Mr. and Mrs. Rodger D. Curren
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Curtin
Mr. and Mrs. Maurie E. Daigle
Mr. and Mrs. James R. C. Dalton
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Dalton
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel D. Daniel
Dr. and Mrs. Carl N. Danitschke
Ms. Betty Dar
Dr. and Mrs. Lamarr A. Dash
Mr. and Mrs. James Davidson
Ms. Carolyn Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Benjamin Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Gerold E. Deal
Mr. and Mrs. Terrence F. Deane
Mr. and Mrs. Garth H. Deardorff
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley E. Denison
Mr. and Mrs. John Deponbruk
Mr. and Mrs. Sasa Diggles
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Benion Disharon
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Dombrova
Dr. and Mrs. Robert P. Dooolittle
Mr. and Mrs. M. Davis A. Dorthorn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Druitt
Dr. and Mrs. Richard R. Dymel
Mr. and Mrs. Jack V. Edmison
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace E. Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Walter Elbad
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Ellisworth
Mr. and Mrs. Lane W. Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. F. Wesley Eubank
Ms. Patsy Wall Ezzell
Mr. and Mrs. Nile K. Falk
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Farrell
Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Fasulo
Mr. and Mrs. Michael W. Feldser
Dr. and Mrs. Wilson Joseph Ferguson
Ms. Sara B. Fenten
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Richard Foran
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric G. Foster
Mr. and Mrs. E. Foster Foster
Dr. and Mrs. Larry J. Foster
Mr. Francis B. Frantm
Mr. and Mrs. Judon B. Franklin
Mr. and Mrs. William Freehling
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Frey
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Friel
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frimel Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Derek A. Fyke
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Galliell
Ms. Cheryl V. Gambrell
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Gardner
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell E. Garner
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gastain
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Dean Getman
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Gibbs II
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Gilsean
Mr. and Mrs. Leonardo Gioia
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin J. Gioreau
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Glos
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Glover
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glynva
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Godosoe
Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Goley
Mr. and Mrs. James Francis Gormley
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Graham
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Grey
Mr. and Mrs. Warren K. Griffish
Ms. Katherine W. Griges
Mr. and Mrs. M. ichael J. Gunnrout
Dr. and Mrs. Charles G. Gunn Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Layton H. Gunter Jr.
Ms. Gail Gustafson
Mr. and Mrs. W.W. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. F. Fincher Jarrell
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Jack T. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Klein
Mr. and Mrs. George Koutsosgeorgas
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kratz
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kraus
Mr. Peter J. Kipper
Ms. Judith K. Kuhn
Mr. Dr. George Kuo
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Lachlan
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Leath
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Lee
Mr. Guy H. Leedom
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Leffingwell
Mr. and Mrs. George Leunini
Dr. and Mrs. M. ichael D. Lexon
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lewellyn
Dr. and Mrs. Jon Clifford Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Slate Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent D. Limaro
Mr. Robert Lintz
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Long Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Brian W. Longford
Mr. and Mrs. Norman P. Lotz
Dr. and Mrs. Michael D. Melcher
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Miehner
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Milsk
Mr. and Mrs. Terence Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Russell H. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Susan Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Miller
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller
Past Parents

Mr. and Mrs. jack Fuller Macmillan Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Maguire
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mraer
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Powers Mraer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Rodman Mann
Dr. and Mrs. M Iorad Margent
Mrs.ingeborg K. Marget
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Mard
Hon. and Mrs. James Grubbs Mardin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Make
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Mathis
Dr. and Mrs. John L. McCain
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McCarty
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. M. Mcduffie
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. McHenry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. McKeever
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. McKeever
Ms. Evelyn B. McKnight
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Mcknight
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Boyd Mckune
Mr. John D. McGough
Ms. Eleanor L. Mckrae
Mr. Horace E. Mckrae
Mr. Charles R. Mettman
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Melsner
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal Menees
Mr. and Mrs. Jan M.Ieach M ichalski
Mr. Joseph R. M ichalski
Mr. Johnnie L. M iyette
Ms. Darcel M ile
Mr. Edward Walton Miles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John Kermit Miller Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Edwin Montgomery
Ms. Diana Vivian Moree
Dr. Ralph B. M more
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Merrat
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Marrison
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel G. Mosca
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman B. M us
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M us
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nasser
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Anthony Naylor
Mr. Charles A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Nelson
Mr. Stephen C. Nelson
Dr. A. Ray Newsome
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nivka
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Norris
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Jason Norvick

Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. O'Neill
Mr. and Mrs. William Olinger
Mrs. Alice Marie Ott

Mr. and Mrs. William Anthony Padula Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wild J. Painter
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pandofto
Mrs. Hilma B. Pardue
Dr. and Mrs. Jaykh Patel
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dale Pence II
Dr. and Mrs. O. Jack Penhall
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Austin Pardue Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stuart Perkins
Dr. and Mrs. Philip J. Perricone
Mr. Michael Morris Peters
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. John Pfaff III
Mr. and Mrs. T.D. Phan
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Philo

Mrs. Betty C. Lovette
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wayne Loving
Mr. and Mrs. G. Robert Lucas
Mr. Charles I. Lunsford II
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lynn Lutes
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Herman Lutz

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Maier
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powers Maier Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodman Mann
Mr. and Mrs. M Iorad Margent
Mrs. Ingeborg K. Marget
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Mard
Hon. and Mrs. James Grubbs Mardin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Make
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Mathis
Dr. and Mrs. John L. McCain
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McCarty
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. M. Mcduffie
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. McHenry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. McKeever
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. McKeever
Ms. Evelyn B. McKnight
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Mcknight
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Boyd Mckune
Mr. John D. McGough
Ms. Eleanor L. Mckrae
Mr. Horace E. Mckrae
Mr. Charles R. Mettman
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Melsner
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal Menees
Mr. and Mrs. Jan M.Ieach M ichalski
Mr. Joseph R. M ichalski
Mr. Johnnie L. M iyette
Ms. Darcel M ile
Mr. Edward Walton Miles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John Kermit Miller Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Edwin Montgomery
Ms. Diana Vivian Moree
Dr. Ralph B. M more
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Merrat
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Marrison
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel G. Mosca
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman B. M us
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M us
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nasser
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Anthony Naylor
Mr. Charles A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Nelson
Mr. Stephen C. Nelson
Dr. A. Ray Newsome
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nivka
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Norris
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Jason Norvick

Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. O'Neill
Mr. and Mrs. William Olinger
Mrs. Alice Marie Ott

Mr. and Mrs. William Anthony Padula Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wild J. Painter
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pandofto
Mrs. Hilma B. Pardue
Dr. and Mrs. Jaykh Patel
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dale Pence II
Dr. and Mrs. O. Jack Penhall
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Austin Pardue Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stuart Perkins
Dr. and Mrs. Philip J. Perricone
Mr. Michael Morris Peters
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. John Pfaff III
Mr. and Mrs. T.D. Phan
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Philo

Mrs. Betty C. Lovette
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wayne Loving
Mr. and Mrs. G. Robert Lucas
Mr. Charles I. Lunsford II
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lynn Lutes
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Herman Lutz

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Maier
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powers Maier Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodman Mann
Mr. and Mrs. M Iorad Margent
Mrs. Ingeborg K. Marget
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Mard
Hon. and Mrs. James Grubbs Mardin Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Make
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Mathis
Dr. and Mrs. John L. McCain
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McCarty
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. M. Mcduffie
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence C. McHenry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. McKeever
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. McKeever
Ms. Evelyn B. McKnight
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Mcknight
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Boyd Mckune
Mr. John D. McGough
Ms. Eleanor L. Mckrae
Mr. Horace E. Mckrae
Mr. Charles R. Mettman
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Melsner
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal Menees
Mr. and Mrs. Jan M.Ieach M ichalski
Mr. Joseph R. M ichalski
Mr. Johnnie L. M iyette
Ms. Darcel M ile
Mr. Edward Walton Miles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John Kermit Miller Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Edwin Montgomery
Ms. Diana Vivian Moree
Dr. Ralph B. M more
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Merrat
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Marrison
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel G. Mosca
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman B. M us
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M us
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nasser
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Anthony Naylor
Mr. Charles A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Nelson
Mr. Stephen C. Nelson
Dr. A. Ray Newsome
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Nivka
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Norris
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Jason Norvick

Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. O'Neill
Mr. and Mrs. William Olinger
Mrs. Alice Marie Ott
Pro Humanitate Society

Janice W. Calloway
Robert G. Clark
Mae Duckworth Hopp
Robert S. M. Croy Jr. and Sarah M. Croy
John B. McKinnon and Grace McKinnon
F. Bradford Miers Jr. and Leigh Myers
S. Davis Phillips and Katherine Phillips

Silver Society

Donald C. Ingram and Donna W. Ingram

President's Club

Robert M. Moore Allen and Jo Lynn Allen
David J. Anderson and Dawn Anderson
Don G. Angeli Sr. and Vera C. Angeli
Bert L. Bennett Jr. and Joy F. Bennett
Edwin E. Boudinot Jr. and Cynthia Boudinot
Martha Warlick Brane
Timothy A. Cooper and Kathleen B. Cooper
James H. Corrigan Jr. and Barbara C. Corrigan
David L. Cotterill and Joan R. Cotterill
Doris H. Crumpler
David L. Daggett and Ruth M. Daggett
Doris H. Crumpler

$100,000 +

Richard P. Budd and Sexton Budd
Kenneth M. dvinn Chilton and
Frances J. Chilton
Walter R. Davis
Roger A. Enrico
William H. Haggard and Martina Haggard
John W. Hanley Sr. and Mary Jane Hanley
Hal Kaplan and Brenda Kaplan
Donald M. Kendall
W. Duke Kimmel and Dorothy Kimmel
John G. Medlin Jr. and Pauline Sims Medlin
Steven S. Reinemund
Dale F. Sisel and Karen Sisel
Lillian Turbiville

$50,000 - $99,999

Charles H. Babcock Jr.
David G. Bradley and Katherine B. Bradley
Leonard G. Herring
John J. Hibbits and Virginia L. Hibbits
Seymour Levin and Carol Levin
Jane C. Wood and Duncan Miller
Ernest W. Miller
Charles M. Mitchell M. inges
Richard B. Roberts and Pamela Roberts
D. Edwin Rose
Robert V. Royall Jr.
Thomas L. Teague and Penny R. Teague
Arthur R. Williams Jr. and Linda Williams

$25,000 - $49,999

Abe Brenner and M. iriam P. Brenner
M. Van Brenner
Douglas E. Broadway and
Nancy B. Broadway
John Scott Cramer and Nancy Arnott Cramer
Bobby Faulkner and Betty Faulkner
Stanley Frank and Dorothy Frank
Henry W. Hope and Lynn G. Hope
James W. Johnston
G. Allen M ebane and Marilynne M ebane
Martin D. Perry
Annmarie S. Reynolds
Phillip E. Russell and Jeanne Y. Russell
Jerome Schurmeier and Susan Schurmeier
Mary A. Smith
Sara Smith Self
David Sloan Jr.
Michael A. Staton
John Anderson Taylor and M argaret M. Taylor

$20,000 - $24,999

Isabel C. Drill
Paul Fulton Jr. and N ella Fulton
Henry M. Henley Jr.
John Everett Hunter Jr. and Dorothy G. Hunter
Morris Duncan M ary and
Beverly Nickens M ary
Kenneth R. M cKee
Kenneth F. M uncantacle
Larry V. Park and Robin S. Park
Jerry Dean Rowland and Olivia A. Rowland

$15,000 - $19,999

Sallie Barnard
Ann L. Bremer
David E. Bremer
Gerard R. Gunzenhauser Jr. and
Ala Gunzenhauser
F. Borden Hanes Jr. and Ann Hanes
Spencer Glenn Hanes Sr.
Dennis G. Hatchell and Marjorie T. Hatchell
Andrew J. Schindler and Ellen Schindler
David L. Shaw and JoAnn Shaw
J. Paul Sticht and Ferne Sticht
Kalyn Wright Young

$10,000 - $14,999

John A. Allison IV and Betty Allison
Clement C. Alpert and Sandra K. Alpert
Guy M. Arcuri and M arie Flow Arcuri
Leslie M. Baker Jr. and Suzanne Baker
John F. Baugh
Norman T. Bennett
Joseph M. Bryan Jr.
Sterling E. Carter
Debra H. Castebaum
H. Denniston Crews
Paula L. Hylton
J. F. Kathy and J. T. Kathy
John F. Krolowski
Arnold N. Lakey and Rebecca C. Lakey
John F. Marzke
Ole Nissen and Eleanor Nissen
Richard J. Phelps and Sally Phelps
Clifton E. Pitts Jr.
M ary J. Purcell
Laura B. Szemore
C. Richard Vaughn Sr. and Betty Vaughn
John R. Wolfe
Dolph W. von Arx and Sharon von Arx

$5,000 - $9,999

James Bryan Andrews Sr.
Derwood Ashworth

Laura Branch Ball
M ark Blaxill
Samuel L. Booie Jr. and Eleanor R. Booie
Carson Brown
John W. Burress III and M ary Louise Burress
Hugh C. Butler
James Archer Butler

Helen Q. Cain and E. Eugene Cain
Norma H. Charles
Robert W. Cowgill and Nancy E. Cowgill
Elizabeth Willis Crockett

Robert Dance
W. Ware Daughtridge
G. W. Dobbs and Catherine J. Dobbs
Thomas S. Douglas III and
M ary Walker Douglas
Thomas M. Dozier Jr.
Dale Erick Driscoll and Luci Driscoll
William Dunlap

Richard T. Evans and Glenda Evans
W. Hayes Foster

Vannea M. Garner
John B. Garrett Jr. and Nancy G. Garrett
Israel M. Goco and Yvonne Goc

Copern Hanes
James G. Hanes III and Judith M. Hanes
Edward H. Hardison and Ellen Hardison
Bobby Ray Harold and Sylvia Harold
Richard M. Harrill and Betty S. Harrill
Charles R. Hemrick
John H. Herke
Lea P. Holder
Dorothy M. Horn

Burges W. Jenkins
Janet M. Jerge
Glenn A. Jones and M abel Fowler Jones
Stephen G. Jones and Kimberly L. Jones

Jack L. Levin
Elizabeth W. Long and David L. Long

M. B. Owen

Annie W. Marion
Jo Anna Marion
Robert David Miller

Deborah F. Novak

Nancy S. Owen

Neil Papiano
Jaye W. Parker
Elkis H. Pegram Jr.
Clifford Perry Jr.
Pauline Davis Perry
Van Ray Pinder

Dennis W. Quaintance and
Nancy M. Quaintance

Jeffrey G. Radke
C. J. Ramey and Dian Ramey
Robert L. Rascoe
M ark Holcomb Reese Jr. and
Anna Kathryn Ramsey Reese
Friends

V

Harry Varner
J. Cliff Vaughan
Robert C. Vaughn Jr. and Carolyn H. Vaughan
Robert H. Vailes Vaught and
Joanna C. Vaughn
Mary Ann Vescio
Dan O. Vira Jr. and Margaret B. Vira
Thomas Von Ahn and Laura J. Von Ahn

W

Scott A. Wagnild
Alice M. Wald and Stephen A. Wald
Ann Fulton Walker
Robert R. Walker Jr. and Dorothy S. Walker
Susan Burrus Wall
Paul W. Wangerin
Ben Ward
Lewis T. Ward and Cynthia R. Ward
Robert Ward
Paul F. Warnock and Patricia S. Warnock
John C. Warren and Laura S. Warren
Kevin N. Washington
M. argent J. Washington
Herbert M. Wayne Jr.
B. J. Weatherby
Mary L. Weaver
Arthur G. Weber and Susanne S. Weber
Julie Weber
Gerald S. Weinstein
Nelson A. L. Weller and Elaine K. Weller
Kirstin E. Wells
Edwin J. Werner
Harold L. Whicker
John C. Whicker Jr. and Betty Whitaker
Davis D. Whitfield Sr.
Cari L. Whitney
Jacqueline T. Wieland
J. Tracy Wilkerson
Yvette J. Willard and Gary D. Willard
J. Jerome Williams
Thomas S. Williams
F.B. Williamson III
Cookie Wilson
Jesse David Wilson and Sarah Ann Wilson
Ray E. Wilson and Janice Ray Wilson
Eileen Wilson-O’elaran and Sope O. Oyelaran
Robert W. Winters and Kathleen M. Winters
Mary P. Wisedy
Bill Withrow and M. immi Withrow
Lois C. Withers
James S. Wojcik and Margaret A. Wojcik
William F. Womble Jr. and Erna F. Womble
Bobby G. Wooten
Eva Wu and Randy Royer
Cecilia M. Wyatt
Conrad V. Wynne and Regina Bland

Y

Ben N. Yavor
G. M. Atten Yor and M.creative Lawless York
Patricia M. Illig Young
Richard B. Yow

Z

Donald E. Zelmer and Carole A. Zelmer
Jay H. Zimbler and Idyth E. Zimbler

Gifts up to $249

A

Charles D. Adair and Lisa B. Adair
Donald N. Adams and Jeanette Adams
James B. Adams
Jennifer G. Adams
John Erwin Adams
Patricia Adams
Shawn R. Adams and Nelson Adams
Mary Alice Adelberg
Robert P. Adelberg
Balakrishnan
S.K. Agrawal and Barbara Agrawal
Gerald C. Ainworth
Judy Pfaff Albert and Eddie Albert
Michaels E. Albright
Sylvia F. Alderson
Carol P. Alexander
J. Thomas Alexander and Brenda S. Alexander
M. eredick Alexander
Peter O. Allain and Joan F. Allain
Henry C. Allen Jr.
Nina Stromgren Allen
Richard R. Allen and Pamela Allen
Robert E. Allender and Dorris T. Allender
Terrence P. Almogual
Mary A. Alspaugh
Richard F. Alspaugh
William B. Alspur Jr. and Martha Alspur
Helen Ammen
Ali A. Amros and Doan T. Amos
Margaret D. Amos
J. Scott Anderson
Allen C. Anderson and Dorothy J. Anderson
Eric E. Anderson
Herbert L. Anderson Jr.
Kathy C. Anderson
Margaret A. Anderson and Robert C. Anderson
Susan Stasek Anderson
Susan W. Andrews
Daniel B. Anthony
Egidio Antonio
Martha C. Apple
George Armfield
George G. Armstead and Albert C. Armstead
Gail C. Arneke
James D. Arnold and Tobie Arnold
Linda M. Arrigo
Robert K. Arthur
Purnell S. Ascough
Manisha Satish Asash and Satish Asash
Bonnie Ashburn
Sarah Ashburn and James Gilbert Ashburn
Robert J. Ashbranner
Herbert Askev
Shirley W. Atihan and G. H. Athan
Harris L. Atwell and Claire Atwell
Edward C. Austell and Louise Z. Austell
James L. Austin and Betty Ann Austin
L. inford L. Austin and Sally S. Austin
Michaels M. Austin and Becky Brown Austin
Rodney Austin and Dottie Austin
William E. Austin
Leland S. Averett III and Nancy G. Averett
Emily J. Avetisian
Gabriel A. Avram and Patricia Avram

B

Eugene A. Bacquet and Amy T. Bacquet
Roy Harris Badger
M. reevis Badger
E. Reid Bahnson f and Louise Adler Bahnson
Brooke Baker and Caroline Baker
Lewis Alan Ball
Alan C. Banks and Lynn L. Banks
Christopher C. Barber and Karen Barber
James T. Barg and Thelma M. Barg
M. Alton Barnes
Malvin P. Barnes and Iris M. Barnes
James Barncastle
Max L. Barnhardt Jr. and Helen P. Barnhardt
Brenos J. Barr and Debra A. Jones-Barr
William T. Barrett and Edith M. Barrett
Michael Barringer
Leona Golding Barrows
J. Barthow
Robert T. Bartholomew
M. arteil A. Bartzett
Karen Bartolacci and Shannon M. Baskin III
Eddie C. Bass and Joan K. Bass
Christopher N. Bates
Jad D. Baur Jr. and Phyllis M. Baur
Lawrence G. Baxter
Samuel W. Bays and Susan F. Bays
Hoyt G. Beard
Eileen R. Beasley and Joseph A. Beasley
Edward S. Beacon and Barbara T. Beacon
Andrew B. Beattie and Barbara C. Beattie
Richard R. Beckett and Rebecca Beckett
David R. Beckham Jr. and M. liz Beckham
Blanche Beckmann
John Henry Bee
Betty M. Beeson and Harry L. Beeson
Charles O. Bell and Annie V. Bell
Kathryn Gilmore Belin
William O. Bell and Frankie D. Bell
Simone H. Bell
Stuart A. Bellin and M. erie V. Bellin
Albert S. Bencivengo and
M. arrie J. Bencivengo
Frank L. Benedetti
John P. Bert Jr. and Jand Gail Blackwell
William G. Benton and Eunice Benton
Russell Berthall
Ronald J. Berta and Mary W. Berta
William L. Berth and Johnnie M. Berrie
Mary M. Benson
Ernestine K. Billings
Sylvia B. Billue
Wayne C. Bishop
Thomas Bitas Jr. and Penny J. Bitas
Vera A. Bittner
Donald T. Bixby and Mary R. Bixby
Carol M. Bizzle
John Birkle and Marjorie C. Birkle
Douglas A. Black
William C. Blackburn and
Janice S. Blackburn
Jesse A. Blackman
Mary Blackwell-Chapman
Patricia A. Blair
Barbara H. Blake and Anthony G. Blake
Dorothy R. Blanchard
Rebecca F. Blomgren
Herbert J. Blum and Nancy S. Bluhm
Jeffrey R. Blumenthal and
Sandria B. Blumenthal
Jane B. Bodenhamer and
John R. Bodenhamer
Grady A. Bostick
Richard Boggs
Theodore T. Bollinger and
Ruth Weiss
Mary E. Bolstad and Karl E. Bolstad
Elaine J. Bonnette
Annie E. Booker
August J. Borschke and
Susan Stone Borschke
Charles E. Bos and Joranna L. Bos
Gary M. Bowes and Carol Bowes
Carroll W. Bowie
Dale Cunningham Box
William Henry Boyce and Anna Doris Boyce
Betty Wolfe Boyd
Fran Boyd
John Early Boyd and Judy Boyd
Richard A. Boyd
Paul E. Brackbill
William A. Brackney and Betty Lou Brackney
Linda L. Bradshaw
Robert G. Brame
Stephen D. Branson
Robin Brantley
Greg S. Braxton
Tommy A. Brendel
Anthony H. Brett
James T. Brewar
Michael E. Brewer and Debora H. Hallyburton
Linda L. Bridges
Suzanne Bagnall Britt
Nell Tucker Brock
Larry H. Brooks Jr. and Sharon S. Brooks
Thornton H. Brooks
Walter R. Brooks and Patricia A. Brooks
David D. Brown

George C. Brown Jr.
Henry A. Brown Jr. and Patricia Brown
G.F. Brumbaugh and Betty Jo Brumbaugh
Edward W. Brumbaugh
Edwin L. Bryan
William P. Buchanan and
Barbara R. Buchanan
Willard Kragh Buckleyn and Paul J. Stober
James L. Bula
Dahal Bumgardner
Gordon R. Burgess and Lorraine Burgess
Henry L. Burke and Jennifer W. Burke
James E. Burkart
Timothy B. Burnett
Frederick B. Bustin
R. Christian Butler
Bruce Robert Buxton
M. ldeed iner Byroe
Robert D. Byrd and Joyce M. Byrd

C

Sally Jane Caldier
Harriet N. Clark
Margaret Cain and William Cain
Bobbi Goodnough Caldwell
Patricia Callow
James S. Campbell
Vincent A. Cannino and Jennifer T. Cannino
William F. Cappieman
Richard H. Capps
Anne H. Carlson and Stephen C. Carlson
Kenneth P. Carlson and M. miane Carlson
Peter L. Carlson
Vernon C. Carlton Jr.
A.G. Carmichael Jr. and Juanita Carmichael
Alvis Barbée Carpenter Jr. and Florence Childress Carpenter
William H. Carr and Angela W. Carr
John M. Carroll and M. aria Carroll
Margaret Carroll
James N. Carrois and Ashley Carrois
Garrett Caroson II and Susan K. Carson
Matthew Carson and Pat Carson
Richard L. Carson and Vivian C. Carson
Arnold R. Carswell and
Mary A. Hicks Carswell
Barbara C. Carter
Wilibur L. Carter Jr. and Martha Carter
Lynda B. Carver and Robert L. Carver
Leon Haltell Cash
Robert A. Cash
Callie Ruth Cashwell
Barbara A. Cassidy
Lenell Chamberlain
Robert J. Chamberlain and
Victoria J. Chamberlain
Charles Champlin and Patricia Champlin
Lawrence D. Chance and
Jacquelyn M. Chance
Charles R. Cheadle and Robin A. Chavez
Voyce M. Chestwood and Aline Chestwood
M. Tim Childress and Jamie P. Childress
Wayne Ferrall Childress and Angel Childress
Paul G. Chryson
George M. Church and Barbara Church
George E. Claffey and Evelyn Claffey
H. Bruce Clapp and Bernie Clapp
Margaret E. Clapper
John C. Clark
Michael F. Clark and Ranjana B. Clark
Robert C. Clark
Peter H. Clarke and Bette K. Clarke
Thomas Cooke Claeust Jr.
T.J. Clayton and LaVaida A. Clayton
Gregor C. Cleveland
Elwood Clindrical Jr.
Gerald J. Clime
Marvin Clipp
Mary Cradfater
Thomas Bernie C. Closset
Kyle D. Cloman and Ruthan C. Cloman
Tom V. Cloward and Carin Stenvoort
Henry L. Coble
Larry D. Cobler
Stephen A. Cohen and Eileen S. Cohen
Russell M. Cole and Ellen H. Cole
E. Dudley Colhouin Jr. and Sarah Langhorner Colhouin
Friends

Richard Stephenson and Michele Stephenson
Blair D. Sterba-Boatwright and Sandra L. Sterba-Boatwright
Kay H. Sterling and J. Kenneth Sterling
Robert T. Sterling
Kenneth R. Stern
Joseph T. Stevenson and Irene Stevenson
Robert H. Stevenson and Betty Stevenson
Doug Stobbe
Ralph M. Stockton Jr. and Peggy Stockton
Ron D. Stollings
Audrey Edmonds Stone and Robert B. Stone
Walter Stone
James W. Strader and Bobbie R. Strader
Daniel C. Straka and Joann M. Straka
Howard E. Strawcutter
Dottie Strawcutter
Sheryl B. Strod
Max B. Stuart and Lois H. Stuart
David R. Stubbs
Thomas E. Stump and Shirley O. Stump
Charles J. Stuppy and Marlene Stuppy
Thomas R. Styes Jr. and Janet S. Styers
Susan A. Sullivan
Charles E. Sult and Lisa M. Sult
Todd Sumerlin and Rebecca Sumerlin
Jonathan Sundell
John R. Surratt
Katharine D. Sutliff
David M. Sutton
Dan Swaim and Robin Swaim
Ed Swaim
Andrew L. Sweeney and Kristen G. Sweeney
Susan C. Sweeney
Mark A. Sy and Kathleen A. Sy

T

Charles V. Taft
Vicky L. Tanner
Mary L. Tapella
Kenneth C. Tassaro
David Kirk Tate
Edward T. Taw Jr.
Linda H. Taylor and Stanley E. Taylor
David Teachey and Roberta Teachey
Bruce S. Temme
Thomas B. Templeton
Grace E. Terkel
Edward J. Terzak and L. Denise Terzak
A.R. Tedino and Helen Tedino
Bruce M. Thede
Max Thelen Jr. and Phyllis Thelen
Kenneth L. Thomas and Mary Louise Thomas
Stephen A. Thomas
William H. Thomas
Clon F. Thompson Jr.
James R. Thompson
Charles W. Thorne Jr.
Sherri S. Thornton and Donald R. Thornton
Harold Crayton Threet Jr.
Julianne Still Thrift and Ashley Ormand Thrift
Genevieve R. Thunder
Jeffrey J. Tibbs and Jennifer Thomas-Tibbs
Linda G. Tilley
C.H. Timberlake Jr. and Anne R. Timberlake
T.T. Timberlake
E. Bruce Toby
Stuart K. Todd
Ray Tomlinson Jr. and Cindy Tomlinson
Carroll G. Tompson and Martha Carroll Tompson
James Barry Towe
Nancy J. Toy and Carl F. Sauer
William J. Treadway Jr.
Carl W. Treleaven and Linda Z. Treleaven
Kay Tripplett and R.E. Tripplett
Sandra Kay Tripplett and Robert E. Tripplett
David W. Tritton and Christina R. Tritton
Amy R. Troxell
Kyle Troxell and Ann S. Troxell
L. Ray Troxell
Jane W. Truscott
Scott Tucker
William H. Tucker and Gail Tucker
Bynum E. Tudor Jr. and Jo Anna Tudor
Robert L. Tudor
Alexander K. Turner
Curtis R. Turner Jr. and Linda Turner
Thomas D. Tyson III

U

C. Parker Umstead
Daniel M. Underwood
Luther J. Upton Jr.

V

Tim Valentine
F. Scott Valeri
Youcef A. Valine
William D. Van Hoven and Jane H. Van Hoven
Wayne G. Van Zandt and Hazel M. Van Zandt
Eleanor Vance
Kenneth Vanhoey and Rebecca Vanhoey
Virginia B. Vastney
Virginia Vargus
Thomas Vargus
Mary H. Vassallo and Richard W. Vassallo
Stefanie N. Vaughan
Frances D. Vazquez
James Glenn Vickers

W

J. Scott Wade
Lonnie A. Waggoner Jr.
Mary A. Wagner
Donna S. Waggoner and Bobby Wagner
George C. Waldrop Jr.
Christ A. Walker
Jack G. Walker
Lawrence C. Walker
Stephen J. Walker
Don E. Wall
Leonard A. Wall III
Nancy E. Wall and Donald M. Wall
G. Scott Wallace
James Withers Walker
James M. Walter Jr. and Michele A. Portman
Ruth H. Walters
Wendy Walston
Mary Alice Warren
Scott A. Washburn
Gary C. Watford
John T. Watson and Lou Ann T. Watson
William R. Watson and Judith B. Watson
Richard S. Watt
Marguerite Peters Watts
Clara LeGrand Weatherman
Wesley M. Weaver Jr. and Anne P. Weaver
Robert Webb
Herbert Wechsler and M argaret F. Earle
William S. Weeks
Steven L. Weighall and Kathleen Weighall
C.L. Weil Jr.
Donald G. Wer
M artha Gibson Wer V
John S. Welch and Jane M. Welch
Micha l L. Welch
Jes Welfare
Karl F. Welfman
Darrell N. Wells and Cynthia Hodge Wells
David C. Wesson and Ana ta D. Wesson
Deborah G. West
Robert A. West and Mary N el West
Carol Westmoreland
R. Bradley Westmoreland
Susan N. Wheeler and Edward C. Wheeler
William B. Wheeler Jr.
David M. Whitacre and Gretude K. Whitacre
Ernest B. White and Mary Blake White
Jean D. White
Thomas L. White Jr.
W. Dunlop White Jr. and Mary Powell White
William G. White Jr.
Mary Ann Whitehead
Arthur W. Whistler and Patricia Whitehurst
John W. Whitener
Sarah T. Whitington
Larry A. Widner and Jacqueline G. Widner
John D. Wigodsky and Mary L. Wigodsky
Anna M. Willbanks
Leslie Wilcks and Gejuan Wilkes
Patricia Willkie
E.M. Wilkinson Jr.
Ronnie L. Wilkinson
Arthur B. Williams
Frederick N. Williams
Gary R. Williams and Jan O. Williams
Gayle Williams
James E. Williams Jr.
Jane Williams
John Elwood Williams
Kathleen J. Williams and Chris Williams
Kenn M. Williams
Ruth B. Williams
Bett y M. Wilson and Wallace L. Wilson
M arc Wilson and Victoria Wilson
Robert B. Wilson and Sharon Wilson
Steven Wilson
Virgil A. Wilson and Vickie Wilson
Walter Hugh Wilson III and Jean Wilson
Harold E. Wingert
Stephen J. Wintler and Betty L. Winter
Robert M. Withington and M arjorie Witherington
George J. Wolf Jr. and Marguerite D. Wolf
Richard W. Wolfe and Louise W. Wolfe
A. Don Woff
Kenneth L. Womack and M ary J. Womack
Albert S. Woodard
David Lee Woodard
Dwane C. Woodbury and Beth Woodbury
Gregg Woodcock
John J. Woodmansee
James Kelly Woodruff
Michael B. Woodson and Deborah D. Woodson
Alan C. Woodward and Elise Woodward
Riely Lynn Wooten and G. Wayne Wooley
Bland W. Worley
Jane M. Worley
Judy G. Worthington and Ronald B. Worthington
Walter H. Wray Jr.
Anne R. Wright
Cornelia Bland Wright
Marietta T. Wright
Melvin D. Wright and Jean Wright
Patricia Wright
Cheryl J. Wulfert

Y

Gregory H. Yahn and Germaine Yahn
Ellen M. Yarbrough and James D. Yarbrough
Reginald F. Yarbrough and Judy H. Yarbrough
J. Vaughn Yeomans
William H. J. Yerkes
James Yestreskyy
Paul Yokeley Jr.
Ann B. Young
Cara Youngblood
David Earl Young and Susan Wells Young
Ernest H. Young Jr. and Betty S. Young

Z

Larry K. Zager and Lydia R. Zager
Robert P. Zammit
Robert H. Zeff and Marjorie Zeff
Mary Zotto
UNIVERSITY GIFT CLUBS

Society of 1834
Minimum commitment of $25,000 per year for five years*

Founders’ Circle
Minimum commitment of $10,000 per year for five years*

Pro Humanitate Society
Minimum commitment of $5,000 per year for five years*

Silver Society
Minimum commitment of $2,500 per year for five years*

President’s Club
Minimum commitment of $1,000 per year for five years*

President’s Associates
Minimum commitment of $500 per year for five years*
(For young alumni)

*At least half must be unrestricted to one of the Annual Funds.

Founders’ Circle
Eugene Wesley Adcock III
M artha Blevins Allman
Russell Eugene Armistead Jr.
Robert T. Baker
Richard Chambers Barnett
Harold M. Barrow
Kevin Campbell Bender
Johannes M. Boehme
Daryl L. Bost
Russell Harold Brantley Jr.
David G. Brown
James Rowland Bullock
M aurine Leslie Carpenter
Connie Lynne Carson
Don R. Castlenan
Robert Neil Chafton
M ary Dawne Clark
M elissa N. Combs
Frederick L. Cooper III
M illes Robert Cooper
William L. Davis
L arrie Wayne Dawkins
Paul David Escott
James Truman Fatzinger
Carolyn Black Ferree

Pro Humanitate Society
Douglas Guy Browning
Elizabeth Ann Browning
James Lyon Dominick
Thomas Fletcher Jackson
K erry M. King
Charles Bryan Link
David M. Moffatt McConnell II
J eremy T. Price
Karen Gansman Rollins

Silver Society
Deborah L. Best
Sandra Combs Boyette
Gerald L. Chrico
Harry L. Davis Jr.
Samuel T. Gladding
Richard Janeway
Samuel Smith Lentz
Robert Dale M I I I
Carleton Turner M itchell
Robert K. Walsh

Additional Gifts
A
Jon Stuart Abramson
Donnie Lee Adams Sr.
Patricia Lee Adams
Helen Williams Akinc
Scott Akin
David Allen Alberson
Elizabeth N. Alberson
George R. Aldhizer III
Eben Alexander Jr.
Joseph T. Alexander
Becky Alexander
Charles M. Allen Jr.
Roy Lee Alston
Gary N. Alwine
Ralph Diwayne Amen
Katherine Engelhard Amos
Kenneth R. Anderson
Paul R. Anderson
John William Angell Jr.
Louis C. Argenta
Donald L. Armitage
Hallie Scott Arrington
Dean G. Assimos
G. Douglas Atkinson
Lawrence Patrick Auld
Sam T. Auringer
M ark Lee Aust
David B. Averill
Jennifer D. Averill

B
Douglas M. Bailey III
M ary Ann Bailey
Patricia A. Bailey
Robert C. Baker
Terry A. Baker
Robert M. Ballenger
Nicole Sharee Banks
James Pierce Barfield
Shari Barkin
Bernadine Ann Barnes
Clifton Thomas Barnett
Craig E. Bartolomeow
Loren A. Bauman
John V. Bailey
Bernard L. Beatty
Robert E. Bechtold
Ana M. Villalon Beery
Paul Buckner Bell Sr.
Richard G. Bell
William Lynn Bell
M arion W. Benfield Jr.
Barbara Anne Bennett
Donald B. Berger
M ary Kay Berger
David Don Berry
Rhoda Bryan Billings
Anne Lewis Bishop
M artin M. Bitzan
Jean T. Blackwood
D erdre Robinson Bland
W alter Douglas Bland
Steven M. Block
Terry D. Blumenthal
Ronald Bobroff
Terrence D. Bogard
Douglas Neil Bohr
Carol A. Boles

C
Jane H. Hopkins Caldwell
Wav就连 P. Caldwell
Dawn Erin Calhoun
James B. Carless
Kenneth Paul Carlson Jr.
Richard Dudley Carmichael
Dennis Gordon Carroll
Linda Carter
Larry Douglas Case
Dorothy Casey
L. Frank Cashwell
Donna Sizemore Chamberlain
M allory Lewis Chambless Jr.
M ichael C. Chang
Rhoda K. Channing
Emily J. Chapin
M ark C. Chappell
Allen R. Chauvenet
Edgar Douglas Christman
Teresa Clabatbarri
Emily Smith Cocke
James B. Coffey
Glen E. Combs
Robert Costen
William E. Conner
Anita M. Conrad
M ichael H. Milligan Cook
Alfred Robert Cordell
Cyclone Covey
I. Boyce Covington
W esley Covitz
Alan Cox
Deborah Lois Cox
Scott D. Cramer
Marjorie Crisp
John R. Crouse III
Edward D. Crowder
Julia M. Cruz
Ann Crawford Cunningham
Carol E. Cunningham
Walton W. Curl
James Frederick Curran
Jane Kathleen Curry
Luellen Curry
Laura Gail Curtis
Michael Kent Curtis
George B. Culjanovich

Faculty, Staff and Emeriti
Faculty, Staff and Emeriti
Carlton T. and Miriam Mitchell Divinity Scholarship
Carlton Mitchell ('43), professor emeritus of religion, with scholarship recipient LaVerne Lucas. Established in 1991 to aid students attending the Divinity School.
Foundations

A
ACR Research and Education Foundation
Adam Foundation
Alamance Educational Foundation
Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation
Allendale Fund
Edward A. Arditti Charitable Foundation
Ayo Charitable Foundation

B
BHARE Foundation
Eula Mae and John Baugh Foundation
Irwin Belk Educational Foundation
Belk Foundation
Belmont Foundation
J. Scott Benton Trust
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina Foundation
Brady Foundation
Morrise and Gertrude Brenner Foundation
Abe and Miriam Brenner Foundation
Samuel Brown Charitable Trust
Broyles Family Foundation

C
Ruth C. Campbell Foundation
Cancer and Leukemia Group B Foundation
Walter G. Canipe Foundation
Cannon Foundation
Cape Fear Community Foundation
E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation
Carter Foundation Incorporated
Charlotte Geyer Foundation
Cobb Foundation
Columbus Foundation
Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro
Community Foundation of Gaston County
Community Foundation of North Carolina Foundation
Community Foundation of Texas
Community Foundation of Greater Memphis
Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta
Community Foundation of Western North Carolina
The Donald and Elizabeth Cooke Foundation
Fred and Helen Cooper Foundation
Cullier Foundation
Cumberland Community Foundation
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

D
Davis Charitable Lead Trust
Pam Davis Fund of the Triangle Community Foundation
Tom Davis Fund
The Deal Foundation
Dermatology Foundation
The Dickson Foundation
Dixon Foundation
Doyle Foundation
Jesse Hall duPont Fund
The Duke Endowment

E
John C. Echols Memorial Fund
Elster Foundation
Exxon-Mobil Corporation

F
Fidelity Investments
First Gaston Foundation
A. J. Fletcher Foundation
Foundation for Anesthesia Education and Research
Foundation for Roanoke Valley
Foundation for the Carolinas
Stanley Frank Family Foundation
Fullerton Foundation

G
George Foundation
Glenn Family Foundation
Golding Foundation
John and Jean Goosnell Foundation
Greensboro Jaycees Charitable Foundation
Gross Family Foundation

H
Sarah G. Hamrick Trust
Frank B. Hanes Charitable Trust
John Wesley and Anna H. Hanes Foundation
Hanes Family Foundation
Harkley Foundation
Herms Family Foundation
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Hobby Family Foundation
Robert E. Hopper Family Fund
Hough Family Foundation
K.B. and M.B. Howard Foundation
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
The Howe Foundation
Hummel Family Foundation
Elizabeth M. Hutchinson Foundation
Hutchison Charitable Trust

I
Irwin Belk Educational Foundation

J
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Johnston Family Foundation
The Kimmel Family Foundation
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International

K
Kahle Foundation
Ewing M. Kauffman Foundation
James S. Kemper Foundation
Kennon Family Foundation
Senah C. and C.A. Kent Foundation
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
Kulynych Family Foundation

L
Lacy Foundation
Lagos Family Foundation
Lancaster/Stuart Charitable Foundation
Jack L. Levin Foundation
Seymour Levin Foundation
The Lilly Endowment
Long Foundation
Lookout Foundation
Henry Luce Foundation
Lund Foundation
Lupus Foundation of America
M. ayann and Wayne Lyon Foundation

M
John and Kathleen McDonough Foundation
J.F. Maddox Foundation
Magee Christian Educational Foundation
M. arch of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
MD Anderson Foundation
M. Knight Endowment Fund for Neuroscience
Grover C. and Jane C. McElroy Charitable Foundation Trust
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Meyer Charitable Trust
Ronald J. Milburn Foundation
Miller Family Foundation
Kim and Gail Miller Family Foundation
Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation

N
National Philanthropic Trust
North Carolina Baptist Foundation
North Carolina Community Foundation
The Charles and Irene N. anny Foundation
National Christian Foundation
National Kidney Foundation of North Carolina
Nemours Foundation

O
O’H. Rankin Foundation
O’Herion Foundation
William and Martha Ohaus Foundation
Orthopaedic Research and Education Foundation
Ottnam Foundation
Owenoke Foundation
Oxalois Hyperoxaluria Foundation

P
Parker Foundation
Peli Rudman Trust Company
Kay and Dave Phillips Foundation
Phlippot Foundation Inc.
Pooze Foundation
John and Jane Powers Foundation
Praet Family Foundation
Price Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies
Lynn and Karl Prickett Fund
Charles B. and Cheryl N. Prothro Family Donor Advised Fund of the Wichita Falls Area Community Foundation

R
Ramsay Family Foundation
Emerson and Dolores Reichs Foundation
Revel M. mission Trust
Kate B. Reynolds Charitable Trust
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation
Richardson Foundation
Evelyn A. Cook Richter M. emorial Fund
Paul K. Richter M. emorial Fund
Robinson Foundation
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
William Rosenwald Family Fund
Roper Charitable Trust
Donnie M. Royal Foundation

S
Lucy Pannell Sale Foundation
Salisbury Community Foundation
The Salzman-M adica Foundation
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Slick Family Foundation
Soo Foundation
Ann L. Spencer Family Foundation
William A. Stern Foundation
Paul and Ferne Sticht Foundation
Shinston M. ag & Tiffinez
Stonehaven Foundation
Strickland Family Foundation

T
T&T Family Foundation
Talbert Family Foundation
Tannebaum-Sternberger Foundation
Oscar B. and Magie S. Teague Foundation
Tidewater Community Foundation
Bob and Kay Timbers Foundation
U.S Charitable Gift Trust
US Trust Company of North Carolina

V
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Vaccello Family Foundation
von Arx Family Foundation

W
Waccamaw Community Foundation
Wallace Research Foundation
Walton Family Foundation
Whitehall Foundation
Williams-King Foundation
Wilson Foundation
Winston-Salem Foundation

Y
J. Smith Young Family Foundation

Z
Zisman Family Foundation
Wake Forest is grateful to the businesses and corporations listed here that made gifts in 2001-2002. For more information on corporate support, please contact Daryle Bost, director of corporate relations, (336) 758-3526, or bostdl@wfu.edu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Businesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Cleaner World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Full Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.E. Finley &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.T. Williams Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACW Management Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARAMARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARS Carolinas-Winston-Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWH Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accents Abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actelion Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelia’s Natural Gourmet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Colon &amp; Rectal Surgeons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Technology Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahearn-Holtzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akin Gump Strauss Hauer &amp; Feld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aladdin Travel Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergan Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allos Therapeutics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarr Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmerUs Life Insurance Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bedding Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Honda M otor Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Premium Beverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Trutzheller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Renfro Corporation
Republic Services of North Carolina
Rex Oil Company
Reynolda Antique Gallery
Reynolda Capital Management
Reynolda Galleries
Risner Orthodontics
River House
Riverside Transport
Robinson & Lawing
Roche Laboratories
Rocky Top Beverages of North Carolina
Ross Group
Rolly's Great Kids
Ron Rash's Tree Patch
Rowland Motor Company
Royster Smith Shelton & Company
Ryan's Restaurant
S-R-C Company
SCS Healthcare Marketing
SFI Electronics
SafeWay Sprinkler Company
Salem Brass
Salem Electric Company
Salem Investment Counselors
Salem Kitchen
Salem Leasing Corporation
Salem Plastic Surgery
Salem Tavern
Salemtowne
Salomon Smith Barney
Salon Vivace
Sam C. Ogburn Realtor
San Angelo Neurosurgical Associates
San Diego Chargers
Sanofi Pharmaceuticals
Sara Lee Corporation
Saturn of Winston-Salem
Schering Sales Corporation
Schiffman's
Schnei'd Corporation
Scientific Games
Scope Exchange
Scottish Food Systems
Seba
Serafini Laboratories
Sercicemaster
Seth's Gallery of Floors
1703 Restaurant
Shamrock Corporation
Shalo
Shelton Companies
Shelton Pipeline
Shelton Vineyards
Sherburne Insurance Agency
Shields
Shoco
Shores Fine Fabricare
Shugart Enterprises
Sidonna Black Realty
Siemens Medical Systems
Simple Elegance Restaurants
Simply Lilly
Simply Toys
Sinai International Company
Sir Speedy Printing Center
16W Marketing
Skin Surgery Center
Slate Marketing
Smith & Nephew
Smith-Phillips Lumber Company
Snavely Financial Group
Sneeden McElton & Associates
Snipes Motors
Southeast Fuels
Southern Caterers
Southern Community Bank
Special Touch Designs
Speco
Standard Register
Starnes Art Company
Stephan Tuttle's Menswear
Steve Childs Gallery
Stonebreaker
Stratford Road Exxon
Sugar Mountain Resort
Summit Credit Union
Sun Chemical Corporation
Sun Chemical Specialty Inks
Sundell Land Sales
Surf and Turf Sales & Marketing
Synthex USA

T
T.W. Garner Food Company
TAP Pharmaceuticals
TJ M Sales and Marketing
Taylor Oil Company
Theon Laboratories
Thomas Stout Stuart et al
Thomasville Furniture Industries
Thor-Lo
3M Company
Thunder Cycle Designs
Tic Toc Marketplace
Time Warner
Times Oil Corporation
To The Point
Traders Construction Company
Tranquility Salon and Day Spa
Trenton Country Club
Tri-County Ob-Gyn Associates
Triad Art Group
Triad Dodge
Triad Freightliner
Triad Guaranty Insurance Corporation
Triad Mack Sales & Service
Triad Roofing Company
Trmac Corporation
Trone Advertising
Trotman's Picture Framing
Varelli-Peterson Architects
Tuttle Lumber Company
Tyler-White Galleries

U
US Trust Company of New York
USG Annuity & Life Insurance
Unifi
United Technologies
University Dermatology
University Eye Surgeons

V
Vanguard Collections
Ventiv Health Communications
Viacq
Victoria's Ragpatch
Village Book Shop
Village Smith Galleries
Village Tavern
Vineyards
Vision Tennis Center
Volkswagen of the Triad
Voyager Travel
Vulcan Materials Company
W
WRE-ColorTech
Wachovia Bank of North Carolina
Wachovia Corporation
Washington Vision Systems
Watson Solutions
Watson Wood Works
Wayne Cannon & Associates
Welborn Automobiles
Weldon Asphalt Company
Wells Trophy Sportswear
Wells Paper Company
Westend Vineyards
Westwood Squibb
Weyerhaeuser Corporation
Whitaker Designs
Wilkes Decorating Company
William D. Houck & Associates
Williams & Williams Investments
Wilson Lighting Company
Wilson-Cook Medical
Windsor Collections
Windsor Jewelers
Winston Eye Associates
Winston Printing Company
Winston-Salem Casket Company
Winston-Salem Journal
Wolf Brothers
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice
Woodbine Agency
Worldreach
Wright Bird Center
Wright-Table Company
Wyeth Laboratories
Y
Yoco
Z
Zaki's Oriental Rugs
Zalara
Zevely House


### Matching Companies

Gifts received from companies matching employee contributions are an important source of donations. Please contact your human resources office to find out if your company has a matching gifts program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A.O. Smith Foundation | Alcoa Corporation | CD Spangler Construction Company | Dacotah Foundation | Eaton Corporation | F.M. Global | GLC Incorporated | H & R Block Foundation | IBM Corporation | J. Walter Thompson Company | KPM G Corporation | LabCorp | M
| ABN AM RO | Alliance Capital Management Corporation | CIGNA | Daimler Chrysler Corporation | Deltic & Touche | GMAC Insurance | Gannett Foundation | H.J. Heinz Company | ICICI Americas | J.A. Jones Construction | Kimberly-Clark Corporation | LandAmerica Financial Group | M
| Akzo Nobel | Aon Corporation | Chevron Corporation | Ciena Communications | Csino | General Physics Corporation | Household International | Home Depot | International Paper Company | Jostens | Kiplinger Washington Editors | Lubrizol Foundation | M
| Alcoa Corporation | Appletown Papers | City Power Corporation | Clarion Corporation | Clix Serif or Company | General Physics Corporation | Household International | Home Depot | International Paper Company | Jostens | Kiplinger Washington Editors | Lubrizol Foundation | M
| Amity Spinning Corporation | Avaya Communications | Colgate-Palmolive Company | Collins & Aikman Corporation | ComEdison | General Physics Corporation | Household International | Home Depot | International Paper Company | Jostens | Kiplinger Washington Editors | Lubrizol Foundation | M
| Analog Devices | Avaya Communications | Colgate-Palmolive Company | Collins & Aikman Corporation | ComEdison | General Physics Corporation | Household International | Home Depot | International Paper Company | Jostens | Kiplinger Washington Editors | Lubrizol Foundation | M
| Avaya Communications | Bristol-Mysers Squibb Corporation | CD Spangler Construction Company | CIGNA | Corn Products International | General Physics Corporation | Household International | Home Depot | International Paper Company | Jostens | Kiplinger Washington Editors | Lubrizol Foundation | M

Matching Companies

P
PH. Glatfelter Company
PNC Bank
PPG Industries Corporation
Parker Hannifin Corporation
PepsiCo
Perkins-Prothro
Pfizer
Pharmacy
Philip Morris Companies
Phillips Petroleum Company
Phoenix Companies
Pitney Bowes
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Principal Financial Group
Procter & Gamble
Progress Energy
Provident Mutual
Prudential Corporation

R
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
RBC Centura Bank
RBC Dain Rauscher
RMIC Corporation
RR Donnelley & Sons Company
Rayonier Foundation
Raytheon Company
Reliably Foundation
Reuters America
Rockwell International
Royal & SunAlliance
Russell Corporation

S
SKF USA
Saint-Gobain Corporation
Sallie Mae
Sara Lee
Scherer-Plough Corporation
Science Applications International Corporation
Sealed Air Corporation
Siemens Energy & Automation
SmithKline Beecham
Sonoco Products Company
Soros Fund Charitable Foundation
Sprint Corporation
Square D
State Farm Companies
State Street Bank & Trust Company
Sun Microsystems
SunTrust Bank
Syngenta Corporation

T
T. Rowe Price Associates
TRW Corporation
Tandy/RadioShack Corporation
Telcordia Technologies
Tennant Foundation
Texaco
3Com Corporation
3M Company
Tidewater
Time Warner
Times Mirror Corporation
Toro Foundation
Towers Perrin
Tyco Electronics Corporation

U
U.S. Bancorp.
UGI Corporation
UPS Corporation
Unilever United States
Union Pacific Corporation
United Defense
United Technologies
Universal Leaf Tobacco Company
UnumProvident Corporation

V
Vanguard Group
Vanity Fair Intimates
Verizon
Vulcan Materials Company

W
W.W. Norton & Company
Wachovia Bank of North Carolina
Wachovia Corporation
Walt Disney Company
Weaver Foundation
Wells Fargo Corporation
Western-Southern Enterprise
Winston-Salem Foundation
Wrangler

X
Xerox Corporation

Y
Yahoo!
### Other Organizations

**A**  
- Aid Associates for Lutherans  
- Allegheny Health Educational Research  
- America Foundation for AIDS Research  
- American Society for Dermatologic Surgeons  
- American Society Reg. Anesthes. & Pain  
- American Cancer Society  
- American Diabetes Associates  
- American Federation for Aging  
- American Geriatrics Society  
- American Heart Association  
- American Lung Association of North Carolina  
- American Medical Association  
- American Roentgen Ray Society  
- Amgen  
- Annunciation Greek Festival

**B**  
- B.A. Hoft  
- Baptist Retirement Homes of North Carolina  
- Beaufort County Arts Council  
- Bob MacKay Memorial Golf Tournament  
- Brenner Children's Classic Run

**C**  
- Cardiac Rehabilitation Program  
- Chapel Hill Breast Cancer Research  
- Clemmons Cancer Support Group  
- Clemmons VFW Post 9010  
- Client Business Services  
- Club of Twenty Gardens  
- Cons. for Southeastern Hypertension  
- Corsa Rossa Car Club  
- Crosby Fund

**D**  
- Davidson County Fireman's Association  
- Dogwood Garden Club  
- Dwayne Hall Memorial Golf Tournament  
- EM 5 M anagement & Consultants  
- Epilepsy Information

**E**  
- FCB HealthCare  
- Forest Garden Club  
- Forsyth Country Day School

**F**  
- Garden Club Council of Winston-Salem  
- Graylyn Conference Center  
- Green Penn  
- Greenbrook Garden Club

**H**  
- Harmony Fund  
- Hemophilia Foundation  
- Herbal Friends

**I**  
- Independent College Fund of North Carolina

**J**  
- Jewish Federation of Greater Washington

**K**  
- Kappa Delta Sorority  
- Kenan III Institute for the Arts  
- Kyle Petty Charity Tour

**L**  
- Ladies Auxiliary-VFW National Headquarters  
- Lawndale Garden Club  
- Leukemia & Lymphoma Society  
- Little Greens Garden Club

**M**  
- Make A Dream Come True  
- Medica Center Guild  
- Montery Fund  
- Muscular Dystrophy Association

**N**  
- North Carolina Baptist Hospital  
- North Carolina Trucking Association  
- Safety M anagement  
- North Carolina Zoological Park  
- National Tuberous Sclerosis Association

**O**  
- Old Salem  
- Old Town Club  
- Optimist Club of Winston-Salem

**P**  
- Paralyzed Veterans of America Spinal Cord Foundation  
- Partnership for Consumer Education

**R**  
- Radiological Society of North America

**S**  
- SciWorks  
- Sisters By Choice  
- Smith & Friends Golf Tournament  
- Southern Consortium-College Administrators  
- St. Jude Medical Center  
- Stiefel Foundation for Dermatology  
- Summit School  
- Sunday Night Dart League

**T**  
- T. Wayne Robertson NASCAR Fund  
- Tourbranch Associates  
- Triad German Club  
- Triangle United Way  
- 20th Judicial District Bar Associates  
- Twin City Garden Club  
- Twin City Soccer Classic

**U**  
- United Way of Davie County  
- United Way of Forsyth County  
- United Way of Kings County  
- United Way of Lincoln County  
- United Way of North Carolina  
- United Way of Stokes County  
- United Way of Tri-State  
- United Way of Wilkes County  
- United Way of Yadkin County  
- United Way-Greater High Point

**W**  
- Winston-Salem Chamber of Commerce  
- Winston-Salem Dental Assistants Society  
- Winston-Salem Newcomers Club  
- Wake Forest University Club  
- Waynesville Rotary Club  
- West Coast Choppers  
- Who's Who International  
- Windsor Garden Club  
- Winston-Salem Alliance  
- Winston-Salem Symphony
Two classic Wake Forest books...
One low price

“Wake Forest University: A Photographic Tribute”
Regularly priced at $39.95

National Geographic photographer Kenneth Garrett captures the timeless beauty of Wake Forest in this 112-page large format book. Remember the special places and events—from Homecoming to the Love Feast to Commencement—that you hold dear.

“Demon Deacon Hoops”
By Barry Lawing (MA ’84)
Regularly priced at $35

All the great players, coaches and games are featured in this comprehensive look at Wake Forest’s proud basketball heritage from the very first game in 1906 through the NIT Championship in 2000.

Both books are now available as a package for $50 total, including sales tax and shipping.

To order, call 1-800-752-8568 or (336) 758-5941 or by e-mail shayks@wfu.edu
Or order on-line at www.wfu.edu/alumni/kiosk
Read Wake Forest news everyday at Window on Wake Forest Online.